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Abstract

To investigate how the Large Hadron Collider at CERN can survive UFO attacks much
larger than expected, we build and perform an experiment designed to measure the
transient temperature evolution of both a stainless steel heater subjected to millisecond
time–scale losses and the confined helium cooling this heater.

In Paper [1] we focus on a configuration where the heater is cooled by an open
bath of superfluid helium. Setup validation is done by fitting the Kapitza heat transfer
expression Q = aK (TsnK − TbnK) to steady state measurements, finding fit parameters
within the expected range; aK = 1316.8±10% W m−2 K−nK , nK = 2.528±10%. We
do not find conclusive evidence of an orientation dependence of the Kapitza heat
transfer mechanism, nor heat transfer differences that can be attributed to local surface
variations along the same heater. The setup shows critical heat flux in line with
estimates from literature, and the time between a step in heating and the onset of film
boiling follows the expected ∝ Q−4 dependence.

During the first millisecond after a step in applied heating power density our mea-
surements show a slower thermal rise time than that found by a time–dependent
one–dimensional model of our setup using the steady state Kapitza heat transfer ex-
pression as the cooling boundary condition. After the first millisecond, agreement
between measurement and model is excellent.

In Paper [2] we confine the helium near the heater to a channel of 120 µm depth.
The helium is isolated from the external bath with the exception of two pin–holes that,
on the time–scale of tens of milliseconds, allow only negligible heat exchange with the
external bath.

We measure the temperatures of both the heater strip and the channel helium
during slow–pulse heating that reaches peak power after 9 ms, fast–pulse heating that
reaches peak power after 100 µs, and step heating that reaches steady power after
100 µs.

Using the steady state Kapitza heat transfer expression at the interface between
heater and helium, and the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer regime in the helium chan-
nel, we obtain excellent agreement between simulation and measurement during the
first 5 ms of slow–pulse tests. Using instead the measured helium temperature in
the Kapitza expression, we obtain excellent agreement between the simulated and
measured heater response during the first 150 ms of slow–pulse tests.
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The same model fails to explain the fast–pulse transient response of the heater
and helium, while it can only explain the helium response to a step in applied power.
The steady state Kapitza expression may therefore not be applicable to heating events
that are over within a single millisecond.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Chapter content:
1.1 Unidentified Falling Objects in the LHC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.2 Why Look at Helium Cooling?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.3 Large and Numerous UFOs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
1.4 The Work Herein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
This chapter will introduce the two main observations that shows our understand-
ing of millisecond time–scale heat transfer to superfluid helium is incomplete. It
will also explain why this lacking knowledge is a problem for the reliable oper-
ation of the LHC. The story involves UFOs attacking the large superconducting
magnets at CERN; what’s not to love?

The endless question “why?” led from stories around the firepit to lectures on the
standard model of particle physics. It will never cease to provoke and motivate the
incessant drive towards more answers and, inevitably, even more questions. Among
the tools developed as means of illuminating the universe we live in is the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC); a circular particle collider, the largest ever built, both in
physical size and collision energy, meant to reach the frontier of the standard model.
One of the machine’s stated purposes was to prove the existence of the elusive Higgs
boson. While the particle was found in 2012 [3, 4], knowledge, of course, remains
incomplete [5]. As such, the LHC has not yet outlived its usefulness, with several
planned upgrades, chief among which are; 1) the high–luminosity upgrade [6] which
will increase the number of particle collisions with respect to the baseline design, and
2) the high–energy upgrade [7] to make each collision more energetic.

The LHC consists of an enormous set of complicated interlocking parts, all con-
tributing to the end goal of detecting as many collisions at the interaction points
(where the two counter–rotating beams collide) as possible. Most of the LHC is made
up of superconducting dipole magnets used to bend the particle beam trajectories into
a closed loop. These magnets are all permeated with superfluid helium, tasked with
both the initial cooldown from room temperature, and improving the thermal stability
of the magnet, maintaining their operating temperature of 1.9 K.
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1.1 Unidentified Falling Objects in the LHC
Thermal stability of a superconducting magnet is crucial because during normal oper-
ation, the magnet will be subject to various local energy depositions that will increase
the temperature, threatening a quench [8, p. 593–594]. A quench occurs when the
superconductor locally transitions to normal–conducting. As a matter of definition,
a quench is often considered irreversible [9, p. 656]. However, superconductivity will
recover once the material cools back down to normal operating temperature.

Quenches can be caused by myriad reasons, and Bottura proposed the order–of–
magnitude classification scheme shown in Figure 1.1 [10]. Examples include the AC
losses associated with the current–ramp–rate, which induce losses as the field strength
of an LHC magnet is brought up to operating energy. Or when the strong Lorenz forces
of the magnetic field cause Wire motion as the conductors in a magnet physically
move, releasing energy by friction. Or beam losses where energy from the particle
beam is deposited in the magnets by Particle showers . If the energy deposition from
any such cause exceeds a threshold depending on magnet type, location, and time–scale
of energy deposition, it will cause a quench.
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Figure 1.1: Approximate clas-
sification of the loss mechanisms
that can deposit energy in a mag-
net during normal operation [10,
Recreated from Fig. 5]. Classifica-
tion is according to characteristic
loss duration and energy density
of the deposition. Particle show-
ers are especially relevant to this
thesis, as beam losses fall into this
category. Note that direct impact
of the particle beam on the magnet
falls under Nuclear heat .

Beam losses and beam–loss induced quenches have several different sources and
characteristics [11–15], and an unidentified falling object (UFO) [16] is a particular
kind that has been used to guide the design process of the experimental work presented
herein. UFOs fall under the Particle showers class of losses in Figure 1.1.

The two particle beams circulate in individual beam pipes, and are surrounded by
the superconducting magnets that produce the magnetic fields maintaining the beam
trajectories. A UFO event is the interaction between matter originating from within
the machine itself, typically considered to be dust particles falling from the top of
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the beam pipe, and the particles in the beam. This interaction results in a shower
of secondary particles that locally heat up the magnet. They are important because
of the desire to keep increasing both the luminosity and the energy of the LHC. The
more particles there are in the beam, the more collisions will happen during a UFO
event [17], and the more energy individual beam particles possess, the more energy is
released when it collides with the UFO [18, Fig. 5.11].

In particle accelerators the beam loss monitor (BLM) is used to ensure beam losses
remain below safe limits to keep equipment from being damaged [8, Sec. 7.4.16]. Many
such devices are located around the machine (2–3 BLMs per large superconducting
magnet), allowing for real–time monitoring of the local rate of ionization, which relates
to the energy deposition in the magnets, with a time–resolution down to some tens of
microseconds. Figure 1.2 shows a representative plot of a UFO event as measured by
a BLM. The data in the plot is interpreted as the product of two factors [19, Eq. 5.2];
1) a time–dependent number of inelastic beam particle collisions with a dust particle
happening within a given time–interval, here: 40 µs, and 2) a scaling factor, called the
BLM response, that relates each such inelastic collision to a local ionization (measured
by the BLM). The BLM response is estimated from Monte–Carlo simulations of beam–
UFO interactions and the resulting particle shower using FLUKA (a general purpose
particle interaction simulation tool developed at CERN).

Figure 1.2: Representative ex-
ample of BLM signal during a
UFO event, detected 17 Septem-
ber 2015. Data provided by Bern-
hard Auchmann from the BLM
BLMBI.28R2.B0T20_MBB-MBA [20]. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
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For the experimental design described in Chapter 3, the most important feature of a
UFO event is the time–scale; a UFO event is characterised by the roughly Gaussian loss
profile seen in Figure 1.2, with a duration on the order of a half to a whole millisecond.
While the energy deposition from a UFO event is clearly of critical importance for the
operation of the LHC, for the experimental work presented in this thesis, it is less
important; the materials used to build the experimental samples are different from
those used to build LHC magnets (meaning thermal conductivity and heat capacity
are different), and because experiments are carried out for a large range of energy
values to investigate both weak and strong losses.

1.2 Why Look at Helium Cooling?
The thermal stability of a superconducting magnet with respect to transient energy
depositions, such as those from beam losses, is expressed as the minimum quench
energy density (MQED), typically given in units of mJ cm−3. A superconductor has
three critical parameters; temperature, current density, and magnetic field. Before any
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disturbance, when operating in steady state, only the magnetic field varies across the
magnet cross section. Near the aperture/beam pipe, the field seen by an individual
cable strand is strong (around 8.3 T at nominal particle beam energy), while a strand
near the outside edge of the magnet sees a much weaker field (on the order of 3 T) [21,
Fig. 2]. The temperature is at 1.9 K across the entire magnet, while the current
density in all the cables is the same. This means the energy density necessary to
cause a quench varies like the field; high field means only a small amount of energy
is necessary to quench, while in a low–field region the opposite is true. The MQED,
then, is not only tied to an energy density necessary to initiate a quench; it is also
specific to the location in the magnet where the quench originates.

With regards to beam losses, the resulting energy deposition will almost exclusively
be limited to the horizontal midplane region of the magnet, nearest the beam pipe,
roughly coincident with the place the magnet has the lowest margin to quench[21,
Fig. 4]. Figure 1.3 shows the MQED for the main dipole magnets of the LHC as
it varies depending on the duration of the energy disturbance [22, Fig. 2]. The plot
illustrates the compounding problem with UFOs that at higher beam energies, not
only will each UFO cause more energy to be released, but less energy is needed to
quench a given magnet.
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Figure 1.3: MQED at three LHC
beam energies for the main dipole
magnets as it varies with the du-
ration of an energy deposition [22,
recreated from Fig. 2].

The MQED curves in Figure 1.3 are not measured in the machine. The plot shows
the result of modelling efforts that take energy disturbances at a variety of durations as
input (UFOs, of course, but also both much faster and much slower disturbances), and
then runs an electro–thermal simulation to determine whether or not a superconductor
quenches when subject to this disturbance. The modelling software used to obtain the
results in Figure 1.3 is QP3 [23]. QP3 models a single strand in the superconductor
cable as a longitudinally discretised one–dimensional electrical and thermal conductor.
Current and heat flows along the conductor, with additional heat flows/sources/sinks
related to joule heating within a section of the strand, cooling across the insulation
between the strand and the large helium bath surrounding the entire superconductor,
and cooling directly from the surface of the strand to the helium that permeates the
magnet cables. There is no thermal contact between adjacent helium volumes within
the strand, nor between the strand volumes and the bath.

It has proven difficult to generate controlled beam losses with characteristics like
that of a UFO. As such, comprehensive measurements of the MQED in the real LHC
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magnets are not available. However, an orbit–bump quench test was done in 2011
which roughly represents the UFO–like loss pattern [24]. The test was done by “bump-
ing” a small part of the beam in order to make a specific number of particles crash
directly into the beam pipe of one of the main quadrupoles in the LHC1. This gave rise
to an energy deposition lasting about 10 ms, consisting of a series of fast loss peaks
roughly a third of a millisecond apart. Two different total particle loss numbers were
tested; 4 · 108 protons and 8.2 · 108 protons. The larger number of particles impacting
the beam pipe lead to more energy deposited in the magnet itself. For the smaller
number/energy, no quench was observed, while for the larger, the magnet quenched
about half–way through the disturbance.

Auchmann et al. analysed the orbit–bump quench tests, finding from simulations
of the energy depositions from the two tests that for the test where no quench was
seen, 198 mJ cm−3 was deposited locally in the magnet, while for the test that saw
a quench, a total of 405 mJ cm−3 was deposited [22, Sec. V B]. The estimated time
of quench was 5 ms after the start of losses, and 265 mJ cm−3 had been deposited in
the magnet within this time. These energy densities come from FLUKA simulations
similar in nature to those used to determine the BLM response mentioned before.

The important finding is that QP3 simulations, using losses found by the FLUKA
simulations, give an MQED of just 50 to 80 mJ cm−3. This means there is a large
discrepancy between when modelling suggests a magnet would quench and when the
magnet actually quenches in the LHC; taking 265 mJ cm−3 as the measured MQED
and 65 mJ cm−3 as the simulated MQED gives a ratio of 4.1 in favour of the real quench
energy. Auchmann et al. conclude that the only uncertainty within the electro–thermal
model implemented in QP3 significant enough to potentially explain the discrepancy
is the helium cooling. They suggest, tentatively, that an enhanced nucleate–boiling
regime could be part of the explanation.

1.3 Large and Numerous UFOs
Some of the early work done in preparation for the large experimental effort presented
herein was to look at all the UFO events recorded by the BLM system over the course
of LHC operation between June 2015 and June 2016. While this work was only used
internally at CERN and never prepared for publication, it finds evidence in line with
the orbit–bump quench test.

By using FLUKA estimates for how much energy an individual UFO event deposits
in a magnet (3.29·10−7 mJ cm−3 per lost proton), then comparing it with the estimated
MQED for losses around 1 ms (8 mJ cm−3 from Figure 1.3 at 7 TeV), a total of 45
UFOs were found to deposit more energy in the magnets than the MQED. However,
only the four largest UFOs actually caused a quench. The smallest energy deposition
that did cause a quench was 28 mJ cm−3, 3.5 times larger than the estimated MQED,
while the largest deposition that did not cause a quench was 24 mJ cm−3, 3 times the
MQED. This is quite in line with the factor 4 found from the orbit–bump quench test.

1The parts of the LHC that actually bend the beam into a circular orbit are composed of long strings
of dipole and quadrupole magnets. A “cell” is composed of three dipoles followed by a quadrupole
followed by another three dipoles and then a second quadrupole.
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1.3.1 Machine Protection and Availability
The magnetic energy stored in an LHC main bending (MB) dipole magnet during nor-
mal operation, combined with the enormous current flowing in the cables (on the order
of 10 kA [25, Tab. 7.5]) mean that once a quench occurs, and a normal–conducting
zone forms in the magnet, considerable heat can be generated by resistive joule heat-
ing [26], which could damage a magnet [9, Sec. 8.1.4]. A quench protection system
(QPS) is implemented in the LHC in order to ensure the magnets take no damage
during a quench [25, Sec. 9.4]. When it detects the start of a quench, it rapidly
heats the entire quenching magnet above its critical temperature in order to reduce
the energy density developed as the magnet current decays to zero. In tandem with
the quench protection trigger there is also a beam dump, since the quenching magnet
can no longer maintain the beam trajectory, and the beam must therefore be dumped
safely to avoid equipment damage [25, Chap. 17].

After a quench happens, with the QPS triggering rapid heating of the affected
magnet(s), as well as a beam dump, about 12 hours of LHC availability are lost,
mostly due to the cryogenic system turn–around time [27]. A beam dump on its own,
however, where no quench happened, leads to 3 hours lost.

Since several different beam–induced losses can quench magnets, the BLM system
is connected to the QPS; if the beam can be dumped before the losses are so large they
cause a quench, several hours of LHC availability can be saved. UFOs, while originally
expected to cause several quenches have, as described, turned out to not actually do.
Therefore, in the LHC today, a compromise has been struck; set the BLM thresholds
sufficiently high so that even large UFOs will not trigger a beam dump [17], while still
keeping thresholds for other kinds of losses tuned to trigger beam dumps.

The drive for higher LHC luminosity will increase the rate of UFO events, and
the drive for higher LHC collision energy will both lower the MQED and lead each
individual UFO to deposit more energy. As these LHC upgrades are implemented
it becomes ever more important to tune the protection systems more accurately to
balance the desire to prevent the long downtime associated with a full–on UFO–
induced quench against the desire to also prevent the shorter downtime of a premature
beam dump when no quench was really about to happen.

1.4 The Work Herein
This is the backdrop; some unknown mechanism, not accounted for in the usual
electro–thermal simulations of LHC superconducting magnets, acting in the millisec-
ond time–range, prevents the rapid superconductor temperature rise otherwise ex-
pected. To investigate this mechanism, the core of the work herein is the design and
construction of an experimental sample meant to approximate the environment around
a single superconducting strand of an LHC main dipole magnet, and then subjecting
this sample to energy depositions either in the form of steps in applied heating power
density, or pulses, both fast and slow, while submerged in superfluid helium.

The work culminates in the two papers appended to this thesis; the first paper
details the sample used in an open bath configuration, subject to steps in applied
heating power density, while the second paper investigates the sample upon confining
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the superfluid helium to a small channel, subject to steps and pulses in applied heating
power density.

Chapter 2 looks at the theoretical knowledge of heat transfer to and in superfluid
helium, as well as historical experimental work. Chapter 3 lays out the design of
the experimental sample, while Chapter 4 details the temperature measurements in
terms of calibration, uncertainty, and post processing of signals. Finally, Chapter
5 explains the numerical modelling framework developed to analyse the results. The
work culminates in the two papers appended at the end of the thesis; Paper [1] detailing
open bath, and Paper [2] detailing closed channel measurement results.
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Theory and Background
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This chapter is written as an exposition of the various aspects of heat transfer
to and in superfluid helium that were in one way or another investigated when
designing and then making sense of the experimental work presented in papers [1]
and [2]. It chronicles the winding path taken through some of the vast theoretical
and experimental developments between the Keesoms’s observation of a strange
peak in the helium heat capacity roughly 90 years ago, and the experiments that
are part of this thesis.

The chapter is roughly divided in three; sections 1, 2, and 3 discuss heat
transfer to helium, governed by the Kapitza conductance. Section 4 then describes
heat transfer in helium, with exclusive emphasis on the Gorter–Mellink regime.
Finally, sections 5 and 6 join the two aspects of heat transfer, discussing time–
dependent and confinement effects.

Figure 2.1 shows the P–T phase diagram of helium around the region where it is
liquid. While four regions are indicated, the region of most relevance to this thesis,
and also the region with the most fascinating physics, is the Superfluid region.

There are also three curves in the figure, separating the regions; the Melting
curve describes the boundary between fluid and solid, and has no bearing on the
work herein. The λ–line curve separates the normal and superfluid regions, and
represents the temperature at which the strange superfluid properties of helium arise.
This curve is of critical importance. The last curve is the Saturation curve, which
describes the conditions where vapour and liquid coexists in stable forms that can
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be easily differentiated, and this curve is important for the pumped–cryostat used in
experiments herein.

All substances, be it water, hydrogen, carbon, or iron, will have a P–T diagram
that looks something like the one for helium, save for one crucial difference. All other
substances solidify below some temperature, even at low pressures. Every other sub-
stance will have a P–T diagram where the Solid region fills all regions of the diagram
that are not Normal fluid or Vapour . No other known substance has anything re-
sembling the Superfluid region, with the exception of 3He, the rarer isotope of regular
4He, and the hypothetical dense neutron fluid in neutron stars.
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of helium
around the λ–line. Above 1.8 K, the
melting line is taken from McCarty [28,
Eq. 38]. Below 1.8 K, the melting line
in taken from Driessen et al. [29, Fig.
1, bcc region]. Note that Driessen et
al.’s data starts at 1 K. In this figure,
the value at 1 K is considered constant
down to 0 K. The λ–line is taken from
McCarty [28, Table 15]. The saturation
line is taken from Van Sciver [30, Ap-
pendix A 2.1]. λP refers to the λ point,
CP, the critical point, and TP the triple
point.

The experiments done as part of this thesis explore two main aspects of the
Superfluid region; heat transfer into helium from a heater, and heat transfer within he-
lium. Heat transfer to helium will be interpreted in terms of the Kapitza conductance
at the heater–helium interface, while heat transfer in helium by the Gorter–Mellink
mutual friction heat transfer mechanism.

2.1 Kapitza Resistance and Heat Transfer
When a large copper block is cooled by an open bath of superfluid helium from one
side and heated from the other, a peculiar temperature distribution arises. On the
liquid side of the heater–helium interface, the thermal gradient is nearly imperceptible,
while at the interface itself there is a discontinuous temperature drop, confined to a
layer no more than a few atoms thick [31, Fig. 8].

The archetypal experimental observation is shown in Figure 2.2. Under the heat
flux Qin, there is a jump ∆Ts in temperature at the interface between the solid heater
and the superfluid helium. While the figure indicates a large distance between the
interface and the nearest sensors, various experimental techniques have been used to
make sure the temperature profile is really discontinuous. Already in Kapitza’s original
paper the distance across which ∆Ts falls was given an upper bound of 10 µm [32].
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Figure 2.2: Archetypal mea-
surement showing presence of the
Kapitza resistance [30, recreated
from Fig. 7.32]. Thermometers
1—5 give the discrete temperature
distribution along the measurement
sample. In the solid, there is a heat
flux dependent gradient towards the
interface, while in the helium, the
effective thermal conductivity is so
large, no discernible gradient is vis-
ible. ∆Ts is the temperature jump
at the interface attributed to the
Kapitza resistance.
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The Kapitza resistance is not a unique feature of the interface between a solid and
superfluid helium. The resistance exists across all interfaces, at all temperatures, so
long as the acoustic impedances of the two media in contact are different. Mismatched
impedances mean an incident sound wave has a high likelihood of being reflected rather
than transmitted, seen as a resistance at the interface. For most interfaces between
a solid and a fluid, the thermal boundary layer, with fluid atoms near the interface
being nearly stationary, completely dominates the effective heat transfer coefficient,
especially at temperatures above a few kelvin. For interfaces between solids, the
acoustic properties tend to be similar enough that the Kapitza resistance is negligible,
though there are exceptions, such as lead interfacing with diamond. The interface
of importance to this work is that between stainless steel and superfluid helium, for
which the Kapitza resistance plays the decisive role.

In literature the terms Kapitza conductance and Kapitza resistance tend to be used
interchangeably. The Kapitza conductance is the inverse of the resistance, analogous
to electrical circuit resistance. The terms are used interchangeably herein as well,
depending on convenience.

In principle, the Kapitza conductance hK is found in the limit of small heat flux
and small temperature discontinuity;

hK = dQ
dTs

, (2.1)

where dQ is the infinitesimal heat flux crossing the interface, giving rise to the infinites-
imal temperature discontinuity dTs. In practice, this kind of relationship cannot be
used when ascertaining the conductance from measurements, since there is no prac-
tical way to measure infinitesimal temperature discontinuities for infinitesimal heat
flux. So, a more pragmatic definition is used;

hK = Qin
∆Ts

. (2.2)
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2.1.1 Phonon Radiation Limit
Figure 2.3 shows the first physical picture used to describe heat transfer across the
temperature discontinuity between a hot metal surface and cool superfluid helium [30,
Sec. 7.5.1]; the phonon radiation limit (PRL).

Let a phonon Cin, within the metal, be incident upon an area dA at the interface.
The phonon’s angle of incidence with respect to the perpendicular is α, so its velocity
components are vparallel = v sinα, and vperpendicular = v cosα, where v is the speed of
sound in the material. Only the perpendicular component may transfer energy across
the interface, but the PRL assumes all the energy of this perpendicular component is
transferred.

An approximation to the low–temperature phonon energy density is that from the
Debye model [33, p. 108];

Eph = 3
5π

4N

V

kB
θ3 T

4, (2.3)

where N/V is the number density of particles in the material, and θ is its Debye
temperature. In this context, low temperature means T � θ, which is usually fulfilled
for liquid helium temperatures.

The incident heat flux upon dA becomes v cosαEph, where v is the speed of sound
in the solid.

The total heat flux is then the contribution from all such phonons within the
hemisphere α ∈ [0, π/2] and ψ ∈ [0, 2π], and is given by [34, Eq. 8];

q = 1
4vEph, (2.4)

The factor v/4 comes from looking at how many phonons at position (r, α, ψ) would
strike the area dA per second [35, p. 39].

From the definition of the Debye temperature [33, p. 106, Eq. 28], the speed of
sound in a solid is given as,

v = kBθ

~

Å6π2N

V

ã−1/3
, (2.5)

which, together with the phonon energy density from Equation (2.3), gives the total
heat flux as,

q = π4

10~

Å
kB
θ

ã2 Å 3N
4πV

ã2/3
T 4 = σPRLT

4. (2.6)

This is analogous to the Stefan–Boltzmann law of radiative power from a black body,
with σPRL denoting the constant of proportionality for the PRL.

Viewing the interface between a solid and superfluid helium in light of the phonon
radiation expression in Equation (2.6) yields a net radiation balance across the inter-
face;

qPRLnet = σPRL(T + ∆T )4 − σPRLT 4, (2.7)

where ∆T is the temperature discontinuity at the interface. Note that this radiation
balance assumes the size of the interface, namely the distance across which ∆T falls,
is small compared with the phonon mean free path and dominant phonon wavelength.
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Figure 2.3: Phonon Cin, incident on the surface ele-
ment dA on the interface between some material below
and some other material above the horizontal axis [30,
Fig. 7.33].
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In real materials, this condition might be only partially fulfilled. For stainless steel,
of interest herein, a rough estimate of the mean free path comes from the relationship
between thermal conductivity and heat capacity; k = (1/3)Cvl [33, p. 116, Eq. 42].
Using k ' 0.2 W m−1 K−1 and C ' 104 J m−3 K−1 (see Section 3.4 on page 95) at T '
2 K, with the speed of sound v ' 3100 m s−1 [36], gives the phonon mean free path
l ' 20 nm. Using instead the relationship between the Debye temperature and the
Debye frequency [33, p. 106, Eq. 27], converting to wavelength by the speed of sound,
with the Debye temperature of 304 stainless steel θsteel ' 400 K [37, Table 4.2], gives
the Debye wavelength λD = hv/θkB ' 0.4 nm. The practical interface between the
steel and superfluid helium would be no smoother than the steel surface, which, even
after electropolishing or the best abrasive smoothing techniques only reach surface
roughness levels of about 100 nm [38]. So, the interface size may not be small enough
to guarantee the phonons see a flat interface.

From the radiation balance in Equation (2.7), by expanding (T + ∆T )4 and fac-
toring out 4T 3∆T , a form of the net heat flux is found;

qPRLnet = 4σPRLT 3∆T
ñ
1 + 3

2
∆T
T

+
Å∆T
T

ã2
+ 1

4

Å∆T
T

ã3ô
. (2.8)

In the low–∆T limit, Equation (2.2) gives an expression for the Kapitza conductance;

hPRLK = 4σPRLT 3. (2.9)

There are several problems with the PRL, and it is considered an upper bound
for the heat flux that would cross the interface in reality. These problems include the
fact that all phonon modes have been considered, even though the helium, being a
liquid, can only sustain longitudinal modes. In fact, no characteristics of helium are
considered at all, since the tacit assumption of the PRL is that the solid is the only
limiting factor for the heat flux across the interface. There is also no account of the
finite reflection coefficient of incident phonons at the interface; in reality, some fraction
of phonons would be reflected rather than transmitted.
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The key success of the PRL is that it predicts the right temperature dependence
of the heat flux, firmly establishing that at the very least, phonon mediated energy
transport across the interface plays a large role.

2.1.2 Acoustic Mismatch Theory
Khalatnikov’s acoustic mismatch (AM) theory was the first improvement on the PRL
[30, Sec. 7.5.2]. The key advance is in accounting for the finite reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients at the interface. Figure 2.4 shows a drawing of the interface between
a solid and superfluid helium. Some phonon within the solid is incident upon the
interface at an angle θin. In the AM picture, only incident phonons of angle such
that the scattered phonon on the helium side ends up inside a cone swept out by the
critical angle θcrit may be transmitted. All phonons outside this scattering criterion
are completely reflected at the interface. This critical angle is determined by the ratio
of the speed of sound in the solid and the helium [30, Eq. 7.97],

θcrit = arcsin
Å
vHe II
vsolid

ã
, (2.10)

where vHe II is the speed of (first) sound in superfluid helium and vsolid that in the
solid. Due to the large difference in speed of sound, the critical cone is very narrow.
Using vsolid = 3100 m s−1, and vHe II ' 230 m s−1 [39] around 1.9 K, θcrit is on the
order of 4°. The critical cone arises because only longitudinal phonons may propagate
in the liquid, since a liquid cannot sustain the shear forces necessary for transversal
modes.

Figure 2.4: Phonon Cin, incident on the surface ele-
ment dA on the interface between a solid below and su-
perfluid helium above the horizontal axis [30, Fig. 7.35].
Ctr is the transmitted phonon. θcrit is the critical angle
that sweeps out the cone outside of which no phonons
can scatter into.
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θin
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In the PRL, the total heat flux was made up of all phonons from all angles. AM
has a similar expression as that in Equation (2.4), but it is modified by the critical
cone restriction [30, Eq. 7.98];

qpossible = 1
4vsolidEph

Å
vHe
vsolid

ã3
. (2.11)

This accounts for all phonons that would scatter into the critical cone.
However, not all such phonons are transmitted. The significant impedance mis-

match between the solid and the superfluid helium results in a low transmission coef-
ficient. At the interface this is defined as [40, Eq. 5]1

t = 4 ZsolidZHe

(Zsolid + ZHe)2 , (2.12)

where the impedance of a medium Z = ρv with ρ its density and v the speed of sound
in the medium.

For the case of any practical solid and superfluid helium, where Zsolid � ZHe, this
transmission coefficient simplifies to,

t = 4 ZHe
Zsolid

= 4 ρHevHe
ρsolidvsolid

. (2.13)

With this, the transmitted heat flux is found,

qtransmitted = 4 ρHe vHe
ρsolid vsolid

· 1
4vsolidEph

Å
vHe
vsolid

ã3
=
Å

ρHe vHe
4

ρsolid vsolid4

ã
vsolidEph. (2.14)

A different phonon energy density must be used here, as compared with the PRL;
only the longitudinal phonons in the superfluid helium matter, so Eph is a third of
that in Equation (2.3) [30, Eq. 7.102],

Eph = 4
15

π5k4
B

h3 vHe3T
4, (2.15)

which, with Equation (2.14), gives,

qtr = 4
15
π5k4

B
h3

ρHe
ρsolid

vHe
vsolid3T

4 = σAMT
4. (2.16)

This is, again, just like the black–body radiation expression, and the PRL result in
Equation (2.6), with a different proportionality factor.

Compared with σPRL, σAM is much smaller, being dominated by the ratio between
densities and the inverse cube dependence on the speed of sound in the solid.

The Kapitza conductance in the low–∆T limit of the acoustic mismatch theory is
found in the same was as for PRL in equations (2.8) and (2.9);

hAMK = 4σAMT 3. (2.17)

1Note that Challis includes a factor 1/ cos θ in the expressions for impedance of mediums. These
relate to the angle of incidence and refraction, and are accounted for by the factor (vHe/vsolid)3 in
Equation (2.11).
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After considering the excitation of surface waves at the interface by transverse
phonons, Khalatnikov includes a factor F ' 1.5 in the expression for the Kapitza
conductance [41, Eq. 23–33];

hAMK = 4σAMFT 3. (2.18)

2.1.3 Comparison With Measurements
Cheeke compiled a large comparison of the highest observed values of the Kapitza
conductance with the predictions from both PRL and AM [34, Table III]. Some of the
results are shown in Table 2.1. Cheeke’s acoustic mismatch calculations use F = 1.5.

Two features of these results stand out; 1) for materials with large Debye temper-
atures, the phonon radiation limit is in good agreement with measurement, and 2)
with the exception of Al2O3 (sapphire), the phonon radiation limit is always above
the measured result and the acoustic mismatch is always below.

As pointed out by Snyder [42, p. 7], a high Debye temperature roughly corresponds
to a lattice of light–weight, strongly interacting atoms, meaning phonons are easily
excited. A high Debye temperature is reflected in relatively high speed of sound,
seen in sapphire with v ' 10 km s−1 [43] or LiF with v ' 6 km s−1 [44]. The large
acoustic mismatch between superfluid helium and these high–θ materials meansAM
theory should do well, but some process permits nearly all phonons incident upon the
interface to couple with the longitudinal modes in the helium. Note that although
the transmission coefficient is high, the Kapitza conductance itself is low for these
materials.

Note also that for higher Debye temperature, the Debye model for phonon energy
density is more closely followed by the real material, and so, the poorer fit to the
phonon radiation limit could be related also to the model assumptions not being
fulfilled for low–θ materials.

Relevant for this thesis Using that the particle density of 304 stainless steel is
approximately 8.7 ·1028 m−3 (from density 7955 kg m−3, and approximate molar mass
55.035 g mol−1), and the Debye temperature and speed of sound are as before, 400 K
and 3100 m s−1, equations (2.9) and (2.18) (using F = 1.5 for the acoustic mismatch
calculation) yields bounds for the Kapitza conductance of stainless steel;

hPRLK = 23 kW m−2 K−1

hAMK = 0.06 kW m−2 K−1 (2.19)

2.2 Building on the Acoustic Mismatch Theory
The AM approach is considered physically correct in the sense that it improves upon
PRL by accounting for both there being only longitudinal modes in the superfluid
helium and there being a finite chance of phonon reflection at the interface. Despite
this, there is obviously something missing in the description, seeing as the model
results underestimate the observed Kapitza conductances by about the same factor
PRL overestimates them.
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Table 2.1: Selected results from Cheeke’s compilation, showing the discrepancy between
measured Kapitza conductance and those calculated in the phonon radiation limit and acoustic
mismatch pictures at 1.9 K [34, Table III].

Solid θ [K] hPRLK
[
kW m−2 K−1] hobsK

[
kW m−2 K−1] hAMK

[
kW m−2 K−1]

Hg 72 440 30 4.6
Pb 100 190 32 1.7
Sn 195 54 12.5 0.39

Cu 343 30 7.5 0.14
Al 433 15 7.6 0.02
Ni 440 19 4 0.07

Non–metals
KCl 230 22 6.9 0.38
Quartz 290 19 5.7 0.23
Si 636 6.4 4.2 0.05

LiF 750 5.1 4.5 0.03
Al2O3 1000 1.5 1.6 0.0035

Upon finding these large discrepancies between observed and predicted (both PRL
and AM) conductances, a large, and still ongoing, research effort was launched to
try and understand more complex properties of the Kapitza heat transfer mechanism.
Most approaches have centred around ways to improve the poor acoustic matching
predicted by AM, though completely separate channels of heat transfer have also been
considered.

The efforts roughly fall into three main categories; 1) the presence of a dense layer
of adsorbed helium atoms on the heater surface that improves the acoustic match be-
tween helium and heater [45–47]; 2) the existence of additional heat transfer channels,
typically involving some means for electrons to contribute to heat transfer, or a way
for evanescent phonon modes to transfer energy across the interface [34, 48–50]; and
3) the rough surface of the heater–helium interface either providing new heat transfer
channels for phonon mediation or simply increasing the effective heat transfer area [32,
51–53]. These approaches are not mutually exclusive, in particular the idea of a rough
surface capped by a dense layer of helium has been investigated [54]. Also, many of
the rough–surface attempts include the effect of Rayleigh surface modes.

Due to the recent experimental work by Ramiere et al. [55], it is worth looking in
a bit more detail at the rough–surface model by Adamenko and Fuks [56];

2.2.1 Surface Roughness Inclination
Adamenko and Fuks extend Little’s work (Ref. [52]) by accounting for the local
inclination of the rough surface [56]. They start with a smooth surface z = 0 on which
there is a random roughness described by ζ(x, y). They describe this surface by the
statistical properties σ, the amplitude variance

√
〈ζ2〉, where 〈...〉 denotes the ensemble

average over many realisations of ζ(x, y), and l, the correlation length between peaks
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on the rough surface. The two properties characterise the surface inclination as,

γ = 2σ
l
. (2.20)

What they find is that the ratio between the enhanced heat flux and the heat flux of
the AM result is the ratio between the rough and smooth surface areas (so long as
γ2 � 1);

S

S0
' 1 + γ2

2 , (2.21)

where S is the surface area including the contribution from roughness and S0 is the
smooth surface area. So the heat flux becomes,

Q(T ) = Q0(T ) S
S0
' Q0(T )

Å
1 + γ2

2

ã
, (2.22)

where Q0 is the AM result. From this, for the Kapitza conductance (which they refer
to as Q̇) they find,

hK
hAMK

= 1 + 1
2γ

2f(Θ), (2.23)

where Θ = lkBT/2~vHe = l/λ is a dimensionless temperature (using T in kelvin) with
λ = 2~vHe/kBT the dominant phonon wavelength in helium, and f(Θ) is a function
which has its maximum around Θ ' 0.3, where the phonons in the helium have
wavelengths similar to the roughness correlation length. They ascribe this to a spatial
resonance between the phonons and traps set up by the valleys in the rough surface.
In the limit of high and low temperature f becomes,

f(Θ� 1) ' 169Θ2, f(Θ� 1) ' 1 + 0.0635Θ−2. (2.24)

2.2.2 Known Surface Roughness
In 2016 Ramiere et al. made Kapitza resistance measurements on a Si single crystal at
several temperatures and pressures up to above the solidification pressure of superfluid
helium [55]. The heat transfer interface between the Si crystal and the helium was fully
characterised by atomic force microscopy. They use Adamenko and Fuks’s theoretical
model of Kapitza resistance, and find remarkable agreement between measurements
and theory.

Ramiere et al. use
λ(P, T ) = hvHe(P )

3.83kBT
(2.25)

as an estimate for the pressure and temperature dependent dominant thermal phonon
wavelength in helium, where vHe(P ) is the pressure dependent speed of sound in
helium. This is yet another expression, different from both Shiren’s and Adamenko
and Fuks’s. Importantly, all the expressions are of about the same order, so ultimately,
it does not matter much that they differ by a factor π or π−1.

The Si crystal surface is assumed to have correlation length smaller than λ under all
conditions measured during experiments. This means Adamenko and Fuks’s reduced
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temperature Θ = l/λ is always < 1, which in turn means they can express the Kapitza
conductance enhancement ratio according to the low–temperature limit (see equations
(2.23) and (2.24));

hK
hAMK

= 1 + 2 ·
(σ
λ

)2
· 115.5Θ2 = 1 + 231

(σ
λ

)2
(2.26)

where σ is the root mean square (RMS) value of the roughness amplitudes on the
surface, and they substitute Θ = l/λ at the last equality.

An important note here is that Adamenko and Fuks get a different factor in the
Θ2 term. They find 169, while Ramiere et al. use 115.5. It is not clear how this
factor comes about. Adamenko and Fuks’s integral function f(Θ), under the Θ � 1
assumption, evaluates to 169.

With the σ–dependent conductance ratio, they can now calculate what σ would
need to be in order to bridge the gap between their measured Kapitza resistances
for the rough Si crystal surface and the AM result (which is roughly that seen for Si
in Table 2.1). They present σ as a function of the dominant thermal wavelength in
helium, and find a very good match to the relationship σ ' 0.3λ. For the temperature
range they investigate, phonon wavelengths vary between 2 and 10 nm, meaning the
necessary σ span is from around 0.5 to 3.5 nm.

The crucial step is that they show the Si crystal surface actually is dominated by
roughnesses of these characteristics. Their atomic force microscopy (AFM) measure-
ments of the Si crystal surface reveal that at lengths below d ' 4 nm, the roughness
distribution is described by the left half of a Gaussian bell σRMS

2l2/4π exp−l2/4d2,
where d is the scale length. When performing an AFM measurement, one asks, “how
large are the bumps and how many bumps are there on this surface at the scale d”.
They find σRMS = 4.7 nm, and l = 1.5 nm. So, for one, the σ range they determined
from measurements is the range of the roughness on the surface, and the roughness
correlation length fulfils the requirement that Θ = l/λ < 1 for all temperatures mea-
sured.

Their setup permitted a secondary measurement; by looking at the Kapitza resis-
tance at pressures just below and then just above that necessary for solidification of
helium, they could tell if the solidified layer of helium discussed previously actually
exists. If the layer is there, Ramiere et al. posit that no change in the resistance should
be seen, because even if the bulk helium solidifies, the helium at the interface was solid
already, and would experience no change in properties. What they find is that the
resistance drops by about a factor 2. According to AM theory, the resistance should
drop, since the solid helium matches the acoustic properties of silicon better than the
liquid helium does. Dropping by a factor 2 is roughly in line with there suddenly being
transverse phonon transmission channels in addition to the longitudinal2. Their con-
clusion is that if there was a solidified layer present before the bulk helium solidified,

2Recall, there are a total of three phonon channels, two transverse and one longitudinal, and in the
AM result, there is already a factor ~1.5 accounting for partial coupling of the transverse phonons.
When the two transverse channels open fully, they suppress the Rayleigh surface modes, turning off
the factor 1.5, and replacing it with a factor 3, for an effective factor 2 compared to that before
solidification.
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then that layer could not have been part of some acoustic matching mechanism, since
otherwise there would be no clearly visible phase change in the resistance.

This conclusion depends on a few assumptions. For one, it assumes the structure
of the solidified layer remains the same after the bulk behind it completely changes
character. Second, it assumes that the layer, as proposed by, for instance, Challis
et al., gives rise to exactly as good an acoustic match as what bulk solidified helium
would do. It is not clear how they explain the weak pressure dependence of the
Kapitza resistance at pressures below solidification. Their measurements are in line
with Challis et al.’s old ones (Ref. [45]), so there is clearly some effect that suppresses
the pressure dependence predicted by AM theory. In their supplementary, they provide
the pressure dependent functions for helium density and speed of sound, which is
substituted in the expression for Kapitza conductance in Equation (2.18) on page 16.
Since the density and speed of sound are considered independent of temperature below
the lambda transition, the ratio between the AM Kapitza conductance at 1 bar to that
at 25 bar is also independent of temperature. At 1 bar (and 1.9 K), the AM result is
hAMK = 0.042 kW m−2 K−1, which is very close to the calculation of Cheeke in Table
2.1, while at 25 bar (and 1.9 K), the AM result is hAMK = 0.073 kW m−2 K−1. So,
an increase of about 75% which in AM theory is ascribed to the improved acoustic
matching between the solid and helium as the density and speed of sound increase to
get slightly more similar to that of a solid. In Ramiere et al.’s resistance plots, which
should see a 75% drop, the pressure has nearly no impact on results, up until the
first–order phase transition as helium solidifies. They do not suggest any mechanism
that may explain this behaviour. That a dense layer of adsorbed helium can exist
is supported by there being van der Waals forces tightly binding the nearest helium
atoms to the surface [30, Sec. 10.2.1]. Experimental evidence of such adsorbed layers
is also found, for example for graphite substrates [57, Sec. 7.1.1].

2.3 Kapitza Resistance Under Large Heat Fluxes
Equation (2.8) on page 13 expresses the net heat flux across an interface between
two media with a temperature jump ∆T at the interface. Disregarding the various
possible non–phonon related channels discussed in the previous section, the expression
is expected to be generally valid;

qnet = 4σT 3∆T
ñ
1 + 3

2
∆T
T

+
Å∆T
T

ã2
+ 1

4

Å∆T
T

ã3ô
, (2.27)

where σ describes the phonon radiation coefficient (which can be determined from
PRL, AM, or more exotic approaches).

For the definition of the Kapitza conductance, it is necessary to assume ∆T small
in order to then arrive at the form of Equation (2.27) as used before: qnet = hK∆T ,
with the T 3 dependence contained in hK. However, relevant heat transfer scenarios
exist where the heat flux is not small enough that ∆T is small. The most relevant
scenario for this thesis is that of a superconducting magnet being cooled by superfluid
helium.
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Take, for instance, the observed Kapitza conductance of copper from Table 2.1
on page 17: hK ' 7.5 kW m−2 K−1. For a modest heat flux of just 10 kW m−2, ∆T
would be ~1.3 K, which is certainly not small considering typical operating conditions
of 1.9 K for the helium bath into which this heat must flow.

A note about Equation (2.27) is that it assumes σ is independent of temperature,
and that the temperature dependence of the resulting effective hK remains T 3. How-
ever, as found by Clement and Frederking on silver [58, Fig. 4], although at small
∆T the full expression from Equation (2.27) works well, by the time heat fluxes have
risen to cause ∆T & 1 K, the deviation from measurement is quite clear with Equa-
tion (2.27) predicting a higher heat flux for a given ∆T than what is measured. Van
Sciver [59, Fig. 4] finds, when working with aluminium, that the Kapitza conductance,
expressed as h0/T 3, with h0 being the conductance in the low–∆T limit, drops with
increasing ∆T , when a constant value is expected had the T 3 dependence been true
also at higher heat fluxes. Finally, Mittag finds for copper, niobium, and aluminium
temperature dependencies ranging from T 3 to T 4.65 [60, Table 1], much stronger than
the low–∆T assumption indicates.

In light of the difficulties with using Equation (2.27), Claudet and Seyfert suggest
a fit function [61];

qnet = aK (TsnK − TbnK) , (2.28)

where aK will be called the Kapitza coefficient, of units W m−2 K−nK , and nK will be
called the Kapitza exponent. Ts is the surface temperature of the heater, and Tb is the
bath temperature. The two parameters aK and nK are determined experimentally, and
they cannot be considered material parameters, but rather local surface parameters
of the heater. It is also worth nothing that several different pairs of aK and nK will
give very similar numerical results from Equation (2.28) within relatively large surface
temperature ranges.

In the work presented herein, any reference to the “Kapitza model” will always
refer to Equation (2.28), as a matter of convenience, despite no relationship with
Kapitza the scientist.

The form of the Kapitza model looks very much like that of the phonon radiation
balance in Equation (2.7) on page 12, just with a free exponent, as opposed to the
theoretical value fixed at 4. Claudet and Seyfert do not give any physical explanation
nor any derivation of their proposed expression. It appears the function simply does
a good job of fitting the data. Note that in a paper a few years later, Kashani and
Van Sciver propose a form of Equation (2.28) that has the same form as Equation
(2.27) [62], by expanding it as a binomial series3. This still does not establish a physical
connection between the phonon radiation balance and the Kapitza model as suggested
by Claudet and Seyfert, however, since the binomial expansion is a mathematical
property of the polynomial, not a physical one. An early precursor to the Kapitza

3
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model could be by Goodling and Irey [63, Eq. 1], which relates the bath temperature
to the Kapitza conductance by a variable exponent, rather than the theoretical 3;

hK = ATB, (2.29)

where A and B are fit parameters found from measurements.
In light of this, there are no obvious bounds on the parameters. Seeing as the

observed temperature dependence of the Kapitza conductance has been found at least
as high as T 4.5, this could be considered an upper limit for nK.

Jones and van der Sluijs measure the Kapitza conductance between a large number
of copper samples and superfluid helium at several bath temperatures, fitting their
result to the same expression as Goodling and Irey [64]. They find one sample of
machined copper whose Kapitza conductance shows a temperature dependence of T 6.4,
and several on the order of T 6 after coating the copper with thin layers of silver. Most
of their samples are fitted with exponents below 4.5, though.

Figure 2.5 shows Kapitza model fits to data from several sources. Cu, 1.8 K and
Cu, 2.14 K show the fit to Goodling and Irey’s data for a copper cylinder at the
indicated bath temperatures, while Pt, 1.8 K and Pt, 2.14 K show fits to their data
for a platinum cylinder [63]. The two Cu − polished curves show the fit to data by
Kashani and Van Sciver’s measurements of a mechanically polished copper surface in
a 2 K bath [62]. S1 and S2 refer to Sample 1 and Sample 2 which went through
the same surface preparation steps. Cu − solder refer to two different samples also
by Kashani and Van Sciver, where the copper surface was coated with a thin layer
of solder (50%Pb–50%Sn). Ag, 1.8 K and Ag, 2.1 K show fits to data from a silver
surface measured by Clement and Frederking [58]. Au−Mn 2.0 K shows the fit to
data from a thin gold–manganese wire measured by Shiotsu et al. [65]4. Taneda, 1.8
K shows the fit to data from a copper heater measured by Taneda et al. [67]. Note,
they also give measurements on stainless steel, relevant to this thesis, but it seems
their measurements of steel failed to account for the very low thermal conductivity
when calculating the heater surface temperature. They test an unspecified epoxy resin
as well, and conclude their method of calculating the heater surface temperature does
not work for the epoxy. The thermal conductivity of stainless steel is much closer to
that of polymers than that of pure copper (see Figure 3.36 on page 104), meaning
that there will be a very large gradient between the hot back of the heater sample and
the helium cooled surface, leading to a surface temperature calculation that is very
sensitive to the exact temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the material.

Claudet, high and Claudet, low are the proposed upper and lower bounds for
copper suggested by Claudet and Seyfert from their measurements on copper heaters
with various surface treatments at 1.9 K [61]. Obviously, there are copper samples
both above and below these limits, further reinforcing the fact the fit parameters are
not really anchored in the material itself.

Symbols indicate the data points from sources. The Kapitza parameters for all
curves are given in Table 2.2. They are found by using the Python package lmfit which

4It is not clear in Shiotsu et al. what the material of the wire is. However, their group had earlier
done work on liquid helium, and describe that setup with a 0.08 mm heater wire of Au–Mn (0.25
weight percent)[66], and it seems likely Shiotsu et al. refer to the same setup.
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implements the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [68] to optimise, in a least–squares
error sense, the free parameters aK and nK in the Kapitza model (Equation (2.28)),
to the given data. The table also contains rough uncertainty estimates. Figure 2.6
illustrate how these approximate uncertainty ranges are determined. The ranges are
not meant as statements about measurement accuracy, but as illustrations of how
sensitive the Kapitza model fitting is to even small temperature variations in data.
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Figure 2.5: Measured data, and Kapitza model fits to the data, from several sources. Inspired
by Van Sciver [30, Fig. 7.38]. The measured temperature ranges tend to be quite similar, with
∆Tmax ~2 K, but the necessary heat flux to reach this heater surface temperature varies greatly
from sample to sample. Table 2.2 gives the Kapitza model fit parameters to the data.

Figure 2.6: Illustration of what
the uncertainty ranges in Table 2.2
mean. Data is that by Kashani and
Van Sciver for their solder–coated
Sample 2 [62]. Best fit is the curve
shown in Figure 2.5. The remain-
ing four curves alter the indicated
parameter while keeping the other
constant. The resulting range on
the two parameters are such that
they cover all data–points.
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Table 2.2: Kapitza model fit parameters for all curves in Figure 2.5. The errors indicated on
fit parameters represent the approximate range in the parameter that still gives a ∆T–curve
that captures the data while the other parameter remains fixed.

Curve Heat flux range, [kW m−2] aK, [W m−2 K−nK ] nK
Cu, 1.8 K
Cu, 2.14 K
Pt, 1.8 K
Pt, 2.14 K
Cu - polished S1, 2.0 K
Cu - polished S2, 2.0 K
Cu - solder S1, 2.0 K
Cu - solder S2, 2.0 K
Ag, 1.8 K
Ag, 2.1 K
Au-Mn, 2.0 K
Taneda, Cu, 1.8 K
Claudet, high
Claudet, low

0 — 32.3
0 — 18.9

0.2 — 12.6
0 — 5.9

5.5 — 58.7
5.5 — 57.6
1.6 — 54.6
1.4 — 58.1
1.5 — 19.3
1.1 — 11.2

30.2 — 203.3
0.3 — 10.2
0 — 90
0 — 90

913.2 ±21%
1254.8 ±19%
215.6 ±6%
170.0 ±8%
241.0 ±4%
352.3 ±6%
702.9 ±6%
787.8 ±7%
481.6 ±10%
406.5 ±17%
671.2 ±8%

1191.4 ±13%
490
200

2.597 ±6%
2.274 ±6%
2.909 ±2%
2.952 ±2%
3.913 ±1%
3.606 ±1%
3.397 ±2%
3.333 ±2%
3.172 ±3%
3.339 ±4%
3.612 ±1%
2.049 ±5%
2.8
3.8

One of the main conclusions from Figure 2.5 is that making general recommen-
dations on what Kapitza parameters to use, for example when designing a cooling
system for magnets, is hard. At Qapplied = 25 kW m−2, various uncoated copper sam-
ples show ∆T range from about 1.4 to 2.4 K, which could certainly be the difference
between a superconducting magnet quenching or remaining superconducting. As was
mentioned earlier, the Kapitza parameters do not give unique curves when allowing for
small deviations; take, for instance, the two Cu − polished curves. They are nearly
identical, but their fit parameters are quite different. This means that if accurate
knowledge of the heat transfer characteristics of an object cooled by superfluid helium
is needed, dedicated measurements must be made. It is also hard to conclude about
the importance of bath temperature; for Cu, 1.8 K and Cu, 2.14 K results are simi-
lar enough the difference would not matter in practice, but Ag, 1.8 K and Ag, 2.1 K
differ by about 0.3 K around Qapplied = 25 kW m−2, which could be important in some
applications. Finally, note that none of the Kapitza exponents in Table 2.2 go above
4. While not conclusive, it strengthens the idea that the Kapitza model suggested
by Claudet and Seyfert represent a sort of non–ideal radiation balance with an upper
limit of nK = 4, as for black–body radiation. Kashani and Van Sciver’s own fit to the
Cu − polished S1, 2.0 K data gives aK = 270 and nK = 3.995, which results in a
curve practically indistinguishable from the one made by the parameters in Table 2.2.
It seems wrong, then, to take the Kapitza exponent to represent how close a surface
is to ideal by how close it is to 4; the surface of Cu − polished S2, 2.0 K , prepared in
the same way, deviates much further from 4, without obvious reason.

Why not just say there exists an upper limit of nK = 4? Going back to Section 2.1.1
on page 12, discussing the phonon radiation limit, everything starts off by assuming
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the Debye model is valid, giving an estimate for the phonon energy distribution in the
solid. This gives the heat flux its T 4–dependence. This assumption is very good at low
temperatures, but it is not exact, meaning nK ≤ 4 is not firmly established. Now, the
point still stands; while the Kapitza parameters do not appear to have upper bounds
determined on theoretical grounds, it seems, from the subset of available data shown
here, that aK tops out around 1200 W m−2 K−nK , and nK respects an upper bound of 4.

2.4 Some Properties of Superfluid Helium
So far, the properties of helium itself have not mattered beyond the acoustic impedance
and its impact on heat transfer at the heater–helium interface. However, something
must obviously happen with the heat after it has crossed this interface into helium.
Furthermore, what happens when the applied heat flux goes even higher than that
discussed in the previous section? A heater submerged in an everyday liquid like water
eventually starts to display nucleate boiling at the heater surface (and even film boiling
if the heating power density significantly surpasses those typically encountered in the
kitchen). This section discusses heat transfer properties within superfluid helium,
and lead into the transient phenomena around onset of film boiling discussed in the
following section.

2.4.1 Lambda Transition and Zero Viscosity
In the early 1930’s, Keesom and Keesom found a peak in the heat capacity of helium
around 2.17 K [69] (see Figure 2.7), and some time before that, Onnes had noted
a peak in the helium density around the same temperature [70, p. 25] (see Figure
2.8). In 1936, Keesom and Keesom found that while helium above Tλ had thermal
conductivity “of the order of magnitude of the heat conductivity of gases at ordinary
temperatures”, the apparent thermal conductivity became too large for their appa-
ratus to measure upon dropping below Tλ [71]. They ascribed this to helium being
“superheat–conductive” below the lambda transition. In 1938, both Kapitza [72], and
Allen and Misener [73] (in the same issue of Nature), published measurements showing
that helium below Tλ has extremely low viscosity. Kapitza coins the term “superfluid”
as a qualitative descriptor of the observed behaviour. Then, in 1941, Kapitza publishes
the seminal paper firmly establishing that the large effective thermal conductivity of
superfluid helium observed by Keesom and Keesom is due to its low viscosity, not a
particularly large thermal conductivity in and of itself, and also showing the existence
of the thermal interface resistance now known as Kapitza resistance [32].

Concurrent with the experimental work in the mid to late 1930’s was the theoretical
effort of explaining the observations. Keesom and Keesom, in their measurements on
the heat capacity, expected to find a latent heat associated with the transition, but
found none. London proposed that the lambda transition was essentially like that of
a Bose gas condensing into a Bose–Einstein condensate [75]. Importantly, this helps
explain why there is no latent heat associated with the lambda transition; the heat
capacity of a Bose gas is continuous through condensation, but the first derivative of
the heat capacity is not. A month later, Tisza proposed the precursor to the two–fluid
model (see Section 2.4.2), explaining many of the observations, though not explaining
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why the heat capacity measured by Keesom and Keesom had a much sharper peak
than that predicted by London [76].

Landau realised that the excitation spectrum of the Bose–Einstein condensate
would not give rise to the observed heat capacity nor the superfluid behaviour [77].
Landau’s intuition provides a simple and elegant explanation of how the viscosity of
helium vanishes below Tλ; picture a volume of liquid into which a heavy projectile
is launched [70, Sec. 1.5.1]. The projectile, of mass M , velocity v, and speed v has
initially the kinetic energy Ein = 1

2Mv2. It then interacts with the fluid, which saps
some of the projectile’s kinetic energy by way of an excitation that carries off an
energy ε, with momentum p. The projectile’s new velocity and speed is v′ and v′.
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Conservation of energy and momentum demand,
1
2Mv2 = 1

2Mv′2 + ε

Mv = Mv′ + p.
(2.30)

If the kinetic energy of the projectile is much larger than the energy of the excitation,
one can approximate the energy balance as (and baking the factor 1/2 into ε for
convenience),

M
Ä
v2 − v′2

ä
'Mv

(
v − v′

)
= ε ⇒ M

(
v − v′

)
= ε

v
. (2.31)

The momentum balance is,
M(v− v′) = p. (2.32)

Of course, |v− v′| ≥ (v − v′), which means M(v − v′) ≥ p, which, using the energy
balance, gives,

p ≤ ε

v
⇒ v ≥ ε

p
. (2.33)

This means that only if the projectile has a velocity larger than some minimum
vc = (ε(p)/p)min, where ε(p) is the excitation spectrum of the liquid, is an excitation
created. Otherwise, the liquid poses no resistance to the passing of the projectile. In
the case of a liquid flowing around an object, or in a pipe with walls that are not
ideally smooth, the same picture holds, it’s just the liquid atoms moving, instead of
the projectile/wall.

So, what are the excitation spectra relevant to liquids? The ideal non–interacting
Bose–Einstein condensate only has single–particle excitations of the form ε(p) =
p2/2m (kinetic energy of a single particle), while a normal liquid also has collective
excitations (longitudinal phonons), with spectrum ε(p) = vsoundp.

In a liquid with single particle excitations of the form ε(p) = p2/2m, any velocity
is large enough to satisfy the condition of Equation (2.33), since p = mv, so even for
v = 0, there exists an accessible excitation momentum at least that small.

Landau’s idea is to postulate that in the superfluid state, instead of the single
particle excitation of the Bose–Einstein condensate, there is a collective behaviour
whose excitations are called rotons5 with a spectrum of the form6,

ε(p) = ∆ + (p− p0)2

2µ , (2.34)

where ∆ is the energy needed to excite a single roton, and p0 and µ are empirically
determined quantities. The values for these parameters are [81, p. 37],

∆
kB

= 8.65 K p0
~

= 1.92 Å−1
µ = 0.16m4 (2.35)

5They have this name from early considerations picturing them as helium atoms rotating around each
other in a sort of backflow, where a central atom moves forwards, while neighbours flow around it [78,
Fig. 2.17]. Feynman pictured them as smoke rings [79, Fig. 11.21].

6Note that in Landau’s first paper, the proposed spectrum was not shifted upwards by p0. The
spectrum with local maxima and an minima, which leads to the correct heat capacity, was only
suggested by Landau in 1947 [80].
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wherem4 is the atomic mass of one helium atom. The energy gap ∆ depends weakly on
both pressure and temperature. In particular, as Khalatnikov notes, closer to Tλ, the it
is no longer accurate to disregard interactions in the gas of excitations (dominated by
rotons) [41, p. 6]. Figure 2.9 shows Landau’s proposed excitation spectrum, together
with recent measured values. Note that Landau’s proposal only pertains to the region
up to about 0.5 Å−1, and around the roton minimum near 2 Å−1. Between these, they
did not rigorously define the spectrum.
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Figure 2.9: Excitation spec-
trum [78, recreated from Fig. 2.16].
Measured values are those by God-
frin et al. at saturation pressure
and 0.1 K [82]. The slope vsound
indicates that for low momentum
excitations, the spectrum matches
that of phonons with speed of sound
vsound. The slope vc indicates the
critical speed below which no ex-
citations can exist at all, in accor-
dance with the condition in Equa-
tion (2.33).

With this kind of excitation spectrum, at fluid speeds below vc, no excitations
exist, and the fluid exhibits zero viscosity.

2.4.2 Two–Fluid Model
Helium below Tλ is superfluid, and Landau’s excitation spectrum explains why. The
spectrum does not, however, explain the transport properties of superfluid helium (for
instance the effective thermal conductivity)7.

To date, the best explanation is the phenomenological idea of the two–fluid model,

7It is worth noting that there appears to be some irregularities in the chronology of the development of
the theory of He II related to much of the early work having happened right around the Second World
War. In fact, Tisza held on to their trust in London’s Bose–Einstein condensate idea, and developed
hydrodynamics from that starting point already in 1940 [83, 84], relying on a condensate wave–
function, which succeeded in predicting the fountain effect, and in interpreting second sound waves
as entropy mediated temperature waves (unlike Landau, who gave no interpretation of the second
kind of sound wave they found as a result of their hydrodynamic equations). Tisza’s equivalent
to Landau’s rotons is atomic excitations in the Bose–Einstein condensate. After developing their
theory further [85], Tisza to find better agreement with second sound speed measurements than what
Lifshitz did from Landau’s theory, though this has since been ascribed to Tisza only considering the
temperature range between 1 K and Tλ [86, Fig. 2]. Landau’s improved excitation spectrum was
published around the same time as Tisza’s developed theory. Of course, Landau had a measure of
vindication by the measured excitation spectrum being essentially identical to their postulated one.
Also, Landau’s explanation of zero viscosity by way of the postulated roton excitation spectrum
is a little more satisfying than Tisza’s postulate that He II has vanishing shear modulus (which is
equivalent to having zero viscosity), since Landau’s approach leads from theory to observations, while
Tisza’s approach relies on proving from observations that the theory is correct.
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first conceived by Tisza and developed by Landau. The idea is to consider helium
below Tλ as a mix of two fluids, one normal–fluid component, and one superfluid
component. The normal–fluid component carries all the usual properties of a normal
liquid, like viscosity and entropy, as well as the excitations discussed earlier (phonons
and rotons), while the superfluid component has none of these properties. The super-
fluid component doesn’t even have a temperature seeing as it has no entropy.

Kapitza’s “superfluid” term had already percolated through the relatively small
superfluid research community at the time, and in hindsight, the inevitable confusion
between Kapitza’s superfluid and Tisza/Landau’s superfluid component is unfortu-
nate. The remedy has been to talk of helium below Tλ as He II, and above Tλ as He I,
and then keeping Landau’s component–wise nomenclature for He II. The key drawback
to this convention is that it lends the two–fluid model more veracity than it deserves.
The picture of two fluids sometimes interacting and sometimes not works to explain
some of the properties of He II, but fails for others, ultimately because the picture itself
is wrong; there is only helium, and one cannot pick all the blue superfluid–component
atoms out of a container, leaving only the red normal–fluid–component atoms behind.

From here, the convention of calling helium below Tλ He II, and calling the two–
fluid model’s components normal–fluid and superfluid is followed.

He II has a density, ρ, and in the two–fluid picture, this is the sum of contributions
from the two components;

ρHe II = ρ = ρn + ρs, (2.36)

where (as will be the case going forwards) subscript “n” refers to the normal–fluid
component, and subscript “s” the superfluid component.

The He II entropy is contained exclusively in the normal–fluid component, and so,

ρSHe II = ρnSn, (2.37)

where Sx refers to the total entropy = sN m4 where N is the number of particles and
m4 is the mass of one helium atom, and s is the specific entropy.

In the two–fluid model, it is assumed that the entropy of the normal–fluid compo-
nent is fixed at the value it had just as the He II passed below Tλ; Sn = Sλ. Clearly,
the entropy of He II is not constant, so the idea is to let ρn(T ) take care of the tem-
perature dependence. The ratio ρn/ρ is approximately [30, Eq. 6.43] (and plotted in
Figure 2.10),

ρn(T )
ρ(T ) = S(T )

Sn
=
Å
T

Tλ

ã5.6
. (2.38)

Landau pointed out in their original paper that a measurement of the normal–fluid
component density could be done by measuring the change in moment of inertia of a
vessel filled with He II as it oscillates under changing temperature, since the superfluid
component has no viscosity, meaning the average resistance to motion would drop as
the superfluid component fraction grows [77]. Andronikashvili performed this exper-
iment by constructing a closed vessel within which they placed a stack of 100 thin
aluminium plates separated along the z–axis by about 200 µm. They then twisted
this vessel around the z–axis by pulling on a lever acting on the axis with a magnet,
and measured the rate of damping of the oscillations, relating this rate of damping
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to the change in inertia of the vessel [87]. Another example of such measurements is
that by Hussey et al. where they measure similar damping of an open vessel where the
drag is on two parallel rods [88].
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Figure 2.10: He II component ra-
tios, calculated from Equation (2.38),
as they change with temperature, plot-
ted so as to evoke the path from above
to below Tλ. H. Meas are the measure-
ments by Hussey et al. where they mea-
sure viscous drag on two parallel cylin-
ders oscillating around the axis halfway
between them [88]. A. Meas. are
the measurements by Andronikashvili
where they measure viscous drag on
a stack of parallel plates oscillating
around their common axis [87].

The modelling effort done as part of this thesis does not rely on the full two–
fluid model itself, but rather the much simpler mutual friction heat transfer regime
described by Gorter and Mellink. As such, a more comprehensive description of the
two–fluid model is not given here.

2.4.3 Not–So Sudden Phase Change
A short note about the phase transition is in order here. From the density fraction
experiments, the phase transition from He I to He II essentially comes upon the fluid
all the sudden. Just above Tλ, the superfluid component density fraction is zero,
and it only starts growing from zero at Tλ. So, in the two–fluid model picture, all
properties that hinge upon there being a superfluid component present, such as the
large effective thermal conductivity, will behave as those of the pure normal–fluid
component all the way down to exactly Tλ. This is in line with the ideal gas picture
that initially motivated London’s Bose–Einstein condensate proposition. The fluid
consists of non–interacting particles, and they have properties described by Landau’s
two–fluid model. However, clearly, the heat capacity anomaly that first indicated
helium does not behave like a regular fluid starts before Tλ, not at Tλ. As Guenault
puts it “it is as if the system sees the transition coming” [70, p. 31]. The effect of this
is easily observed in experiments; in a cryostat slowly cooled down from above to below
Tλ, the time at which the super–heat–conductivity of helium starts precedes the time
at which the heat capacity reaches its maximum by up to several seconds depending
on the rate of cooling (see Section 4.5.1 on page 133 for relevant results from the work
presented herein, or Capsi’s measurements at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [89]).
This is all because He II is not really an ideal non–interacting system, which the two–
fluid model essentially supposes. It is rather a system with significant inter–particle
interactions; around the transition temperature the growing long–range order that,
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eventually, far below Tλ, is captured by the two–fluid model, is not properly described
by the simplified picture of two independent fluid components.

Another experimental observation that illuminates the shortcomings of the two–
fluid model is that measuring the actual fraction of helium atoms that occupy the
zero–momentum ground state near T = 0 is not 100% as the two–fluid model indicates,
but rather on the order of 10–15% [90]. This is qualitatively in line with what is found
for an interacting Bose gas [78, Sec. 2.6][91, Sec. 3.7].

2.4.4 Mutual Friction Between the Two Components
Gorter and Mellink, upon reviewing measurements of steady state heat flux through
and pressure gradient in capillaries filled with He II find that at high temperature
gradients, the relationship ∇P = ρs∇T , called the London Equation or fountain
pressure [30, Eq. 6.33], does not hold [92]; at high temperature gradients, the pressure
gradient is lower than it ought to be. From the observation that heat flux in a capillary
of He II tends to be proportional with the cube root of the temperature gradient, they
postulate that an internal friction between the normal–fluid and superfluid components
is responsible for the lower pressure. They propose the following expression for this
force per unit volume of He II;

f = Aρnρs(vs − vn)3, (2.39)

where A is now called the Gorter–Mellink mutual friction coefficient AGM, which is
temperature dependent, and on the order of 1200 m s kg−1 at 1.9 K [30, Fig. 6.32],
while vn and vs are the velocities of the two fluid components. This form of the
force ensures that the largest interaction force happens when the two components are
present at equal fractions. This force is taken to act on both fluid components, and
in steady state, starting from the hydrodynamic equations for the two component
velocities, they find,

∇T = µn
ρs
∇2vn +AGM

ρn
s
|vs − vn|2 (vs − vn), (2.40)

where µn is the normal–component viscosity. These two terms, then, represent laminar
and turbulent heat flow.

For simplicity, consider the heat flow to be along a one–dimensional circular pipe
of diameter d. Assume further that the two contributing terms in Equation (2.40) can
be considered independent of each other, meaning that the transition from laminar
to turbulent (mutual friction) heat transfer is continuous and that the turbulence
associated with the superfluid component does not influence the laminar normal–fluid
component flow. Now, the laminar flow contribution to the temperature gradient
dT/dx is found by rearranging the solution to the Hagen–Poiseuille equation8, leading
to,

dT
dx = −32µn

ρsd2 vn −
AGMρn

s
|vn − vs|3 , (2.41)

8The Hagen–Poiseuille equation for steady state laminar flow is extensively described in any intro-
ductory fluid mechanics textbook, for instance that by White [93, Sec. 4.10].
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In order to finally relate the temperature gradient and heat flux, they use the
relationship Q = ρsTvn, first proposed by London and Zilsel when they looked at
laminar heat flow in He II [94];

dT
dx = − 32µn

(ρsd)2T
Q− AGMρn

ρ3
ss

4T 3Q
3. (2.42)

Note that in Gorter and Mellink’s derivation they assume the flow is between parallel
plates, which leads to a factor 12, rather than 32, in the Hagen–Poiseuille solution.
This factor is often referred to as β [30, Eq. 6.71]. Furthermore, for non–circular
channel cross sections, the parameter d no longer denotes diameter, but rather a
characteristic channel size depending on the width and height of the channel (not to
be confused with the hydraulic diameter of a duct) [95][96, Eq. 5.3].

Since there is no diameter dependence in the mutual friction term, in wide channels,
heat fluxes of relevance to cooling of large equipment are completely dominated by
the friction term. Figure 2.11 shows the contributions to the thermal gradient from
the two terms for three pipe diameters. Already around 100 to 150 W m−2 the mutual
friction term starts to dominate for wide channels, and by 1 kW m−2, the laminar
contribution can be neglected entirely for channels on the scale of 1 mm. For this
estimate, a normal–fluid component viscosity µn = 1.3 · 10−6 Pa s has been used [30,
Appendix A4].
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Figure 2.11: Contribution to
thermal gradient from laminar
flow and turbulent flow as a func-
tion of heat flux, in 200 µm,
500 µm, and 1 mm diameter pipes
filled with He II at 1.9 K and
1 bar.

Mutual friction was given theoretical basis initially by Onsager [97, p. 693] as a
form of superfluid turbulence, also developed by Feynman [98]. The idea is that the
superfluid component of He II behaves analogously to the vortex state of a supercon-
ductor, where the density of the superfluid component is not uniform in space, allowing
for continuous vortex lines of normal–fluid helium to exist in equilibrium within the
bulk He II. All these vortex lines make up a random tangle that gives rise to the
mutual friction between the two components. Vinen, bulding on this picture of a mass
of uniformly distributed vortex lines, explains Gorter and Mellink’s observations by
making a phenomenological argument for how the normal–fluid component interacts
with the mass of vortices [99]. The approach is to first divide the problem of finding
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Gorter and Mellink’s mutual friction term into two; 1) find an expression for the total
length of vortex lines in a unit volume of He II, and 2) find an expression for the
force per until length of vortex line acting on the tangled mass of vortices. The total
force, proposed and measured by Gorter and Mellink, will then be the total vortex line
length multiplied by the force per unit length of a vortex line. As part of the work in
developing the phenomenological model of mutual friction, Vinen did comprehensive
experiments measuring the onset time of turbulence [100]. Their measurements were
done on two rectangular channels subject to steps in applied heating power density.
The delay time τ is that between the time at which power is applied and the time
at which turbulence is detected (using the attenuation of second sound heat pulses
as a measure of the level of turbulence9), and a power law is found to describe the
relationship between delay time and applied heating power density [100, Eq. 1];

τ = aQ−3/2, (2.43)

where a is an experimentally determined fit parameter of units s W3/2 m−3. A plot of
Vinen’s delay time measurements is shown in Figure 2.12. The curve is the power law
fitted to data with a = 37 s W3/2 m−3.

Figure 2.12: Time before onset of
turbulence in a rectangular channel
of indicated cross section, filled with
He II at 1.41 K, upon switching on a
step in heating. Before power is turned
on, the helium is left undisturbed for a
long time [100, Fig. 3]. The fit param-
eter a is 37 ks W3/2 m−3.
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Chase conducted comprehensive studies of the fit parameter a in Vinen’s turbulence
onset time power law [101], and of Gorter and Mellink’s temperature gradient Q3–
dependence [102].

Chase’s results from measurements to find a in various geometries are shown in
Figure 2.13, together with the results Vinen obtained by fitting Equation (2.43) to
their temperature dependent data, as well as the results of Wang’s turbulence onset
measurements in open bath [103]. Note that it is unclear to what cross section Vinen’s
data pertains. All of Chase’s geometries are essentially circular, though several of them
have various kinds of obstructions along the axis of heat flow. Chase does not draw

9See, for instance, Section 6.5.6 in [30] for a description of second sound attenuation in the presence
of mutual friction.
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firm conclusions from the data, though notes that a is smaller for channels of irregular
cross section, and larger for smooth circular cross sections, indicating that turbulence
sets in faster for irregular geometries.
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CW1 A2 A3 Wang Figure 2.13: Chase’s fit for parame-

ter a in Equation (2.43), found for sev-
eral circular geometries [101, Fig. 2], to-
gether with Vinen’s results for a rectan-
gular channel [100, Fig. 4], as well as
Wang’s data for a wire heater in an open
bath at 1 bar [103, Fig. 4].
C6 : nine parallel pipes d = 800 µm;
C2 : pipe d = 4.04 mm;
C1 : pipe d = 2.62 mm;
CW1 : same as C1 , but filled with 70
steel wires d = 250 µm;
A2 : same as C2 , but steel rod d =
1.59 mm along axis;
A3 : same as C2 , but steel rod d =
3.2 mm along axis;
Vinen : rectangular channel either
2.4 mm by 6.45 mm, or 4 mm by 7.83 mm.
Wang : open bath at 1 bar.

Chase’s tests of the Gorter–Mellink Q3–dependence starts with the assumption
that the thermal gradient in their one–dimensional geometries follows,

∣∣∣∣
dT
dx

∣∣∣∣ = D(T )Q3, (2.44)

where D(T ) is the temperature dependent function made up of all the parameters in
front of the heat flux factor in the Gorter–Mellink mutual friction term in Equation
(2.42). The value for the thermal gradient Chase compares with this expression is the
measured gradient minus the contribution from the laminar flow term.

Their measurements span a large range, from Qapp = 0.3 to 20 kW m−2, and bath
temperatures from 1.15 to 2.162 K. Their conclusion is that the measured thermal
gradient departs from that predicted by the Gorter–Mellink cube law, and that an
expression with a variable exponent fits the data better;

∣∣∣∣
dT
dx

∣∣∣∣ = D(T )Qm. (2.45)

Between 1.2 and 1.7 K,m grows from 3 to about 3.4, and above 1.7 K, it remains steady
at 3.4. In their review on quantum turbulence, Donnelly and Swanson summarise
experimental results from the two decades after Chase, finding that m can range from
3 almost all the way up to 4 [104, Fig. 17].
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2.4.5 He II Thermal Conductivity Function
Neglecting the laminar flow contribution to the thermal gradient, and looking at a
one–dimensional channel, Gorter and Mellink’s expression can be written (allowing
for the exponent being variable),

dT
dx = −f(T, P )Qm, (2.46)

where for m = 3, f(T, P ) = AGMρn / ρ
3
ss

4T 3. Using instead the thermal gradient to
express the heat flux,

Q =
ï
−f−1(T, P )dTdx

ò1/m
, (2.47)

where f−1(T, P ) is called the thermal conductivity function of He II.
Building on the observation that an exponent m larger than 3 seems to better

fit data, Sato et al. propose a different empirical fit for the thermal conductivity
function [105], and that an average exponent of m = 3.4 fits data better than 3
(with their thermal conductivity function) across a wide range of temperatures and
pressures [106];

f−1(T, P ) = h(t)gpeak(P ), (2.48)
with t = T/Tλ, and,

gpeak(P ) = ea+bP+cP 2
, (2.49)

where P is the pressure in MPa, and

h(t) = 1 + (t− 0.882)2
9∑

k=0
αk(t− 1)k, (2.50)

with coefficients a, b, c, and αk given in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Coefficients for the pressure dependent and temperature dependent factors of Sato
et al.’s fit in Equation (2.48).

a = 34.20842 b = -0.85979 c = 0.041388

α0 = -(0.118)−2 α1 = 1.2172617 · 103 α2 = -1.4992321 · 104

α3 = -3.9491398 · 105 α4 = -2.9716249 · 106 α5 = -1.2716045 · 107

α6 = -3.8519949 · 107 α7 = -8.6644230 · 107 α8 = -1.2501488 · 108

α9 = -8.1273591 · 107

Vitrano et al. recently measured the time–dependent temperature development
along the length of a rectangular channel 50 mm wide, 1 mm deep, and 140 mm
long, and using the fit by Sato et al., they find excellent steady state agreement
between measurements and simulations of the setup, while with the theoretical fit
to the thermal conductivity function, using m = 3, the agreement is not nearly as
good [107, 108]. Note that they implement a time–dependent expression allowing
for comparison also with measurements in their channel at times before the steady
state temperature distribution is established. Also during this transient the thermal
conductivity function fit by Sato et al. provides a better match between the measured
temperature distribution and simulations.
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2.4.6 Critical Heat Flux in He II
Let a channel of length L be filled with He II at a bath temperature of Tb. Heat flowing
through the channel will cause a thermal gradient, and the peak heat flux allowable
at the hot end of the channel becomes,
dT
dx = f(T, P )Qm ⇒ 1

f(T, P )dT = Qmdx ⇒
∫ Tλ

Tb

1
f(T, P )dT = Qpeak

m
∫ L

0
dx,

(2.51)
where it is assumed there is no spatial dependence (importantly, that the channel cross
section is fixed).

This relation between Qpeak and the temperature–integrated thermal conductivity
function is often expressed as [30, Eq. 7.7],

QpeakL
1/m = Z(Tb) =

ï∫ Tλ

Tb

1
f(T, P )dT

ò1/m
(2.52)

and it depends mostly on the bath temperature, and shows that it is the channel length
that limits the peak heat flux by the fact that He II at the hot end of the channel may
not go above Tλ. Note that since the thermal conductivity function is lower for higher
pressures, the peak heat flux falls with pressure.

Equation (2.52) hides the dependence on variable channel geometry. As described
in a review by Van Sciver [109], an experiment in saturated He II was done by Gentile
and François where a vertical channel of He II had a conical constriction a little above
the heater, with a wide base, which then tapered down to a pipe of smaller cross
section. This meant that the cross section of He II shrunk from a maximum near the
heater to a minimum at the start of the pipe. In this experiment, it was seen that
gas bubbles formed first at the constriction, not next to the heater. It is important
to keep in mind that the temperature was still highest near the heater. In saturated
helium, the relevant point determining the maximum heat flux is not Tλ, but Tsat(P ),
meaning the saturation line in Figure 2.1 on page 10. It also means that, such as in
Gentile and François’s experiment, boiling in the channel can happen before onset of
film boiling at the heater surface.

In a channel of uniform cross section, filled with pressurised He II (meaning a
pressure higher than the λ–point in Figure 2.1), Qpeak is also the critical heat flux
that marks the onset of film boiling. The remained of this section deals only with
pressurised He II, and will therefore speak of Qcrit, rather than Qpeak.

Critical Heat Flux from Wires in Open Baths

There is also a difference in the critical heat flux expression depending on the geometry
of the heater itself. Equation (2.52) pertains to a heater at one end of a channel open
to a large bath at the other end.

For cylindrical geometries, such as thin wires, submerged in He II, the critical heat
flux is found as (based on a theoretical fit of the thermal conductivity function with
exponent m = 3) [30, Eq. 7.13],

Qcrit =
ñ

2Ψ
r0

∫ T ′

Tb

1
f(T, P )dT

ô1/3

, (2.53)
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where Ψ is a fit parameter, r0 is the radius of the wire/cylinder, and T ′ ' Tb +0.01 K.
This means that the critical heat flux only depends on the radius of the heater and
the bath temperature, which makes sense; a thicker wire has more surface area across
which to convert the applied heating power to a heat flux into the He II bath.

Starting from this expression, Sakurai et al. propose their own fit to the thermal
conductivity function, allowing them to also change the integration limits, arriving at
(neglecting the pressure dependence of f−1(T, P )) [110, Eq. 3],

Qcrit = K

ï 2
r0

∫ Tλ

Tb

1
f(T )dT

ò1/3
, (2.54)

with K a fit parameter they determine to be 0.58, and the fit to the thermal conduc-
tivity function,

f−1(T ) = g(Tλ)
[
t6.8
(
1− t6.8

)]3
, (2.55)

with t = T/Tλ, and g(Tλ) = ρ2sλ
4Tλ

3 /AGM(Tλ), with sλ = 1559 J kg−1 K−1 and
AGM(Tλ) ' 1150 m s kg−1. Note that Tλ in the upper bound is still considered pressure
dependent.

With this expression for the critical heat flux, Sakurai et al. find good agreement
with their own measurements in saturated helium, and relatively good agreement with
a data set by Lemieux and Leonard who used a slightly thinner wire [111]. Note that
Sakurai et al. used K = 0.5 to fit Lemieux and Leonard’s data.

Shiotsu et al. (same group as Sakurai et al.) finds excellent agreement between
measured critical heat flux and that found by Equation (2.54) in subcooled He II [112].
When they measure the critical heat flux as a function also of wire diameter [113],
Equation (2.54) still agrees with measurements for wire diameters up to 1.2 mm,
though the agreement is poor for all diameters at bath temperatures above 2.14 K.

Critical Heat Flux from Flat Plates in Open Baths

Tatsumoto et al. conducted critical heat flux measurements for thin flat heater strip-
s/plates that were insulated on one side, and exposed to subcooled He II on the
other [114]. With the same thermal conductivity function as proposed by Sakurai et
al., they use,

Qcrit = K

[
2
Lw

2(L+w)

∫ Tλ

Tb

1
f(T )dT

]1/3

, (2.56)

where K is still 0.58, L is the length of the heater, and w is the width of the heater.
This is akin to replacing r0 in Equation (2.54) by Lw / 2(L + w). This expression is
in good agreement with their measurements on heaters with w = 10.5 mm and L =
10.5, 15.6, and 40 mm. Note that the data they show in their main result (Figure 5)
has some data points not accounted for in their experimental setup. At least some of
the data is from an earlier study they did on narrower heater strips [115].

2.5 Transient Heat Transfer
So far in this chapter, the heat transfer has essentially been considered steady state; a
heater is supplied energy from some kind of source, it heats up, helium cools it from
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the surface, and eventually a steady state is established, and one can determine the
Kapitza conductance hK, or the Kapitza fit parameters aK and nK.

However, as discussed in the previous section, eventually, the heating is strong
enough that a maximum, or critical heat flux is reached. The critical heat flux, as
discussed in the previous section, is a steady state property of the heater–helium
system. During steady state heating that exceeds the critical heat flux, fully developed
film boiling governs the heat transfer from the heater surface into He II. The onset of
film boiling, and whether or not it even happens for a particular Qapp that exceeds
the critical heat flux, is inherently a question of transient behaviour.

Since the Kapitza conductance relies on transmission of phonons across the in-
terface between heater and He II, and since even on the helium side, these phonons
move at velocities on the order of hundreds of metres per second, it is assumed that
the Kapitza conductance behaves essentially the same under transient conditions as it
does in steady state. This was confirmed experimentally by Katerberg and Anderson
by measuring the Kapitza resistance by two separate techniques on the same sample:
1) the “DC” technique where they simply measure the interfacial temperature discon-
tinuity under some applied heat flux, and 2) the “AC” technique where they have two
second sound resonance cavities on either side of a thin copper foil, and let one cavity
resonate by applying an oscillating current to a heater in the cavity, and then tune
the other cavity to resonate at the same frequency. The Kapitza resistance is then
measured by looking at half the temperature amplitude drop in the second resonator
compared with the first [116].

This means that also for transient heating the Kapitza model from Equation (2.28)
on page 21 is expected to describe the interfacial heat transfer.

During transient heating, the Kapitza regime, namely the region of applicability
of the Kapitza model, persists in a quasi–steady state, allowing for temporarily much
higher heat fluxes than the steady state critical heat flux. This was first observed by
Kobayashi et al. in the mid 1970’s, though their original publication contains only a
brief note about the effect near the end [117].

Figure 2.14 shows the results of Shiotsu et al. measuring the critical heat flux
from an 80 µm diameter wire of gold–manganese submerged in a bath of He II at
2 K, under atmospheric pressure [112]. They find that with lifetimes generally on the
sub–millisecond time scale, the Kapitza heat transfer regime persists also for applied
heat fluxes Qapp above the steady state critical heat flux Qcrit. Once the heat–flux–
dependent lifetime is exceeded, they see the onset of film boiling, with a characteristic
large increase in heater surface temperature. Gradt et al. found the same result, where
the temperature of a 51 µm diameter rhodium–iron wire remains stable for a short
time, with the heat flux and measured heater temperature related by the Kapitza
model, before then seeing the heater temperature shoot up, marking the onset of film
boiling [118]. Van Sciver and Lee made measurements on a large cylindrical heater
in He II subject to steps in heating power, and also found there is a lifetime within
which the heat flux at the heater surface can go above the steady state critical value
before then observing the temeprature rise associated with onset of film boiling [119].

By Kapitza regime, then, is meant both the steady state situation where the
Kapitza model applies, as well as the transient time before the onset of film boil-
ing. Breakdown of the Kapitza regime refers to the transition out of the Kapitza and
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Figure 2.14: Heat flux to a
bath of He II as a function
of the heater surface temper-
ature of a 80 µm Au–Mn wire
in a bath of 2 K under atmo-
spheric pressure [112, recre-
ated from Figure 2]. The
plot also shows the transient
Kapitza regime, and how the
Kapitza model fits data with
aK = 671.2 W m−2 K−nK , and
nK = 3.612 (from Table 2.2 on
page 24).
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into the film boiling regime (which is typically considered the onset of film boiling). In
confined geometries, the Kapitza breakdown does not entail quite so clear a transition
into film boiling, and this will be discussed in Section 2.6 on page 45.

Other liquids, including He I, also have a meaningful critical heat flux associated
with the onset of film boiling. Making, for such a non–He II liquid, a heat transfer curve
similar to that in Figure 2.14 (without the Transient Kapitza part) would invariably
show a hysteresis feature related to the onset and termination of film boiling. To
start film boiling the applied heat flux must be (slightly) above the critical heat flux,
while to end film boiling, the applied heat flux must be lowered considerably below
the critical heat flux [30, Sec. 5.1]. This is because it takes more energy to activate
a nucleation site to start forming the vapour film than it takes to maintain the film
once established. For He II, however, this hysteresis is not consistently observed [30,
Sec. 7.6]. No appreciable hysteresis is seen in Shiotsu et al.’s data in Figure 2.14,
while close to saturation conditions, Shiotsu et al. do find it [112, Fig. 5]. Caspi
and Frederking observe hysteresis even at temperatures some ways below Tλ and at
pressures far above saturation [120]. As such, the film boiling regime in He II is not
completely understood [30, Sec. 7.6].

2.5.1 Kapitza Regime Lifetime
Van Sciver measured transient temperature distributions along a long cylindrical pipe,
and found a relationship between the Kapitza regime lifetime ∆t∗ and the applied heat
flux Qapp (for Qapp > Qcrit) as [121],

∆t∗ = K

Qapp
4 , (2.57)

where K is a function of the bath temperature, and the heat transfer conditions at
the end of the pipe (whether or not the pipe was open).
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As part of these measurements, Van Sciver found that the temperature distribu-
tion along the pipe followed an exponential curve: ∆T (x) ' ∆T0 exp(−x/l), where
∆T0 is the temperature of the helium immediately adjacent the heater, and l is the
penetration length10. With this temperature profile, and assuming that heat trans-
fer was dominated by mutual friction in counterflow, meaning the laminar term in
Equation (2.42) on page 32 can be neglected, they found an expression for the lifetime
∝ Qapp

−4, just like the phenomenological fit [121, Eq. 18];

∆t∗ ' 3ρC∆T0
Qapp

4

∫ Tb+∆T0

Tb
f−1(T ) dT, (2.58)

where C is the average heat capacity between Tb and Tb + ∆T0.
The proportionality constant K from this expression is in the same range as those

found by fitting Equation (2.57) to data.
After Van Sciver, several measurements were made on other geometries, notably

effectively shorter ones, where the peak steady state heat flux is higher. Figure 2.15
summarises a few such measurements. Note that measurements showing a longer time
to film boiling onset used lower–amplitude applied heating power; the total amount
of energy supplied from the heater at the time of film boiling onset is E = ∆t∗Qapp,
which is ultimately what causes the boiling to start.

Van Sciver open/closed refers to the data by Van Sciver that lead to Equation
(2.57). Seyfert et al. refers to measurements Seyfert et al. made on a channel where
He II was kept within a gap of 1 or 2 mm between two concentric cylinders. Around
the midpoint of the outer cylinder, they placed a 10 mm wide heater, leaving 40 mm of
unheated/bare cylinder wall to either side. At either end, the He II was in contact with
a bath regulated so the channel ends always had the same temperature. Aside from the
bath contact at the channel ends, the setup was placed in a vacuum [123]. Wang et al.
refers to the measurements by Wang et al. on a wire heater in an open bath subject to
very short and very strong rectangular heating pules [124]. Shiotsu duct/open bath
refers to measurements made by Shiotsu et al. where they placed a rectangular heater
in a He II bath. The heater, 10 mm wide and 40 mm long, was insulated on one side,
and cooled by the helium bath on the other [125]. duct are results where the heater
was at the end of an open, 100 mm long vertical duct of the same cross section as
the heater itself, while open bath are results for the heater with no constraints on
the helium at all. Shiotsu wire refers to Shiotsu et al.’s measurements on a 0.2 mm
diameter wire submerged in He II [126].

The straight lines in the figure are not fits to data, but rather show power laws of
the kind Van Sciver found (Equation (2.57)), with different exponential dependencies
on the boiling onset time ∆t∗. The expected power law is ∝ Qapp

−4, represented by
the red line, and much of the data does follow such a power law. However, for higher

10Note that this observation was later generalised to the “infinite channel” approximation, for which
Dresner found a general time–dependent solution which amounts to scaling of a fixed temperature
distribution in space, temperature amplitude, and time [30, Sec. 7.2.2]. This solution assumes the
thermal conductivity function is constant, and equal to its value at the initial temperature, meaning
the solution only strictly speaking holds for small temperature gradients. Baudouy then extended
the infinite channel model further to also account for temperature the temperature dependence [122].
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heat flux and lower heating duration, it appears the slope slackens, towards ∝ Qapp
−2.

Both Wang and Shiotsu et al. attribute this to the fact it takes time to build up
a steady state vortex line density (recall Equation (2.43) on page 33), meaning the
mutual friction force needs time to grow. When Van Sciver derived Equation (2.58),
they assumed fully developed Gorter–Mellink heat transfer, with the associated Q3–
dependence of the thermal gradient. However, if the Gorter–Mellink/mutual friction
regime is not dominant yet, the laminar regime is still important, which is linear in
Q, which means similar arguments to Van Sciver’s leads to a slope ∝ Qapp

−2.
With the exception of Van Sciver’s data, all the other data slopes upwards for the

lowest applied heat fluxes. For an applied heat flux equal to the steady state critical
heat flux it will take an infinite amount of time to reach film boiling onset, and that
initial steep slope at the start of each data set is associated with the departure from
this. Note that all the Shiotsu wire data follow slopes steeper than both the fully
turbulent ∝ Qapp

−4 and the laminar ∝ Qapp
−2, indicating they did not make measure-

ments sufficiently far above the steady state critical heat flux to see the establishment
of the Van Sciver power law. They propose their own fit to data that depends on the
heater wire radius, but otherwise does not seem to represent any physically derived
relationship.
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Figure 2.15: Various boiling onset measurements for a large range of applied heat fluxes and
heating durations. Van Sciver takes data from figures 2 and 6 in [121]. Seyfert et al. takes
data from Figure 3 in [123]. Wang et al. takes data from Figure 3 in [124]. Shiotsu duct/open
bath takes data from figures 3 and 6 in [125]. Shiotsu wire takes data from Figure 3 in [126].
All data is for heat transfer at 1.8 K. The straight lines are not strict fits to data, but simply
follow the indicated proportionality.

2.5.2 Transient He II Heat Transfer Regimes
Nemirovskii and Tsoi reviewed a large number of transient heat transfer measurements
made up till the late 1980’s and proposed the approximate classification scheme shown
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in Figure 2.16 [127]. An important note is that the boundaries between regions are
accurate to within an order of magnitude at best, especially when it comes to the
boiling boundary (red and orange lines).

For very low heat fluxes, regardless of the duration of heating, the laminar coun-
terflow regime completely dominates. This regime is to the left of the green vertical
bar in the figure. The two blue dotted lines are relationships of the kind Vinen found
during their transient measurements: τ = a(T )Q−3/2, with τ being the time needed
to establish the steady state vortex line density. The upper of the two lines is for a =
150 ks W3/2 m−3, associated with development of turbulence in smooth circular chan-
nels at 1.9 K (see Figure 2.13 on page 34), while the lower is for a = 40 ks W3/2 m−3,
associated with development of turbulence in irregular circular and rectangular chan-
nels, and open baths, also at 1.9 K.

The regions D and F refer to either “developing” or “fully developed” turbulence.
Vinen’s experiments with small steps in applied heat flux were in the upper region of
D, crossing into F.

The region S, associated with very strong, short heat pulses, is the second–sound–
wave heat transfer regime. Fiszdon et al. studied this regime for successive, moderate
heat pulses in the millisecond regime [128], while Shimazaki et al. have studied this
region in the limit of single, strong, fast pulses [129]. Summarily, the regime is charac-
terised by three sub–regions; 1) for heat pulses up to about 50 kW m−2, independent
of exact duration (within the single–digit millisecond range), a second–sound–wave
forms, and propagates from the heater, carrying all the energy supplied by the heater.
2) if this second–sound–wave passes through a region where there is already a high
density of vortex lines, such as that left in the wake of a previous pulse, or if the ampli-
tude of the pulse is large enough to generate its own high–density field of vortex lines
immediately behind the wave–front, the pulse reaches a limiting heat transfer capabil-
ity, and excess energy transfer happens by a diffusion–like process, significantly slowed
down by the dense vortex tangle. 3) for heat pulses on the order of a few hundred
kW m−2, most of the energy from the heater goes into creating the dense vortex tangle
(with heat diffusing through it), as well as evaporating helium (boiling), with only a
very small fraction of heat transported by second sound. Note that this diffusion–
like process is essentially the Gorter–Mellink regime already discussed. The orange
line at the end of the second–sound–wave regime is that associated with heat transfer
exclusively happening by film boiling, which Nemirovskii and Tsoi suggest follow a
relationship τ = (C/Q)2, where C is a constant ranging from 50 to 5000 s1/2 W m−2.
C = 5000 in the figure.

The region B is that of film boiling, with the red limiting line being that described
by Van Sciver; τ = K(T )Q−4, with K = 9.6 · 105 s W4 m−8 in the figure.

According this this classification of regimes, the experiments done as part of the
work presented herein are mostly in the D and F regions, though heat fluxes reach
as high as 100 kW m−2 with pulses as short as 0.5 ms. The effect of confinement of
helium plays a large part in a more accurate classification of regimes, as well as the
bath temperature and pressure, which is some of the reason why Figure 2.16 on the
next page can only be taken as a guide.
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Figure 2.16: Rough classification
of transient heat transfer regimes
in He II [127, recreated from Fig.
1]. Left of green line: laminar
flow regime. D and F: develop-
ing and fully developed Gorter–
Mellink regimes. S: second–sound–
wave heat transfer regime. B: boil-
ing heat transfer regime.
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2.5.3 Numerical Modelling
Numerical modelling of transient heat transfer to and in He II is dominated by two
main branches. On the one hand are simulations working with some version of the
two–fluid hydrodynamic equations, on the other are simulations approximating heat
transfer as a purely diffusive process with a modified classical heat equation.

Modelling the complete two–fluid hydrodynamics is beyond the scope of this work,
so only the second, simplified approach, used herein is discussed.

Modified heat equation Assume that the fully developed mutual friction regime
is always realised, and that all heat transfer happens by way of perfect counterflow
of the two fluid components11. Then assume the regular Fourier law of thermal con-
duction applies to He II, and use the steady state heat flux expression (Equation
(2.47) on page 35) to define an effective thermal conductivity (neglecting the pressure
dependence of the thermal conductivity function);

Q = −keff∇T =
[
−f−1(T )∇T

]1/m

=
ñ
−f−1(T ) |∇T |

m−1

|∇T |m−1∇T
ô1/m

=
ñ
−f−1(T ) 1

|∇T |m−1

ô1/m

∇T.
(2.59)

11If forced flow of He II is considered, the assumption is rather that heat transfer by convection and
heat transfer by counterflow are independent.
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This essentially leads to the same energy balance equation as that used by, for instance,
Kitamura et al.;

ρ(T )C(T )∂T
∂t

= ∇
{ñ
−f−1(T ) 1

|∇T |m−1

ô1/m

∇T
}
, (2.60)

where C is the specific heat capacity (Cv in a closed volume of He II, or Cp in an
open).

This is the approach used for simulations done as part of interpretation of results
herein, and a complete discussion of the implementation is given in Chapter 5. Some
brief remarks about how this model has been used in the past will be made here.

This was the earliest approach to transient numerical modelling of He II, proposed
initially by Seyfert et al. during their experiments, already discussed in Section 2.5.1
on page 39, investigating the time before film boiling onset in channels [123]. They do
not show any transient simulation results as such, but rather present their modelling
results in terms of how much energy is predicted to enter the helium in the channel
during the time to film boiling onset versus how much energy the model can account
for in the helium. What they find is that both for open and closed channels, including
the case for Van Sciver’s long–pipe measurement [121], the transient model based on
Equation (2.60) gets close to the measured values. The agreement between model and
measurement is worse for larger heat pulses, because the model must approximate
ever faster heat transfer, which means, eventually, the assumptions of fully developed
mutual friction and counterflow fail. For the strongest heating, meaning the fastest
time–scales, they consider the model to be a good order–of–magnitude estimate, but
not necessarily more.

Okamura et al. used the same model to interpret their measurements made on
a heater/He II setup in which a 2.5 m long 6 mm diameter tube filled with He II
under atmospheric pressure is heated from the bottom by a copper surface [130]. The
tube is coiled so that the region where the heater and He II touch is horizontal. The
heater temperature is measured by sensors embedded within, and a sensor 5 mm from
the heater surface measures the He II temperature. They apply a sinusoidal heat
flux with a fixed offset, of peak amplitude on the order of 1 kW m−2, and find that
the model underestimates the helium temperature by about 5 mK for applied heat
flux frequencies in the range of 0 to 11 Hz. Note that the error grows over time.
Furthermore, their results are presented on the order of seconds, and no mention is
made about the millisecond time–scale.

Fuzier and Van Sciver, measuring transient temperature development in a 860 mm
long and 10 mm diameter pipe subject to forced flow of He II and rectangular heat
pulses on the order of 1 to 20 ms duration and 100 kW m−2 amplitude, modified
Equation (2.60) to account for the flow of helium, and find excellent agreement between
measurements and simulation in the limiting cases of high and low flow velocity [131].
Of relevance to the work presented herein is the situation with no flow of He II at all,
and Fuzier and Van Sciver’s modelling suggests Equation (2.60) ought to serve as a
good approximation, even for fast transients.
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2.6 Heat Transfer in Confined Geometries
Some aspects of helium confinement have already been considered by way of open
or closed channels of various dimensions. There are, however, a few remaining cases
worth briefly reviewing, of relevance to the work presented herein.

2.6.1 Heating Across Narrow Gaps
When heat supplied to He II cannot directly escape the bath along the same axis
as it was supplied, the helium can be considered confined. Two experiments will be
discussed here, both relying on Caspi and Frederking’s observations of multi–phase
phenomena in superfluid helium [120] to explain their results. By multi–phase phe-
nomena is meant the heat transfer state that can arise when strong heating is applied
to He II such that either 1) He I exists, in more or less stable form near the heater,
while the rest of the bath remains He II, or 2) gaseous helium is nearest the heater,
then a layer of He I above/around it, and finally the bulk He II.

Circular Heater, Open on All Sides

Warren and Caspi measured the heater temperature as a function of applied heat flux
and the gap between the heater surface and an opposing adiabatic wall [132]. In their
setup, a cylindrical heater is insulated on all sides except for one, where it is cooled by
He II. In the horizontal orientation, the heat flux faces downwards. They confine the
He II by placing an adiabatic cylinder of the same radius as the heater, with their axes
coincident, forming a gap δ between the heater surface and the flat top of the adiabatic
cylinder. Figure 2.17 shows both their measurement data, and a simple diagram of
the setup in the horizontal orientation. For vertical orientation, they turn the setup
sideways, so the gap is along the x–axis.

At a bath temperature of 2.107 K, and a gap of 250 µm, in the vertical orientation
(black dots in the figure), they identify four distinct heat transfer regions; 1) Qapp .
5 kW m−2, heat flows out of the gap region according to the Gorter–Mellink regime. 2)
5 kW m−2 . Qapp . 7.5 kW m−2, along the dashed grey line in the figure, a stationary
He I layer is formed at the heater surface. 3) 7.5 kW m−2 . Qapp . 12.5 kW m−2, the
He I layer has become hot enough that nucleate boiling starts, and since the gap is
vertical, the bubbles very effectively remove heat as they flow out of the gap. However,
as Qapp approaches 12.5 kW m−2, the vaporised He I blankets the entire heater surface,
marking the onset of film boiling, which is the fourth and last heat transfer regime; 4)
Qapp & 12.5 kW m−2, film boiling has begun.

They did not mark their data points according to whether they were taken for
growing or shrinking applied heat flux, but they do note that the black–ringed yellow
point in the figure is the first data point they gather after reducing the heat flux from
the highest value. This point is slightly below the heat flux at which film boiling
started, indicating a small level of hysteresis. It is interesting to note that when
lowering the applied heat flux, Warren and Caspi find that recovery from film boiling
goes back into nucleate boiling, rather than needing to drop all the way down to the
dashed grey line indicating a stable He I layer.
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For the horizontal orientation, with a narrower gap, and slightly higher bath tem-
perature (blue squares in the figure), they find a similar behaviour, though the heat
fluxes necessary to transition from one regime to another are much lower. This is due
to three effects together; 1) because the gap is smaller, the heat transfer cross section
out of the gap is smaller, so the gradient becomes larger for the same heat flux. 2)
The bath temperature is slightly closer to Tλ, and above the temperature for which
the thermal conductivity function has its peak (around 1.92 K (see Section 2.4.5 on
page 35)), meaning the effective thermal conductivity of the He II in the gap is lower.
And, 3) the heater is oriented downwards, so the convection of He I, and eventual
bubbles in the nucleate boiling regime, have a harder time bringing heat out of the
gap.

For lower bath temperatures, regardless of orientation and gap size, the distinctive
nucleate boiling regime vanishes, as seen in the figure. They do not offer a full expla-
nation for this. In fact, it is evidence of confusing behaviour; the He I layer forms just
as before (identified by the linear region highlighted by dashed grey lines), but unlike
in the near–Tλ cases, as this layer heats up, it goes straight into film boiling, rather
than transitioning through nucleate boiling. Furthermore, the film boiling regime is
now not as violent as for the higher bath temperatures, seen as the relatively shallow
departure from the linear regime. The 2.107 K data, once film boiling sets in, sees a
very rapid surface temperature growth as the heat flux is increased.
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Figure 2.17: The data from War-
ren and Caspi’s measurements on
heat transfer to He II in the nar-
row gap δ between a heater and an
adiabatic wall [132, figures 2 and
3]. The dashed grey lines indi-
cate the heat transfer regions as-
sociated with a film of He I cover-
ing some fraction of the heater sur-
face. Above: simple diagram of the
He II gap. In the horizontal orien-
tation, heat flows from the bottom
of the red cylinder (heater), down-
wards, across the gap, towards the
adiabatic blue cylinder.
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Rectangular Channel, Open at Either End

Kobayashi et al. did experiments on a short channel open at either end, for varying
channel depths [133]. Their setup, as shown in Figure 2.18, viewing the channel
from the side. The red rectangle is a copper block into which they placed several
temperature sensors. The zigzag line behind the copper block is the heating element.
They extrapolate the surface temperature of the copper block using T ′1 and T1. In the
results figure legend, T1 refers to the extrapolated surface temperature. Ts is a sensor
in the channel helium itself, measuring the temperature immediately adjacent to the
heater. T2 and T3 are embedded in surface of the insulating material confining of the
helium to the gap d. Te measures the helium temperature at the channel exit, and
Tb the bath temperature. The channel length L is 22 mm, while in the plane of the
paper, the channel extends 16 mm. The channel helium communicates with the bath
only through the top and bottom of the channel as shown in the figure.

Just like Warren and Caspi, they find four distinct heat transfer regions, or regimes,
indicated in the figure. In Regime 1 , which they call the “Kapitza region”, heat
effectively moves out of the channel by the Gorter–Mellink regime; while the heater
surface temperature steadily grows, the temperature of both the helium adjacent to the
surface, and the helium on the other side of the channel, stay at the same temperature.
Their temperatures only start increasing above Qapp & 6 kW m−2. Note also that there
is nor significant temperature gradient across the channel, as is expected. Also worth
noting is that fitting the Kapitza model (Equation (2.28) on page 21) to the data
below 7 kW m−2 (not accounting for the change in helium temperature) finds aK =
2419.9 W m−2 K−nK , and nK = 2.1129. The resulting fit is within about 5% in the
region Qapp ∈ [1.6, 7.5]. At Qapp ' 7.9 kW m−2, there is a transition from Regime
1 to Regime 2 . The helium in the channel is now uniformly at Tλ. From here, like
Warren and Caspi, they find a more rapid temperature increase with applied heat flux,
and see that the helium adjacent to the heater keeps heating up until it reaches the
boiling point around 4.22 K. This marks the transition to Regime 3 , where nucleate
boiling heat transfer ensures the heater surface temperature and the temperature of
helium adjacent to the heater surface remains mostly constant. Regime 4 marks the
point where film boiling starts. Note that in Regimes 3 and 4 , the temperature of
the helium on the insulated side of the channel behaves quite erratically, even going
down for growing heat flux once film boiling sets in. Breon and Van Sciver measured
boiling heat transfer in He II confined to a vertical circular channel, including in their
study the capture of high–speed images, and found that very complicated fluid flow
patters arise once boiling starts [134] (as is also the case for boiling of water on a stove
top). This means, strictly speaking, Kobayashi et al. do not have a well–defined steady
state in the channel opposite the heater, since, at times, cool helium from the bath
will rush in to fill the void of a departing bubble, while at other times, hot bubbles
might reach all the way across the channel.

Kobayashi et al. define four critical heat fluxes; Qλ = the heat flux necessary to
heat up the helium adjacent to the heater to Tλ, marking the entry into Regime 2 . Qn
= the heat flux necessary to start nucleate boiling, and thus transition into Regime
3 . Qmax = the heat flux necessary to start film boiling. These three are indicated in
the figure. Then they define Qmin = the level they need to lower the applied heat flux
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Figure 2.18: The data from
Kobayashi et al.’s measurements on
heat transfer in a short channel. Ge-
ometry is recreated from their Fig-
ure 1 [133]. The results shown in
the plot are for vertical channel ori-
entation, with a channel depth d =
1.5 mm, in a bath of 2 K.

to after film boiling before returning to either Regime 3 or Regime 2 .
They find that Qλ is independent of channel orientation, since so long as all the

helium is He II, the Gorter–Mellink mutual friction regime determines the heat transfer
out of the channel, and this regime does not have any dependence on gravity. Qλ grows
with channel depth as the heat transfer cross section of the channel increases.

They also find Qn to be independent of orientation and that it goes up with larger
channel depth. Their explanation for this appears to rely on two assumptions;

Assumption 1: Above Qλ a bubble/region of subcooled He I forms at the heater
surface, and it remains local to the middle of it, rather than spreading outwards to
cover the entire heater surface, even though the heat flux from the surface is uniform
(see Figure 2.19).

Assumption 2: Above Qλ, between the He I region and the wall on the opposite
side of the channel, He II still exists, and all this He II remains steady at Tλ. To
the sides of this column of coexisting He I and He II, towards the channel ends, the
high–effective thermal conductivity Gorter–Mellink regime keeps cooling the heater,
meaning the orientation of the channel remains irrelevant. This is also used to explain
how Qn goes up with channel depth; deeper channel means larger cross section of
He II.

Qmax depends on both orientation and channel depth; in a deeper channel, the
nucleate boiling heat transfer cross section is larger, and so, it takes more to saturate
it, and trigger film boiling onset. For a vertical channel, buoyancy propels the nucle-
ated bubbles out of the channel faster than when bubbles have to slide along either
the insulated channel wall (horizontal upwards orientation) or along the heater itself
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(horizontal downwards orientation). In fact, for the horizontal downwards orientation,
they find the lowest Qmax, since coating the heater surface completely with gas is eas-
ier when buoyancy tends to keep the bubbles in place, rather than lift them away. For
this reason, the equivalent plot for the horizontal downwards orientation does not show
nearly as prominent a nucleate boiling regime as that seen in Figure 2.18; essentially,
Regime 3 is very narrow, or completely gone, so transition from Regime 2 is directly
into Regime 4 .

Kobayashi et al.’s key observation is the existence of Regime 2 . Here, the coex-
istence of He I near the heater and He II near the far wall, with an interface some
distance δ from the heater surface, allows a larger heat transfer to take place along
the He II gap d−δ than what is expected from the presence of He I. Figure 2.19 shows
how they picture the coexistence to look in their channel. Since the temperature at
the middle of the heater surface does not show signs of nucleate boiling onset so long
as Qn is not reached, the bubble of subcooled He I at the middle of the heater must
possess some form of high–effective thermal conductivity regime of its own; if the He I
reverted to natural convection cooling of the heater, the heater temperature would
have shot up immediately upon reaching Qλ, since power keeps being supplied on the
copper side of the interface, while the helium side has become, essentially, a thermal
insulator. Eventually, either the heater is too hot for the helium to remain liquid, or
the helium across the channel depth all turns to He I, marking the entry into nucleate
boiling/Regime 3 .

Figure 2.19: For applied heat fluxes above Qλ, a
region of He I forms near the middle of the heater
surface, and this region grows with increasing heat
flux [133, recreated from Figure 4a]. The He I bub-
ble has width ξ and thickness δ. Above the He I,
He II exists as usual, letting heat flow according to
the Gorter–Mellink regime. In their short channel
(L = 22 mm), they see no orientation dependence,
and as such, this picture is general.
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2.6.2 Steady State Heat Transfer in Rutherford Cables
To assess the steady state heat transfer characteristics of both existing Rutherford
cables in the LHC, and those intended for the High–Luminosity LHC upgrade, Granieri
conducted comprehensive experimental work in the late 2000’s/early 2010’s [96]. In the
LHC, both the MB dipole magnets and the main quadrupole (MQ) focusing magnets
use a cable insulation scheme which leaves only very narrow and relatively tortuous
channels leading from cable edges to the cooling He II bath. While not geometrically
uniform, the channels have characteristic cross sectional dimensions on the order of 5
to 15 µm [96, p. 88], while their lengths are on the order of 6 to 12 mm. Thermal
measurements were done on replicas of the inner–layer MB Rutherford cable where the
strands were made by copper–nickel (rather than superconducting niobium–titanium,
which would be harder to heat). The replica cable is a section about 150 mm long.
Instrumentation of one such resistive cable replica was done by machining grooves
along some of the strands, and placing thermocouples at a few locations. A total of
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six cable replicas, with the instrumented one near the middle, were stacked on top
of each other, and placed under compression. Heating the cable stack was done by
running current through the instrumented cable (or also in adjacent cables for certain
tests).

Results obtained when running current through the instrumented cable as well as
the two adjacent cables are shown in Figure 2.20. The bath temperature is 1.9 K.
Note that the heating power is represented as an absolute power per cable, not as
an equivalent heat flux. Furthermore, since there is He II present in the region near
the sensors, the temperature readings are not measurements of any particular surface
temperature. Also, heat transfer in this kind of geometry is not solely determined by
helium; a significant amount of heat also flows by conduction through the solids.

That said, results for Sensor C1 and Sensor C2 clearly fall into the same regimes
as identified by Kobayashi et al.; below Papp . 90 mW, there is practically no temper-
ature difference within the cable due to the efficient heat transfer through the He II
that permeates the cable (laminar regime for lower, and Gorter–Mellink regime for
higher powers). This is Regime 1 as per Kobayashi et al.’s classification.

Between 90 mW . Papp . 200 mW, the temperature rises more quickly with
growing power, until it plateaus, which looks similar to Regime 2 , where He I is
formed near the heated surfaces. However, Granieri ascribes this to heat conduction
through the solids rather than through helium, which is reasonable, given the growth
is here nearly linear, evoking the typical Fourier law where ∇T ∝ Q. Regime 3 starts
around Papp ' 200 mW, and now helium cooling again dominates as nucleate boiling
within the cable stack takes place. Then film boiling starts around 300 mW, meaning
the helium no longer effectively cools the cable stack, and the curve reverts back to the
nearly linear solid–conduction state. When plotting the temperature rise above bath
temperature, ∆T = Tsensor−Tbath, Granieri finds ∆T ∝ P 2.7 below Papp . 60 mW, and
∆T ∝ P 2 between 60 mW . Papp . 125 mW, indicating that, indeed, for the lowest
heat fluxes, something very similar to a fully developed turbulent Gorter–Mellink
regime dominates, while above that, the linear P–dependence of solid–conduction
starts to take over (until the brief respite of nucleate boiling).

For the edge sensor, Sensor E1 , the evolution is different. Regime 1 is the same
as for the other two sensors, again because He II keeps the temperature equal across
the cable stack. However, Region 2 does not look the same here; between 90 mW
. Papp . 125 mW, the sensor readings are nearly flat at Tλ, very similar to the
way Kobayashi et al.’s readings in Region 2 looked for the helium sensor on the wall
opposite the heater in their experiment. This indicates that near the cable edges,
helium cooling dominates, at least until the critical heat flux of the cooling channels
is surpassed. It also suggests the temperature sensor is in better thermal contact with
the helium than the cable stack itself, since the copper–nickel definitely keeps heating
up. Eventually, though, He II heats up enough to turn into He I, and the same solid–
conduction as is seen in the centre–sensors dominates. Granieri ascribes the lack of
the clear nucleate boiling plateau expected from Regime 3 to potential presence of
an unintended helium pocket near the sensor, or that there could be a larger thermal
resistance between this sensor and the helium than that of the other two sensors.

Granieri then prepared a new setup with the key difference being an insulation
scheme that left wider channels for helium cooling [96, Fig. 5.20]. The measurement
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Figure 2.20: Steady state mea-
surements by Granieri where the in-
strumented cable replica and the
two adjacent cables were pow-
ered [96, recreated from Figure
3.17]. Sensor C1 and Sensor C2 lie
along the centre–line of the cable,
approximately 35 mm apart, while
Sensor E1 lies near the edge of the
cable, closer to the He II bath. In
Granieri’s thesis, C1 = “TCJ 5”,
C2 = “TCJ 7”, and E1 = “TCJ
6”.
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results from this setup are qualitatively similar to those shown in Figure 2.20 (see
figures 4.4 and 4.5 in [96]), but the improved helium cooling means temperatures for
the same applied power are lower. Furthermore, in the low–applied–power region,
which for the better insulation scheme is Papp . 400 mW, ∆T ∝ P 3.15, nicely in line
with the Gorter–Mellink regime.

Finally, they prepared a setup to investigate heat transfer through channels of
characteristic dimension ~15 to 20 µm [96, Chap. 6]. They etched microchannels
into a Pyrex® substrate, and characterised them by photo–microscopy to confirm
their dimensions. Arrays of up to a thousand parallel channels were then used as the
helium path between a heated chamber and an external bath. Their results show that
even for such small channels, the Gorter–Mellink regime is present.

2.6.3 Longer Channels Heated Along Their Entire Length
Since the work presented herein relies on experiments done on a channel of He II
150 mm long, heated from below along its entire length, it serves to review two older
experiments of similar setups. One has already been mentioned; Okamura et al.’s work
in the early 1990’s, which included two–fluid modelling (discussed in Section 2.5.3 on
page 43). The other is work by Chen and Van Sciver in the mid 1980’s.

Steady State and Orientation Dependence

Chen and Van Sciver measured the steady state temperatures of the helium in a
channel 127 mm long, 12.7 mm wide, and of depth between 0.5 and 3 mm, heated
by a thin stainless steel foil along the entire length of the channel [135]. Along the
centre–line of the channel, they placed six temperature sensors; on the surface of the
heater, they placed a sensor in the middle and two sensors 24.5 mm from either end.
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On the opposite side, across the helium channel, they placed sensors at corresponding
locations. The channel could be oriented continuously between vertical and horizontal,
where the horizontal orientation had the heater face upwards. Figure 2.21 shows the
steady state temperature of the helium in the middle of the channel as it varies with
applied heating and channel orientation. The bath temperature outside the channel
was 1.9 K, and the channel depth was 500 µm. Chen and Van Sciver note that
during the testing the bath temperature grew by about 50 mK as power was slowly
increased by passing a growing current through the heater. This small offset is not
accounted for in the figure, which has been recreated from Chen and Van Sciver’s
relative temperature readings with absolute temperature assuming Tbath = 1.9 K.

The first inflection point, around 0.6 kW m−2, marks the heat flux where the helium
in the middle of the channel reaches Tλ. This heat flux is defined with respect to the
heater cross sectional area, not the channel cross sectional area. The way up to this
heat flux is like Regime 1 in Kobayashi et al.’s results back in Figure 2.18 on page 48,
where heat transfer is dominated by counterflow in the Gorter–Mellink regime. Above
this first critical heat flux, called Qλ, Regime 2 should begin. However, Chen and
Van Sciver’s channel is shallower, at 500 µm against Kobayashi et al.’s 1.5 mm, and
Chen and Van Sciver’s bath temperature is 0.1 K lower. Keeping up the comparison
with Figure 2.18, the temperature rise measured by Chen and Van Sciver is more rapid
than in Kobayashi et al.’s case. Kobayashi et al. see a temperature gradient across the
1.5 mm depth of the channel, where the helium far from the heater stays just below
Tλ for a while, ensuring they actually observe Regime 2 . In Chen and Van Sciver’s
channel, all the helium heats up more uniformly across the mere 500 µm depth, and
so there isn’t any He II left in the middle region of the channel by the time the sensor
reads Tλ. So there is no prolongation of the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer regime, since
there is no He II above/next to He I that can carry heat away, preventing the onset
of nucleate boiling. So, then, above 0.8 kW m−2, the nucleate boiling regime is clearly
identifiable, with a helium channel temperature reading right around 4.4 K. This is
Regime 3 by Kobayashi et al.. The effectiveness of this regime is highly dependent on
orientation, as was already noted in the previous section; in the horizontal orientation,
the bubbles of gaseous helium aren’t helped out of the channel by buoyancy, so the
heater is completely coated by gas much sooner than when there is a tilt to the channel.

Note that Chen and Van Sciver say the data in Figure 2.21 is characteristic of
their results, even in the case where the channel depth is 3 mm, which is larger than
the gaps used by Kobayashi et al. This indicates that channel depth alone does not
predict the existence of Regime 2 . Channel length must certainly also play a role,
since a longer channel has a lower critical heat flux (in the Gorter–Mellink regime), as
described by Equation (2.52) on page 36.

The heat flux where boiling starts, which they call Q∗, is a function of channel ori-
entation, depth, and location in the channel. Looking first at the vertical orientation,
Q∗ is lowest at the top of the channel, for the shallowest depth. Making the channel
deeper, or looking at a point further down the channel, Q∗ goes up. The depth–
dependence is straight forward; a larger channel cross section (deeper channel) means
the same heat flux from the heater spreads out over a larger channel cross section. The
orientation dependence is also clear; at the lower end of the channel, the only heat is
that locally supplied by the heater, while going upwards, heat rising from below adds
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Figure 2.21: Steady state temper-
ature of the middle sensor on the he-
lium side of the channel as it varies
with applied heating and channel
orientation [135, Fig. 2]. Channel
depth w = 500 µm, and bath tem-
perature is 1.9 K. The dashed grey
curves are guides proposed by Chen
and Van Sciver, not fits to data. 1
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to that supplied by the heater, eventually breaching the heat flux necessary to start
film boiling. The combined effect of orientation and channel depth is a little more
complicated. Nucleate boiling most effectively removes heat from the heater surface
when bubbles can depart at an angle perpendicular to the surface, because this way
there is the least amount of interference between the recently departed bubble from
one nucleation site and the soon–to–depart bubble growing at another. This process
is most effective for a horizontal heater. Buoyancy of bubbles give them a velocity
component parallel to the surface, which means a hot gas bubble will travel up the
channel, causing this interference with the conditions seen further up. In a shallow
channel there is no space for the nucleated bubbles to move far from the heater, so
more heat is removed when the channel is vertical (which is optimal for the buoyancy
process). In a deep channel, the bubbles can move away from the heater surface, and
so, an optimal angle exists, depending on channel depth, where a maximum nucleate
boiling heat flux occurs. By Chen and Van Sciver’s results, this appears to be around
45 to 60° channel tilt away from vertical.

For the heat flux necessary to break out of Regime 1 , Qλ, there is also location,
depth, and angle dependence. Depth dependence is obvious, by the same argument
as for the boiling heat flux. Location dependence is also clear; a shorter channel can
carry more heat, so the middle of the channel has the lowest Qλ, since from this point,
the effective channel length is the longest. What is strange, though, is the clear angle
dependence. In perfect counterflow, there should be no dependence on orientation
because there is not supposed to be any net mass flow, and because there should
not be any buoyancy effect to speak of for the very small temperature differences
involved. In fact, they find, for the middle and top locations in the channel, no angle
dependence. It is only seen for the lowest location. Also, when horizontal, Qλ behaves
as expected; lowest for the middle of the channel, and higher towards the ends. The
suggested explanation for why the lower location sees such a large angle dependence
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is that the heating induces a flow of helium after all. It is worth keeping in mind that
Qλ represents the heat flux necessary to bring He II up to the transition temperature.
As such, the helium will be in a thermodynamic state not very well described by the
two–fluid model, and the classical–fluid natural convection may very well be present.
This, then, should be seen, to some extent, at all locations along the channel, which
they don’t. The explanation for this is that only at the bottom of the channel is
there ample supply of cool He II which depresses the local temperature, permitting
the abnormally high Qλ.

Note that Lottin and Van Sciver had already observed something essentially like
natural convection in a long cooling loop filled with He II when a low–lying region of
the loop was heated sufficiently to bring the helium locally above Tλ [136].

Time–Dependent Measurements

Okamura et al. made transient measurements on a channel similar to that used by
Chen and Van Sciver [137]; 170 mm long, 7 mm wide, and depth of 0.5, 1, or 1.5 mm.
A nichrome foil heater is placed along the channel, so the entire length of the channel
is heated. They place five temperature sensors on the helium channel side, and three
on the heater itself. Edge sensors are 25 mm from the ends, and helium sensors are
30 mm apart.

Their steady state results are reasonably in line with Chen and Van Sciver’s results,
including evidence of the enhanced Qλ when their channel was vertical (Okamura et
al. only test vertical and horizontal orientation, with no angles in between). Note
that Okamura et al. do not explicitly comment on this observation, but their data
(their Figure 2a) certainly suggest the same behaviour as that described by Chen and
Van Sciver.

Their transient results for helium channel temperature development during three
applied heat fluxes around Qλ are shown in Figure 2.22. Qλ here, in a bath of 1.92 K,
and for a channel depth of 1.5 mm, is around 0.9 kW m−2. Several observations are of
note. Most obvious is that establishing a steady state takes a very long time. Going
back to Vinen’s expression for how long it takes to develop turbulence τ = aQ−3/2

(Equation (2.43) on page 33), Okamura et al.’s rectangular channel is relatively similar
to those used by Vinen in the original turbulence onset experiments, meaning a '
60 ks W3/2 m−3 (see Figure 2.13 on page 34). With Qapp = 0.8 kW m−2, τ ' 2.5
seconds. However, the heat flux is represented by the cross section of the heater
surface, not the helium channel cross section. The relevant heat flux for development
of turbulence (after which the Gorter–Mellink regime dominates) is the heat flux in
the channel itself. Since the heater covers the entire underside of the channel, the
local heat flux in the helium changes with location, from a minimum near the middle
to a maximum near the ends. For simplicity, look at the heater area for the left half of
the channel; 85 mm by 7 mm, and the cross section of the channel; 7 mm by 1.5 mm.
The heat flux at the channel end is thus the applied heat flux multiplied by the ratio
between these two areas; QHe end ' 45 kW m−2. This assumes heat flow is symmetric
to either side of the midpoint. Using this in Vinen’s expression gives τ ' 6.3 ms.
This means it might only take a few tens of milliseconds before most of the channel is
dominated by turbulent mutual friction, with the Gorter–Mellink expression for heat
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Figure 2.22: Okamura et al.’s
transient measurements of helium
channel temperatures in the hori-
zontal orientation for a bath tem-
perature of 1.92 K and a channel
depth of 1.5 mm [137, recreated
from Figure 6b]. Sensor 1 is nearest
the left end of the channel, Sensor
3 is in the middle, and Sensor 5 is
nearest the right end of the chan-
nel. For Qapp = 0.8 kW m−2, results
for sensors 2 , 3 and 4 are indistin-
guishable. The same for sensors 1
and 5 . For Qapp = 0.9 kW m−2, re-
sults for the edge sensors ( 1 and 5 )
are indistinguishable.
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transfer accurately describing the time–development. This is a simplified picture;
it is not clear how fast turbulence that develops near the channel ends propagates
towards the middle, or even if it does at all, given that the channel heat flux near the
middle is very low compared with that near the end. Further complicating this is the
measurement by Awschalom and Schwarz that finds there is practically always some
small remanent density of vortex lines in the helium [138], meaning that turbulence
does not develop from a completely pure laminar state.

For higher heat flux, He I forms in the channel, seen as first Sensor 3 and then
Sensor 4 shooting up towards 4 K for Qapp = 0.9 kW m−2. For Qapp = 1.0 kW m−2,
the picture becomes increasingly complicated, notably because Sensor 4 , which is
halfway between the midpoint at Sensor 1 and the edge region at Sensor 5 , reads
the highest temperature. The temperature appears to eventually go above the boiling
temperature around 4.22 K, but the results were not plotted for sufficiently long times
to tell if the sensor data then started to display the characteristic chaotic behaviour
associated with boiling (note that time–dependent heater temperatures would remain
stable in the nucleate boiling regime, but the departing bubbles would significantly
disturb the time–dependent helium temperatures). Okamura et al. do not comment
on this symmetry violation, though an important point stands; the middle region of
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the channel is warmer than the edges, which makes intuitive sense, seeing as heat
transfer, and thus thermal gradient, must be from the middle towards the ends.

Figure 2.23 shows Oakmura et al.’s transient measurements in a 1 mm deep channel
for a bath temperature of 1.8 K, with Qapp = 0.8 kW m−2. For this configuration,
Qλ ' 0.65 kW m−2, so these results show a situation where the applied heating is
further above Qλ than what was shown in Figure 2.22. The picture is even more
chaotic now than before; although the middle sensor does rise above Tλ first, both
the adjacent sensors follow very soon after, and reach higher temperatures. Sensor 4 ,
which was hottest before, actually cools back down after some time, while Sensor 2
keeps growing, and shows the sort of jagged behaviour that could be associated with
boiling.
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Figure 2.23: Okamura et al.’s
transient measurements of helium
channel temperatures in the hori-
zontal orientation for a bath tem-
perature of 1.8 K and a chan-
nel depth of 1 mm, with Qapp =
0.8 kW m−2 [137, recreated from
Figure 11b].

Ultimately, the time–dependent heat transfer in a channel like this is extremely
complicated, and certain unintuitive behaviours appear when the heat flux goes above
Qλ, where a single heat transfer mechanism no longer dominates, and then again once
boiling begins.
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The core of the work presented in this thesis is the experimental setup; a heater
exposed to helium, instrumented with temperature sensors to measure time–
dependent and steady state temperatures.

This chapter covers, in extensive detail, the design of the setup, choices made,
and how data is collected. Beyond proving to experienced readers that confidence
in the setup is warranted, it is also meant to give budding scientists about to
design their own setups a review of some of the many issues that inevitably crop
up during such work.

The chapter is divided in four; Section 1 describes the conceptual design, while
Section 2 follows with a description of what was actually placed in the cryostat.
Section 3 details the instrumentation and data acquisition systems. Section 4
reviews the relevant properties of the materials used to build the setup.

3.1 Design of Experiment
As laid out in Chapter 1, the heat transfer experiment that forms the backbone of
this thesis needs to approximate the conditions experienced by a strand in the LHC
MB magnets during a UFO event. These conditions are described by the following
qualitative characteristics:

• A volume of metal is heated by a transient source of energy that has, roughly, a
Gaussian time–profile, where zero energy is delivered after about 1 ms;

• The metal volume has a surface in direct contact with He II, and this helium
cools the surface during the transient energy deposition;
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• The helium touching the surface of the metal is confined to a small channel with
only limited thermal contact to a larger external bath into which the deposited
energy drains on long time–scales.

An additional need is that in order to validate the experimental results, the sample
must be operational also in an open bath configuration in order for open bath steady
state measurements to be made, since, as discussed in Section 2.1 on page 10, while
it expected to work also during transient heating, the only regime where the Kapitza
model (Equation (2.28) on page 21) is known to provide a reliable description of heat
transfer is in steady state when the heater is submerged in a large volume of stationary
He II.

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation of what immediately surrounds a single
strand in the Rutherford cable of an LHC MB magnet. Labels are as follows;
(1) Representative strand on which the design is based;
(2) The part of the inter–strand helium assigned to the strand in question;
(3) Crossing strands in the second layer of the Rutherford cable;
(4) Adjacent strands in the same layer of the Rutherford cable;
(5) Insulation wrapped around the outside of the Rutherford cable;
(6) The part of the inter–strand helium assigned to the surrounding strands;
(7) External helium bath. The thermal path from inter–strand helium to the bath

is typically much more complicated than indicated here; an actual magnet is
made up of stacks of several Rutherford cables, and there are also micro–metre
channels along gaps in insulation layers leading to the bath.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation
of what surrounds a single strand within
the Rutherford cable of a main dipole
LHC magnet [139, Recreated from Fig-
ure 11].

The strands of an inner layer LHC MB magnet cable are 1.065 mm in diameter [25,
Sec. 7.2.1], giving a circumference of 3.35 mm. Approximating a strand will be done
by using a narrow metal heater strip. As indicated in Figure 3.1, the strands in the
cable are not completely circular. This is due to large external pressure applied to the
magnet cables from a collar around the magnet, which causes the relatively ductile
strand material to deform. This also means that only a part of the strand perimeter is
in contact with He II. As described, for instance, by Bottura et al. in their computer
model of an entire cable, the wetted perimeter of a strand could be, on average, as
small as 4% [140].
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3.1.1 The Physical Sample
Two main practical reasons lead to using a heater strip width of 3 mm; 1) assembly
of the sample is done by hand, and a wider strip is easier to handle than a narrower
one; and 2) the temperature sensors used for instrumentation of the sample are 1 mm
wide, while the pressure sensors intended for use in the closed channel configuration
are 1.7 mm wide, giving a practical lower limit on the width of the heater. 3 mm
is still on the order of the strand perimeter, and makes assembly and handling less
error–prone.

The length of the heater strip is constrained by two factors; 1) it must be longer
than a single strand twist pitch in the Rutherford cable (115 mm), and 2) it cannot
exceed the diameter of the cryostat into which the sample is placed (250 mm). To
make sure there is ample room for wiring, the heater strip has a design length of
150 mm. This is also the length of the channel. Note that the real heater strip must
extend further than this; there must both be some spare length of steel onto which
a layer of copper can be sputtered in order to provide a good surface for soldering of
power leads. The real heater strip has 158 mm of exposed stainless steel, 150 mm of
which is inside the channel during closed channel tests.

Choosing the thickness of the heater strip is a question of desired electrical resis-
tance and the material used. This is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2 on page 62.
For now, it suffices that the heater strip material is stainless steel 304, and the strip’s
thickness is 50 µm.

The heater strip is supported in a bottom plate made of glass–fibre reinforced
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) (throughout this work, PEEK is always referring to
GF PEEK). PEEKis chosen because it has a thermal contraction similar to that of
metals, meaning that after mating the heater strip to the bottom plate with Eccobond®

glue, the chance of delamination during cooldown is lower. Note that during liquid
nitrogen testing it became clear that thermal shock still causes delamination; the
PEEK contracts slightly more than the metal, so the metal strip buckles, tearing free
of the Eccobond®. For cooling rates slower than about −20 K s−1, no delamination
was seen.

Eccobond®, as used herein, refers to the two–component epoxy resin Eccobond®

286 A/B. Eccobond® is used in all places where larger objects are adhesively joined,
and for leak proofing/sealing the final closed channel assembly. An earlier design used
3M DP–190 instead, but cracks seemed to form in the cured epoxy. A report by Perin
et al. finds that Eccobond® 286 A/B shows the best leak resistance from among several
usual epoxy adhesives in use for cryogenic applications[141].

Figure 3.2 shows a drawing of the final assembly of top and bottom plates, together
with the heater strip. The rectangular detail in the drawing highlights the groove into
which the heater strip is glued with Eccobond®. The groove is 3.1 mm wide to account
for manufacturing tolerances on the bottom plate and the heater strip. The groove is
190 µm deep to fit the heater strip with some margin. The circular detail highlights
the laminate that makes up the heater strip; the orange base layer is 100 µm thick,
and is made of Kapton; the yellow mid–layer is around 30 µm thick, and is a glue that
holds the Kapton and stainless steel together; the red top layer is 50 µm thick, and
is the stainless steel heater strip itself. The reason for using a layered structure like
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this is to make sure there is an insulating material covering the whole underside of
the stainless steel heater strip. This helps avoid helium touching the underside of the
heater in case the assembly leaves some small gaps or holes between the Eccobond®

and the heater. Resting on the bottom plate, is the top plate, with a groove of its
own, aligned with the groove in the bottom plate. The top plate groove is also 3.1 mm
wide, and it makes the necessary space for the confined helium used in closed channel
experiments. In open bath experiments, the bottom plate (with heater) is used alone,
so the heater is exposed to the open bath directly.

Label (1) in the drawing points to the two recessed holes right above the heater
strip used to mount pressure probes in the channel. No such holes exist in the bottom
plate, since the channel area is completely covered by the heater strip. Label (2)
points to two of the five temperature sensor lead holes in the top plate. There are five
such holes in the bottom plate too. Label (3) points to a hole right above the heater
strip used to mount a capacitance measurement probe. Label (4) points to two of the
16 bolt holes used to hold the top and bottom plates together during closed channel
experiments.
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Figure 3.2: Drawing of top and bottom PEEK plate assembly, with heater strip. (1): pressure
probe holes, (2): temperature sensor lead holes, (3): capacitance measurement probe hole, and
(4): bolt holes, . Bolt holes and temperature sensor lead holes have equivalent holes in both
top and bottom plates.

The design depth of the channel is decided as such; around a single strand of an
inner layer LHC MB magnet cable there is a cross sectional area of helium approxi-
mately equal to the area of a square of 1.065 mm sides minus the area of a circle of
1.065 mm diameter;

(
1.065 · 10−3)2−π/4

(
1.065 · 10−3)2 = 2.43 · 10−7 m2. The width

of the heater is 3 mm, so the height of the channel should be 2.43 · 10−7 / 3 · 10−3 =
81 µm, leading to a design depth of 80 µm.

Figure 3.3 shows the cross sectional views of the top and bottom plates, clari-
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fying the geometry of the temperature sensor lead holes, pressure probe holes, and
capacitance measurement hole. It also highlights the dimple in the top and bottom
plates where the temperature sensors are placed. The temperature sensor lead holes
are angled 45° in order to ensure a as large a bending radius of the temperature sensor
leads as practically possible. In a previous design, the mounting approach for the
temperature sensors had the sensor leads following approximately 180° of an arc with
r . 200 µm. During cooldown to cryogenic temperature of this older design, about
half the sensors lost electrical contact. Only one sensor broke during cooldown of the
design presented here.

A A

B B
Section
A–A

Section
B–B

1 2

3

C D

Figure 3.3: Drawing of Top and Bottom PEEK plates, with heater strip. (1): pressure probe
hole, (2): sensor lead hole, and (3): lead hole for capacitance measurement probe. Section
A–A is the top–down view of the bottom plate. B–B is the cross section of the top and bottom
plates along the centre–line of the assembly, viewed from the side. Detail (C): dimple in the
PEEK to fit the Cernox® sensors mounted to the heater strip, and (D): equivalent sensor
dimples are also present in the top plate.

After the heater strip is seated in its groove, Eccobond® is injected by a syringe
down into the angled sensor lead holes in order to prevent helium from the back of
the sample to cool the sensors directly. Figure 3.4 shows the top and bottom plates
after injection of Eccobond® into the sensor lead holes. The fragile sensor leads are
soldered to metal pads glued to the surface of the plates in order to facilitate the
connection of more robust wires onto which the leads that go out of the cryostat are
connected. Note that the top plate in the photograph (the lower of the two plates) has
the capacitive measurement probe inserted and its hole filled with Eccobond®, while
the two pressure probe holes are not yet filled1.

1The capacitive measurement lead wire extends from its probe hole midway between the second to
left–most pair of bolt holes in the lower of the plates in the photograph.
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Figure 3.4: Top Plate
and Bottom Plate 1 after
installation of heater strip,
Eccobond® filling of sen-
sor lead holes, and attach-
ment of sensor leads and
sensor lead extensions to
soldering pads.

For the experimental work, two identical bottom plates were prepared, referred to
Bottom Plate 1 and Bottom Plate 2, and a single top plate was prepared, referred to
as the Top Plate.

3.1.2 Applied Heating Power Density
To heat the heater strip, current is passed through it from a source outside the cryostat.
For practical reasons (limitations in wiring and power supply), sustaining currents
above about 10 A is not desirable. The three main heating events experiments aim
to recreate are, 1) steady state heating for the sake of having measurement validation
of open bath results against the Kapitza model (Equation (2.28) on page 21), 2) fast
sub–1 ms pulses to investigate the UFO beam loss events, and 3) slow pulses that
deliver peak power after around 10 ms lasting about 500 ms to help ascertain the
validity of using the Kapitza model during a transient heating event. The constraints
of the fast pulses guided the design of the external circuitry, while the steady state
current constraints decided the thickness of the strip.

Heat flowing from surface to helium To effectively describe the heating events
of the experiment, a way to quantify the heat flux flowing into the helium is necessary.
The externally applied power leads to a volumetric heating of the heater strip, while
it is more practical to express data by something like a heat flux. The applied heating
power density, Qapp, then, is defined as;

Qapp = ρLstrip
Wstripdstrip

I2 1
LstripWstrip

, (3.1)

where ρ is the resistivity, which is around 45 µΩ cm, Lstrip is the length of the strip =
158 mm, Wstrip is the width of the strip = 3 mm, dstrip is the unknown thickness of
the strip, I is the current passing through the strip.

At cryogenic temperatures the resistivity of stainless steel changes only negligibly
for temperature up to at least 10 K, so Qapp is considered temperature independent.

There are a few constraints that together determine the chosen heater strip thick-
ness. For one, 50 µm stainless steel sheets were readily available from the CERN
workshop. Then Table 2.2 on page 24 shows that representative heater–to–helium
heat fluxes from prior steady state experiments against which validation will be done
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tend to be somewhere between 50 and 90 kW m−2. Finally, there is a practical limit
of about 10 A for the current that can be sustained at steady state without risking
damage to the power leads that enter the cryostat used for experiments. With dstrip =
50 µm and I = 10 A in Equation (3.1) gives Qapp = 100 kW m−2. 50 µm is therefore
acceptable.

The main alternative material considered was copper, but in order to get a thick-
ness of copper thin enough to give the desired applied heating power densities under
the current constraints, the copper would have to be on the order of 20 nm thick,
which would have lead to a much more complicated and expensive heater production
probably involving sputtering onto a substrate which would need to be carefully cho-
sen for its material properties. Furthermore, copper has electrical resistivity highly
dependent on temperature below 10 K, which would complicate analysis.

For the analysis of data, after the real resistance, Rstrip, of the heater strip is
known, from measurements of the real strips used, the resistivity of the material is no
longer directly used to determine the applied heating power density. Also, as will be
explained in Section 3.3.1 on page 69, what is actually measured is the voltage across
the heater strip, and only after accounting for Rstrip is the current available. Equation
(3.1) therefore becomes;

Qapp = V 2
S

Rstrip

1
LstripWstrip

, (3.2)

where VS is the measured voltage across a heater strip. This is the expression that
will be used when determining the applied heating power density from measurement
data.

Since Qapp is a representation of the volumetric applied heating power, it does
not directly translate to the heat flux across the heater–helium interface. Nor does it
change depending on the open–bath or closed–channel configurations of the setup. It
is a function of the resistance of the heater strip, regardless of how much of the heater
length is exposed to He II.

RLC circuit for pulses In order to generate fast pulses with sufficient power, an
approach using the discharge of a capacitor into a resistive–inductive circuit, with the
heater strip included, is used. There are two important benefits to this; 1) the circuit
is simple, and made with readily available components, and 2) the circuit is flexible,
so more than one time–scale can easily be tried by changing components.

Figure 3.5 shows the circuit used to generate the pulses delivered to the heater
strip. Rpulse, L, and C are chosen to get the desired pulse shape, and V0 is chosen to
get the desired total energy delivery.

To charge C, T1/G1 and T2/G2 are both off, so current flows into the capacitor,
but not onward to the terminal. Once the desired charging level is reached, T1/G1
turns on. This bypasses the capacitor because voltage across the open T1 transistor is
much lower than the threshold voltage of the diode. Having the diode and T1 transistor
in the circuit means the voltage source does not need to be turned off during pulse
firing. A bypass resistor in series with the voltage source is needed to limit the current.

To fire the pulse, T2/G2 is turned on. This lets current flow from C to ground,
through the heater strip.
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+
−V0

Rbypass
Terminal L Rpulse

T1G1 T2G2C

Figure 3.5: Pulse generation circuit. V0 is a DC voltage source that charges the capacitor C.
The diode ensures energy from C only passes to ground through the heater strip. Rbypass is used
to limit the charging and bypass currents. “Terminal” denotes the connectors where the heater
strip power leads are attached (everything behind the terminals is at room temperature). L
and Rpulse are used to shape the pulse. G1 and G2 are the gates to the two power transistors
T1 and T2 that are both off when charging C and on during pulse firing. Turning on G1
happens when C has charged to the desired level. Then G2 turns on at some later time to fire
the pulse.

A discussion of the circuit elements and the analytical model used to describe the
circuit is relegated to Appendix A on page 163, seeing as these parameters are not
critical for the project as such. The important part is the resulting time–dependent
current pulses, which are discussed in Section 3.3.1 in relation to the data acquisition
(DAQ) system for the heater strip(s).

Steps in Applied Heating Power Density When applying a step in current,
used for steady state measurements, a much simpler circuit is used than that for RLC
pulses. Figure 3.6 shows a diagram of the circuit configuration when applying stepped
heating. The source is set to the desired current value, and left “on”. The transistor T
is then turned on by G when the step is to begin. The reason for using the transistor
to control when the current starts to flow is that the transistor turns on much faster
than the internal switch in the current supply, and it turns on in a smoother way than
what is possible with a manually operated switch.

IS

R1 R2

TG

Figure 3.6: Simple diagram of the circuit used for
stepped heating. IS is the set current on the source.
R1 and R2 represent the heater strips (stepped heat-
ing in closed channel uses only R2). T is the same
transistor as T2 in Figure 3.5. G is the gate signal
to start the current flow.

3.2 Real Samples in the Cryostat
Figure 3.7 shows a diagram of the double bath cryostat used for experiments. The
experimental sample is placed within the inner, pressurised He II vessel (Label (9) in
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of the cryostat used
for experiments [142, Recreated from Fig-
ure 1b].
(1): Vacuum vessel
(2): Foam insulation
(3): Liquid helium vessel
(4): Thermal radiation shields on insert
(5): Lambda plate supports
(6): Liquid helium bath with surface at at-
mospheric pressure and 4.2 K
(7): Lambda valve; closed during opera-
tion
(8): Lambda plate
(9): Pressurised He II vessel; the experi-
mental sample is placed here
(10): Saturated He II vessel
(11): Joule–Thomson valve
(12): Heat exchanger
(13): Inner thermal radiation shield
(14): Outer thermal radiation shield
(A): Instrumentation lead port
(B): Helium transfer port
(C): Saturated bath pumping port.
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figure). The helium in this inner bath is regulated to a desired set–temperature, for
instance 1.9 K, by two processes working together;

1. The saturated bath is kept at some temperature a few millikelvin below the
desired set–temperature of the inner bath by controlling the pressure at the
surface of the saturated bath. This is done using a pressure controller that acts
on a butterfly valve sitting between the pumping port (Label (C) in the figure)
and the vacuum pumps.
Increasing the pumping (opening the butterfly valve) means the pressure on the
saturated bath falls. The temperature of the bath then falls as the slightly–too–
hot helium molecules that escape the saturated surface are pumped away.
This means the bath keeps losing helium to pumping, and the Joule–Thomson
valve (Label (11) in the figure) is used to regulate the rate of helium replenish-
ment to the cryostat. The helium that fills the saturated bath passes through a
heat exchanger (Label (12) in the figure) in order to lower the temperature of
the new helium coming in.

2. The inner bath is regulated by using a heating element within the bath to main-
tain the temperature at the set–temperature. The thermal gradient within the
bath is negligible so long as the experimental sample is at least a few centimetres
from the heating element and the helium is He II.

These two regulation methods are operating independently. This means some
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care must be taken when setting the inner bath temperature and the saturated bath
pressure. If the saturated bath pressure is low enough compared to the inner bath
set–temperature, the inner bath heater will keep adding heat that then passes out into
the saturated bath, which will then evaporate unnecessarily large amounts of helium.
There is a helium recovery system connected to the vacuum pumps that pump on
the saturated bath, so the helium used is not lost to the atmosphere, but it is still
desirable to not waste expensive helium.

Figure 3.8 shows a photograph of the cryostat insert, from a little above the
Lambda plate and down, shortly before the insert is lowered into the liquid helium
vessel (Label (3) in Figure 3.7) for open bath measurements. The wires around the
two plates mostly pertain to instrumentation, which will be discussed in Section 3.3,
and some are for applying current to the heaters.
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of the bottom of the cryostat insert set up for open bath measure-
ments. (1): Lambda valve (Label (7) in Figure 3.7). (2): Lambda plate supports (Label (5) in
Figure 3.7). (3): Lambda plate (Label (8) in Figure 3.7). (4): Bottom Plate 2. (5): Bottom
Plate 1. (6): Reference temperature probe, used for temperature control and calibration.
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Figure 3.9 shows a photograph of the cryostat insert, from just below the Lambda
plate and down, shortly before the insert is lowered into the liquid helium vessel for
closed channel measurements.

In order to ensure there were no continuous thermal paths through superfluid
helium, leading from the helium channel to the bulk bath outside the sample, the entire
perimeter of the interface between the two PEEK plates was sealed with Eccobond®

(seen as the blue band running along the middle of the sample). To the same end,
Eccobond® was applied around the heads and nuts of all the aluminium bolts used
to press the two plates together. This measure proved successful at isolating the
channel helium from the bulk bath, but has the drawback that it is not possible to
gain non–destructive entry into the channel after the Eccobond® has cured.
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Figure 3.9: Photograph of the bottom of the cryostat insert set up for closed channel mea-
surements. (1): Heating element used to control the temperature in the pressurised He II
bath. (2): the Top Plate. (3): Bottom Plate 2. (4): Reference temperature probe, used for
temperature control and calibration.

About channel depth and pin–holes After first assembly of the closed channel,
bolting together the Top Plate and Bottom Plate 2 (before sealing with Eccobond®),
the resulting channel depth turned out to be about 50 µm at both ends of the channel.
This error stems from some manufacturing issues that required resurfacing the PEEK
plates. The resurfacing left a shallower groove in the Top Plate than intended, but
otherwise saved the features necessary for heater strip attachment in the two bottom
plates, as well as the sensor dimples in the Top Plate.

To approach the design depth of 80 µm, and reduce the importance of a 25 µm
flatness deviation along the channel (found by a dedicated flatness measurement of all
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PEEK plates after resurfacing), a layer of 70 µm Kapton tape was placed on either side
of the heater strip of Bottom Plate 2 before closing the channel. The resulting channel
depth, at both ends of the channel, became 120 µm. Figure 3.10 shows a photograph
of Bottom Plate 2 with Kapton tape. Note that during open bath measurements, no
tape was present.

Figure 3.10: Bottom Plate 2 with
Kapton tape. The two pegs at ei-
ther end are for alignment of top
and bottom plates. Image is rotated
90° clockwise from photograph.

Since helium must be obviously be allowed to enter the sample in order to fill
the channel, pin–holes are needed on either side of the channel. Figure 3.11 shows
the assembled closed channel sample, seen from the channel end furthest away from
labels (1) and (2) in Figure 3.9. On the other side of the sample, there is an identical
pin–hole. Before the Eccobond® covering the end of the channel was applied, the tip
of a syringe needle was lodged in the channel end. After curing, the needle was pulled
out of the Eccobond®.
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Figure 3.11: Photograph of the assembled Top Plate 1 and Bottom Plate 2, showing the
channel end covered by Eccobond®. (1): Pin–hole. (2): Power leads coming from the powering
circuit outside the cryostat. (3): Power lead soldered to the heater strip itself, which attaches
through a connector to the blue power lead of Label (2). The thin green lead is the grounding–
point for measuring the voltage across the heater strip. The thin white wire is the grounding–
point for measuring the capacitance across the helium channel. The two grounding–points are
the same, but connect to two different DAQ systems.

Figure 3.12 shows the approximate geometry of a pin–hole. The figure is not to
scale. The dotted area on the right–hand side of the figure is the cross sectional area of
the pin–hole at the interface between pin–hole and channel. Its area2 is 3.405·10−8 m2.

2The area is found in two steps; 1) take the area of the circle sector of angle 2θ in Figure 3.12, and 2)
subtract from this area the triangle of angle 2θ and height 105 µm.
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Figure 3.12: Diagram showing the geometry of the pin–hole. The left–hand side of figure
shows the needle (grey wedge) lodged between the Top and Bottom plates (yellow rectangles),
seen from the side, akin to the orientation in Figure 3.9. The right–hand side shows the channel
helium cross section (blue rectangle) with the needle in front of it (grey half–circle), akin to
the orientation in Figure 3.11. The dotted area represents the cross section of the pin–hole at
the interface between pin–hole and channel.

3.3 Instrumentation
The previous sections laid out the physical sample, with the core part being the stain-
less steel heater strip and the external circuitry used to generate current pulses that
heat the strip, which, then, in turn, heat the helium in contact with the heater. For
steady state measurements, the heater strip is still used, but the current is now a step
directly from a power supply.

The next step is to explain the way measurements are done. The two most impor-
tant ones are 1) the voltage across the heater strip, in order to get access to the real
resistive heating power density developed in the strip, and 2) the temperature of the
heater strip (in both open bath and closed channel measurements) and of the helium
in the channel (only relevant for closed channel measurements).

In addition, there are sensors to measure the pressure in the helium channel dur-
ing closed channel measurements, and a capacitance measurement used to detect the
change in helium permittivity when it transitions from liquid to gas.

The final sensor used in experiments is the factory–calibrated reference probe used
to calibrate the temperature sensors. This probe, and the calibration itself, is discussed
in Section 4.1 on page 109.

3.3.1 Data Acquisition: Heater Strip Voltage
To explain the instrumentation for measuring the voltage across the heater strip(s)
during experiments, it serves to look at Figure 3.13 showing a photograph of the setup
used for open bath measurements. The closed channel measurements use only a single
heater strip, and, as seen in Figure 3.9, the entire sample is sealed in Eccobond®

making it harder to see where the voltage probes are attached.
In the open bath setup the two plates are arranged with Bottom Plate 1 (lower

plate in Figure 3.13) facing upward, and Bottom Plate 2 (upper plate in the figure)
facing downward.

In the figure, labels (5) and (6) point to the measuring leads used to measure the
voltage across the heater strips. The set of leads labelled (5) measures the voltage
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across both heater strips (they are in series), while the leads labelled (6) only measure
the voltage across the upwards facing heater.

During closed channel measurements, where only a single heater strip is used,
the leads labelled (6) are reused for heater strip voltage measurements, while those
labelled (5) are repurposed for the capacitance measurement discussed in Section 3.3.5
on page 92.
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Figure 3.13: Photograph of Bottom Plate 1 (lower in photograph) and Bottom Plate 2 (upper
in photograph). The dashed yellow circle towards the upper right highlights the Eccobond®

seal placed on all the soldering pads seen in Figure 3.4 on page 62. The green circle near the
middle left highlights the reference temperature probe.
(1), (2), (3), and (4): Connector leads on either end of heater strips in their corresponding
bottom plates. Current flows from the powering circuit outside the cryostat, into connector
lead (1), through the heater strip in Bottom Plate 2, into connector lead (2), then connector
lead (3), then into the heater strip of Bottom Plate 1, then to connector (4), and out of the
cryostat.
(5): Leads (white and blue wires) that connect to measuring tabs for measuring the voltage
across both heater strips in series. (6): The two yellow dashed paths that follow the two leads
(green and red wires) that connect to the measuring tabs for measuring the voltage across
only the heater strip in Bottom Plate 1.

The measurement itself is done by connecting the terminals of the measurement
probes to channels in a National Instruments SCB–68 connection box, which in turn
is connected to an NI PCI–6251 multifunction I/O device in a computer running a NI
LabView interface. The sampling frequency is 500 kHz. Raw data from the PCI–card
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is written to TDMS files3, which are transferred to a separate computer for analysis
in Python using the npTDMS package. The same PCI–card also sends the signals that
turn on the two transistors T1 and T2 in Figure 3.5 on page 64.

Three different power supplies are used during measurements; for low power steady
state measurements in the open bath configuration, an Aim–TTi EL155R source is
used; for transient step measurements in the open bath configuration, an Agilent
Technologies/Keysight N8735A source is used; and for transient step measurements in
the closed channel configuration, a Keithley 2400 source measure unit (SMU) source
is used.

Charging of capacitors for pulsed measurements in the closed channel configuration
is done with the Aim–TTi source, though for those measurements, the heating circuit
is independent of the source, since energy during pulses is supplied by the capacitor.

Two heater strips, one measurement Once an external circuit that can gener-
ate the desired pulse shape and amplitude is found, the critical step for analysis is
knowing the resistance of the heater strip(s). The voltage across one heater strip is
measured, and knowing its resistance means knowing the current, which in turn means
knowing the heating power density developed in the steel according to Equation (3.2)
on page 63.

From Figure 3.13, there are two possible heater strip voltage measurements; V1, the
voltage across the heater strip in Bottom Plate 1, and Vboth, the voltage across both
heater strips. Running a steady 1 A current, independently measured by a Keithley
2400 SourceMeter® SMU to 0.9995 A, with a current sensing accuracy of ±0.22% +
560 µA [143], with the two heater strips at 1.9 K, yields 0.923 V across both heater
strips, and 0.465 V across Heater Strip 1. This means the voltage across Heater Strip
2 is 0.458 V. This means R1, the resistance of Heater Strip 1, is 0.465±0.001 W, while
R2, the resistance of Heater Strip 2, is 0.458±0.001 W.

During the open bath measurements, only the voltage across Heater Strip 1 was
measured, and the voltage across Heater Strip 2 is obtained by the ratio of their
resistance values;

V2 = R2
R1
V1 = 0.985V1. (3.3)

The reason for choosing to measure only Heater Strip 1 is three–fold; 1) the heater
strips have different resistance, so a single measurement across both would give the
wrong applied heating power density value for the open bath measurements. 2) the
PCI–6251 card has a maximum range of ±10 V, meaning that for a total strip resis-
tance of almost 1 W, a current of 10 A would exceed the rated voltage, causing clipping
of the measured value, so some form of voltage divider would be necessary. And 3)
for closed channel measurements, only a single strip is used, so by using a workflow
that has only a single heater strip measurement regardless of configuration, the circuit
setup and data analysis become less error prone.

3The TDMS (Technical Data Management Streaming) file format is a proprietary binary file format
created by National Instruments that facilitates the streaming of high frequency data capture directly
to disk. Reading such files requires special software, though many commonly used applications have
easily available or built–in access, such as Microsoft Excel, OpenOffice Calc, or the npTDMS package
in Python.
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Representative Voltage Measurements

Figure 3.14 shows representative measurements of the voltage across the heater strip
during steps in the open bath (3.14a) and closed channel (3.14b) configurations.

The open bath step–heating (Figure 3.14a) shows that the time from power–on till a
steady applied current is actually achieved is on the order of 2 to 3 ms. This delay stems
from the current source (the Agilent Technologies/Keysight N8735A power supply)
needing time to go from zero current to the DC current it is set to. Within 200 µs,
the value is 95% of the steady state value. By 500 µs, 98% of set current is reached.
The data sheet quotes a load transient recovery time of less than 1 millisecond [144].
This is “Time for output voltage to recover within 0.5% of its rated output for a load
change 10–90% of rated output current, local sense”. Going from zero to 100% of rated
output current in a total of 3 ms is in line with the specification.

For closed channel step–heating (Figure 3.14b), the smaller and faster Keithley
2400 SMU power supply is used, which reaches the desired output current after only
100 µs. Using the large Agilent/Keysight source for open bath steps, despite its slower
rise time, is due to the need for much larger currents in open bath transient steps than
in the closed channel.
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(a) Step–heating in open bath. (b) Step–heating in closed channel.
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Figure 3.14: Representative heater voltage measurements from a step in open bath (a), and
a step in closed channel (b). Recall, only Heater Strip 2 is used in closed channel tests. The
inserts highlight the initial parts of the measurements, in the same axis units as the parent
figure.

The amplitude of the noise seen on the open bath measurement (Figure 3.14a) is
on the order of ±10 mV. This amplitude is seen across all applied power levels. At
the lowest heating powers, it translates to an uncertainty in the measurement of less
than 5%, while for the measurement shown here, it is only 0.5%.

The noise in the heater strip voltage for the closed channel configuration (Figure
3.14b) is clearly worse than in the open bath case. The amplitude is on the order of
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±35 mV. The insert in the figure, which highlights the first 750 µs of the power–on
transient, shows that the noise is not very dense; although severe, with amplitude
around 20% of the measured value, a simple median filtering of the data is enough to
clean up the signal. The noise also displays a structure. In the open bath measurement
(Figure 3.14a), the noise is random. In the closed channel, however, there is clearly
some form of a modulating oscillation present; there is a peak about every 14 µs, with
a modulating envelope of frequency around 4.0 kHz (found by the approximate period
between peaks of the envelope). There is no clear source of this noise, but since it can
be filtered out so easily, it does not impact the measurements.

Figure 3.15 shows representative measurements of the voltage across the heater
strip during a fast pulse (3.14a) and a slow pulse (3.14b) in the closed channel config-
uration.

The pulsed heating plots include the result of a least–squares fitting of data to an
analytical expression of a series–RLC circuit response. The RLC model is discussed
in Appendix A on page 163. To find the RLC fit curve, the Python package lmfit is
used. It includes an implementation of the Levenberg—Marquardt algorithm, which
minimises the least squares error between a model result and data by making guesses
at free model parameters within provided constraints. In the RLC model used here,
the free parameters are: the initial voltage, V0, across the capacitor; the resistance
of circuit elements that are not the heater strip across which the voltage is measured
(Rtotal in the figure captions is the sum of this external resistance and 0.465 W, the
resistance of Heater Strip 1); the inductance, L, and the capacitance C. Note that this
fitting does not equate to a measurement of the circuit parameters. The fitting algo-
rithm is essentially a Monte–Carlo method seeking to minimise the least–squares error
between the RLC model result and the measurement by adjusting the free parameters
of the model. Several configurations of circuit parameters will give curves that are
indistinguishable, even if their fit–suggested parameter values differ significantly4.

In the fast–pulse plot (Figure 3.15a), visible from around 1.5 ms, there is a small
oscillating error in the measurement. The value at this time is expected to be zero,
plus random noise, but instead, there is a structured oscillatory signal visible, just
as was the case for the closed channel step–heating (Figure 3.14b). There is about
15 µs between each little peak, while the frequency of the modulation envelope is
about 1.25 kHz. This modulation frequency is very close to the natural frequency
of the circuit; taking the RLC fit values5 of C = 179.0 µF and L = 92.7 µH gives
f = (1/2π)

√
(LC)−1 = 1.236 kHz. In the closed channel step–heating measurement,

the frequency of the oscillation (4 kHz) is not clearly tied to any circuit components,
seeing as the powering circuit (shown in Figure 3.6 on page 64) does not contain any
capacitances or inductances of sizes needed for oscillations as slow as the kilo hertz
range, so the fast–pulse error oscillations being so near the natural frequency of the

4Quantifying the range is hard, but as an example, capacitance values between 140 µF and 180 µF
can all give good fits when variation in the other parameters is permitted. The range of values, then,
is at least on the order of ±10%.

5Even though the fit values are not a real measurement of the component values, they are in the range
of what is correct, and since several pairs of C and L values will give similar frequency, the RLC fit
values are useful to assess the circuit behaviour.
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circuit could be a coincidence6. Since the amplitude of the structured component of
the noise is low, though, and does not reflect actual current flowing in the heater strip,
which is clear seeing as the oscillations are also present before any power flows at all
and the temperature measurements do not show low–powered continuous oscillatory
energy input (see Section 4.5.4 on page 137), it will be filtered out and disregarded.
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(a) Fast heating pulse in closed channel,
with least squares RLC fit. Parameters: V0
= 10.575 V, Rtotal = 1.795 W, L = 92.7 µH,
C = 179.0 µF.

(b) Slow heating pulse in closed channel,
with least squares RLC fit. Parameters:
V0 = 2.708 V, Rtotal = 4.273 W, L = 8.5 mH,
C = 39.5 mF.
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Figure 3.15: Representative heater voltage measurements from a fast heating pulse in closed
channel (a), and a slow heating pulse in closed channel (b). The inserts highlight the initial
parts of the measurements, in the same axis units as the parent figure. Note: the slow–pulse
plots show only every 130 measured points for the long–time–scale plot, and every 5 for the
insert.

There is also a constant voltage offset in the measurement, on the order of 35 mV,
not shown in the plots. It only appears after applying the gate voltage signal to
transistor T2 in Figure 3.5 on page 64, and disappears again immediately after the
gate signal is returned to zero. Cross–talk between the output channel used for the
transistor gates and the input channels for measurement of voltages is a potential
cause. When looking at the temperature data, there is no evidence of any small
constant heating that then disappears towards the end of the measurement. As such,
the offset is compensated in plots and analysis, and assumed to have no impact on
temperature measurements.

In the slow–pulse plot (Figure 3.15b), there is also a large scale, structured mea-
surement error, like in the fast–pulse plot, but the frequency is about 760 Hz. The

6Parasitic capacitances of instruments are on the order of pico and nano farad at most, so an inductance
not accounted for in design would need to be on the order of 1 to 10 H, which is closer to values
relevant for large electrical motors, not what could reasonably arise from a few metres of wire in this
experiment.
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natural frequency of the circuit with C = 39.5 mF and L = 8.5 mH is only 8.7 Hz.
The input capacitance of the transistor is on the order of a few nanofarad at most,
while the input capacitance of the PCI–card is quoted as 100 pF [145], so neither of
those sources give resonant frequencies near 760 Hz with the circuit inductance. What
was true for the fast–pulse measurements is also true for slow pulses, however; when
looking at the temperature measurements (see Section 4.5.5 on page 138), there is no
evidence of the 760 Hz oscillation. So it will be filtered out and disregarded. The
same voltage offset seen in the fast–pulse heater voltage data when the transistor gate
signal is on is also seen for slow pulses, and is compensated in the same way.

Offset voltage in stepped heating measurements Since both the fast–pulse and
slow–pulse heater strip voltages show an offset voltage associated with the transistor
signals used to control the current in the circuit, it must be assumed that also the step–
heating measurements have such an offset. In the pulse data, the offset is measured
directly, and so, is easily compensated. For stepped heating, however, it is not straight
forward; the circuit (Figure 3.6 on page 64) is never in a state where the transistor
is in its on state while the current is off during regular measurements. This means
there is no discontinuity in the voltage data just as the transistor is switched off.

For low power steady state open bath measurements, the power supply (Aim–TTi,
mentioned on page 71) has a reliable output current measurement, being only about
±0.5% ±3 mA away from the set current [146]. The accuracy of the power supply
current measurement is confirmed using the current sensing mode of the Keithley
2400 SMU (which is also used for step tests in the closed channel configuration). This
means an expected heater strip voltage value can be calculated from the known strip
resistance. This gives an offset voltage of no more than 2.5 mV across measurements
at every 100 mA from 0.1 to 5 A, which translates to about 0.25% of the measured
voltage value for each test. This small an error is, in practice, not important.

The closed channel step measurements use the Keithley 2400 SMU as a current
source directly, which has an output current measurement accuracy of ±0.27% +
900 µA [143]. The current range is from 50 to 1000 mA, so the typical current error
will be +2

−1 mA. This means also for these tests a reliable expected heater voltage
value is available; there is, in fact, a significant offset found to be about 42 mV in
all measurements. The offset is calculated and compensated for each test. The key
difference in the measurement setup between the low power open bath step measure-
ments, that show no significant voltage offset, and the low power closed channel step
measurements, that do show such an offset, is that the closed channel measurements
includes a measurement of the gate control signal on transistor T2 in Figure 3.5 on
page 64. The offset likely arises due to cross talk between the output channel and the
measurement channel.

High power open bath step measurements use the Agilent/Keysight current source,
which has a much poorer internal current measurement and current setting accuracy
than the smaller Aim–TTi or Keithley sources, especially at lower currents. Its doc-
umentation specifies the current measurement accuracy to ±0.1% + 330 mA [144].
This means estimating the offset voltage based on the set current is not reliable. A
dedicated measurement where the current supply was on, but not feeding any current,
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yields a measured value of 56 mV. This is the offset voltage. However, as seen with the
lower power measurements, the offset voltage is not constant from one measurement to
another. From the calculated offset voltages in the closed channel step measurements,
the observed variation in offset voltage is on the order of ±10% of the offset value. So,
for the high power open bath step measurements, the offset voltage will be taken as
56±6 mV.

Note that in Figure 3.14, the offset voltage is not accounted for in the plot. The
offset voltage is subtracted from the measured signal only during filtering for analysis
when converting to applied heating power density (for instance when making the plots
in Section 4.5 on page 133).

Skin–effect and current distribution in the heater An obvious question re-
garding the applied heating power density is if the current flowing in the heater strip
is distributed evenly across the heater strip cross section. The fast pulses and steps
deliver current with relatively high frequency components; the fast pulses the highest,
at around 10 kHz. An oscillating current flowing in a conductor will tend to confine
itself to a thin layer near the outer surfaces of the conductor. The thickness of this
layer is called the skin depth δ [147, Sec. 8–3.2];

δ =
…

ρ

πfµ
, (3.4)

where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor, f is the applied frequency, and µ is the
permeability of the conductor material.

For 304 stainless steel, the permeability is that of vacuum; 304 steel is austenitic,
and does not exhibit significant ferro magnetism. Wilson and Bunch found that various
treatments, like cold–working did not alter the permeability of 304L stainless steel
(which differs from 304 steel by having about 0.05% less carbon, the balance made
up with iron), while welding increased it by a factor of 2 [148]. No welding or other
high–temperature work was done on the heater strips after receiving them.

For the 10 kHz frequency component, with the estimated resistivity of the two
heater strips used (around 0.44 µΩ m), the skin depth becomes 3.3 mm. If the perme-
ability were twice as high, it would still be 2.4 mm. Both these depths are one and
a half orders magnitude larger than the heater strip thickness. This means during all
tests, the current is always distributed uniformly over the cross section of the strip.

3.3.2 Data Acquisition: Temperature Sensors
The temperature sensors mounted in the samples are uncalibrated Cernox® bare chip
1050 sensors, with a temperature measurement range from 1.4 K to 420 K, though
their sensitivity drops sharply above about 10 K.

Figure 3.16a shows a drawing of the bare chip. It consists of a sapphire substrate
(blue in figure) onto which a zirconium oxynitride is photolithographically patterned
(red in figure). A gold layer is then sputtered onto the surface and photolithograph-
ically patterned to create contacts [149]. The zirconium oxynitride is the sensing
element of the sensor.
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Figure 3.16b shows a photograph of a Cernox® sensor after first applying a strength-
ening Eccobond® bead at the attachment points of the leads, and then applying GE
7031 varnish to the leads for electrical insulation. The leads are then twisted, in order
to mitigate the mutual inductance coupling between the heater strip and the sensor
leads that would otherwise skew transient measurements7. Sensor characteristics and
operation will be discussed in Section 4.1 on page 109, related to the calibration and
translation from measured voltage signal to temperature.

965±51

762±
51

203±25

559±
25

762±25

(a) Drawing of Cernox® bare chip [150, Recreation of
CX–BR figure]. All dimensions are in micrometres.

(b) Cernox® temperature sen-
sor with Eccobond® bead and
twisted GE 7031 varnish cov-
ered leads.

Figure 3.16: Drawing of Cernox® bare chip (a), and photograph of Cernox® bare chip (b).
In the drawing; blue rectangles are the sapphire substrate (from above or the side). Green line
under substrate: Au–Pt–Mo alloy backing sheet. Red rectangle: zirconium oxynitride sensing
element. Yellow pattern: gold contacts for sensor lead attachment.

Mounting them is done in two ways; for the two bottom plates, the sensors are
mounted directly on the underside of the heater strip, while for the one Top Plate,
they are mounted in the small dimples seen Detail (D) in Figure 3.3 on page 61.

Figure 3.17 shows a photograph taken during testing of the temperature sensor
attachment procedure, using dummy sensors (without Eccobond® bead). The heater
strip laminate has 1.5 mm diameter cutouts every 31.25 mm (starting 12.5 mm from the
edge of the Kapton tape), where the stainless steel is exposed. The cutouts align with
the mounting dimples in the PEEK plates seen back in Figure 3.3. The temperature
sensors are attached to the bottom of the stainless steel heater using GE 7031 varnish.
Two such instrumented heater strips are then mounted in their groove in Bottom Plate
1 and 2, such that the protruding temperature sensors slot into the sensor dimples.
The sensor leads are threaded through the angled holes, and attached to soldering
pads near the sensor lead holes (as seen in Figure 3.4).

7During transient heating events, the current in the heater strip sees large current changes in time,
which causes a strong magnetic field to arise around the heater strip, which in turn couples to the
sensor lead loop unless the leads are tightly twisted.
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Figure 3.17: Underside of a trial heater strip, testing the temperature sensor attachment
procedure with dummy sensors.

Open Bath and Closed Channel Diagrams

Figure 3.18 shows a diagram of the sample configuration used for open bath measure-
ments. The upwards facing plate is Bottom Plate 1, and the downwards facing plate is
Bottom Plate 2. Sensor labelling refers to Upwards or Downwards heater orientation
and the indexed position relative to the middle sensor in each PEEK plate. There
are two sensors missing; U+1 and D+2 . D+2 short–circuited after assembly8, and
U+1 broke during cooldown9. T_bath represents the reference probe used both for
calibration of the other sensors, and to provide a temperature reference for control of
the helium bath.

Bottom Plate 1

Upwards facing heater
U-2 U-1 UM U+2

Bottom Plate 2

Downwards facing heater
D-2 D-1 DM D+1

Applied
current

Heat flux to bath

Heat flux to bath

T_bath

Figure 3.18: Diagram of the configuration used for open bath measurements. The light
blue outer rectangle represents the helium bath. Light grey rectangles represent the Cernox®

sensors. D labels downwards facing heater sensors, and U upwards facing heater sensors. The
number refers to the sensor’s site left (negative) or right (positive) of the middle sensor ( UM
or DM ). The red–edged rectangle represents the reference probe.

Figure 3.19 shows a diagram of the sample configuration used for closed channel
measurements. The closed channel measurements were made after the open bath
measurements, and based on the analysis of the open bath results, Bottom Plate 2,
the downwards facing plate in the open bath experiments, was chosen for the closed
channel experiments. The sensor labelling follows the same indexing convention as

8The likely mechanism is that when applying the GE 7031 insulation varnish to the sensor leads, its
viscosity could make it hard to cover the whole surface of the lead wire. If two bare spots align on
the two leads for each sensor, the spots may touch after the leads are twisted. One such issue was
discovered at room temperature, before assembly, while the issue with sensor D+2 was only seen
after assembly, when the Eccobond® had cured.

9The likely mechanism is that the thermal contraction made one or both of the sensor leads rip from
their attachment points, despite the strengthening Eccobond® bead.
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before, but the sensors are referred to either as Channel sensors (labels with C ), which
are those sensors that are touching the channel helium directly, and are mounted in
the Top Plate, or as Heater sensors (labels with H ). Sensors with labels H-2 , H-1 ,
HM , and H+1 , are the same physical sensors as D-2 , D-1 , DM , and D+1 from the
open bath measurements.

Bottom Plate 2

Heater strip
H-2 H-1 HM H+1

Top Plate

C-2 C-1 CM C+1 C+2

Applied
current

Heat flux to channel

T_bath

Figure 3.19: Diagram of the configuration used for open bath measurements. The light blue
outer rectangle represents the helium bath. The light grey rectangles represent the Cernox®

sensors. Sensor labels with C are helium channel sensors, and sensor labels with H are heater
sensors. The red–edged rectangle represents the reference probe. The darker blue blocks on
either side of the helium channel represent the pin–hole constriction, separating the channel
helium from the bath.

Sample X–Ray Image of Sensors UM and CM

Figure 3.20 shows an X–ray image of the middle sensors on Bottom Plate 1 and Top
Plate 1, as a representative example of the real environment around the temperature
sensors. Dark areas in the image generally correspond to regions of high material
density in the real sample. Note, though, that the silver–loaded EPO–TEK appears
denser than it really is.

The dashed circle highlights small voids in the Eccobond®. The holes are isolated,
and no helium enters these voids, meaning they do not interfere with the measurement
in any appreciable way. The same goes for the large void highlighted by the dashed
rectangle; during application of Eccobond®, the syringe was not inserted deep enough
into the sensor lead holes, and a void was left. All sensors in Top Plate 1 have such a
void. The void is completely sealed, however, so no helium fills the void, meaning it
has no effect on measurements. The large low density region to the upper left of the
image is the middle pressure probe hole. For reference, assessing various dimensions
in the image is best done by considering the diameter of the sensor lead holes (seen
in the dashed rectangle) to be 2 mm, and the sensor substrates to be 200 µm. The
labels in the figure point to the following;
Label (1) Heater strip;
Label (2) Sapphire sensor substrates. The bright gap between the sapphire and

the heater is filled with GE 7031 varnish;
Label (3) Silver filled epoxy lead attachment beads;
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Label (4) External sensor lead attachment wires.

1 2

3

4

Figure 3.20: X–ray image of sensors UM and CM , taken at 6 µm resolution. Regions of
high density appear darker. The central black line is the heater strip, the surface of which is
indicated by the dashed orange line in the insert. Everything to the right of the orange line
is the bottom plate, while everything to the left of this is the top plate (the white gap is the
channel).
The dashed circle highlights small bubbles/voids in the Eccobond® along the sensor leads.
The Dashed rectangle highlights the void behind the Top Plate sensor. The insert magnifies
the region around the two sensors. Label (1): Heater strip. (2): Sapphire sensor substrates.
(3): Silver filled epoxy for lead connection. (4): External sensor leads (their differing diameter
stems from one passing in front and the other passing behind the assembly).

Note that the heater sensor (right–hand side) is oriented with the substrate facing
the heater, while the channel sensor (left–hand side) is oriented with the substrate
facing away from the helium channel. The heater sensor has its orientation to avoid
that sensor lead attachments touch the heater strip, as this would cause a short–circuit,
making the sensor useless. The channel sensor has its orientation to achieve the best
possible thermal contact between the helium and the sensitive element of the sensor
(the zirconium oxide used for the actual temperature sensing).

Figure 3.21 shows zoomed images of the two sensors U-1 and UM , rotated to
the heater strip is above them. Using the known Cernox® sensor substrate thickness
of 203 µm as a scale, the distance between the heater strip and the sensors can be
estimated. This gap is filled with varnish. As seen in the figure, U-1 is about 20 µm
from the heater, while UM is a little askew, going from 60 down to 30 µm away. Similar
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images for U-1 and U+1 indicate there is no gap between the heater and U-2 , while
U+1 is tilted, going from 50 to 0 µm away. There cannot be zero varnish between the
heater and a sensor, and since the imaging resolution is 6 µm, all zero–estimates are
taken as 6 µm. This means the set of varnish layer thickness estimates is 20, 60, 30, 6,
50, and 6 µm. The RMS value of this set is about 35 µm. This leads to the standard
estimated varnish layer thickness of 35± 6 µm which is used in the analysis of data in
Paper [1] and Paper [2].

20 µm

203 µm 100 µm

Heater strip

(a) X–ray image of U-1 . Distance between
heater and sensor base is about 20 µm. Purple
dimensions indicate the thickness of the EPO–
TEK beads.

60 µm 30 µm

203 µm

Heater strip

(b) X–ray image of UM . Distance between heater
and sensor base is goes from about 60 to 30 µm,
for an average of 45 µm.

Figure 3.21: X–ray images of U-1 and UM , showing approximate distances. The imaging
resolution was 6 µm. Cyan dimensions are used as the scale in the images.

Measuring the Voltage Across a Cernox® Sensor

Using a Cernox® sensor to measure temperature means measuring the voltage across
a material with a temperature dependent resistivity (zirconium oxynitride) subject
to a known current. So, three things are necessary; 1) the sensor must be fed some
excitation current, which for all the measurements done during this research was 10 µA.
2) The voltage across this resistance (Cernox® sensor) must be measured in order to
calculate the instantaneous resistance by using the known excitation current. 3) A
calibration must be used to translate the resistance to a temperature. This section
will discuss points 1) and 2), while 3) is discussed in Section 4.1 on page 109.

The current source feeding the sensor is outside the cryostat together with all the
other DAQ equipment. Figure 3.22 is a circuit diagram showing how the Cernox®

sensors are wired. The sensors are connected in series, two at a time, in order to
reduce the number of current sources necessary. The voltage across sensors are all
measured individually, with circuits independent of the current excitation leads. This
means the resistance measurement is a four–lead measurement. The main benefit of
this is that the resistance measurement is not contaminated by the lead resistance
2×RIL/2. The acceptable drawback is that several extra lengths of wire must be built
into the cryostat at construction; per resistance measurement, two sets of wires for
current excitation and two sets for voltage measurement.

The wires drawn in red represent the approximately 7 cm long sensor lead exten-
sion wires and the 2.5 cm long sensor leads, seen back in Figure 3.4 on page 62. The
four–lead measurement only really starts at the sensor lead extension ends, where the
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Figure 3.22: Circuit diagram of the measurement setup used for Cernox® sensors. The circuit
is set up to use a four–lead resistance measurement of the two sensors while also sharing the
current source.
IS: source current, 10 µA. RIL/2: resistance of the current leads from current source down to
Cernox® (the two wires, down and back up, are assumed identical). The jagged elements near
the middle of all horizontal leads in the circuit represent the long distance from source/meter to
sensor. RVL/2: resistance of the voltage measurement leads from volt meter down to Cernox®

(the two wires, down and back up, are assumed identical). R1 / R2: Cernox® sensors. V1 /
V2: voltage measured across R1 / R2.

excitation current and voltage measurement wires attach. Even at room temperature,
the resistance of this small shared path is imperceptibly small. At cryogenic temper-
atures, where the sensor resistances typically range from 5 to 15 kΩ, the contribution
from the shared path is zero.

The series connections of Cernox® sensors for the open bath measurements are as
follows (referring to Figure 3.18): 1) U-2 and U-1 , 2) UM and U+2 , 3) D-2 and
D-1 , and 4) DM and D+1 .

The series connections of Cernox® sensors for the closed channel measurements are
as follows (referring to Figure 3.19): 1) H-2 and H-1 , 2) HM and H+1 , 3) C-2 and
C-1 , 4) CM and C+1 , and 5) C+2 (the last sensor is alone, since there is an odd
number of Cernox® sensors in the closed channel experiment).

The voltage measurement leads of each sensor are connected to a pair of terminals
in a National Instruments SCXI–1125 module. This module is slotted into an NI
SCXI–1000 chassis, which routes the sensor signals to an NI PCI–6052e multifunction
I/O device in a computer running a NI LabView interface (note that the heater strip
DAQ and temperature sensor DAQ systems are separate and independent).

Open bath measurements As indicated in Figure 3.18, there are eight Cernox®

sensors in the DAQ system. The PCI–6052e card has a total of eight differential
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voltage measurement channels available, and can work at a maximum total sampling
frequency of 333 kS s−1. The card must operate in multiplexed mode, and with all
channels in use, it was seen that some cross–talk between channels showed up at the
highest possible measurement frequency (333 kS s−1 / 8 channels = 41.625 kS s−1 per
channel), so the sampling is done at 40 kS s−1 per channel, where no such cross–talk
was seen.

Closed channel measurements Figure 3.19 on page 79 indicates nine Cernox®

sensors in the DAQ system, which, first of all, are more than the number of channels
available in the PCI–6052e card. Furthermore, the two pressure probe measurements
(discussed in Section 3.3.4 on page 87) are also collected here, as well as a dummy
measurement and a measurement of the heater strip voltage. This makes a total of
13 measurement channels. To reach this number of channels, a second SCXI–1125
module is slotted into the SCXI chassis. The chassis itself adds an extra multiplexing
layer that effectively extends the number of available channels on the PCI card.

The heater strip measurement is for synchronisation purposes; since the heater strip
and temperature DAQ systems are independent, they do not have the same timing,
and therefore some means of synchronising data is necessary in order to analyse it. For
open bath measurements, to maximise the sampling frequency, visual synchronisation
of data streams was done10. For the closed channel measurements, a heater strip
measurement channel was added to the temperature DAQ system in order to use it
as a timing reference between the heater strip DAQ and temperature DAQ systems.
The data from this channel is used in a binary way; when it is above a certain noise
threshold, the heating is considered on, and otherwise off.

The dummy channel is present in order to smooth out the switching transient
in the SCXI chassis when it internal multiplexer goes from the first 1125–module to
the second. This transient gave rise to what appeared to be a fixed voltage offset in
the last Cernox® sensor channel. By introducing a dummy channel that was simply
a short circuit of the channel terminals, any residual charge on the circuitry in the
SCXI chassis that handles going from one slot to another is discharged. Lowering the
sampling frequency would have the same effect, but in order to avoid the switching
issue the sampling frequency would have to be lowered much further than the cost of
adding the dummy channel.

For closed channel measurements, a sampling frequency of 20 kS s−1 per channel
is used. Frequencies up to 25.6 kS s−1 per channel should be possible, but the switch-
ing issue was still present at 25 kS s−1 per channel, even with the dummy channel.
At 22.5 kS s−1 per channel, the issue was gone, meaning 20 kS s−1 per channel is a
conservative choice.

Representative Voltage Measurements

Figure 3.23 shows the raw voltage values measured across the temperature sensors
during steps in open bath and closed channel configurations, and are from the same

10It is completely clear, when looking at the raw voltage data, when the heating pulse started, with
accuracy matching the sampling frequency.
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tests shown back in Figure 3.14. These plots, showing the Cernox® sensor voltage
measurement, are not immediately useful for understanding the temperature develop-
ment during the heating event; the calibration discussed in Section 4.1 on page 109
is needed for that. It is also not useful to compare the voltage drops seen on one
sensor to that of another within the same plot. There are, however, a few notes worth
making.

The resistivity of the zirconium oxynitride of a Cernox® sensor has a negative
temperature dependency coefficient; as the sensor heats up, the resistivity drops. So, a
colder sensor gives a higher voltage reading (for the same excitation current). All the
sensors shown in Figure 3.23 show starting voltages on the order of 0.1 V, meaning that,
with the excitation current being 10 µA, their resistances are on the order of 10 kΩ.
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Figure 3.23: Representative temperature sensor voltage measurements from a step in heating
applied to the open bath configuration (a), and a step in heating applied to the closed channel
configuration (b). The insert in Figure 3.23a shows the relaxation back to the bath temperature
after turning off the applied heating.

An important observation, and part of what lead to using Bottom Plate 2 (with
Heater Strip 2) for the closed channel measurements, is the large voltage jump seen in
U-2 and U-1 in the open bath step (Figure 3.23a) just as the heating is turned on.
There is also a small jump as heating is turned off, visible for U-2 in the insert. The
jump itself does not have any direct impact on the measurement results (see Section
4.4.2 on page 132), but choosing Bottom Plate 2 leads to a lower likelihood of such
a jump ever being large enough to go beyond the channel measurement range of the
PCI–6052e card (a smaller range means better voltage resolution, which is clearly
desirable).

Although the plots cannot be interpreted directly in terms of temperature, it is
worth noting that for the closed channel step, the time constant to reach a steady
state temperature is much longer than in the open bath. An important difference is
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that in the closed channel, the applied heating power density is much smaller than
what is necessary to give a similar temperature rise in the open bath. Furthermore,
in the closed channel, heat flowing out of the channel helium along various parasitic
cooling paths play an important role in determining the overall time constant.

Figure 3.24 shows the raw voltage values measured across the temperature sensors
during fast and slow pulses in the closed channel configuration, and are from the same
tests shown back in Figure 3.15.

Like in the step–heating plot (figure 3.23a), the fast–pulse plots has clearly visible
voltage jumps right as the pulse is discharged. They are much smaller, though, than
in the open bath step, of course, since Bottom Plate 2 is used in the closed channel
measurements. For the fast–pulse plot, only the heater strip sensors show this jump,
while the helium channel sensors are unaffected.
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Figure 3.24: Representative temperature sensor voltage measurements from a fast heating
pulse applied to the closed channel configuration (a), and a slow heating pulse applied to the
closed channel configuration (b). The insert in Figure 3.24a highlights the first 5 ms after the
start of the pulse.

The apparent ordering and clustering of sensor voltage values in these four figures
stems from choices made during mounting of sensors into top and bottom plates. The
sensors with the highest resistances (~4.3 kΩ at 4.2 K) were placed in Bottom Plate
1. The channel helium sensors are those with medium–resistance (~3.7 kΩ at 4.2 K)
values. Bottom Plate 2 was originally prepared as a replacement for Bottom Plate 1,
in case Bottom Plate 1 broke, and the lowest–resistance sensors (~2.5 kΩ at 4.2 K)
were mounted there. Grading the sensors like this stems from the slight increase in
temperature sensitivity for a sensor with higher resistance. In practice, the difference
between sensors is negligible, and this choice was mostly made as a means of organising
sensors during assembly.

Measurement uncertainty is most interesting when seen in terms of actual tem-
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peratures, so that discussion is held till Section 4.2 on page 112, after the calibration
method is explained. In terms of the raw voltage uncertainty, all sensors, during all
measurements, show noise levels on the order of ±0.15 mV, which for the lowest–
resistance sensor ( D-2 / H-2 ), translates to about ±0.7% of the voltage value during
the steady state in Figure 3.23a.

3.3.3 Data Acquisition: Reference Temperature Probe
A key component of the measurement setup is the temperature reference probe which
sits openly in the bath near the experimental sample(s). The photograph in, for
instance, Figure 3.8 on page 66, shows the reference probe as Label (6) placed between
Bottom Plate 1 and 2, at the bottom of the cryostat insert.

The probe is a Lake Shore CX–1050–SD–1.4L Cernox® sensor. The sensor comes
calibrated from the manufacturer; the calibration runs from 1.4 K to 325 K. This is
the only manufacturer calibrated temperature probe used in the setup, and the sensor
is therefore referred to as the reference probe throughout.

Rather than the bare chip used for the temperature measurements in the sample(s),
the reference probe is a much more rugged SD type. Its dimensions are shown in
Figure 3.25. It does not need to be mounted in any particular way; helium is touching
it around its entire perimeter, and along the lead wires, and the sensor will therefore
be in excellent thermal contact with the bath helium. The SD packaging means the
sensing element is in a vacuum, housed by a rugged alumina body, mounted on top of
the same sort of sapphire substrate as the bare chip sensors.
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Figure 3.25: Drawing of Cernox® SD packaged sensor [150,
Recreation of CX–SD figure]. All dimensions have a toler-
ance of ±0.127 mm. Lower region views the sensor from the
side, and upper region from above.
(1): sapphire substrate.
(2): alumina sensor body, within which sits the zirconium
oxynitride sensing element on the sapphire substrate in the
same way as for the bare chip sensors.
(3): sensor lead soldering pads.
(4): gold–tin solder used for vacuum sealing the sensor body.
(5): sensor body lid.

Gold plated copper leads come attached to the sensor from the manufacturer, and
the leads are connected to a Lake Shore 336 Temperature Controller with the same
sort of four–lead measurement as was used for the bare chip Cernox® sensors. The
temperature controller handles both the current excitation and the voltage measure-
ment of the reference probe. The manufacturer calibration is provided as a data table
relating measured resistance to sensor temperature, and this table is loaded into the
temperature controller so the bath temperature is immediately available for temper-
ature regulation. The controller itself is connected to the same LabView interface
that is used to read and save the temperature data from the Cernox® sensors in
the experimental samples. Over this connection, the reference temperature data (in
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kelvin) is read and saved, and regulation parameters are written to the temperature
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller.

The controller acts on the resistive heater indicated by Label (1) back in Figure
3.9 on page 67. The reference temperature probe measurement is used for comparison
against the set temperature of the PID controller. The values for the control loop are
found by trial and error; open bath measurements (where large step heating is applied
for several seconds at a time) need larger/more aggressive settings to react faster to
the thermal load, and closed channel measurements (where short pulses and weaker
steps are applied) use lower/less aggressive settings.

Figure 3.26 shows representative reference temperature measurements during the
same step–tests shown back in Figure 3.23, together with the heater voltage signals.
The total energy input to the bath is low enough that equivalent plots for fast– and
slow–pulse tests show no information different from that seen in Figure 3.26b. The
reference probe temperature data is represented by the rise above the average temper-
ature of the bath in the seconds leading up to power–on.

The heater voltages shown are filtered versions of those in Figure 3.14 on page 72.
Around the power–on/power–off points, the filtering is a moving average with a narrow
window size, while the long steady region in between is a Butterworth low–pass filter
with a low cutoff frequency11. Unless otherwise noted, this filtering approach is always
used for the heater voltage.

Since any temperature change in the bath is very slow compared to the transient
effects measured by the Cernox® sensors in the experimental samples, the data ac-
quisition frequency from the reference probe can be quite low. The logging of data
happens intermittently at intervals typically between 20 and 70 ms, though this is not
fixed, and depends on the particular hardware state. This results in the jagged curves
seen in the plots.

The closed channel curve (Figure 3.26b) shows that the translation from measured
sensor voltage to calibrated temperature, done by a Lake Shore 336 Temperature
Controller, has a lower accuracy limit of 0.1 mK associated with the digitisation of
the voltage signal.

3.3.4 Data Acquisition: Pressure Probes
To measure the pressure during heating of the helium channel, two Kulite CCQ–062
pressure probes are mounted in the Top Plate. Figure 3.27 shows a photograph of
the closed channel assembly, highlighting the pressure probes. The pressure probes
themselves are not visible; the three parts that are seen are 1) the probe hole filled with
Eccobond®, 2) the four probe wires used for excitation and measurement, and 3) the
long thin pressure reference tubes, as the probes give differential pressure referred to
the ambient. The pressure probes themselves are stainless steel cylinders, of diameter
1.7 mm and length 9.5 mm. The sensing element is at the bottom of the probe housing,
behind a perforated screen. The screen sits flush with the top of the channel so it does
not extend into the helium volume, nor create a hollow space for helium to fill. The

11Section 4.4.2 on page 125 discusses filtering of signals, including a simple overview of the Butterworth
filter.
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(a) Step–heating in open bath. (b) Step–heating in closed channel.

Figure 3.26: Representative reference temperature measurements, together with the heater
voltage measurement, from a step in heating applied to the open bath configuration (a), and a
step in heating applied to the closed channel configuration (b). The initial temperature in the
open bath plot is 1.8987 K, and for the closed channel plot it is 1.8991 K. For fast–pulse and
slow–pulse heating, no appreciable bath temperature change is seen (like for closed channel
steps), so the plots are not presented here. The plots show filtered heater voltage signals (and
the open bath plot only shows that of one heater, not two).

probes are mounted with Eccobond®, and after the initial application cured, the back
of the probe holes were filled with more Eccobond®.

Since the pressure probes are differential, the back of the probe is open to the
bath outside through the reference tube (of diameter 410 µm). If the diaphragm used
to measure the pressure were to burst due to an over–pressure in the channel, any
subsequent measurements would now suffer from having an open thermal path going
from the channel out to the bath through the helium filling the burst pressure probe.
To guard against this, a conservative peak pressure rating is chosen. The ideal gas
law states that pressure is proportional to temperature for a fixed density;

P = ρ
R

MHe
T. (3.5)

Assuming all the helium in the channel evaporates instantaneously and no he-
lium escapes through the pin–holes, the density of the gas after evaporation is the
same as the liquid before evaporation. So, ρ ' 147 kg m−3, MHe ' 4, and R =
8.3145 J K−1 mol−1; P = 305.6 kPa K−1T . If T is taken as 4.2 K, the boiling point at
standard atmospheric pressure, P = 1.29 MPa. The differential pressure probes made
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P1 P2

Figure 3.27: Photograph of Top Plate 1 and Bottom Plate 2 assembly, before insert is
lowered into cryostat. Label (P1): Pressure Probe 1 (P1), in the middle of the channel, next
to temperature sensor CM . (P2): Pressure Probe 2 (P2), at the edge of the channel, next to
temperature sensor C+2 .

by Kulite come in a few different pressure ratings, and with the very conservative12
ideal gas law estimate in mind, the two that are relevant are rated for 3.5 bar (with
burst pressure 1.05 MPa), or 7 bar (with burst pressure 2.1 MPa). The 7 bar rated
probes are chosen to be absolutely sure the probes do not accidentally burst under
strong heating powers. This does sacrifice some sensitivity, since a higher burst pres-
sure means a stiffer diaphragm, which means less strain induced voltage for a given
pressure differential.

Pressure Probes in Use

Figure 3.28 shows a circuit diagram of a single pressure probe. The probes are config-
ured as four–arm, fully active Wheatstone bridges. The sensing element (the Wheat-
stone bridge proper) is a silicon diaphragm where the resistors R1 and R3 are placed
so they stretch when the pressure in front of the diaphragm increases, while R2 and
R4 are compressed. The compensation resistor Rcomp is used to reduce the temper-
ature dependence of the probe output. This resistor is chosen by the manufacturer
and is included directly on the sensor lead wires. According to the sensor data sheet,
the compensation works down to 88.75 K [151], meaning that for experiments at
superfluid–helium temperatures, the compensation is not complete.

The working principle of this kind of probe is that when the pressure on one side of

12As the helium heats up, and pressure starts to build, the pin–holes will, of course, help keep the
pressure lower. Furthermore, the helium, during such a transient, will certainly not be in thermal
equilibrium, so the ideal gas law does not really apply. The main goal of this choice is to guard
against accidental bursting, however, so a simple and known–to–be conservative approach is used.
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the diaphragm goes up, the diaphragm deforms, bulging away from the high pressure
side. This bulge stretches and compresses the resistors mounted to it. The circuit
is excited by a constant current (it can also be excited by a constant voltage), and
as the various resistance values change with the strain of tension or compression, the
voltage distribution in the circuit changes, leading to a non–zero measurement across
points (B) to (D). The probe diaphragm is made so that the deformation–induced
strain depends linearly on the pressure causing the deformation, Vmeas is proportional
to the pressure as well.

Figure 3.28: Circuit dia-
gram of Wheatstone bridge.
The resistors R1,2,3,4 are ac-
tive piezoresistive strain gauges
or (ideally) equal resistance ('
1000 W). Rcomp is a tempera-
ture compensation resistor ('
1000 W). IS is the excitation cur-
rent, and Vmeas is the measured
sensor output.

IS

Rcomp

(A)
R1

(B)

R4

(C)
R3

(D)

R2 V
−

+

Vmeas

Self–heating of probes The real resistance values of the Wheatstone bridge are
not specified by the manufacturer; however, after placing the assembled sample in the
cryostat and cooling it down to 1.9 K, a Fluke 87 V multimeter is used to measure the
input and output resistance of the two pressure probes used. The input resistance is
that seen by the excitation current source, or the resistance between (A) and (C) plus
the compensation resistor in Figure 3.28. The output resistance is that seen by the
voltage measurement device, or the resistance between (B) and (D). All resistances R1
to R4 are made to be identical on a single probe, although small deviations are to be
expected (not specified by the manufacturer). Table 3.1 lists the results of the multi-
meter measurement, together with the manufacturer–provided pressure sensitivity for
a constant probe excitation of 10 V. A measurement made at 4.25 K yields the same
resistance values.

Table 3.1: Measured resistance values of P1 and P2, and manufacturer provided pressure
sensitivity under 10 V constant excitation.

Rinput [W] Routput [W] Sensitivity [mV bar−1]
P1 1648 730 13.69
P2 1681 749 15.07

The output resistances of the two probes represent the part of each probe that is
in contact with the channel helium. This means an equivalent resistor of 730 W for
P1 and 749 W for P2. During testing of the system, an excitation current of 3 mA
was necessary to see any signal from the probes at all. A Lake Shore Model 121
Programmable DC Current Source was used for excitation. The source (one for each
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sensor) is connected as shown in Figure 3.28. These sources have limited current set–
values13, and at the next lower setting, 1 mA, the excitation is too small to read the
signal. For 3 mA excitation current, across an input resistance of 1650 W, the excitation
voltage is around 5 V, which is half of what the rated excitation voltage is. This means
translation from voltage measurement to pressure in Table 3.1 must be halved (one bar
pressure differential across the diaphragm in the probe gives half the reading shown in
the table). The voltage measurement leads of the two pressure probes are connected
to two separate channels in the SCXI chassis used for the Cernox® sensors.

The self–heating of the pressure probes was found to be prohibitively large, how-
ever. 3 mA flowing in a resistance of about 750 W means a joule heating of 6.75 mW.
For comparison, the self–heating of the Cernox® sensors, excited by 10 µA at around
10 kΩ is on the order of 1 µW. The Cernox® self–heating is negligible, even in the closed
channel14. The self–heating of the pressure probes significantly alter the temperature
of the channel helium, and since the pin–holes are so small, there is no practical way
for the temperature regulation of the bulk bath outside the channel to compensate for
the heating. Even at a pressure probe excitation of 1 mA, for which no useful voltage
signal could be measured, the self–heating disturbs the channel temperature.

Signal amplifiers were tested to boost the probe output, but they did not help
sufficiently to abate the self–heating problem. More testing and better understanding
of signal conditioning of the pressure probes might have helped, but with the probe
resistances and necessary excitation current it seems the application in such a small
channel of helium is outside the range of what these sensors are meant for. As such,
no significant effort is put into making use of the pressure probe data after making
a limited number of dedicated measurements using step heating power in the range
between 1 and 10 kW m−2. Another reason for why pressure measurements were not
prioritised over pure temperature measurements is that the risk of bursting probes at
high heating powers meant the pressure related tests had to be done at the very end
of the measurement campaign, at which point the schedule was a constraint for how
much time could be spent on tweaking the setup. Finally, for the fast–pulse tests that
are of most interest to the work presented in this thesis, the pressure probes never
showed any signal at all, meaning no evaporation of helium actually happened during
these tests. Paper [2], dealing with closed channel results, does not discuss results of
the pressure measurements.

Representative Voltage Measurements

For completeness, Figure 3.29 shows the first 300 ms of the voltage readings of the two
pressure probes during step heating up to an applied heating power density of about
2.5 kW m−2, in the closed channel configuration. The pressure probe voltage rise
starting around 50 ms coincides with when the channel helium heats above Tλ, while
the pressure maximum at 100 ms coincides with the point in time where all Cernox®

channel sensors reach 4.2 K, and hence the boiling point. The reason for the signals

13The current sources can be set to 13 fixed values: 100 nA, 300 nA, 1 µA, 3 µA, 10 µA, 30 µA,
100 µA, 300 µA, 1 mA, 3 mA, 10 mA, 30 mA, and 100 mA [152].

14Confirmed by simple testing of measuring the temperature in one set of temperature sensors while
turning on the excitation current in another (no temperature change is seen).
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being offset from zero is that, as mentioned, the thermal compensation resistor on
the probe input does not completely balance the loss of resistivity in the Wheatstone
bridge itself below about 88 K. The zero–offset would be trivial to compensate in
analysis.

The peak voltage in the measurement is on the order of a single millivolt, with
noise on the order of 10% of this. In absolute terms, the noise is about ±0.1 mV.
This is slightly better than for the Cernox® sensors connected to the same PCI–6052e
measurement device, that show voltage measurement noise on the order of ±0.15 mV.

The temperature disturbance when both pressure probes are excited is about
18 mK; the bath is at 1.929 K during the step, while the channel helium starts at
1.947 K before power is applied. This disturbance is seen as too large to use the pres-
sure probes during regular measurements in the closed channel. As long as the pressure
probes are on, the initial conditions in the channel are not those intended for study.
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Figure 3.29: Representative
pressure probe voltage data,
from a step in applied heat-
ing power density to about
2.5 kW m−2. The Aim–TTi cur-
rent supply (otherwise only used
for steady state open bath tests)
is used here, which slight over-
shoots the target current during
the initial part of the transient.

3.3.5 Data Acquisition: Capacitance Measurement
Figure 3.30 shows the temperature dependent relative permittivity of helium between
1.4 and 50 K. As the temperature of helium grows towards Tλ, its relative permittivity
remains nearly constant at 1.058. Then it falls gradually towards 1.05 near boiling (at
atmospheric pressure). After the phase change, the permittivity has fallen to 1.0065,
and it approaches 1 as the temperature grows further towards room temperature.

With electrodes above and below some volume of helium, this ~4% drop in per-
mittivity could be used to detect the phase transition by monitoring the capacitance
between the two electrodes across the helium.

Back in Figure 3.3 on page 61, a cutout in the top plate of the assembly is shown,
by Label (3). Into this cutout a copper piece is placed, with a lead soldered onto it
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Figure 3.30: Tem-
perature dependent rela-
tive permittivity of he-
lium [153, p. 35].

that extends through a hole to outside the assembly, for connection to a separate DAQ
system.

The copper piece is 2.9 mm wide and 20 mm long, and by using the heater strip
as the other electrode, the capacitance across the channel helium can be monitored.
Estimating the capacitance between the copper piece and the heater strip is done
by assuming it follows the simple parallel–plate capacitor relationship. This neglects
the additional capacitance from the electrical field that extends somewhat beyond
the edges of the copper piece. With the channel depth of 120 µm and the relative
permittivity at 1.9 K from Figure 3.30, the capacitance is,

C = ε0εr
A

d
= 8.854 · 10−12 [F m−1] · 1.05783 2.9 [mm] 20 [mm]

120 [µm] = 4.527 [pF] . (3.6)

After all the helium between the copper piece and the heater strip has evaporated,
reducing the relative permittivity to around 1.00654 (using the value of gaseous helium
at the boiling point, assuming no increase in pressure), the capacitance will have
dropped to C = 4.307 pF.

Since the intention is to detect the phase change, the absolute capacitance is not
important, only the change in capacitance is. What the estimate shows is that the
expected change is on the order of 0.25 pF. The setup used to measure this is shown
in the circuit diagram in Figure 3.31.

To carry out the measurement, a National Instruments PXI–6251 Multifunction
I/O module is used as a signal generator, and a PXI–6133 is used for measuring the
source and capacitor voltages. Both cards are placed in a PXI–1031 chassis, with a
PXI–8108 controller running LabView.

For the measurement, the impedance of the shunt resistor should be close to the
(frequency dependent) impedance of the capacitance. This is in order to have voltage
measurements with similar amplitudes, as this reduces measurement noise after the
real–time analysis step which relies on measuring the phase angle between the two
voltages.

The voltage measurements will give the RMS value of the generator voltage, VG,
the RMS value of the voltage across the capacitor, VC, and the phase angle α between
the two. At this point, it is clear that in order to calculate the capacitance value at
least one full cycle of the generated input voltage must be measured so that the phase
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Vgen(t)

Rshunt

Cchannel
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Figure 3.31: Diagram of the circuit used to measure the capacitance between the copper
piece and the heater strip in the closed channel assembly. Vgen(t) is the applied AC signal.
Rshunt is a shunt resistance used to measure the circuit current. Cchannel is the capacitance
between the copper piece and the heater strip. ∆Cchannel is found from the change in phase
angle between the signal generator voltage VG(t) and the capacitance voltage VC(t). The
shunt resistance is outside the cryostat, and the jagged elements before and after the capacitor
represent the long lead wires that go down to the measurement sample.

angle can be determined with any accuracy. Using a larger number of cycles, the phase
angle can be determined more accurately by averaging measurements.

With α and the two RMS values, the RMS value of the voltage across the shunt
resistor, VR, is found by the cosine rule: VR =

[
V 2
G + V 2

C − 2VGVC cosα
]1/2.

From this, the generator RMS current is found: IG = VR/Rshunt. The shunt voltage
also gives the phase angle φ between the generator current and the capacitor current:
φ = arccos (VG sinα/VR).

The impedance ZC of the capacitor is: ZC = VC/(IG cosφ). Assuming the series
resistance of the capacitor is zero, the reactance, XC, equals the impedance, so the
capacitance value, Ctotal is: Ctotal = (2πfgenZC)−1.

This total capacitance includes both the interesting channel capacitance, and stray
capacitances associated with the lead wires and sensing equipment. Since the change
in capacitance is the only important measurement for the sake of detecting evaporation
of helium, no compensation is needed at this point, based on the assumption that stray
capacitances remain constant throughout the measurement.

Once measurements were done, even though the method had proven successful
on larger scale systems [154, 155], the data gathered from these measurements was
too noisy to be of use. The typical capacitance value measured was about 210 pF,
while the expected observed capacitance change would be on the order of 0.1% of
this value. Given that these measurements involve sufficiently strong heating to cause
helium to evaporate, they were postponed to the end of the measurement campaign,
like the pressure measurements were. The schedule did not leave sufficient room to
tune the measurement setup. The measured capacitance suggests there is a large stray
capacitance in the circuit that would need to be tracked down and either compensated
or removed. Furthermore, the choice of shunt resistance and generator frequency have
an impact on the result. Larger electrodes would have helped too, as this increases the
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capacitance associated with the helium permittivity. No further effort was devoted to
these measurements, and Paper [2] does not include them.

3.4 Material Properties
Figure 3.32 schematically shows the region around the Cernox® sensors after mount-
ing, indicating the various materials of relevance. For analysis of data, the thermal
conductivities and heat capacities of copper, sapphire, GE 7031 varnish, silver filled
epoxy, Eccobond®, glass–fibre filled PEEK, and stainless steel are needed, as these
make up the thermal path between the heater strip surface and the back of the assem-
bly. Section 5.1 on page 141 discusses the modelling of this thermal path. In addition,
parameters for aluminium are needed due to the aluminium bolts used for the top
and bottom plate assembly, relevant for an attempted modelling extension discussed
in Appendix B.

Note that the region labelled (A), the soldering joint between thin sensor leads
and thick sensor lead attachments (see Figure 3.4 on page 62), represents the ther-
mal anchor which is considered to be at the bath temperature at all times during
measurements below Tλ. This is a reasonable assumption since the thick sensor lead
attachments, surrounded by He II, have a much larger cross section than the thin sen-
sor leads, meaning whatever small amount of heat is propagated towards the anchors
along the sensor leads quickly dissipates into the bath.
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Figure 3.32: Schematic representation of the region around the Cernox® temperature sensors
as they are mounted in Top Plate 1 and Bottom Plate 1 and Bottom Plate 2. The figures are
not to scale. Labels refer to the same material in both figures. (1): Glass–fibre filled PEEK.
(2) Eccobond®. (3): copper sensor lead wires. (4): GE 7031 varnish. (5): sapphire sensor
substrate. (6): silver–filled epoxy. (7): kapton insulation tape. (8): stainless steel heater
strip. (A): Soldering point where thin sensor leads meet larger sensor lead attachments (seen
in Figure 3.4 on page 62).

Nomenclature

Herein, when talking of the orientation of PEEK plates and cooled surfaces, the fol-
lowing convention is used;
Bottom plates The bottom plates (distinguished by the direction the heater is fac-

ing) have their top coincident with the heater side and their bottom
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coincident with the bath side, regardless of plate orientation. So
the top of the downwards facing PEEK plate is the side where the
heater is, and the bottom is the other side, where the helium bath
cools the sample from behind.

Heater When referring to the heater surface it is always meant the helium
wetted surface of the heater where direct heat transfer from heater
to helium takes place.

Top Plate Similarly to the bottom plates, when talking of the top of the sin-
gle Top Plate in the setup, it is meant the side where the sensors
measure the helium channel temperature. The bottom of the Top
Plate is the side facing the helium bath.

3.4.1 Fitting Curves to Material Parameter Data
The cubic spline fitting routine mostly used herein is the Python function wrapper
scipy.interpolate.CubicSpline(). It produces a smooth function that is twice
differentiable at all provided data points. For some materials, the data points are
spaced such that oscillatory behaviour across several data points is seen (Runge’s phe-
nomenon [156]). For these cases, scipy.interpolate.PchipInterpolator() is used
instead. The resulting fit function is very similar to CubicSpline(), but it sacrifices
2nd order differentiability at data points in order to guarantee monotonicity of the fit
function between data points. This means the PchipInterpolator() does not oscil-
late across the fitted temperature range (save for whatever oscillations may be present
in the data itself). The text will not make reference to whether the CubicSpline()
or the PchipInterpolator() is used.

Copper The heat capacity data is found from the fit on the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) material properties website [157];

C = exp
(
a+ bτ + cτ2 + dτ3 + eτ4 + fτ5 + gτ6 + hτ7) [J kg−1 K−1] , (3.7)

where exp(x) = 10x, and τ = log10(T ), where T is the temperature. The fit coefficients
are given in Table 3.2.

Note that on NIST’s website, the equation range is 4–300 K. However, the back-
ground sources shows that the fit is reliable from 1 K, when comparing the NIST fit
values to the source below 4 K [158, p. 4.112–1].

Table 3.2: Heat capacity fit coefficients for copper, used in Equation (3.7).
a −1.918 44 b −0.159 73
c 8.610 13 d −1.8996
e 21.9661 f −12.7328
g 3.543 22 h −0.3797

The density of copper is 8940 kg m−3 [159].
NIST provides a thermal conductivity fit together with the heat capacity, with

the same quoted range of validity (4–300 K). Unlike for the heat capacity fit, the
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thermal conductivity is overestimated below 4 K. Their source provides a fit that is
valid across the relevant range (1.7 to 100 K) [160, Equation 7–2]15;

C = (Wo +Wi +Wio)−1 [W m−1 K−1] , (3.8)

where

Wo = β

T

Wi = P1TP2

1 + P1P2TP2+P4exp
Ä
(−P5/T )P6

ä
+Wo

Wio = P7WiWo
Wi +Wo

,

(3.9)

where T is the temperature, β = 0.634 / RRR (the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) is
assumed to be 100 here), and the coefficients are given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Thermal conductivity fit coefficients in Equation (3.9).
P1 1.754 · 10−8 P2 2.763
P3 1102 P4 -0.165
P5 70 P6 1.756
P7 0.2178 β−0.1661

Sapphire For the heat capacity of sapphire, Viswanathan’s polynomial fit is used
below 20.0661 K [161], and Fugate and Swenson’s polynomial fit above 20.0661 K [162].
Note that both sources quote their results on a per–atom basis, and sapphire has five
atoms per unit cell (Al2O3). So, the heat capacity C becomes;

C =
®

5 ·
(
4.5 · 10−2 T + 1.72 · 10−3 T 3) , T < 20.0661 K

5 ·
(
1.755 · 10−3 T 3 + 1.907 · 10−7 T 5) , T ≥ 20.0661 K

(3.10)

Fugate and Swenson’s fit is only validated to 25 K, but comparison with measure-
ments by Ditmars et al. show good agreement also above 25 K [163], so Fugate and
Swenson’s fit is used for convenience.

Roditi International Corporation Ltd., a manufacturer of sapphire crystals and
wafers, quotes the density of sapphire as 3980 kg m−3 [164].

Lake Shore Cryotronics, the manufacturer of the Cernox® temperature sensors
used for experiments, provide their own thermal conductivity data for sapphire [165,
Figure 1], which is in good agreement with a separate source by Berman et al. [166,
highest curve in Fig. 1]. They do not provide a fit function, so a cubic spline fit to
data read from the cited figure is used. Note, the readout of data is done by the use of
a free online tool called WebPlotDigitizer [167]. This tool is always used when reading
data from plots in sources that do not provide fit functions or raw data directly.

15There is a misprint in the expression for Wi; Wo should be included in the denominator.
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GE 7031 varnish Heat capacity data for the GE 7031 varnish is taken from a
measurement by Heessels [168]. No fit function is provided, so a cubic spline fit to the
data is used.

The volume density of the varnish is 890 kg m−3, as per the product specification
by the supplier [169].

For thermal conductivity, the measurements by McTaggart and Slack are used [170].
Also they do not provide fit functions, so cubic splines are fitted to the data.

Silver filled epoxy As per communication with Lake Shore Cryotronics customer
service, the silver filled epoxy used to attach sensor leads to the pads on the Cernox®

sensors is EPO–TEK H20E. There is only limited availability of material parameters
for this proprietary compound, but within the most relevant temperature range, both
heat capacity and thermal conductivity can be found.

Heat capacity data up to 9 K is taken from Weyhe et al. [171]. Above 9 K, no
data is found, and the Weyhe et al. cannot be extrapolated; the slope is too steep to
feasibly capture the true behaviour at higher temperature. The solution is to combine
the dataset from Weyhe et al. with heat capacity data for Stycast 2850FT, measured
by Swenson [172, FIG. 3]. Stycast 2850FT is an epoxy which, like EPO–TEK H20E,
is loaded with high conductivity particulate matter. For the Stycast 2850FT, the
loading is done with alumina or silicon carbide, not silver. The two materials are not
analogous, but their high–temperature heat capacity will be similar enough that using
Stycast 2850FT in place of the extrapolated EPO–TEK H20E data is preferable.

The two components of EPO–TEK H20E are mixed 1:1, so the total density is the
average of the two: 2550 kg m−3 [173]. Stycast 2850FT is made by mixing the base
with a small amount of catalyst. Swenson uses Catalyst 9. The mixing ratio by mass
of Stycast 2850FT and Catalyst 9 is 100 : 3.5 [174]. The density of Stycast 2850FT
is 2400 kg m−3, and that of Catalyst 9 is 1000 kg m−3. This gives a combined density
of 2292 kg m−3.

The curve for the silver filled epoxy heat capacity is made by making a fifth degree
polynomial fit to the logarithm of the Weyhe et al. data up to 8 K, and the Swenson
data from 30 K and up.

Figure 3.33 shows the fit with the two data sources.
The thermal conductivity of EPO–TEK H20E is taken from a paper by Amils

et al. [175]. Their data set is sparse, with only three data points covering the range
between 3.2 and 300 K. The epoxy is not expected to show the typical low–temperature
conductivity peak seen in pure metals, however. It is worth noting that Amils et al.
find a room temperature conductivity that is only about 30% the value quoted by the
manufacturer. The non–conductive epoxy control sample they use is much more in line
with the manufacturer provided data, and since the control and the EPO–TEK H20E
samples behave similarly, but with higher conductivity in the silver loaded H20E, it
seems likely Amils et al. have accurate data for the low–temperature behaviour.

Eccobond® Neither heat capacity nor thermal conductivity data is available for
Eccobond® 286 A/B. Since the compound is proprietary it is also not possible to
make an educated guess based on known parameters for chemically similar products.
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The heat capacity used for Eccobond® is that of Stycast 2850FT (the same as what
is used for the high–temperature part of the silver filled epoxy/EPO–TEK H20E heat
capacity). Eccobond® 286 A/B is marketed as a thermally conductive compound,
just as Stycast 2850FT. Whether this marketing similarity speaks to similarities in
chemical composition and material parameters is not known. When using the Stycast
2850FT heat capacity in place of Eccobond®, the full temperature range measured by
Swenson is used [172, Figures 4 and 3]. The data from Swenson is used to create a
cubic spline fit.

The thermal conductivity used for Eccobond® is that of Eccobond® 285, a single–
component epoxy from the same manufacturer, for which a short measurement set
exists between 4 and 8 K, by Rondeaux et al. [176]. This data indicates a linear
temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity. A linear fit to the data suggests
k = aT+b, where a= 1.6527·10−2 W m−1 K−2 and b=−2.0088·10−2 W m−1 K−1. The
generally expected result for polymers and other amorphous solids is k(T ) ∝ T 2 [177],
although this dependence can be reduced significantly depending on composition and
handling. The linear fit is used here, with extrapolation down to 1.7 K, and up to
100 K. It is worth noting that Eccobond® 285 is marketed as a filled epoxy with
high thermal conductivity, and its conductivity is similar to that of Stycast 2850FT
in Rondeaux et al. (Eccobond® 286 A/B is not filled, but otherwise is marketed with
similar terms).

GF PEEK The heat capacity of glass–fibre filled PEEK at cryogenic temperatures
is not readily available. As a proxy, the heat capacity of Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) (Teflon®) given as a fit by NIST is used [178]. The lowest temperature for
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which heat capacity of PEEK is available is 175 K [179, Figure 4.2]16, where Theiler
gives Cp(175 K) = 0.58 J g−1 K−1. The NIST fit at this temperature gives a heat
capacity of 0.65 J g−1 K−1. PEEK mainly acts as an insulator between the helium
bath and the Cernox® sensors, so taking the heat capacity of PTFE as that of PEEK
gives a conservative (lower) thermal diffusivity17.

The heat capacity fit for PTFE by NIST is given by;

C = exp
(
a+ bτ + cτ2 + dτ3 + eτ4 + fτ5 + gτ6 + hτ7 + iτ8) [J kg−1 K−1] , (3.11)

where exp(x) = 10x, and τ = log10(T ), where T is the temperature. The fit coefficients
are given in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Heat capacity fit coefficients for copper, used in Equation (3.11).
a 31.882 65 b −166.519 49
c 352.018 79 d −393.442 32
e 259.980 72 f −104.614 29
g 24.997 26 h −3.207 92
i 0.165 04

Note that the applicable range of this fit is given from 4 to 300 K, and below 4 K,
the resulting value from Equation (3.11) diverges. In fact, looking at the resulting
curve, the slope changes sign between 4 and 5 K indicating that the fit should not be
applied below 5 K. To get heat capacity all the way down to the relevant 1.9 K range,
the measurements by Boyer et al. are used [180]. They measure the heat capacity of
PTFE at several pressures between 0.3 and 20 K. The values used are those at P =
0 kbar. A cubic spline fit to the data by Boyer et al. is nearly parallel with the NIST
fit at T = 17.1982 K. The NIST fit is lower than the Boyer et al. data below this
temperature. In line with the conservative choice of taking the heat capacity of PTFE
as the proxy for PEEK, the higher Boyer et al. data is used below 17.1982 K.

The density of PTFE is 2200 kg m−3[181].
Values for the thermal conductivity of PEEK is much more available in literature.

A challenge here is that the composite PEEK is anisotropic; thermal conductivity
parallel to the direction of extrusion (parallel to the fibres) is higher than thermal
conductivity normal to this direction.

The orientation of the PEEK plates in the design described herein is such that
the thermal contraction parallel to the heater strip is as low as possible, to prevent
delamination of the heater strip from the bottom plates. The thermal path, however,
is, generally, perpendicular to this, going from the heater strip region, up/down to the
helium bath.

Runyan and Jones provide thermal conductivity measurements of glass–fibre filled
PEEK between 0.3 and 4 K, parallel to the direction of the fibres [182]. Rule and

16Theiler’s PEEK is a composite filled with 15% carbon fibre and 15% PTFE, whereas the PEEK
used for the support plates in experiments herein is filled with 30% glass fibre.

17During transient measurements, the presence of copper leads dominate the heat leakage towards
the back of the sample, so using the higher heat capacity is conservative in the sense that when
estimating a thermal offset in Section 4.3 on page 117, a higher heat capacity is worse than a lower
one.
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Sparks provide extensive thermal conductivity measurements on both unfilled and
alumina–filled PEEK in both parallel and normal directions [183, figs. 19 and 21].

Runyan and Jones give a fit to their data;

k(T ) = αT β+γTn , (3.12)

where α = 4.14 mW m−1 K−1, β = 3.07, γ = -1.84, and n = 0.0553.
Figure 3.34 shows the thermal conductivity of the alumina–filled PEEK by Rule

and Sparks, parallel and normal to the direction of extrusion, and the fit by Runyan
and Jones (the fit is extrapolated to 10 K). The largest impact on thermal conductivity
from orientation is seen at high temperatures. It is also clear that the glass–fibre filled
PEEK measured by Runyan and Jones has a higher thermal conductivity than the
alumina–filled PEEK measured by Rule and Sparks (the alumina filling fraction is
43% by volume). In order to have a continuous thermal conductivity function from
1.7 K to 100 K, the Alu, norm curve is lifted by adding a flat positive number until it is
parallel with the Runyan and Jones curve. The addition is ∆k = 0.011305 W m−1 K−1,
and the two curves become parallel in the region between 6.25 K and 6.54 K. Below
T = 6.4729 K, the fit by Runyan and Jones is used, while above this temperature, a
cubic spline fit to the Alu, norm data by Rule and Sparks is used (∆k is added to the
Rule and Sparks data before cubic spline fitting).
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Figure 3.34: Thermal conduc-
tivity data by Rule and Sparks,
and Runyan and Jones. par
and norm refer to thermal con-
ductivity parallel or normal to
the direction of extrusion.

Aluminium The aluminium bolts used to clamp the assembly is the alloy 7075.
For this alloy, only thermal conductivity data is found, while heat capacity data is not
available.

The heat capacity used in place of the 7075 alloy is that of 6061, referenced by
Duthil [184].

The density of 6061 aluminium is 2700 kg m−3 [185, p. 103].
Thermal conductivity data is taken from the CryoComp database [186].
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Stainless steel The heat capacity of 304 stainless steel used for the heater strips
is found in Du Chatenier et al. for temperatures below 90 K [187], and in NIST for
temperatures above 90 K [188]. The logarithm of the data by Du Chatenier et al. is
fitted with a fifth degree polynomial, while the NIST data uses the fit provided on their
website. The fit is like that for copper, back in Equation (3.7), but with coefficients
from Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Heat capacity fit coefficients for steel, used in Equation (3.7) on page 96.
a 22.0061 b −127.5528
c 303.647 d −381.0098
e 274.0328 f −112.9212
g 24.7593 h −2.239 153

The density of 304 stainless steel is not well defined, being that the alloy is com-
posed of considerable fractions of elements beyond iron. An industry interest group
gives the density as 7955 ±105 kg m−3 [189]. Herein, 7955 kg m−3 is used.

The thermal conductivity of 304 stainless steel has proven to be more important
than other material parameters due to the steady state surface temperature reconstruc-
tion method discussed in Section 4.4.1 on page 122. Finding thermal conductivity data
in literature is made more difficult by the fact that the material composition of the
304 alloy has certain tolerances, and that it has changed over decades.

Between 1 Kand 1.7 K, Stutius and Dillinger made measurements on 304 stainless
steel [190], where they make an estimate to differentiate the thermal conductivity
contributions from the lattice and the electrons. Between 6 Kand 110 K, Hust and
Sparks give Lorenz ratio measurements for a compositionally similar steel they call
HS(347) [191, p. II-34].

Stutius and Dillinger gives an upper bound for the lattice contribution; klattice '
1.231 · 10−2T + 4.379 · 10−3. Using Hust and Sparks’s Lorentz ratio measurements,
together with the steel resistivity found from Heater Strip 1, at 43.6 µΩ cm−1, the
electron contribution is found18. The approach is to take the Lorentz ratio numbers
by Hust and Sparks, and divide by the measured steel resistivity, and multiply by
temperature. This is according to the Wiedemann–Franz law relating the electrical
resistivity to thermal conductivity through the Lorentz ratio [33, p. 153].

The resulting thermal conductivity curve is compared to a dedicated measurement
made at Commissariat a l’energie atomique (CEA) Saclay in August 2020 [192], the
result of which is given in Table 3.6. The fit values based on lattice and electron
contributions are about 6.5% higher than the measured values (taking the reference
as the linear interpolation halfway between the two measurement points in Table 3.6).
This indicates the lattice contribution in the 304 steel composition used by Stutius
and Dillinger is a little too high. The thermal conductivity used for steel herein is the
fit with a multiplicative factor 0.9383 to compensate for the difference between fit and
measurement.

18Determining the resistivity is done with the 1 A measurement discussed in Section 3.3.1 on page 69;
the resistane of Heater Strip 1 is 0.465(2) W. The total length of the heater strip is 160 mm, its
width is 3 mm, and its thickness is 50 µm. So, ρ = 4.36 · 10−7 Ω m−1.
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Table 3.6: Measured thermal conductivity of steel used for heater strips.
Temperature, [K] Thermal conductivity, [W m−1 K−1]

4.4 0.423
4.7 0.454

Figures 3.35 and 3.36 show the material parameters of the eight materials discussed
here.
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Figure 3.35: Heat capacity of materials relevant to measurements.

3.4.2 Parallel Thermal Paths
When analysing results, simulations of the region around sensors seen in Figure 3.32 on
page 95 are necessary. Both steady state and transient simulations must be done. The
numerical modelling approach is laid out in Chapter 5, and some simulation results
are used in Chapter 4 in the discussion about calibration uncertainty and temperature
offset.

The following describes the materials used in the three main kinds of simulations
done as part of the analysis herein.
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Figure 3.36: Thermal conductivity of materials relevant to measurements.

Steady state, to get heater surface temperature During steady state heating,
a fixed current is flowing in the heater strip, and after some time, the temperatures in
the system have reached a steady state. At this point, a large fraction of the applied
heating power density flows across the interface between the helium cooled surface
of the heater strip and the helium. A small fraction also flows backwards, along the
sensor leads, to the bath on the insulated side of the experimental samples.

To get the right steady state temperature distribution it is sufficient to model only
the thin copper sensor leads; despite the small cross section of copper between the
sensor and the backside of the sample, which is effectively always fixed at the bath
temperature during measurements, the effective thermal conductivity of the copper
leads far surpass that of Eccobond® and/or PEEK. The sensor leads have a diameter
of 2.5 mil = 63.5 µm, and there are two of them, giving a total cross sectional area
of 6.334 · 10−9 m2. The modelling is done in 1D, with the cross sectional area of the
Cernox® sensors (762 µm by 965 µm) as reference. For steady state modelling, then,
where the heat capacity of materials does not matter, the copper leads are simulated
as if they have a thermal conductivity of 6.334 · 10−9 m2 / (762 µm × 965 µm) =
8.614 · 10−3 times the regular thermal conductivity of copper.
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The sensor leads are about 25 mm long, attached by Lake Shore Cryotronics, and
as seen back in Figure 3.4 on page 62, there is some spare length of lead between the
lead hole and the anchoring point at the soldering joint with the lead extensions. The
total length of copper between the sensor and the soldering joint is approximately
20 mm. This joint is the region labelled (A) back in Figure 3.32 on page 95.

Fast transient, for comparison with measurements During transient heating,
such as the initial time after a step in power is applied, but before the steady state is
established, heat capacity of materials plays an important role.

The effective thermal conductivity of the copper sensor leads, after applying the
area factor 8.614 · 10−3 reduction, is about two orders of magnitude above that of
Eccobond® through which the sensor leads go. The picture, then, becomes the follow-
ing: current is applied to the heater strip, and its temperature rises swiftly. This causes
the sensor temperature to rise, and in turn, the copper leads heat up. This packet
of heat starts moving down the copper leads, but immediately sees cooler Eccobond®

surrounding it. The heat must diffuse into the Eccobond® too, not only along the
copper leads. As the heat packet propagates along the copper, it keeps meeting cool
Eccobond® around it, and heat keeps being siphoned off to warm the surrounding
region.

The radius of the sensor lead hole is 1 mm, and aside from the thin copper leads,
it is completely filled with Eccobond®. The approximate thermal diffusion time across
L metres of a material is given as,

τ = L2 ρCp
k
, (3.13)

and is shown in Figure 3.37 for Eccobond® and L = 1 mm. Around the initial tem-
perature of the measurements done herein (1.9 to 2.15 K), it takes about 10 ms for
heat to diffuse from the centre of the Eccobond® filled sensor lead hole to the edge,
1 mm away. As the temperature of the Eccobond® rises, the diffusion time increases,
making the edge of the hole increasingly more insulated from the centre of the hole
where the thin copper lead acts as the heat source.

So, for the fast transient measurements, in the numerical implementation, the
combined effect of copper and Eccobond® must be used. The copper part uses the
same area factor 8.614 · 10−3, as for the steady state simulations, to adjust both
thermal conductivity and heat capacity, while the Eccobond® part uses an area factor
(π(1 · 10−3)2 −ACu)/(762 · 10−6 × 965 · 10−6) = 4.268 to adjust thermal conductivity
and heat capacity;

kcombined(T ) = 8.614 · 10−3 · kCopper(T ) + 4.268 · kEccobond®(T ),
Ccombined(T ) = 8.614 · 10−3 · CCopper(T ) + 4.268 · CEccobond®(T ),

(3.14)

where C refers to the heat capacity at constant pressure of the material. The resulting
mix essentially has the heat capacity of the entire hole of Eccobond®, and the thermal
conductivity of the thin copper leads. Note that the length of this copper/Eccobond®

mix is 20 mm, just like for the steady state simulations.
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Figure 3.37: Thermal dif-
fusion time across 1 mm of
Eccobond®, according to Equa-
tion (3.13).

Slow transient, for assessing ∆T between sensors and bath During calibra-
tion measurements, discussed in–depth in Section 4.1, when the bath is not stationary,
a thermal gradient will exist between the location of the Cernox® sensors and the out-
side edge of the experimental samples where the surface temperature is equal to the
bath temperature. The time–rate of change during these measurements is on the or-
der of millikelvin per minute, and cutting off the effective extent of the material mix
at 1 mm in the Eccobond® filled sensor lead hole no longer makes sense; when the
thermalisation can happen over several seconds to minutes, and the gradient is on
the order of only a few millikelvin across the entire sample, the main sample material
dominates the transient behaviour.

So, for simulations aiming to assess the difference between the bath temperature
and the temperature at the Cernox® sensor locations, the material behind the sensors
is taken as pure PEEK. The effective length of PEEK, when running one–dimensional
simulations is the radius of a half–circle with the same area as a rectangle of 10 mm
by 30 mm, the thickness and width of the PEEK plates. This gives the PEEK length
13.82 mm.

3.4.3 Implementation of Material Parameters in Simulation Code
For the actual simulations done when analysing results, the spline fits discussed in
this section are not used directly. To save considerable run time, lookup tables are
used instead. At initialisation of a given simulation, all relevant materials have their
material properties calculated by the spline fits along an array of temperature values
from 1.7 to 101.7 K split into 1 000 001 identical intervals (meaning one value for each
0.1 mK in the temperature range).

When calling for a particular material parameter value, the temperature at which
the parameter is to be evaluated is converted to an equivalent index within the pre-
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defined temperature range, and the returned value is the material parameter value at
that same index in the lookup table.

There is no discernible difference in simulation results when comparing the look–up
table approach to calculating each value through the spline fits every time, but the
computational time is cut by a factor 10 at the minor expense of using more computer
memory at runtime.
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Temperature Data Analysis
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This chapter explains all the various steps taken when turning the temperature
sensor voltage readings obtained from the experimental setup into actual temper-
atures in kelvin. There are also the two methods used to, 1) get access to the
heater surface temperatures in steady state, and 2) get the millisecond transient
temperature of the sensors.

The chapter has four main parts; Section 1 lays out the calibration procedure,
followed by sections 2 and 3 related to estimates of the measurement uncertainty
and the description of a temperature offset associated with an unavoidable con-
sequence of enclosing the helium in a channel. Section 4 then describes how
steady state and time–dependent data is extracted from the measurement data.
Finally, Section 5 ties it all together, showing some representative measurement
results based on the same examples used in Chapter 3. Comprehensive physical
interpretation of results is relegated to papers [1] and [2].

4.1 Temperature Sensors and Calibration
As laid out in Section 3.3.2 on page 76, describing the DAQ system of the small bare
chip Cernox® sensors embedded in the experimental samples, the measurement only
gives the voltage across the sensor. This measurement must be calibrated against
the reference probe described in Section 3.3.3 on page 86 in order to get an actual
temperature. Recall, the reference probe comes with a calibration provided by Lake
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Shore Cryotronics®1

To calibrate a sensor the cryostat is, ideally, allowed to reach a steady temperature,
then the reference probe temperature and the voltage measured across the sensor are
noted. The voltage translates to a measured sensor resistance through the (10 µA)
applied excitation current. The measured resistance, for that sensor, will correspond
to the reference probe temperature. Each sensor must be sampled at multiple tem-
peratures to build a cubic spline fit for use as the actual calibration function. There
will be one such function for each sensor used during a given experiment.

Note that the true excitation current in a sensor is not known, meaning the true
resistance of the sensor is not known. Therefore, the calibration is actually of the
combined system of sensor and excitation current supply. This makes the measurement
setup less complex, since no checks of the current sources are needed, but it does mean
that the calibration is slightly less stable, because it will be affected by drift in the
current sources as well as the sensors themselves.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the raw data used for a single calibration point in
the open bath configuration. The reference probe temperature is shown in magenta
in both subplots, and is read from the magenta y–axis Reference temperature, [K]
floating to the left of the right–hand–side subplot. y–axis ∆T per time, [mK/min]
reads the jagged black curve; each y–value is the change in reference probe temperature
between the current time step and a point one minute further ahead. y–axis ∆R in
permille per minute reads the coloured jagged curves, and is similar, but represents
the change in sensor resistance in permille over the same one minute forwards in time.
These two plots aid in finding regions in the data where the time–rates of change in
temperature and sensor readings are as small as possible. The sensor resistances are
found by dividing the measured sensor voltage by the 10 µA excitation current, and
the reference point for the permille calculation is the resistance at the start of the one
minute range of each point. Finally, the sensor voltages are read from y–axis Sensor
voltages, [mV] .

The calibration point taken from this particular measurement is 3.3479 K, corre-
sponding to the local minimum in the time–rate of change data around 500 seconds
in. The time–rate of change here is about -1.4 mK min−1 and +0.6 permille resistance
per minute.

The data shown in Figure 4.1 clearly does not represent a steady state. This
reflects a general property of the cryostat itself. The main goal of the cryostat design
is to provide a volume of superfluid helium that maintains a steady temperature over
a long time with relatively low consumption of helium. The double bath design allows
the combined use of two separate temperature control methods; pumping on the outer
saturated bath ensures a rough temperature control, while the heating element within
the inner bath gives fine–tuned control of the bath in which the experimental sample
is submerged. This combined method only works when the inner bath is superfluid;
below the superfluid transition temperature (around 2.166 K at atmospheric pressure),
the thermal gradient within the bath is negligible due to the large effective thermal
conductivity of superfluid helium. Above this, however, much poorer heat transfer

1The reference probe has the serial number X125772 , and its calibration report can be retrieved from
https://cal.lakeshore.com/ (at the expense of providing an email address for verification).

https://cal.lakeshore.com/
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Figure 4.1: Measurement used to make an open bath configuration calibration point at
3.3479 K. The reference temperature data is read from the magenta y–axis Reference temper-
ature, [K] . The temperature time–rate of change is read from y–axis ∆T per time, [mK/min] .
The resistance time–rate of change is read from y–axis ∆R in permille per minute . The sensor
voltages are read from y–axis Sensor voltages, [mV] .

mechanisms in normal–fluid helium reign. For the situation where steady states are
sought, and only low heat fluxes exist, natural convection between liquid helium and
the experimental sample dominates. This gives a slower thermalisation time, and there
can also be thermal gradients within the helium bath.

There are, then, three main temperature regimes at which calibration data is
gathered;

1. Below Tλ, it is easy to achieve a steady state to get calibration points, as the
temperature is controlled by both pressure and heater methods. In addition, at
these low temperatures, the heat capacity of materials is low, so thermalisation
is quicker than at higher temperatures.

2. Between Tλ and the boiling point of helium (at atmospheric pressure around
4.216 K), only the pressure method of temperature control is available since
heat added by the small heating element in the inner bath no longer distributes
itself evenly within the bath fast enough to be useful.
The pressure control method could, in principle, control steady states all the way
up to the critical point of helium (Tc ' 5.195 K, Pc ' 2.27 atm), as the cryostat
is built for an over–pressure of 2 bar. In practice, since the pumping system
works by vacuum pumping only, it is not possible to control for any pressure
above ambient. Note also that the pressure controller’s pressure reading has
an upper range of 100 Torr ' 0.13 atm, further frustrating reliable control of
temperature above Tλ(even if the controller’s range was extended, the pressure
sensor itself is meant for the rough vacuum region, and would not give reliable
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measurements).
This means calibration points above Tλ all display this characteristic; they are
not taken from true steady states. Calibration error is discussed in Section 4.2.

3. Above the boiling point of helium, the same concerns as for Point 2 are valid,
but exacerbated by natural convection heat transfer being worse in gaseous he-
lium than in liquid helium. Furthermore, the only times the cryostat sees tem-
peratures above the boiling point is during cooldown from room temperature
before experiments and warmup from cryogenic temperature after experiments.
Warmup is a slower process than cooldown, because during cooldown, liquid
helium from an external dewar is transferred into the cryostat (through the
transfer pipe labelled (B) back in Figure 3.7 on page 65). During warmup heat
seeps into the cryostat only through the insulation layers surrounding the helium
vessels and some small amount of conduction along the walls of the cryostat and
mechanical supports.

From several individual data files (of which the data shown in Figure 4.1 is an
example), a collection of calibration points are taken, and a continuous cubic spline
routine fits the data to create a convenient function representation of the calibration.
Figure 4.2 shows the resulting splines, with the data points used to build the cali-
bration. The figure also shows, in black with crosses, calibration data provided by
Lake Shore Cryotronics® for the reference probe. This reference probe is calibrated
against the International Temperature Scale of 1990 at the facilities of Lake Shore
Cryotronics®.

Note that the sensors measuring the downwards facing heater in the open bath
configuration (sensors labelled D ) and the sensors measuring the heater in the closed
channel configuration (sensors labelled H ) are the same physical sensors, and share
legend entries.

Cernox® sensors do not follow a standard behaviour, but they do tend towards
a certain shape; the calibrated sensors show qualitatively the same behaviour as the
reference probe, except for a large difference in actual resistance. The bare chips used
in the experiment span resistance values from about 7.2 kΩ to 18.1 kΩ around 1.72 K.
The Lake Shore Cryotronics® reference probe shows a resistance of about 25.1 kΩ at
the same temperature.

During the open bath measurement campaign, one of the battery powered sensor
excitation current sources needed to have its battery replaced. Since the calibration
includes the current source, it had to be redone during the campaign, and all batteries
were changed before resuming experiments. Only points below 4.2 K were redone (due
to the cryostat limitation discussed above). The calibration shift was on the order of
5 mK, which is too small to be seen in the plot. In data analysis, however, the two
calibrations are considered distinct. All batteries were changed prior to starting the
closed channel measurement campaign.

4.2 Temperature Measurement Uncertainty
The total measurement uncertainty is broken into two main sources;
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Figure 4.2: Calibrations for the open bath (a) and closed channel (b) configurations. Labels
with U refer to sensors measuring: the upwards facing heater in the open bath configuration,
D : the downwards facing heater in the open bath configuration, H : the heater in the closed
channel configuration, and C : the helium channel in the closed channel configuration. The
heater in the closed channel configuration is the same as the downwards facing heater in
the open bath configuration. The circles indicate the actual data points while the curves
are continuous cubic splines fitted to the data points. The black curve is the Lake Shore
Cryotronics® reference probe data.

1. The non–uniformity of the helium bath means the Cernox® sensors may not be
at the same temperature as the measured bath temperature at any given time.

2. The reference probe itself has some calibration uncertainty described by Lake
Shore Cryotronics® in their calibration report.

4.2.1 Assessing the Impact of Transient Calibration Measurements
A Cernox® sensor will, over time, thermalise to some temperature TS. In a true
steady state, that temperature will be equal to the bath temperature measured with
the reference probe. In a bath whose temperature changes in time, there will also be
some degree of non–uniformity in the temperature distribution within the bath. The
most obvious is the top–to–bottom gradient, but there will also be convective flows
and, in the case of the cooldown and warmup situations before and after measurement
campaigns, mass transfer in and out of the inner bath helium pot. Essentially, then,
this error quantifies the uncertainty around what temperature the individual Cernox®

sensors have approached during the averaging windows used to associate a voltage
measurement to a temperature value.

Figure 4.3 shows the data from the example calibration file (Figure 4.1) after ap-
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plying the calibration to get the sensor temperature readings during the measurement.
The left side shows this calibrated data, while the right side shows the reference probe
data subtracted from the sensor readings. Recall that the calibration data point taken
from this file is at 3.3479 K, which is around 500 seconds into the measurement. In
the ∆T plot, the deviation is nearest zero around this point (as is expected when the
calibration is expressed with a cubic spline, since the calibration value is guaranteed
to pass through the actual measurement point).
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Figure 4.3: Calibrated sensor readings based on the data used to make an open bath config-
uration calibration point at 3.3479 K. The left side shows the reference probe and calibrated
sensor data together, while the right side shows the difference between the calibrated sensor
data and the reference probe.

To use this data as a means of estimating the contribution to calibration uncer-
tainty from the transient nature of the calibration measurements, the temperature
span from 1.8 K up to 100 K is divided into ranges, shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Temperature ranges for estimating contribution to calibration uncertainty from
transient nature of calibration measurements. Note: Between 2.0 and 2.2 K there is one bin
from 2.0 to 2.16 K and one from 2.16 to 2.2 K to isolate the lambda transition. There is also
a bin from 4.6 to 5 K, and from 15 to 20 K.

TLOW, [K] Bin size, [K] THIGH, [K]
1.8 0.1 2.0
2.2 0.2 4.6
5 0.5 15
20 5 100

For each range, all measurement files that have data within the range are consid-
ered. For ranges above about 4 K it is always only a single file (cooldown file for open
bath and warmup file for closed channel), while below 4 K, some ranges have up to
five separate contributing measurements. For each relevant slice of the measurement,
∆T (t) = Tsensor(t) − Tbath(t) is appended to a growing list of deviation data. Once
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all contributions are found, the RMS value of the entire contributing dataset is found.
Using the RMS value gives more weight to larger deviations than what a flat average
would do. There will be one such RMS value for each sensor. The final RMS value for
the whole range is the RMS value across the sensors (eight in open bath and nine in
closed channel). This is the estimated contribution to the total calibration uncertainty
from the transient nature of the calibration measurements.

This approach is conservative, as the estimate includes measurement regions where
the time–rate of change in the bath temperature was deemed too large to provide a
good calibration point.

Figure 4.4 shows the error estimate across the ranges up to 25 K (the plot cuts
off at 25 for clarity). The left side shows the error in millikelvin, while the right side
expresses the error as a percentage of the temperature across the range. The plot
clearly shows a larger error for open bath calibration(s) above 4 K than in the closed
channel case. The error is as high as ±100 mK or ±2% around 6 K, while for the
closed channel configuration the error in the same region is about one tenth of this.
The reason for this is that in the open bath configuration, the cooldown data was
used for calibration, while for the closed channel, the slower temperature time–rate of
change warmup data was used2.

Around the lambda temperature (2.168 K), there is always a large increase in
uncertainty, and this is the reason for having the odd temperature binning in this
region. For some unknown reason, the sensors simply prove less reliable right around
the transition temperature. In the closed channel configuration, where the sensitive
zirconium oxynitride part of the channel sensors are in direct contact with the helium,
the error is worse than in the sensors embedded below the heater strip. This drives
up the uncertainty in the closed channel curve. However, also the heater strip sensors
display complicated behaviour right around the transition. The reference probe does
not display this behaviour, so it is not because the zirconium oxynitride itself has some
temperature dependent property around the lambda transition. The reference probe,
as described in Section 3.3.3 on page 86, has the zirconium oxynitride in a vacuum,
which could be the important difference3. Note that the error around the lambda
transition is around ±5 mK in the open bath configuration.

2The original plan was to use the slower warmup data for calibration above 4.2 K also for the open
bath configuration, but a computer error early in the measurement went unnoticed over the weekend,
and data above 4.7 K was lost. Therefore, the cooldown data is used instead. This data has a
steeper time–rate of temperature change because of the helium transfer from the external dewar.
Furthermore, the bath sees a larger rate of internal mass flows of helium, since cool helium enters the
inner bath from above, through the lambda valve (Label (7) in Figure 3.7 on page 65). For closed
channel experiments, extra care was taken to ensure the higher–quality warmup data was gathered
successfully.

3Lake Shore Cryotronics® explicitly states that when using bare chip sensors, the customer must
assume the risk of sensor malfunction. On bare chips, the zirconium oxynitride is exposed com-
pletely, and Lake Shore Cryotronics® has not rigorously tested all possible permutations of mounting
techniques and environments [193].
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Figure 4.4: Estimated contribution to calibration uncertainty from the transient nature of
the calibration measurements. The uncertainty is expressed within temperature ranges, based
on the extended calibration measurements.

4.2.2 Calibration Uncertainty of the Reference Probe
Table 4.2 lists the calibration uncertainty of the reference probe, taken from the cal-
ibration report, made by Lake Shore Cryotronics®. This uncertainty is added on top
of the two other sources of uncertainty already discussed.
Table 4.2: Calibration uncertainty given by Lake Shore Cryotronics® for the reference probe.

Temperature range, [K] ±mK
1.4 — 10 4
10 — 20 8
20 — 30 9

Temperature range, [K] ±mK
30 — 50 12
50 — 100 17
100 — 300 46

Due to the large heat capacity of helium associated with the normal–fluid/superfluid
transition temperature, the time at which the transition happens can be recognised
by a pronounced change in the time–rate of change of the bath temperature, so long
as the change before and after the transition point are both relatively low. In a dedi-
cated measurement, where only the vacuum regulation on the saturated bath was used
(meaning no cryostat insert heating), the transition happened when the reference tem-
perature probe read 2.166 K. Other measurements not meant to probe the transition
directly, by having too large a time–rate of temperature change around the transition,
see the transition around 2.163 K, 2.168 K, 2.165 K, 2.166 K, 2.163 K. With Tλ =
2.165 K, the Lake Shore Cryotronics® quoted uncertainty of ±4 mK is confirmed.
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4.2.3 Total Measurement Uncertainty
The total calibration uncertainty is shown in Figure 4.5. The values for each calibra-
tion takes the plot from Figure 4.4 as a base, and then the Lake Shore Cryotronics®

calibration uncertainty is added on top of that.
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Figure 4.5: Total calibration uncertainty. The contributions from the Lake Shore
Cryotronics® reference probe, and the transient nature of the calibration measurements, are
taken into account.

4.3 Temperature Offset
In addition to measurement uncertainty discussed in Section 4.2 on page 112, there
is also the potential influence of the materials that separate the helium bath and the
Cernox® sensors embedded within the experimental samples. This effect is also tied to
the bath temperature varying in time, but is treated separately because the calibration
measurements themselves cannot be used to illuminate the issue.

As the temperature of the bath goes up or down, albeit slowly, there will, necessar-
ily, be a thermal gradient between the location of the Cernox® sensors and the helium
that cools/heats the sample from the surface. Had all calibration data been taken
during a true steady state, this gradient would have vanished as heat would have had
time to diffuse completely.

4.3.1 Materials Between Sensors and Helium: Open Bath
Configuration

In the open bath configuration, 50 µm of steel, 35 µm of GE 7031 varnish, and 200 µm
of sapphire separate the sensitive part of the Cernox® sensors from the helium imme-
diately adjacent to the heater, and this simply is not enough material to matter when
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the time scale is on the order of seconds. This assumes the heater strip surface is at
the same temperature as the bath.

This assumption might be wrong; in reality, there is an interface between the
steel at the top of the material stack and the helium adjacent to it. Assuming the
heater surface is clamped to the bath temperature could overestimate the heat transfer
across this interface. To double check this, a natural convection heat transfer boundary
condition is used instead, where the heat flux crossing the heater–helium interface is;

QNatConv = aNatConv (Tsurface − Tbath) , (4.1)

where aNatConv is the natural convection heat transfer coefficient. Natural convection
as a heat transfer mechanism is well understood in principle but in practice it is hard to
describe accurately for modelling purposes. As estimate, the heat transfer coefficient
will be taken as [30, eqs. 5.1 and 5.6];

aNatConv = kHe
L
CRan, (4.2)

where kHe is the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of helium, L is a charac-
teristic length of the heater, C and n are empirical parameters, and Ra is the Rayleigh
number. Ra delineates between laminar and turbulent natural convection flows; for
Ra above about 109, the flow is considered turbulent, and laminar below, although
this critical value depends on the heater orientation and geometry. The flow regime
determines what values for C and n to use. The value of Ra is [30, Eq. 5.5];

Ra = gβ(Tsurface − Tbath)L3

Dthν
, (4.3)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, β is the bulk expansivity of helium, Dth is
the thermal diffusivity of helium = k/ρCp, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of helium
= µ/ρ. β is taken from Arp et al. [74], k is taken from Van Sciver [30, Appendix A2],
and µ is taken from Van Sciver [30, Appendix A2 and A4].

For a horizontal heater strip, the characteristic heater dimension L is As/p, where
As is the heater surface area and p is its perimeter [194, Tab. 9–1], giving L = 1.5 mm.
The same source gives values for C and n as well; for the upwards facing heater, C =
0.54 and n = 1/4 if Ra ∈ [104− 107], while C = 0.15 and n = 1/4 if Ra ∈ [107− 1011].
For the downwards facing heater, C = 0.27 and n = 1/4 if Ra ∈ [105 − 1011].

As an example of relevant numbers, take the early parts of the calibration data in
Figure 4.3 on page 114; the temperature is around 3.3 K, with β ' 0.87 K−1, µ '
3.7 · 10−6 Pa s, Cp ' 3000 J kg−1 K−1, ρ ' 140 kg K−1, and k ' 0.018 W m−1 K−1.
Finally, assume for now that there exists a temperature difference of (Tsurface−Tbath) '
1 mK between the heater and helium bath. This gives Ra ' 24000. This gives a final
heat transfer coefficient of about 40 W m−2 K−1 for the downwards facing heater and
80 W m−2 K−1 for the upwards facing one. Note that since all the material properties
are temperature dependent, a simulation must recalculate aNatConv every time–step.

Figure 4.6 shows the result of running a simulation to ascertain if using natural
convection heat transfer as the boundary condition at the heater surface could give rise
to a meaningful temperature difference between the bath and the Cernox® sensors. The
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time–dependent bath temperature is taken from the region in Figure 4.3 between tstart
= 3085 s and tend = 3266 s. The initial conditions of the simulation are hypothetical,
intended to answer the question: if the heater surface starts at a temperature much
higher than the bath temperature, does this large temperature discrepancy disappear
within a short time? Choosing this hypothetical initial temperature is done by taking
the measured bath temperature as it was one minute prior to the start time of the
simulation, giving a temperature discontinuity at the heater–helium interface at the
start of the simulation of about 1.6 mK.

The material stack consists of the regular lengths of stainless steel, GE 7031 var-
nish, and sapphire, and then 13.82 mm of PEEK. At the bottom of the PEEK, the
temperature is clamped to the bath temperature, while the heater surface is subject to
the natural convection heat flux condition. The numerical implementation is identical
to that described in Chapter 5, save for using PEEK as the backing material, rather
than the copper sensor leads.

The initial condition is implemented as a temperature profile where all nodes of
steel, varnish, and sapphire are at the temperature corresponding to the bath tem-
perature one minute before tstart, and the PEEK follows a linear drop from this same
temperature down to the actual bath temperature at the start of the simulation.

Within two seconds, the difference between the simulated sensor temperature and
the bath temperature falls to less than 0.2 mK, and it stays at or below this level
for the rest of the simulation. Clearly, the hypothetical temperature discrepancy does
not persist for any appreciable time compared to the time scale of the calibration
measurements. The conclusion, then, is that in the open bath configuration, even
accounting for the small natural convection heat flux boundary condition, there is no
appreciable temperature offset between the bath and sensor temperatures.

So, during calibration measurements with very slow time–rate of temperature
change, all sensors are, at all times, essentially at the same temperature as the helium
adjacent to the part of the heater just above the sensor in question.

4.3.2 Materials Between Sensors and Helium: Closed Channel
Configuration

In the closed channel configuration, it is assumed that the cooling power of helium in
the channel is negligible; especially for gaseous helium, the small cross sectional area
of the pin–holes mean very little heat actually flows in/out of the channel4. Without

4As a very simple estimate, say the temperature of the heater strip should go from 5 K to 5.001 K.
Around this temperature, the heat capacity of steel is 20000 J m−3 K−1. So, with Vheater =
2.25 ·10−8 m3, 0.45 mJ must be supplied. This means an average heating power of P = 4.5 ·10−4/∆t
is necessary. The thermal conductivity of helium (assuming no convection) at 5 K is around
0.01 W m−1 K−1. With a combined pin–hole cross sectional area of about 6.8 · 10−8 m2, their
heating power becomes P = 0.01 · 6.8 · 10−8 · (∆T/∆x), where ∆x is the length of a pin–hole =
4 mm. Equating the average heating power of the steel and the heat flowing through the pin–holes
gives that the product ∆T∆t ' 2640 K s. Say, now, that the heater strip should warm up that
one millikelvin within one minute. The temperature difference between the channel helium and the
bath helium would have to be about +40 K, which is clearly unrealistic. If instead the temperature
difference across the pin–holes is taken as +10 mK, the time to supply 0.45 mJ would be about 70
hours, also clearly not the case.
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Figure 4.6: Calibration measurement taken from Figure 4.1 on page 111, between tstart =
3085 s and tend = 3266 s. The material stack consists of 50 µm of stainless steel, 35 µm
of GE 7031 varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, and 10 mm of PEEK. Steel, varnish, and sapphire
start at T0 = Tbath(tstart − 1 min), while the PEEK has a linear drop in temperature from
Tbath(tstart − 1 min) to Tbath(tstart).
The left side plot shows the calibrated sensor temperatures, the simulated temperatures at
the heater surface and the sensor location, and the bath temperature. The right side plot
shows the difference between the simulated temperatures (heater surface or sensor) and the
bath temperature during the first five seconds.

cooling of the Cernox® sensors through the heater surface to helium, a much larger
discrepancy between bath and sensor temperatures arises as compared to the open
bath configuration.

To assess this discrepancy, a simulation similar to that of the one shown in Figure
4.6 is run, but using the slow warmup data gathered after the closed channel measure-
ment campaign was completed. This data is the basis for all closed channel calibration
points above 4.2 K, and spans about 25 hours. Since the natural convection heat trans-
fer coefficient does not depend on the solid in contact with helium, and the natural
convection heat transfer boundary condition revealed no significant difference between
a clamped temperature and a heat flux condition for the open bath configuration, the
bottom of the PEEK is kept clamped to the measured bath temperature, while the
top of the heater is insulated, with no heat flowing across the heater/helium interface
at all. The simulation uses a spatial grid size of 10 µm to speed up the simulation
time. Given the small temperature gradient across the simulation domain, this grid
size is sufficiently accurate.

Figure 4.7 shows the result of this simulation. Since the bath temperature rises
monotonically in time, a convenient way to express the result is to plot the temperature
difference between the bath temperature and the simulated sensor temperature at each
bath temperature point passed during the simulation. This is shown on the right. The
left side shows the bath temperature in time. None of the measurements made (aside
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from the dedicated calibration measurement) go above 20 K, so the ∆T plot is capped
at 30 K for clarity. The red stepped curve in the ∆T plot is made by taking the
RMS value of the green error curve within the same temperature bins as those used in
Figure 4.4 on page 116 when assessing the uncertainty contribution by the transient
nature of calibration measurements.

The same kind of simulation run with a bath temperature that changes from 2.3
to 4.2 K over about 60000 seconds shows a discrepancy no larger than 1 mK at any
temperature. Below 4.2 K, therefore, the offset is considered zero below 4 K.

This temperature offset has its own uncertainty associated with it. For one, the
relevant length of PEEK to use is not exactly known. The standard simulation length
of 13.82 mm is simply an estimate from the equivalent radius of the cross section
of the PEEK plate. Furthermore, the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of
PEEK are associated with unknown measurement uncertainty (on top of the fact
that for heat capacity, a different material is used altogether). Sources for cryogenic
material properties often quote uncertainties below, even well below, 10%. However,
for materials with considerable impurity content or complex internal structure, such
as metal alloys and polymers, the sample–to–sample variation can be very large. For
instance, comparing the 304 stainless steel thermal conductivity used herein (which
has been corrected with dedicated measurements) to the standard fit by NIST [188]
shows that the steel used herein is about 38% more thermally conductive at 4.2 K
than that referred to by NIST. It’s hard to say if this level of variation is likely to be
seen between samples of other materials as well, but it is an indication that material
parameter uncertainty can be quite high even if a particular measurement is accurate.
That said, even if the resulting offset has an uncertainty as large as ±20%, the impact
is not important. Closed channel experiments where temperatures go above 5 K are
steps or slow pulses where the high–temperature region of the measurement happens
long after the time–window of interest. The strongest fast–pulse tests approach 5 K,
but an offset on the order of −10± 2 mK simply does not matter for interpretation of
results.

4.4 Post Processing of Raw Data
After calibrating the Cernox® sensor voltage measurements, two important post–
processing methods are needed. The first, applied to steady state data only, is a
means of getting the surface temperature of the stainless steel heater strip when sub-
ject to a known applied heating power density. With this surface temperature it is
possible to fit the parameters of the Kapitza model (Equation (2.28) on page 21) to
data in order to; 1) have a sanity check of the experimental setup, since the Kapitza
expression is expected to describe the open bath steady state situation, and 2) have
parameters for the Kapitza surface heat transfer model to use when analysing tran-
sient measurements with the simulation framework already used briefly in the previous
section, and described in detail in Chapter 5. The second post–processing method per-
tains to transient data only, and compensates for a filtering capacitor in the Cernox®

sensor excitation current sources.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of a material stack consisting of 50 µm of stainless steel, 35 µm of
GE 7031 varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, and 13.82 mm of PEEK. Steel, varnish, and sapphire
start at T0 = Tbath(tstart − 1 min), while the PEEK has a linear rise in temperature from
Tbath(tstart−1 min) to Tbath(tstart). In practice, every node is at the same starting temperature.
The bottom of the PEEK is clamped to the measured bath temperature.
The left side plot shows the bath and simulated sensor temperatures in time. The right side
plot shows the difference in temperature between the bath and the simulated sensor, plotted
against the bath temperature each point in time.

4.4.1 Steady State Surface Temperature Reconstruction Method
The thermal conductivity of stainless steel is low enough that significant thermal
gradients will arise across the 50 µm heater strip during heating events. In order
to get the heater temperature at the helium/heater interface, these gradients must
be modelled and accounted for. The temperature of the heater at the interface is
necessary because the Kapitza heat flux depends on it. An important step in building
confidence in the experimental setup is to compare measurement results to those in
literature which consistently show good agreement with the Kapitza model. The model
is intended for steady state heat fluxes, so a large set of steady state measurements
were made with this experimental validation in mind.

As for the modelling presented in the previous section, the steady state surface
temperature reconstruction method models a version of the material makeup shown
in Figure 3.32 on page 95. The simulated domain consists of 50 µm of steel, 20 µm of
GE 7031 varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, 20 µm of silver filled epoxy, and 20 mm of copper,
where, as discussed in Section 3.4.2 on page 103, the copper thermal conductivity is
reduced by a factor 8.614 ·10−3 to account for its small cross section compared to that
of the Cernox® sensors.

The method is summarised by pseudo code in Code 4.1.
T_sensor_measured is the steady state temperature seen after a step in applied
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Code 4.1: Pseudo code outlining the steady state surface temperature reconstruction method.

1 for each T_sensor_measured:
2 make initial T_surface_guess
3 while T_sensor_measured is not T_simulated[i_sensor_location]:
4 with P_applied, T_surface_guess, T_bath as BC:
5 T_simulated = solve(steadyStateHeatEquation, BC)
6 make new T_surface_guess

heating power density. The initial T_surface_guess is a starting point chosen based
on the accepted surface temperature for the previous, lower, applied heating power
density. i_sensor_location is the index corresponding to the location of the zirco-
nium oxynitride of the Cernox® sensor in the discretised material stack. BC denote the
boundary conditions, and are applied as follows; P_applied is the volumetric applied
heating power density, and it is applied to all nodes corresponding to stainless steel
in the simulation domain. The surface of the stainless steel heater strip is clamped to
T_surface_guess. The bottom of the copper leads are clamped to T_bath.

Figure 4.8 shows an example of the intermediate results of the algorithm. The
initial surface temperature guess is set to 4 K in order for the intermediate curves
to be distinct. With the better initial guess outlined above, the number of necessary
guesses is lower.

Since the thermal conductivity of the various materials in the simulated domain
change with temperature, the steady state temperature profile is found by iteration;
starting with all nodes at the bath temperature, the heat equation is solved, giving
a new temperature distribution along the material stack. This new distribution is
used to get a new set of thermal conductivities, which then gives a new solution
to the heat equation. Once the maximum of all differences at all nodes between
solutions from subsequent iterations is below 1 mK, the steady state is said to be
found. From this steady state, the new value for T_simulated[i_sensor_location]
is found. If this new temperature does not equal the measured sensor temperature,
a new pass with a new T_surface_guess is made. The left side of Figure 4.8 shows
the typical convergence behaviour; from the flat Tbath temperature distribution, the
first solution gives T (x) far too high, since the thermal conductivity used along the
material stack was consistently too low, and it grows monotonically with temperature.
The second solution is better, but a bit too low. After six solutions of the heat equation,
convergence is achieved.

The surface temperature guessing is done by taking the new guess to be equal
to the old guess minus the temperature difference between the simulated sensor tem-
perature and the measured sensor temperature. This works because, again, thermal
conductivities grow monotonically with temperature, so if the steady state solution
overshoots the measured temperature target, one will always need to lower the sur-
face temperature guess, and if the steady state solution is below the target, the only
way to get closer is by increasing the surface temperature guess. The final guess is
that which gives a difference between the simulated and measured sensor temperatures
below 5 · 10−5 K.
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With the steady state temperature profile, estimates for the real heater–surface–
to–helium heat flux and heat loss to the back of the sample are made (using the
local thermal conductivity and thermal gradient). The final temperature distribution
in Figure 4.8 gives a forward heat flux of 16.113 kW m−2, and a backwards heat
leak of 0.383 kW m−2 which sum to 16.496 kW m−2. The applied volumetric heating
power density, from the measured steady state voltage and applied current, is 3.306 ·
108 W m−3, which expressed in the usual applied heating power density from Equation
(3.2) on page 63 is 16.53 kW m−2. The discrepancy is 0.2%.

Note that ∆x is 0.1 µm in all steady state surface temperature reconstruction
simulations, while in most time–dependent simulations it is 2 µm to keep simulation
times reasonable. Using the small ∆x for the steady state simulations ensures a very
small discrepancy between heat applied to the system and heat accounted for within
the system. This is discussed a little more in Section 5.1.
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Figure 4.8: Example of intermediate results for steady state surface temperature reconstruc-
tion of a measurement where UM shows a steady state temperature of 4.037 K, under an
applied heating power density of 16.5 kW m−2. The left side shows subsequent solutions of the
steady state heat equation, starting from a flat temperature distribution at Tbath = 1.925 K,
for the last surface temperature guess. The right side shows subsequent guesses of the heater
surface temperature, starting at 4 K. The x–axis is linear up to 50 µm, and logarithmic be-
yond.

An important note about this method, common to all methods where the tem-
perature of interest must be reconstructed from a measurement, across one or more
materials, is that it introduces new sources of uncertainty. Here, in particular, the
simulated surface temperature result is sensitive to the value of the thermal conduc-
tivity of stainless steel. The simulated surface temperature is also sensitive to the
lengths of material in the stack.
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4.4.2 Capacitive Compensation Method
The Cernox® sensors themselves are expected to be more than responsive enough
in time to measure temperature changes over times on the order of 0.1 ms [195]5.
However, the raw transient voltage signals, seen back in figures 3.23 and 3.24 on
page 85, show temperature response times on the order of 10 to 20 ms. A simple
energy balance estimate shows time constants on this order are not a reflection of the
true temperature transient.

Say a step in applied heating power density of 20 kW m−2 starts at time t = 0,
applied to the heater in the open bath configuration. This corresponds to a volumetric
heating of about 4 · 108 W m−3, or a power of 9 mJ ms−1. At this applied heating
power density, steady state measurements show the temperature should reach around
4 K (not considering the gradient between the sensor and the heater surface). The
heat capacity of steel at 4 K is about 15000 J m−3 K−1. Starting at 1.9 K, this means
the total amount of heat put into the steel (taking the heat capacity as constant)
is about 15000 J m−3 K−1· 2.1 K· 2.25 · 10−8 m3 = 0.71 mJ. After the steady state
is established, all this energy is removed from the surface of the heater strip (with
minor leakage backwards along the sensor leads), but during the transient, the input
energy is split between a fraction of energy removed from the heater surface to helium
by cooling, and a fraction that goes into establishing the steady state temperature
distribution. If it really took 10 ms for the surface of the heater strip to reach a
temperature where an appreciable amount of heat is removed, there would be a gap
between the energy input, at 9 mJ ms−1, and the energy accounted for in the steel, at
0.71 mJ (at 4 K), of about 89.3 mJ. Could this energy be found in the materials around
the heater strip? Not after just 10 ms; if the PEEK of the entire bottom plate in which
the heater strip is mounted was to soak up the 89 mJ of excess energy, using the heat
capacity of 2500 J m−3 K−1 at 3 K as a simple average, the PEEK temperature would
increase by ∆T = 89 mJ/ (2500 J m−3 K−1· 4.5 · 10−5 m3) = 0.8 K. The low thermal
diffusivity of PEEK prohibits its temperature from growing by nearly an entire kelvin
within 10 ms.

The reason for these excessive time constants turns out to be electric; there is
a large filtering capacitor on the output terminals of the sensor current excitation
sources. Figure 4.9 shows a simplified schematic of the electronics during a measure-
ment where the Cernox® sensors experience a rapid temperature increase. As laid out
in Section 3.3.2 on page 76, the sensors are connected so that two sensors share a
single current source. The source itself acts like an ideal source, supplying 10 µA at
all times6, while the filtering capacitor is there to smooth the current output ripple.
The real resistance behaviour of the sensors is not captured by an instantaneous drop

5The measurements by Fuzier and Van Sciver uses Cernox® 1030 sensors, while 1050’s are used herein.
This difference pertains only to the useful temperature range however, and will not impact the sensor’s
response time. Note also that modern Cernox® sensors use a thinner layer of sapphire (approximately
300 µm in Fuzier and Van Sciver’s measurements, and 200 µm herein), lowering the thermal mass of
the sensor, lowering its response time further.

6Discussion with Dag Roar Hjelme, professor at the Department of Electronic Systems at NTNU [196],
and simulations using MATLAB SimuLink®, confirm that the internal electronics of the excitation
current sources are practically independent of the external electronics (filtering capacitor and sensors).
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in resistance at time t0; the circuit is just a simple picture of what the relatively large
filtering capacitor sees during temperature transients.

The typical situation right before energy is supplied to the heater strip is that
the two sensors in an excitation circuit are stable at 1.9 K, meaning their combined
resistance is on the order of 30 kΩ. The rate of resistance change per change in tem-
perature for the Cernox® sensors is on the order of -5 kΩ K−1 at 1.9 K, so once power
is applied, and the sensors heat up to, for example, 4 K, their combined resistance will
be on the order of 10 kΩ. Right before power is applied, when only the steady 10 µA
excitation current flows, the voltage across the two sensors, and hence the filtering
capacitor, is VC(t−0 ) = 300 mV. After the temperatures have settled at 4 K, and the
sensor circuit current again is at 10 µA, the voltage across the sensors and filtering
capacitors is 100 mV. During the transition from the high to the low voltage state,
the filtering capacitor will supply additional current in order to maintain the electric
potential from before the sensor resistances started to decrease. The filtering capacitor
used in the sources is 1 µF, which, with a circuit resistance on the order of 10 to 30 kΩ,
gives an RC time constant τ = 10 to 30 ms. When the applied power is cut off, and
the sensors cool back down, the opposite happens: the filtering capacitor siphons off
current from the sensors, charging up, to maintain the lower voltage level from before
the cooling started.

IEX

isensors(t)

Cfilt

iC(t)

VC(t)

RHIGH RLOW

t = t0

Figure 4.9: Simple circuit diagram representing the moment when the temperature of the
Cernox® sensors suddenly rises due to application of power. IEX is the 10 µA excitation
current from the source, which remains constant in time. Cfilt is the filtering capacitor on the
terminals of the source, while iC(t) and VC(t) denote the time–dependent current and voltage
through/across the capacitor. isensors(t) denotes the time–dependent current flowing though
the sensors. t0 represents the time at which the sensor resistance suddenly drops as the sensor
temperature suddenly rises.

Because the excitation current sources are independent of the capacitor and sensor
circuit, whatever the circuit resistance, the source always supplies 10 µA, and this
makes it possible to estimate the additional current supplied or consumed by the
filtering capacitor during transient measurements. This is done by making use of the
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basic capacitor current/voltage relationship;

iC(t) = C
dVC(t)
dt , (4.4)

where VC(t) is the total voltage measured across the two Cernox® sensors in the circuit.
The main challenge with the approach is that the signal to noise ratio is very low

when considering a numerically determined derivative of VC(t), especially for lower
power measurements where the temperatures do not change very much or very fast.

Figure 4.10 shows the final smoothed result of dVC/dt for open bath step heating,
closed channel step heating, and closed channel slow pulse heating. The data comes
from the representative sensor voltage measurements in figures 3.23a, 3.23b, and 3.24b.
With VC(t) as the sum of the two sensor voltages in the excitation circuit, the six
curves in the plots are as follows; 1) Raw derivative is the simple ∆VC/∆t, and gives
a very noisy signal; 2) SavGol filtered is VC(t) after applying a 1st order derivative
Savitzky–Golay filter of appropriate window size (51 samples for open bath steps,
and 101 samples for closed channel steps and slow pulses); 3) Butter low cutoff is
Savitzky–Golay filtered curve after applying a Butterworth low–pass filter with a low
cutoff frequency; 4) Butter high cutoff is Savitzky–Golay filtered curve after applying
a Butterworth low–pass filter with a high cutoff frequency; 5) Polynomial fit fits a
5th degree polynomial to the first few milliseconds of the Raw derivative for open
bath steps and closed channel slow pulses, and to the Savitzky–Golay filtered curve
for closed channel steps; and 6) Smoothed result is the combination of results 2), 3),
4), and 5).

Savitzky–Golay filtering The Savitzky–Golay filter acts similarly to a moving
average/median filter in that it looks at input data across a certain window around any
given point, and then determines the filtered signal value at the middle of this window.
Unlike a moving average, which returns the average value across the window, the
Savitzky–Golay filter instead fits (in a least squares error sense) a polynomial (of any
order) to the data within the window [197, 198]. The Savitzky–Golay filtering approach
amounts to a discrete convolution of a polynomial of fixed coefficients with the signal
one wants to filter. This fixed coefficient polynomial need only be calculated once for a
given window size and polynomial order. Furthermore, such convolution polynomials
are defined for arbitrary differentiation order. Herein, the 1st order derivative is needed
to obtain the numerical approximation to dVC(t)/dt. The Python function scipy c
.signal.savgol_filter() conveniently implements the convolution, including the
request for the 1st order derivative. The result of this filtering of the measured voltage
signal, using a first order polynomial applied over all windows, is the yellow curve in
the plots. Note, the SavGol filtered curves in the plots are not made from applying
the Savitzky–Golay filter to the Raw derivative , but rather by directly applying the
relevant 1st derivative convolution coefficients on the measured VC(t).

Butterworth low–pass filter The Butterworth low–pass filter was designed to
provide a completely flat frequency response below the cutoff frequency, and a mono-
tonic roll–off above the cutoff frequency [199]. Its application is widespread due to
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(c) dVC/dt during closed channel slow pulse.

Figure 4.10: Smoothed dVC/dt from the representative measurements whose sensor voltage
measurements were shown in figures 3.23a, 3.23b, and 3.24b on the previous page (open bath
step heating, closed channel step heating, and closed channel slow pulse heating). For the step
heating plots, the data shows the time after power turns on. All plots share the legend from
4.10a. These are the smoothing results for the second sensor circuit ( UM and U+2 in open
bath, and HM and H+1 in closed channel.

its ease of implementation. The Python function scipy.signal.butter() is used to
design a digital filter which then is applied both forwards and backwards on the noisy
data by the Python function scipy.signal.sosfiltfilt(). By applying the filter
both forwards and backwards, the phase shift between raw signal and filtered signal
is zero, which keeps features like edges and peaks where they are in time. The double
application also means that the total order of the filter is twice that of the Butterworth
design (herein, 3rd order Butterworth filtering is used, for a total order of 6).

In order to apply the Butterworth filter, a cutoff frequency must be determined.
The signals to be filtered typically have two distinct regions in time; 1) immediately
after the switching on of power (either step or pulse), a rapid signal rise from zero
to some level is seen; then, 2) a slow decay to zero, the duration of which is at least
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an order of magnitude longer than the initial rise. For pulsed heating, the decay to
zero includes a slow dip below zero as the Cernox® sensors cool back down. There is
no fixed cutoff frequency to apply, since the desired temperature signal measured has
unknown behaviour. For the filtering, though, an exact cutoff frequency is not needed.
A successful method is simply to look at the power spectrum of the Raw derivative
curve (square of the absolute value of the fast Fourier transform of the signal), reject all
frequency components above 1 kHz, then take as the cutoff frequency the frequency
corresponding to the power closest to the geometric average of highest and lowest
powers in the signal7. In cases where this approach finds a frequency below 25 Hz, the
cutoff frequency is taken as 25 Hz.

The Butter low cutoff uses this cutoff frequency directly, while the Butter high
cutoff uses five times this frequency. This way there is a filtered signal to use right
after the Polynomial fit (high cutoff), and one for the long signal tail (low cutoff).

Note that for most measurements, Butter high cutoff very accurately follows
SavGol filtered , and hence the yellow curve tends to be hidden.

Polynomial fit In the time span between the time of turning on power and the time
at which the Butter low cutoff reaches its peak, a 5th degree polynomial is fitted to
the Raw derivative curve. For closed channel steps of low power, the Raw derivative
signal is too noisy to give a good fit, so the polynomial is fitted to the Savitzky–Golay
filtered curve instead. This affects roughly 40% of the closed channel steps. When
fitting the polynomial to the raw derivative for low powered steps, the polynomial
oscillates, because the raw derivative is so noisy that the least squares condition for
determining the polynomial coefficients does not reliably discriminate between a real
signal rise and signal oscillations due to noise. A lower degree polynomial fails to
capture the rapid initial rise, so fitting to the Savitzky–Golay filtered data is the
better compromise.

The first point of the polynomial is fixed to 0 by applying a large weight to this
point (the time derivative must be zero when the system is in steady state). The
last point of the polynomial is made to be equal to the corresponding point along the
Butter high cutoff curve by applying a large weight to this point (though smaller than
the weight of the zero at the start of the polynomial).

Smooth result There are now a total of four different representations of the data
that are smooth in various regions during the transient. Four points in time are
defined: tSWITCH = the time at which power is switch on; tPOLYNOMIAL = the time
where polynomial fitting ends; tHIGH CUTOFF = the time where Butter high cutoff
starts to capture too much noise; and tLOW CUTOFF = the time after which the smooth
result is kept equal to Butter low cutoff . The Smooth result curve is generated by
the following method:

7For steps up in power, the frequency corresponding to the geometric mean of powers typically give
frequencies around 300 Hz, while steps down in power give around 100 Hz. For slow pulses, the
cutoff frequency is typically around 30 Hz, while for fast pulses, a different approach is used, without
Butterworth filtering altogether.
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• Between tSWITCH and tPOLYNOMIAL, Smooth result is the weighted sum of the
polynomial and Butter high cutoff . The weighting is a linear rise or drop be-
tween 0 and 1 such that the start of Smooth result is dominated by the poly-
nomial fit, while the end of the region is dominated by Butter high cutoff .

• Between tPOLYNOMIAL and tHIGH CUTOFF, Smooth result is equal to Butter high
cutoff .

• Between tHIGH CUTOFF and tLOW CUTOFF, Smooth result is the weighted sum of
Butter high cutoff and Butter low cutoff , in a similar way as for the polynomial
and Butter high cutoff between tSWITCH and tPOLYNOMIAL.

• After tLOW CUTOFF, Smooth result is equal to Butter low cutoff .

Step down in power When a step in applied heating power density is turned off,
a completely analogous situation arises, in terms of the filtering effort, though the
signal is weaker, because cooling down proves to be a slower process than warming up,
especially when the helium temperature has reached above Tλ. The exception is for
points in time where the helium temperature during cooldown drops below Tλ again,
which is associated with a rapid temperature drop, and hence a spike in dVC(t)/dt.
Around these peaks, Smooth result is taken as Butter high cutoff again, with a
transition from Butter low cutoff to Butter high cutoff before the peak and then
back to Butter low cutoff after the peak.

Fast Pulses in Closed Channel

To obtain dVC(t)/dt for fast pulses in the closed channel configuration, the previous
approach of Butterworth filtering with different cutoff frequencies did not prove suc-
cessful. Fast pulses are characterised by the entire transient heating event being over
within just 2 ms, and the high frequency noise is hard to differentiate from the high
frequency signal. Instead, Savitzky–Golay filtering with successively wider windows
are used.

Figure 4.11 shows the voltage derivative during the measurement shown back in
Figure 3.24a (for the second sensor circuit with HM and H+1 ). The curves labelled
SavGol, n = x in the legend refer to the number of samples used in the Savitzky–Golay
filtering windows to obtain the 1st derivative of VC(t).

These curves intersect at various points, and these points can be used to limit
regions across which polynomials are fitted to the curves. Only the first intersection
point after the peak of the first SavGol curve is considered for each successive curve.
For instance, n = 5 and n = 19 first intersect around 0.5 ms, while n = 19 and n =
41 intersect around 0.8 ms.

At these intersection points, Smooth result transitions from one smooth 5th degree
polynomial fit to another, all the way up to the global minimum of n = 91 (around
11 ms). From here, Smooth result transitions into n = 375 , and follows this value
till the end of the measurement.

The transition from the polynomial fit of n = 91 to n = 375 tends to be a bit
jagged, and so a correction is used by making the region around the minimum of
Smooth result equal to the n = 201 data.
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Figure 4.11: Smoothed dVC/dt from the representative fast pulse measurement, whose sensor
voltage was shown in Figure 3.24a. This is only the smoothing result for the second sensor
circuit, with sensors HM and H+1 .

Recalibration of Temperature Measurements

Once dVC(t)/dt is known, the real sensor excitation current is found by Equation (4.4)
on page 127;

isensors(t) = IEX + C
dVC(t)
dt , (4.5)

where isensors(t) is the current in the two sensors that share a current source, IEX is
the 10 µA steady state excitation current, and C is the filtering capacitor.

With this, the new measured sensor resistance is found;

Rsensor(t) = Vsensor(t)
isensors(t)

, (4.6)

where Rsensor(t) and Vsensor(t) refer to the individual sensor within the excitation
current circuit. When the sensor temperature rises, the sensor resistance drops, and
current flows out of the capacitor and into the sensors, meaning that CdVC(t)/dt is
added current.

With this, the new measured temperature is found by applying the relevant spline
fit to the calibration curves shown in Figure 4.2.

The process of finding dVC(t)/dt does not depend on the exact value of C. This
means that the general shape of the compensated temperature curves remain the same
in time, regardless of C. However, the amplitude of the added or subtracted current
does depend on C. Dedicated measurements of the capacitors as they are mounted
within the circuit give values of 0.929 ±0.03 µF. This uncertainty has a sufficiently
small impact on results it will be neglected.
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Voltage Spikes in Open Bath Steps and Closed Channel Fast Pulses

In the plots showing the raw voltage measurements of open bath steps and closed
channel fast pulses (figures 3.23a and 3.24a respectively), voltage spikes right as power
is turned on were seen.

So far, the capacitive compensation method has tacitly assumed the source of any
such spikes to be solely the time–rate of change in sensor resistances; the first step in
the capacitive compensation is to add together the two contributing sensor voltages
within the same excitation circuit. The result shows no spike at all, but rather a
continuously falling voltage, starting from the expected sum of the two measurements,
because the spikes are perfectly symmetrical. However, since the spikes themselves
are not visible in all sensor voltages, but the dVC(t)/dt curves are very similar for all
sensor circuits of the same measurement, a voltage spike is not a necessary feature
of the transient response of the sensor circuits. Other reasons for the spikes are
conceivable.

As the X–ray image in Figure 3.20 on page 80 shows, the sensor lead wires (red
parts of the sensor wiring circuit diagram in Figure 3.22 on page 82) are twisted with
a separation on the order of 200 to 400 µm (using the sensor substrate thickness of
200 µm for scale). The relative permeability µr of the GE 7031 varnish that insulates
the sensor leads, and sits between the twisted wires, is not explicitly known, but for
most non–metals it is practically unity. By assuming the separation of ~300 µm to
be much larger than the lead diameter, which is 63.5 µm, a rough estimate of the
inductance of this twisted wire pair is [200, Slide 16],

L ' µ0
π

log
ï2 · 300 µm

63.5 µm

ò
= 900 nH m−1, (4.7)

where µ0 = 1.2566 · 10−6 H m−1 is the permeability of vacuum.
With a total length on the order of 15 mm, the total inductance is roughly 13.5 nH.

Voltage across an inductance is proportional to the time–rate of change in current
passing through it. As seen in this section, there is a large change in sensor current.
When zooming in on the voltage spike in sensor U-2 in Figure 3.23a, the peak voltage
value is about 63 mV above the starting voltage value. The peak happens 0.5 ms
after power is turned on, but the most rapidly changing part of the curve is over after
0.2 ms, coincident with the part of the dVC(t)/dt curve that changes the most rapidly
in time. Equation (4.5) gives the time dependent current through the sensor circuit,
so another time–differentiation expresses the voltage across the sensor lead inductance
by multiplying with L. The largest di/dt is 0.013 A s−1, which leads to a voltage
of 180 pV. Clearly much smaller than the observed 63 mV spike. For the sensor
lead inductance to give a spike of 63 mV, it would need to be almost 5 H, which is
impossible with the dimensions of the sample.

Another explanation could be that there is magnetic coupling between the current
flowing in the heater strip and the sensor lead wire loops. This is also ruled out,
however, because no voltage spikes are seen in the helium channel sensors in the fast
pulse plot; in the X–ray image in Figure 3.20 on page 80, it is clear that the distance
between sensor wire loops is roughly the same on either side of the heater strip. So,
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if the current in the heater strip magnetically coupled to the heater strip sensors, it
should couple about equally strongly to the channel sensors.

In conclusion, the spikes have no obvious origin, but, since they are symmetric,
they do not impact results, and are assumed to be an odd feature of the complete
electrical circuitry of the measurement system, and are not considered further.

4.5 Representative Measurements
This section will show the measurements from back in figures 3.23 on page 84 and
3.24 on page 85, after calibration and capacitive compensation, as typical examples
of results. Discussion of the results is relegated to the relevant papers appended to
this thesis, and typically only very basic and cursory observations are mentioned here.
Before those four plots, the temperature behaviour around the lambda transition will
be shown, though, serving as valuable checks of some of the geometrical features of
the design.

4.5.1 Temperature Around Lambda Transition
Lambda transition in open bath Figure 4.12 shows the ten seconds around the
lambda transition of the helium bath during cooldown before the open bath mea-
surement campaign. A few things are immediately visible; 1) After the transition
is complete, the difference between the reference probe and the calibrated Cernox®

sensors is much smaller than before the transition. 2) There is a distinct difference
between when the upwards facing and downwards facing heater sensors register the
transition.

The lower scatter of temperature around the reference probe is due to the super-
fluid bath suddenly no longer having thermal gradients to speak of. As opposed to
the normal–fluid bath before the transition, all sensors now approach the same bath
temperature. This stark difference is clear evidence that the non–uniformity of the
bath is a large contributor to measurement uncertainty at temperatures above Tλ.

The clear separation in time of when the sensors appear to register the transition
has to do with the superfluid/normal–fluid interface slowly moving upwards from the
bottom of the bath as it cools down. After the cryostat has stabilised at free surface
liquid helium temperature (around 4.22 K), and a buffer level of liquid helium has
built up above the lambda plate (Label (6) in Figure 3.7 on page 65), the lambda valve
(Label (7) in Figure 3.7) is closed. At this point, cooling mostly happens downwards
across the copper wall of the inner bath pot to the saturated bath below it. As more
and more helium cools below Tλ, the lambda front moves upwards. The heater strip
facing downwards has its contact surface a little below the reference probe height in
the bath, and is touched by superfluid helium before the reference probe. Then it takes
another 3 to 3.5 seconds before the upwards facing heater is covered with superfluid
helium.

Seeing that the transition happens at different times, but still essentially at the
same rate between the downwards and upwards facing heater sensors is clear evidence
that the predominant cooling path of the Cernox® sensors is that through the helium
cooled heater surface. If it was through the bottom of the PEEK, the upwards facing
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sensors would have started their transition together with the downwards facing ones,
since the superfluid reaches the bottoms of both PEEK plates at the same time, and
it would be more smeared out as slower heat transfer through the PEEK acted on the
sensor location.
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Figure 4.12: Highlight of temperature behaviour during the ten seconds around the lambda
transition (from above) in the open bath configuration.

Lambda transition in closed channel Figure 4.13 shows the 25 seconds around
the lambda transition of the helium bath during cooldown before the closed channel
measurement campaign. In the open bath, it takes between 3 and 4 seconds for all
sensors to transition, while in the closed channel it takes about 11. The closed channel
environment is much more complicated than the open bath one, mostly because there
are two relevant cooling paths of the sensors, with a transition from one to the other
during the time–window plotted. Once the helium is superfluid He II, the channel
provides ample cooling power, and the cooling path becomes the same as in the open
bath; the short bit of steel, varnish, and sapphire. For as long as the helium remains
normal–fluid He I, however, cooling happens mostly through the PEEK. Furthermore,
in the closed channel, the cooled bottom of the channel sensors lie 20 mm higher in
the bath than the cooled bottom of the heater sensors. In the open bath, the height
difference associated with heater orientation is the determining factor for when a sensor
sees the lambda transition. In the closed channel, however, it is the distance from the
edges of the channel that most reliably predicts when a sensor sees the transition.

The first sensors to see the sharp drop characteristic of the superfluid transition
are H-2 and C-2 . They face each other, on the left side of the channel. The next
sensor is C+2 . That there is a small difference in time between when channel sensors
on opposite sides of the channel see the transition could be an indication that the
pin–holes are not exactly identical. Next comes C-1 and H-1 . The expected next set
of sensors would be the +1 ’s, but instead HM and CM transition, while H+1 and C+1
transition just a little later. So, from the edges of the channel, the superfluid/normal–
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fluid interface propagates inwards, and it takes about ten seconds to cross the 75 mm
to reach the middle of the channel. However, for some reason, the propagation is
slower from the right side of the channel, needing about ten seconds to cross only a
quarter the length of the channel. If this process is dominated by heat transfer to
the outside bath, an explanation could be that the right–side pin–hole is somewhat
smaller than the left–side one. Since the temperature obviously drops markedly at the
transition, energy transfer is an important part of it.

Note also that the linear region of temperature decay just prior to the transition
lasts longer the further into the channel the sensors are, and it starts around the same
time. The linear drop in temperature could stem from cooling across the PEEK; if
the lambda surface in the bath rises faster than the lambda front propagates down the
channel, there could be sufficient time to see the drop in bath temperature propagate
along the PEEK. The three smooth curves x·kPEEK denote simulations of the mate-
rial stack like the one used to determine the temperature calibration offset at higher
temperatures due to the 13.82 mm of PEEK between the bath and the sensors. The
factor in front is applied to the standard thermal conductivity value of PEEK. The
simulations use the black reference probe data as its boundary condition at the bot-
tom of the PEEK, and do not include any transition from bottom–of–PEEK cooling
to channel cooling at the lambda transition. For illustration purposes the simulated
curves have been shifted in time and temperature to match the start of the downwards
slope in the data of H+1 .
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Figure 4.13: Highlight of temperature behaviour during the 25 seconds around the lambda
transition (from above) in the closed channel configuration. The plot includes simulations of
the material stack of 50 µm of steel, 35 µm of GE 7031 varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, and
13.82 mm of PEEK. The bottom of the PEEK is clamped to the bath temperature, while the
heater surface is insulated. Note that the simulation results have been adjusted in time and
temperature to match the start of the linear region in the H+1 curve for easier comparison.

In both the open bath and the closed channel plots, there is a sharp temperature
drop to Tλ, which first appears strange, since there is no latent heat associated with the
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lambda transition. However, as noted in Section 2.4.3 on page 30, helium around and
below Tλ is a strongly interacting system, where the phase transition is not actually
sharp like it is in the case of superconductors, for instance. Looking at Figure 4.13
it is apparent that the peak in heat capacity happens long after the sharp drop in
temperature; the peak is seen where the reference probe has the smallest temperature
gradient, around t = 87 s. So, what is happening is that the super–heat–conductivity
of He II manifests itself a little before the phase transition itself. The He I just above
the upwards–moving lambda surface gains the large thermal conductivity of He II,
and thus temperature nearly instantly equilibrates across the helium volume. The
same thing happens in the open bath, of course, but the time–resolution of the plot
isn’t quite as good, and the cooling rate was higher than for the closed channel case,
making it hard to notice the heat capacity peak clue.

4.5.2 Open Bath Step Heating
Figure 4.14 shows the complete measurement during a step in applied heating power
density in the open bath configuration. The sensor temperature data is taken from the
same test shown in Figure 3.23a after calibration and capacitive compensation, while
the bath temperature data is that shown in Figure 3.26a. The applied heating power
density is the heater voltage shown in Figure 3.14a, after median and Butterworth
(low–pass) filtering, then converted from measured voltage to applied heating power
density through Equation (3.2) on page 63. Recall that Equation (3.2) does not
account for the small heat loss to the back of the sample, which tends to be on the
order of 2 to 3%.

Note that the temperature curves show sensor temperatures, not heater surface
temperatures. The transient heater surface temperatures must be modelled (as de-
scribed in Chapter 5). Results of such modelling are shown in Paper [1] for open bath
step heating.

One clear feature of the plot is that U-2 behaves erratically, compared to the
other seven sensors. For measurements where all sensor temperatures stay below
about 3.5 to 4 K, U-2 behaves in line with the other seven on the longer time–
scales, rather than displaying the bulge seen around 2000 ms into the measurement.
On the fast time–scale, though, the sensor still behaves as seen in the figure insert.
These observations lead to using Bottom Plate 2 (the downwards facing plate) for
closed channel measurements, as mentioned briefly in Section 3.3.2 on page 83. The
reason for this bulging behaviour is unclear. However, from a previous design attempt
of the experiment, similar erratic behaviour was seen, and after extensive 3D x–ray
tomography it was concluded that the old design suffered from connected voids and
channels that allowed helium from the bath to be in some level of contact with the
sensors. For analysis of results presented herein, U-2 is considered broken, and its
measurements will be disregarded (also in the region where the long time–scale data
does not display the bulge).

The oscillatory behaviour of Pheater was discussed in relation to Figure 3.14a, and
stems from the power supply not being able to deliver a clean step in current.

Due to the considerable amount of heat transferred into the He II bath, its temper-
ature rises slightly over the course of the measurement, from 1.899 K at t0 to 1.916 K
at tend.
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Figure 4.14: Temperature measurement after calibration of voltage signals from Figure 3.23a,
with capacitive compensation. Also included is the bath temperature from Figure 3.26a, and
the heater voltage from Figure 3.14a, after smoothing, converted to applied heating power
density according to Equation (3.2). For clarity, only Heater Strip 1 is shown, since the two
curves have the same shape, with only a small difference in amplitude. The insert highlights
the first 5 ms of the transient. Note that the insert shows time in units of milliseconds.

4.5.3 Closed Channel Step Heating
Figure 4.15 shows the complete measurement during a step in applied heating power
density in the closed channel configuration. The sensor temperature data is that
shown in Figure 3.23b, after calibration and capacitive compensation, while the bath
temperature data is that shown in Figure 3.26b. The applied heating power density
is the heater voltage shown in Figure 3.14b, after median and low–pass filtering, then
converted from voltage to applied heating power density through Equation (3.2).

A clear difference between this closed channel step response and the open bath
step response, looking at the long time–scale behaviour, is that in the closed channel,
the steady state takes much longer to establish itself. Looking at the insert, however,
it is clear that the initial rise has similar characteristics to the open bath step. This is
due to the long time–scale step response in the closed channel is ultimately dominated
by heat transfer out of the confined helium across one or more layers of solids, such
as PEEK or Eccobond®. There is also the weak cooling through the pin–holes.

4.5.4 Fast–Pulse Heating
Figure 4.16 shows the complete measurement during a fast pulse in applied heating
power density in the closed channel configuration. The sensor temperature data is
that shown in Figure 3.24a, after calibration and capacitive compensation; the bath
temperature data was not previously shown as it remains constant during the entire
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Figure 4.15: Temperature measurement after calibration of voltage signals from Figure 3.23b,
with capacitive compensation. Also included is the bath temperature from Figure 3.26b, and
the heater voltage from Figure 3.14b, after smoothing, converted to applied heating power
density according to Equation (3.2). The insert highlights the first 25 ms of the transient.
Note that the insert shows time in units of milliseconds.

measurement, but the data is collected in the same file as the sensor voltages. The
applied heating power density is the heater voltage shown in Figure 3.15a, after filter-
ing, then converted from voltage to applied heating power density through Equation
(3.2). The filtering for fast–pulse heater voltages is a little different than the one for
steps; the base is a median filter with a narrow window, but around the voltage peak,
a high–cutoff Butterworth filter is used to smooth the signal.

The applied heating is over within 1 ms, while within 5 ms the heater and helium
temperatures have equalised, and then follows 100 ms of slow heat transfer through the
various cooling paths, eventually bringing the channel back to its initial temperature.

The peak applied heating power density for fast pulses are comparable to the open
bath steps, though, of course, the fast pulses deliver much less energy in total to the
system. The highest peak fast pulse heating power tested is about 120 kW m−2.

4.5.5 Slow–Pulse Heating
Figure 4.17 shows the complete measurement during a fast pulse in applied heating
power density in the closed channel configuration. The sensor temperature data is
that shown in Figure 3.24b, after calibration and capacitive compensation; the bath
temperature data was not previously shown as it remains constant during the entire
measurement. The applied heating power density is the heater voltage shown in Figure
3.15b, after smoothing, then converted from voltage to applied heating power density
through Equation (3.2). Smoothing of slow–pulse heater voltages does not rely on
filtering, but on fitting. As was seen in Figure 3.15b, a least–squares fit of the RLC
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Figure 4.16: Temperature measurement after calibration of voltage signals from Figure
3.24a, with capacitive compensation. Also included heater voltage from Figure 3.15a, after
smoothing, converted to applied heating power density according to Equation (3.2). The
insert highlights the first 5 ms of the transient.

model in Appendix A works well to capture the temperature evolution of the voltage
signal.

The first, obvious feature is that C-1 appears to lag the other sensors. The
behaviour looks as if the sensor somehow has a much higher heat capacity than the
others. In fact, from an earlier design of this same experiment it was found by x–ray
tomography that the region right around the sensors in the old setup had voids that
were in contact with the helium bath. This made the local effective heat capacity of the
sensors much higher, because they were exposed to small helium reservoirs that slowed
their temperature rise. The transient results from the old setup look qualitatively
similar to the curves seen for C-1 , and it is concluded that the sensor is exposed to a
parasitic reservoir of helium despite the improved design and mounting technique as
compared with the old setup. For this reason, the sensor will be disregarded from the
analysis presented in Paper [2].

Looking at the peak temperatures, they are quite similar to the closed channel
step in Figure 4.15, and the transient up to the peak share qualitative features with
the step heating as well, though the initial rise during a step in applied power is an
order of magnitude faster. The heater temperatures during the slow pulse rise to a
point after about 10 ms where the slope slackens markedly, while the helium heats
up more evenly. For the step, there was an equilibrium warming state for the applied
130 W m−2 heating power density where helium and heater remains at a relatively
fixed temperature difference. For the slow pulse, where the heating power density is
never steady, there is no such fixed temperature difference state.
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Figure 4.17: Temperature measurement after calibration of voltage signals from Figure
3.24b, with capacitive compensation. Also included heater voltage from Figure 3.15b, after
smoothing, converted to applied heating power density according to Equation (3.2). The
insert highlights the first 50 ms of the transient.
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Numerical Modelling
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Numerical modelling is an integral part of the interpretation of measurements, and
this chapter lays out the approach to steady state and time–dependent simulations
of heat transfer to and in helium. The chapter is detailed, explaining all steps
taken to obtain simulation results, including the numerical implementation itself.
This way, the barrier someone continuing this work needs to overcome is as low
as possible.

The chapter is divided into two main parts; Section 1 detailing heat transfer
in the heater side of the setup, and Section 2 pertaining to heat transfer within
the helium channel.

5.1 Material Stack with Heater Strip
The one–dimensional heat equation, taking account of temperature dependent material
properties, is,

Cp(x, T )∂T
∂t

= ∂

∂x

ß
k(x, T )∂T

∂x

™
+ P (x, t), (5.1)

where,
T (x, t): Temperature at location x and time t [K]

Cp(x, T ): Volumetric heat capacity [J m−3 K−1]
k(x, T ): Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
P (x, t): Heat generation at location x and time t [W m−3]

The temperature dependent material parameters are discussed in Section 3.4 on
page 95.

Figure 5.1 schematically represents the chain of materials making up the thermal
path between the helium cooled surface of the stainless steel heater, down through
the steel itself, the varnish holding the Cernox® sensor in place, the sapphire substrate
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making up the brunt of the sensor, the silver filled epoxy used to attach the copper
sensor leads, and, finally, the sensor leads themselves, with the Eccobond® sheath.
The standard thicknesses used in simulations are indicated in the figure.

Surface
cooling

to helium

Fixed
temp.

to bath
Heater
50 µm

Varnish
35 µm

Cernox®

sapphire
200 µm

Silver
epoxy
20 µm

Eccobond® sheathed
copper leads

20 mm

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the chain of materials (and their default thickness
in simulation) going from the helium cooled surface of the heater strip on the left, through
50 µm of stainless steel, 35 µm of GE Varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, 20 µm of silver filled epoxy,
and 20 mm of Eccobond® sheathed copper.

The simulated domain, represented by a chain of nodes, is shown in Figure 5.2.
The first NH nodes are those representing the stainless steel heater strip. The following
NV nodes are those of the GE Varnish. The nodes after these (indicated by dots in
the figure) are NS nodes for the Sapphire sensor substrate, NE nodes for the silver
filled Epoxy, and finally, NL nodes for the sensor leads.

QCooling
i=0 i=1 NH−2 NH−1 NH NH+1 NH+

NV−1
N−1

TBath

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the chain of nodes making up the simulated domain
from the helium cooled top surface of the heater strip on the left side, to the backside of
the sample on the right side. The red arrow on the left side indicates the action of a Neu-
mann boundary condition describing the helium surface cooling heat flux. The blue grounding
symbol on the right side indicates the action of a Dirichlet boundary condition representing
the assumption that the last node of the simulated domain is kept at the temperature of the
external helium bath. NH is the number of nodes in the Heater part of the domain, NV is the
number of nodes in the Varnish part of the domain, and N is the total number of nodes in the
domain.

Boundary Conditions: The two boundary conditions for the heat equation (Equa-
tion (5.1)) are;

1. The Dirichlet boundary at the right end of the simulated domain, being the
far end of the sensor leads, with temperature fixed to the bath temperature,
indicated with dark blue in figures 5.1 and 5.2;

2. The Neumann boundary at the left end of the simulated domain, being the
helium cooled surface of the stainless steel heater strip, with the cooling flux
from stainless steel to helium, indicated with red in figures 5.1 and 5.2.

The two conditions are formulated mathematically as,

T (x = L, t) = TBath(t), (5.2)
∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= QCooling(t)
ksteel(0, T (0, t)) , (5.3)
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where L is the total length of the material stack, TBath(t) is the time–dependent
temperature of the He II bath, QCooling(t) is a function giving the heat flux from
the stainless steel heater surface to the helium touching it, and ksteel(0, T (0, t)) is the
thermal conductivity of steel at the temperature of the heater surface.

The QCooling function is usually taken as the Kapitza model from Equation (2.28)
on page 21, which depends on the temperature at the surface of the steel and the
temperature of the helium far from the heater. In cases where heat transfer regime
changes occur, such as the onset of film boiling, QCooling changes accordingly, but the
boundary condition implementation is otherwise the same.

Discretisation: Discretised versions of equations (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) are neces-
sary. The domain is one–dimensional in both time and space, with grid points;

xi = i ·∆x, for i ∈ [0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1] (5.4)
tn = n ·∆t, for n ∈ [0, 1, 2, . . .] (5.5)

On this grid we have,
T (xi, tn) = Tni . (5.6)

To account for there being several material interfaces in the simulation, and the
material parameters being temperature dependent, a method of looking at the Fourier
heat transfer law as if it is applied to the midpoint between two spatial nodes is used.
The approach is to take the thermal conductivity at node i as the average of the
thermal conductivities of node i and that of the forward or backward node:

κi+1/2 = 1
2(ki+1 + ki)

κi−1/2 = 1
2(ki−1 + ki)

(5.7)

Note that the material properties do not depend on time, only on the time–
dependent temperature as it varies in space along the material stack.

Central differences are used to discretise the partial derivatives on the right hand
side of the heat equation, leading to a Crank–Nicolson scheme;

∂

∂x

ß
k
∂T

∂x

™∣∣∣∣
xi,tn

= ∂

∂x

ß
k(xi, Tni )∂T (xi, tn)

∂x

™

' 1
2∆x2

[
κi+1/2

(
Tn+1
i+1 − Tn+1

i

)
− κi−1/2

(
Tn+1
i − Tn+1

i−1
)]

+ 1
2∆x2

[
κi+1/2

(
Tni+1 − Tni

)
− κi−1/2

(
Tni − Tni−1

)]
(5.8)

Note that material parameters are taken only at time step n, not n+ 1.
For the left hand side of the heat equation, a forward difference in time is used;

Cp
∂T

∂t

∣∣∣∣
xi,tn

= Cp(xi, T (xi, tn))∂T (xi, tn)
∂t

' Ci
Tn+1
i − Tni

∆t

(5.9)
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The source term on the right hand side will be the average power dissipation of
the current and next time steps, based on the voltage across the entire heater strip;

P (xi, tn) = (V n
i )2 + (V n+1

i )2

2RHvH
, (5.10)

where RH is the electrical resistance of the heater strip, and vH is the volume of the
heater strip.

The power input is assumed homogeneous inside the entire stainless steel domain,
meaning that all Vi within the steel are identical for a given time step, while all those
outside the steel are zero.

Equation (5.9) equals the sum of equations (5.8) and (5.10), and after collecting the
forwards–in–time and current–in–time terms on either side of the resulting discretised
equation gives the numerical scheme;

− δκi−1/2
Ci

Tn+1
i−1 +

ï
1 + δ

1
Ci

(
κi−1/2 + κi+1/2

)ò
Tn+1
i − δκi+1/2

Ci
Tn+1
i+1 −

∆t
Ci

(V n+1
i )2

2Rsvs

= δ
κi−1/2
Ci

Tni−1 +
ï
1− δ 1

Ci

(
κi−1/2 + κi+1/2

)ò
Tni + δ

κi+1/2
Ci

Tni+1 + ∆t
Ci

(V n
i )2

2Rsvs
,

(5.11)

where δ = ∆t/2∆x2 and Ci = Cp(xi, Tni )
By defining a temperature vector of the entire material stack at time–step n,

Tn =
[
Tn0 , T

n
1 , . . . T

n
N−1

]ᵀ (5.12)

Equation (5.11) is written as a matrix equation;

LTn+1 = RTn + Pn

⇒ Tn+1 = L−1 [RTn + Pn] (5.13)

where,

L =




L0,0 L0,1 0 · · · 0
−X−1 1+D1 −X+

1
0 −X−2 1+D2 −X+

2
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
... −X−i 1+Di −X+

i

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
−X−N−2 1+DN−2 −X+

N−2
0 · · · 0 LN−1,N−2 LN−1,N−1




, (5.14)
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R =




R0,0 R0,1 0 · · · 0
X−1 1−D1 X+

1
0 X−2 1−D2 X+

2
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
... X−i 1−Di X+

i

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
X−N−2 1−DN−2 X+

N−2
0 · · · 0 RN−1,N−2 RN−1,N−1




, (5.15)

and

Pn =
ï1

2
(
Qn0 +Qn+1

0
)
,

1
2
(
Qn1 +Qn+1

1
)
, . . . ,

1
2
(
QnN−1 +Qn+1

N−1
)òᵀ

(5.16)

where,

X+
i = δ

κi+1/2
Ci

(5.17)

X−i = δ
κi−1/2
Ci

(5.18)

Di = δ
1
Ci

(κi−1/2 +κi+1/2) (5.19)

Qni = ∆t(V n
i )2

CiRHvH
(5.20)

The last step is to determine how the boundary conditions influence L and R.
The clamped temperature at the right end of the stack, ensuring Tn+1

N−1 = TnN−1 =
TBath(tn), is straightforward;

LN−1,N−2 = RN−1,N−2 = 0,
LN−1,N−1 = RN−1,N−1 = 1.

(5.21)

The heat flux condition on the left end of the material stack, used to account
for cooling of the stainless steel heater strip, needs the “ghost point” Tn−1, outside the
simulated domain. It is introduced to facilitate the use of a central difference of second
order accuracy to maintain the second order accuracy of the rest of the Crank–Nicolson
scheme;

∂T (x, t)
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0
' Tn1 −Tn−1

2∆x = QCooling
k0

(5.22)

where k0 is the thermal conductivity of stainless steel at the temperature of the bound-
ary grid point. For convenience, in the following, QCooling is taken to be the Kapitza
model; QKap = aKap [(Tn0 )nKap − (TnBath)nKap ].

So, at the boundary point, where i = 0, using this ghost point;

Tn−1 = Tn1 −
2∆xQKap

k0
, (5.23)
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and the numerical scheme (Equation (5.11)) becomes;

− δκ0−1/2
C0

Tn+1
−1 +

ï
1 + δ

1
C0

(
κ0−1/2 +κ0+1/2

)ò
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Tn+1
1
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Tn−1 +
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1− δ 1
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)ò
Tn0 + δ
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2
(
Qn0 +Qn+1

0
)
.

(5.24)

Using the temperature in the ghost point (Equation (5.23)) gives,

− δκ0−1/2
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ò
+
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leading to,
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2∆x
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(5.26)

The thermal conductivity κ0−1/2 = 1
2(k0 + k−1) is found by taking k−1 = k1, as

suggested by the Neumann boundary condition; κ0−1/2 = 1
2(k0 + k1).

This gives;

L0,0 = 1 + δ
1
C0

(
κ0−1/2 +κ0+1/2

)
(5.27)

L0,1 = −δ 1
C0

(
κ0−1/2 +κ0+1/2

)
(5.28)

R0,0 = 1− δ 1
C0

(
κ0−1/2 +κ0+1/2

)
(5.29)

R0,1 = δ
1
C0

(
κ0−1/2 +κ0+1/2

)
(5.30)

Pn0 = 1
2
(
Qn0 +Qn+1

0
)
− 2 δ

C0
κ0−1/2

2∆x
k0

QKap. (5.31)

Testing the Formulation

In order to keep simulation times reasonable, adaptive time stepping is implemented.
The method is straightforward; simulations are started with some small ∆t, usually
0.1 µs. Then, if the change in heater surface temperature from the previous time step
is smaller than 50 µK, ∆t is increased by a factor 1.025. If the change in heater surface
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temperature from the previous time step is larger than 250 µK, ∆t is reduced by a
factor 0.95. Any time–steps that saw a reduction in ∆t are discarded. The spatial
discretisation length ∆x is usually taken as 1 µm. During a transient simulation ∆t
stabilises around between 0.5 and 1 µs during parts of the simulation where strong
heating is applied, then grows to between 2 and 5 µs for weaker heating. Note that
the adaptive time–stepping is only active starting at 50 µs into the simulation, since
the applied heating power density during certain tests takes some time to build up (in
particular the slow pulses). Until then, the initial ∆t is used.

Figure 5.3 shows the energy balance during a simulation where the source heating
is a the same step in applied heating power density as that seen in Figure 4.14 on
page 137. The applied heating power density is defined in Equation (3.2) on page 63.
The various curves are the cumulative sums across time of the energy flow associated
with each individual time step, for a particular region in or aspect of the simulation;
Source heat The volumetric heating power in the heater strip multiplied by ∆t

and the total heater strip volume.
Surface cooling The heat flux calculated by the Kapitza expression, multiplied by

∆t and the surface area of the heater strip.
Stack to bath The heat flux going from the second–to–last to the last node on

the right side of the simulated domain, multiplied by ∆t and the
cross sectional area of the sensor leads. This represents the energy
that leaks into the bath.

In stack Energy contained within all the materials in the stack, according
to the heat capacity and volume of each part.

Stack, sum The sum of Surface cooling , Stack to bath , and In stack .
Stack, sum should, of course, equal the input energy, dotted grey curve should

be on top of the blue. The trade–off between simulation time and accuracy means
some numerical error is expected. After 10 ms, the energy accounted for within the
simulation domain is about 2.4% less than the energy input.

A similar simulation, but with ∆t fixed at 0.02 µs for the entire simulation, and
∆x = 0.2 µm gives an energy discrepancy of just 0.45%. Note, this is not a statement
about whether or not the simulations accurately reproduce measured results; it just
means the numerical formulation, as it is implemented, has an acceptable numerical
consistency when looking at the estimated energy balance. The error is tied to the
spatial discretisation, not the time–stepping; running with ∆x = 0.2 µm but allowing
adaptive time–stepping, with ∆t stabilising around 0.2 µs, gives an energy discrepancy
around 0.46%.

Finally, a simulation just like that in Figure 5.3, meaning ∆t starting at 0.1 µs,
∆x = 1 µm, and adaptive time–stepping, but with no Kapitza cooling applied at the
heater surface, sees an energy discrepancy of 0.8% after 10 ms, which means that
the main contribution to numerical error comes from the cooling boundary condition,
and not from the approach of using thermal conductivity between grid–points (see
Equation (5.7)).
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Figure 5.3: Energy balance during a simulation of the material stack submerged in an open
helium bath at 1.9 K, experiencing a step in applied heating power density up to around
20 kW m−2 (using the same curve as seen in Figure 4.14 on page 137). The simulation was
run with ∆x = 1 µm, and adaptive time steps starting at 0.1 µs. All material lengths are
standard: Lheater = 50 µm, Lvarnish = 35 µm, Lsapphire = 200 µm, LEPO–TEK = 20 µm, and
Lleads = 20 mm.

5.1.1 Steady State
For steps in applied heating power density, after some time, a steady state is reached,
where the heat transfer from the heater surface to the helium bath and the temperature
profile within the material stack no longer change.

Starting with Equation (5.1), and using that at steady state ∂T/∂t = 0;

∂

∂x

ß
k(x, T )∂T

∂x

™
= −P (x, t). (5.32)

The numerical scheme, simplified now that there is no time dependence, becomes;

1
∆x2

[
κi+1/2 (Ti+1−Ti)−κi−1/2 (Ti−Ti−1)

]
= −Pi. (5.33)

At first glance, it may seem that the boundary conditions should be the same as
those used for the transient solution; at node i = 0 there is a prescribed heat flux
from the Kapitza expression, while at node i = N − 1 the temperature is kept at
the bulk bath temperature. This, however, does not work in steady state. There will,
necessarily, be some small heat flux flowing through the back of the sample to the bulk
bath. The steady state solution represents the transient heat equation after infinite
time, so any imbalance between the sum of Kapitza heat flux at the heater surface
and energy drained to the bath from the back and the energy supplied by the power
source will mean an infinite amount of energy is either drained or stored in the system.

This leads to the steady state surface temperature reconstruction method discussed
in Section 4.4.1 on page 122; fix the temperature at both ends of the simulation domain
and, using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm implemented in the Python package
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lmfit, make successive guesses at the heater surface temperature, with the criterion
being that the simulated temperature at the location of the sensor must be equal to
the steady state measured temperature of the sensor.

The matrix equation to solve is straightforward;

LT = −∆x2P
⇒ T = −∆x2L−1P, (5.34)

where T = [T0, T1, . . . TN−1]ᵀ as for the time–dependent formulation,

L =




1 0 0 · · · 0
X−1 D1 X+

1
0 X−2 D2 X+

2
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
... X−i Di X+

i

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
X−N−2 DN−2 X+

N−2
0 · · · 0 0 1




, (5.35)

and,
P = [Q0, Q1, . . . , QN−1]ᵀ , (5.36)

with,

X−i = κi−1/2 (5.37)
X+
i = κi+1/2 (5.38)
Di = −(κi−1/2 +κi+1/2) (5.39)

Qi = (Vi)2

RHvH
. (5.40)

The transient simulations are run with Kapitza parameters that come from an
average of the fits to steady state open bath data (See Paper [1]). This means that a
particular transient simulation will not exactly converge to a particular steady state
temperature distribution, since it isn’t possible to get Kapitza fit parameters for only
a single measurement point. However, some comparisons can still be made.

Figure 5.4 shows in grey the steady state profiles found using the heater surface
temperature reconstruction method described in Section 4.4.1 on page 122, which uses
the steady state solution described above. The coloured curves are the temperature
distributions at a few time steps during a transient simulation of the same measurement
(seen in Figure 4.14 on page 137). It shows that after just 100 ms (green curve), in
the region 0 < x < 295 µm, which covers the material stack up to the sensitive part of
the Cernox® sensor, the transient simulation has reached a temperature distribution
that is within 15 mK of the solution after 2 s (purple curve). The copper leads, with
the Eccobond® sheath, need more time to reach a steady state, being about 35 mK
away after 100 ms. It is still clear, though, that the transient simulation approaches a
steady state that matches the solutions that come from solving the steady state heat
equation directly.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the simulated steady state temperature distribution from
the same measurement shown in Figure 4.14 on page 137 and the temperature distribution at
several time steps during a transient simulation of the measurement. The x–axis is linear up
to 50 µm, and logarithmic beyond. The steady state temperature distributions are shown in
grey, with one curve for each sensor.

5.2 Helium in the Closed Channel Configuration
Modelling heat transfer in the helium is based on the modified heat equation shown
in Equation (2.60) on page 44, applied along a one–dimensional domain;

C(T )∂T
∂t

= ∂

∂x






−f−1(T ) 1∣∣∣ ∂∂xT

∣∣∣
m−1




1/m

∂

∂x
T




, (5.41)

where C is the volumetric heat capacity of helium at constant volume (since the
channel has a fixed geometry during tests), f−1 is the turbulent helium thermal con-
ductivity function (see Section 2.4.5 on page 35), and m = 3.4.

With the exception of the effective thermal conductivity term in front of the inner
temperature gradient being more complicated than that in the regular heat equation
(Equation (5.1) on page 141), solving Equation (5.41) numerically is approached in
essentially the same way.

There are two subdomains considered for the helium after the channel is closed; the
main channel, plus the helium in the pin–holes at either end. The two are schematically
represented in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.6 shows the string of nodes that represent the channel helium and pin–
hole helium domains, with the simulated dimension parallel to the channel length. The
interface heat fluxes, QtoPinHole and QalongPinHole, between the two subdomains will be
described in the following. PKapitza represents the source/sink term that normally
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Figure 5.5: Side view of the length of the channel. Region (1): Eccobond through which the
pin holes to the bath are made; (2): PEEK plates; (3): Heater strip.
Length A: Thickness of heater strip = 50 µm; B: Channel depth = 120 µm; C: Pin hole
length = 4 mm; and D: Channel length = 150 mm. The red dotted line is the centre line of
the channel around which the left and right sides are symmetrical.

stems from the Kapitza heat flux across the heater–helium interface. For heat transfer
where a regime change takes place, the function changes accordingly.

T Ch
0 T Ch

N−1
T PH

0 T PH
1 T PH

M−1

QtoPinHole
QalongPinHole

PKapitza PKapitza[m]

Figure 5.6: Diagram of channel and pin–hole nodes, and how they interface. There are N
channel nodes, denoted by the “Ch” superscript, and M pin–hole nodes, denoted by the “PH”
superscript. From the temperature distribution in the pin–hole we find QalongPinHole, and
use this with the cross section of the pin–hole to determine QtoPinHole. PKapitza denotes the
volumetric heat flow into (or out of) the node from the heater strip. The index [m] indicates
that we use the pin–hole temperature at each node in the Kapitza expression.

5.2.1 Along the Closed Channel
The discretised version of Equation (5.41), including a volumetric heat source is;

Ci
Tn+1
i −Tni

∆t = 1
2∆x

ñ
Ai
Tn+1
i+1 −Tn+1

i

∆x −Bi
Tn+1
i −Tn+1

i−1
∆x

ô

+ 1
2∆x

ï
Ai
Tni+1−Tni

∆x −Bi
Tni −Tni−1

∆x

ò
+Pni ,

(5.42)

where Ci is the volumetric heat capacity at node i, Tni is the helium temperature at
node i and time step n, ∆x is the spatial step size along the length of the channel, Pni
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is a volumetric heat source/sink in that same node (called PKapitza in Figure 5.6),

Ai =
Ç

1
f
(1

2
[
Tni +Tni+1

])
å1/mÇ ∆x∣∣Tni+1−Tni

∣∣+ ε

å(m−1)/m

, (5.43)

and,

Bi =
Ç

1
f
(1

2
[
Tni +Tni−1

])
å1/mÇ ∆x∣∣Tni −Tni−1

∣∣+ ε

å(m−1)/m

, (5.44)

where, as before, f−1 is the thermal conductivity function of He II, and ε is a small
number, taken as 1 · 10−8, used to stabilise the simulation in regions/at times where
the thermal gradient is very small. Note that with respect to Figure 5.5, the simulated
dimension of the helium channel is perpendicular to the simulated dimension of the
material stack below it.

This leads to the following relationship between the previous and the next time
step;

−αiBiTn+1
i−1 + [1 +αi (Ai +Bi)]Tn+1

i −αiAiTn+1
i+1

= αiBiTni−1 + [1−αi (Ai +Bi)]Tni +αiAiTni+1 + γiP
n
i

(5.45)

where,
αi = ∆t

2∆x2Ci

γi = ∆t
Ci
.

(5.46)

This can be formulated as a matrix equation, using T = [T0, T1, . . . TN−1]ᵀ, where
the left hand side matrix corresponds to the (n+ 1)–terms in Equation (5.45), and the
right hand side matrix corresponds to the n–terms;

LTn+1 = RTn + Pn (5.47)
⇒ Tn+1 = L−1 [RTn + Pn] . (5.48)

The left and right hand side matrices are both tridiagonal matrices, structurally
identical to those for the one–dimensional material stack (equations (5.14) and (5.15)).

The left–most node in the simulated channel helium domain corresponds to the
middle of the channel (red dotted line in Figure 5.5), and the boundary condition
here is zero flux, based on the assumption that the sample is symmetrical, and that
therefore the middle of the channel must be the hottest point (if there is a gradient
at all). This boundary is handled identically to how the Kapitza heat flux node was
dealt with in the material stack simulation, just with zero heat flux at the boundary.

The right–most node in the simulated channel helium domain corresponds to the
end of the channel (the right side end of DimensionD in Figure 5.5). This is considered
the end of the channel since the pin hole means there is a discontinuous change in
cross section here. From this node, there is a cooling flux (to be discussed in detail in
Section 5.2.2) from the hot channel helium into the cooler pin–hole helium, and the
numerical implementation is like that for the Kapitza cooled node in the material stack
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simulation using a ghost node outside the domain. With a ghost node ighost = N ,
such that the boundary condition can be expressed numerically as TN = TN−2−
2∆xQtoPinHole/keff where keff = f−1(TN−1)/Q2

toPinHole [201, Eq. 5.19], the relationship
between the previous and the next time step becomes;

[1 +αN−1 (AN−1 +BN−1)]Tn+1
N−1−αN−1 [AN−1 +BN−1]Tn+1

N−2

= [1−αN−1 (AN−1 +BN−1)]TnN−1 +αN−1 [AN−1 +BN−1]TnN−2

+ 2 · 2∆xαN−1QtoPinHole
AN−1
keff

.

(5.49)

Finally, there is the volumetric heat input accounting for heat transfer into the
helium from the heater strip. Since the simulated dimension runs along the length of
the channel, there is no simulated dimension across which an interface between metal
and helium can exist, so the heat flux from the heater strip must be converted to an
equivalent volumetric heat source at each node in the simulation. This is simply,

Pin,i = γi
QKapitza
Lz

, (5.50)

where Lz is the depth of the channel (120 µm).

5.2.2 Pin–Hole Helium
The pin–hole helium is simulated in the same way as the channel helium. The differ-
ence is that the cross section is smaller (only relevant for the boundary condition at
the channel–to–pin hole node in the channel), and that the end points of the domain
have fixed temperatures, not defined heat fluxes. On the left side of the pin–hole,
which is touching the channel helium, the temperature is clamped to the temperature
of the right–most node of the channel domain. On the right side of the pin hole, which
is touching the external bath, the temperature is clamped to the bath temperature.

Figure 5.7 shows the channel and pin–hole nodes near the interface between the
subdomains. It illustrates how the boundary heat flux QtoPinHole in Equation (5.49)
is found. The thermal gradient from Node 0 to Node 1 in the pin–hole (blue nodes)
gives the heat flux flowing between the two nodes according to;

QalongPinHole =
ï
f−1
Å1

2 [TpH, 0 +TpH, 1]
ã
TpH, 0−TpH, 1

∆xpH

ò1/m
, (5.51)

where m = 3.4.
The heat flux QtoPinHole is this heat flux, adjusted for the ratio rpH to Ch of cross

sectional area between the pin–hole and the channel;

QtoPinHole = rpH to Ch QalongPinHole. (5.52)

From Section 3.2 and Figure 3.12 on page 69, this ratio is about 0.092, meaning that
the pin hole leaves about 9% of the channel cross section open to the bath.
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Figure 5.7: Rightmost nodes in the channel helium and leftmost nodes in the pin hole helium,
showing the interface between the two simulation domains.

As indicated in Figure 5.6, the pin–hole nodes also experience heating from the
heater strip. The heat input is found by using the heater surface temperature from the
material stack sub–simulation, and calculating a Kapitza heat flux using as reference
temperature the pin–hole temperature of each individual node. In the channel helium
this is not necessary, because, as it turns out, the pin–holes do not represent a large
enough cooling power to actually cause a gradient in the channel. Within the pin–hole,
however, there is, obviously, such a gradient, from the channel–temperature end to the
bath–temperature end.

Testing the Formulation

The three sub–domains of the combined material stack and helium domains have their
forward time steps calculated one after the other, with Code 5.1 outlining the steps.
The material stack temperature distribution is found first, and it is here the Kapitza
heat flux is calculated. To find the Kapitza heat flux, the temperature in the middle
of the helium channel is used as the reference temperature. In practice, which node is
used does not matter, because the thermal gradient along the channel towards the pin–
hole is small. The material stack step also depends on the external bath temperature,
since the sensor leads are fixed to the bath temperature. The new channel temperature
distribution is found next, using the Kapitza heat flux and pin–hole heat flux from the
previous time–step. Last is the pin–hole temperature distribution, using the Kapitza
heat flux, channel temperature at the interface node, and the bath temperature. In
the simulation, ∆xmaterialStack = 1 µm, ∆xchannel = 250 µm, ∆xpinHole = 100 µm, and
∆t starts at 0.1 µs.

Figure 5.8 shows the energy balance during a simulation that uses the applied
heating power density of the fast pulse back in Figure 4.16 on page 139.

The material stack sub–simulation shows the same qualitative energy–balance be-
haviour as in Figure 5.3; the sum of all energies associated with the stack is a little
below the energy developed in the heater strip (about 2%). Note that Sum, stack re-
mains essentially constant after the end of the fast pulse at around 1 ms, as is expected
when no more energy is supplied.

The curve Surface cooling represents the energy associated with heat transfer
away from the heater surface, and at the same time into the channel helium, so the
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Code 5.1: Pseudo code outlining the computational steps performed at each forward step in
time. BC denotes “boundary conditions”.

1 while t < t_end:
2 T_materialStack_NEW = timeStep_materialStack(
3 T_materialStack_OLD, BC=[ T_channel_OLD, T_bath(t) ]
4 )
5 T_channel_NEW = timeStep_channel(
6 T_channel_OLD, BC=[ P_Kapitza, Q_toPinHole ]
7 )
8 T_pinHole_NEW = timeStep_pinHole(
9 T_pinHole_OLD,

10 BC=[ P_Kapitza, T_channel_OLD[-1], T_bath(t) ]
11 )
12
13 t += ∆t
14
15 temperatureChanges = NEW - OLD
16
17 if temperatureChanges > limits_for_reduction
18 ∆t *= 0.95
19 if temperatureChanges > limits_for_increase:
20 ∆t *= 1.025

sum of energies associated with the two helium sub–simulation, Sum, helium , should
be equal to this. There is, of course, a discrepancy, on the order of 4%.

As can be seen, Surface cooling starts to fall slightly after about 7 ms. This is
because in the simulation, the heat flow backwards along the sensor leads effectively
outgrows the cooling of the pin–holes, and now the channel helium actually supplies
heat to the heater surface through the Kapitza expression. While it is expected that the
pin–holes themselves will not provide much cooling power, it is not actually true that
the cooling predominantly happens along the sensor leads. The slope of temperature
decay in the measured data is much steeper than that from these simulations. As
such, 7 ms becomes an estimated upper limit for when the model can reasonably be
considered to be valid. As is discussed in Paper [2], the time during which this very
simple model appears reliable is on the order of 5 ms.

Sum, helium , rather than decay like Surface cooling does, keeps slowly growing
after 7 ms. This is driven by PH to bath , which appears to be slightly overestimated
compared with the energy that actually leaves the channel helium. The source of
this numerical discrepancy is not clear. The choice of the small parameter ε influence
results a little; the default is ε = 10−8, and when increasing ε to 10−6, the discrepancy
grows slightly. Lowering it to 10−10 does not cause an appreciable change from the
default parameters. It also does not improve significantly after reducing the spatial
discretisation in both the channel and the pin–hole sub–domains by a factor 10. As
such, it could simply be that the formulation of the modified heat equation as it is
used here is not quite energy conservative. The impact of this error is small, and only
appears to matter on longer time–scales, at which point the simulation results start
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deviating from measured data on other grounds that the small numerical error from
over–estimation of pin–hole cooling in the model.
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Figure 5.8: Energy balance during a simulation of the material stack, helium channel, and
pin hole sub–simulations, all submerged within a bulk helium bath at 1.9 K, subject to the
applied heating power density seen in Figure 4.16.
Source heat , Surface cooling , In stack , Stack to bath , and Sum, stack represent the same en-
ergies as in Figure 5.3. Ch helium : energy contained in the channel helium (due to heat capac-
ity); PH helium : energy contained in the pin hole helium (due to heat capacity); PH to bath :
energy that flows from the end of the pin hole helium domain into the bulk bath; Sum, helium :
sum of helium related curves.

5.2.3 Heat Flow Across Channel Depth
In light of the pin–holes representing such a small cooling power, an obvious question is
how the simulation results might change when looking at heat flow across the 120 µm
channel depth, rather than along the length like has been discussed so far.

To implement this new simulation dimension only minor changes are needed; the
string of helium nodes now runs upwards from the heater surface, and at the surface
node a Neumann boundary condition accounts for the Kapitza heat flux into the
channel. At the top of the channel it is assumed no heat flows, considering the PEEK
as a perfect thermal insulator.

In node i = 0, the bottom of the channel, where helium is in contact with the
heater surface, a Neumann condition will give rise to a heat transfer balance that
looks exactly like Equation (5.49), just with QKapitza instead of QtoPinHole, since heat
comes from the heater surface. The sign is also flipped, defining heat flow as positive
into the helium domain. On the top of the channel, the zero–flux Neumann condition
gives a similar expression, but with QtoPinHole replaced by 0, since no heat is assumed
to flow out of the channel that way.

The resulting simulation does not significantly differ, in terms of temperature re-
sult, from the standard approach above, and show a similar energy balance discrepancy.
Since there is no pin–hole, the numerical error from the overestimation of pin–hole heat
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flux does not impact the simulation of heat across the channel. This alternative sim-
ulation serves to investigate a potential temperature gradient across the channel. No
such gradient is found for any applied heating power density, as discussed in Paper [2].





Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

The core question that first motivated the work described in this thesis is “How come
the LHC magnets survive UFO attacks much larger than expected?”

The electro–thermal models of LHC magnets used to predict how much energy
a UFO needed to deposit within its approximately 1 ms duration rely on the steady
state Kapitza heat transfer expression to describe the cooling heat flux that flows from
the cable strands to the He II that permeates all the tiny gaps and channels in the
cable. These models can correctly predict the thermal behaviour during heating events
that are over within a few microseconds or within several tens of milliseconds. But
somewhere in the range of one millisecond there are significant discrepancies between
the energy input from a beam loss event and the simulated temperature response of
the magnet. A test that intentionally provoked beam losses on the relevant time–scale
revealed that a consistent underestimation of the cooling capabilities of He II could
be to blame.

Only one thing about heat transfer to He II was held as absolutely certain at the
start of this work; in steady state, when exposed to an open bath of He II, heat transfer
from a heater to helium is described by the steady state Kapitza model.

A UFO event in an LHC magnet presents conditions far from the steady state
open bath situation; the UFO event lasts only a millisecond in total, and the He II is
confined to volumes of dimensions on the sub–millimetre scale.

The experimental work designed to investigate this begins with a validation of
the steady state open bath behaviour of the setup. With the steady–state results in
Paper [1] we confirm this. Next we look at the transient temperature response to steps
in applied heating power density, still in an open bath of He II. The transient results
in Paper [1] reveal that past the first millisecond after a step, the steady state Kapitza
model accurately captures the temperature response of the heater. During that first
millisecond, however, the measurements show a slower temperature rise than what a
simulation using the Kapitza model predicts.

To more accurately approximate the conditions relevant to LHC magnets, in Pa-
per [2] we confine the He II near the heater to a shallow channel. For slow heat pulses
that deliver peak power after 9 ms, the steady state Kapitza model accurately pre-
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dicts the heater response when using the measured channel helium temperature as the
reference in the Kapitza model. When we also simulate the channel helium, assuming
the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer regime is valid at all times, we still obtain agreement
between simulation and measurement during the first 5 ms after the start of a slow
pulse. However, for fast UFO–like heat pulses that deliver peak power after 100 µs
with total duration under 1 ms, the temperature rise is consistently slower than what
modelling predicts. This is qualitatively in line with the LHC observation of UFOs not
quenching magnets unless they deliver much more energy than what similar modelling
predicts is necessary. Importantly, we find that both the heater and helium tem-
perature responses are slower than expected, which points towards the steady state
Kapitza model not adequately accounting for the transient heat transfer from heater
to helium during millisecond time–scale heat pulses.

Outlook
What would I do differently, if given the chance to redesign the experiment? Or what
would I give as advice to someone trying to build on the findings presented here?

Any temperature measurement that deals with surface heat transfer to a coolant
will face the challenge of obtaining the heater surface temperature based on the sensor
data available. We have found good ways to account for the various materials that
separate the heater surface from the temperature sensors, but a design that requires
fewer steps and assumptions to get access to the sought–after heater surface temper-
ature is obviously preferable. Choosing a completely different heater material with
higher thermal conductivity could be helpful, but this would also raise different con-
siderations regarding the analysis. For instance, using a material for the heater strip
that allows temperature measurement based on the temperature dependent electrical
resistivity could be a good approach. A drawback with such a heater is that it would
give access only to the average temperature of the whole heater volume, which would
obscure possible temperature variations along its length. A thinner heater of the same
material might work, though this makes handling the heater strip more difficult, and
would likely introduce the need for some kind of heater strip substrate to improve
mechanical support.

The thickness of the varnish layer between the heater strip and the Cernox® sensors
proved to be an important factor in determining the Kapitza fit parameter uncertainty,
and it also plays an important part in the transient measurement response. While a
new design would still use the same varnish, which has material properties readily
available in literature, the ideal would be to do a complete three–dimensional x–ray
characterisation of the gap between heater and sensor.

In that vein, a general, not very quantitative remark about the assembly procedure
is that the Cernox® sensors are more robust than they appear. It certainly does not
take much to detach a sensor lead or scratch the region near the temperature sensitive
zirconium oxynitride film, but they can withstand evenly distributed pressure quite
well. When attaching them to the heater strip, it would have been fine to press them
more firmly against the heater strip than what I did. The advice would be to use
something like a toothpick and press down evenly on both lead attachment beads.
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The goal would, of course, be to make the varnish layer as thin as possible after the
varnish cures.

Although the capacitive compensation method is very successful in obtaining the
instantaneous sensor temperature, it would clearly be better to not need the compen-
sation step at all. It is not clear what change would solve this however. Reducing the
filtering capacitor would significantly increase the noise level of the output current,
which could just end up trading one problem for another; random signal noise could
obscure the true signal to a greater extent than the capacitive response that at least
can be compensated. At the very least it is clear a rigorous characterisation of the
transient response of the current sources would be necessary before a new experiment.

One of our key conclusions is that the steady state Kapitza model works well
for heating pulses with peak power delivery after around 10 ms, but stops being valid
during heating that peaks after 100 µs. A new experiment should obviously try heating
pulses that peak somewhere within this range, around 1 ms.

As seen in the closed channel measurements, after around 5 ms, it appears that
parasitic cooling effects acting on the helium in the enclosed channel start to play a
significant part in determining the temperature evolution in the channel. The first
suggested explanation for this is that since two separate plates are pressed together
to form the channel, some He II can surely enter part of the crack that necessarily
remains. It should be possible to apply an amount of vacuum grease on the bottom
plate that, after closing and tightening, gets squeezed very close to the channel edge
without actually pouring into it. This grease would fill in at least some of the crack,
reducing the stray volumes of He II.

It is a great regret of mine that the pressure sensors in the channel did not turn out
to work as well as expected. This is no fault of the sensors themselves; a channel as
small as the one used here would always make self–heating of these probes a challenge,
but for a new experiment it could be worth looking more into how these pressure
sensors would need to be operated so as to give useful data even at limited excitation
current.

During the two main measurement campaigns I became too focused on making step
measurements, losing track of the real motivation behind the project; having pulsed
heating data from the open bath would have been good, but more importantly, having
pulsed heating data at several bath temperatures in the closed channel configuration
would have given a more complete picture of the behaviour for heating strong enough
to approach Tλ in the channel.

Finally, for a new experiment it would be useful to run tests also for bath tem-
peratures above Tλ in the liquid He I region in order to help narrow down potential
explanations for the observed behaviour. The double bath cryostat used for tests is
not really regulated above Tλ but with patience, it would be possible to have a some-
what well–defined initial state, at least for the fast pulses which deposit very little
total energy in the bath.





Appendix A

RLC Circuits

Figure A.1 shows a simple RLC series circuit. Such a circuit will display of of
three characteristic responses; over–damped, critically damped, or under–damped re-
sponse [202, Sec. 8.3].
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Figure A.1: Simplified series RLC circuit used to generate pulses for the experiment. The
“Heater strip(s)” block represents either one or two heater strips, depending on whether the
open bath or closed channel experimental configuration is used.

When the switch is flipped from the position where the capacitor, C, is charged
by the voltage source, to a voltage V0, to the position where the discharge through
the rest of the circuit is possible, an expression for the current that flows, in series,
through all the circuit elements is given as:

I(t) = Aes1t +Bes2t, (A.1)

where A, B, s1, and s2 are (generally) complex numbers. Furthermore, by defining
three parameters, α, the attenuation, ω0, the undamped natural frequency, and ζ, the
damping factor, as such,
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Boundary conditions The two boundary conditions applied to the circuit are (1),
no current flows in the RLC branch at the start (t = 0) of the discharge, and (2), at
the start of the discharge, all voltage falls across the inductor;

I(t = 0−) = 0 (A.4)
VL(t = 0+) = V0 (A.5)

Over–damped circuit response The damping factor of such a circuit is larger
than one, meaning that in Equation (A.3), the two factors that go into the exponentials
in Equation (A.1) on the previous page are purely real.

Boundary condition (A.4) means that B = −A, so that,

I(t) = A
(
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)
. (A.6)

Boundary condition (A.5) means that L dI/dt = V0, so that,
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With this inserted into Equation (A.6), the current flowing in the circuit during
the discharge is given as,
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Under–damped circuit response Now the damping factor is smaller than one,
physically interpreted as such: the attenuation in the circuit is not strong enough
to dampen the natural oscillation of energy between the capacitor and the inductor
before at least one oscillation is completed.

With the damping factor smaller than one, the coefficients in Equation (A.3) are
complex, but otherwise, the derivation from the previous paragraph follow the same
steps, based on the boundary conditions.

Boundary condition (A.4) means that B = −A, so that,

I(t) = A
(
es1t− es2t

)
. (A.9)

Boundary condition (A.5) means that L dI/dt = V0, so that,
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With this inserted into Equation (A.9), the current flowing in the circuit during
the discharge is given as,
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Critically damped circuit response When solving the under and over–damped
circuit, it was assumed that the system behaved as a second order one. If, however, the
attenuation is exactly equal to the natural frequency of the circuit (α = ω0), Equation
(A.3) says that s1 and s2 are equal, in turn meaning that, given the boundary condition
of zero initial current, Equation (A.1) will be constantly equal to zero. The crux here is
that the circuit now must be solved as a first order system. Without further derivation,
the current flowing in the circuit will be,

I(t) = V0
L
teαt. (A.12)

This particular solution is not in itself very useful, because the circuit is easily
chosen to avoid this, and, given that these analytic expressions will be used in computer
simulations to aid in the experimental design, it is very unlikely for the condition of
the damping factor being equal to one to be fulfilled.

Resulting Pulse Shapes Figure A.2 shows the effect of the dampening factor ζ on
the shape of the RLC discharge pulse. With appropriately chosen circuit elements, an
acceptable approximation to the asymmetric Gaussian profile is possible.
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Figure A.2: Current vs time during the discharging of a capacitor through an inductor and
a resistance (in series), where ζ is the damping factor from Equation (A.2) [203].

A.1 RLC Circuit for Pulse Generation
Figure A.1 assumes all elements in the circuit behave as ideal lumped elements, where
R accounts for all resistances that are not the “Heater strip(s)” resistance. In Section
3.1.2 on page 62, Figure 3.5 on page 64 shows the full circuit.

For a measurement where the applied heating power density is a pulse, be it fast
or slow, the capacitor C is charged to some voltage V0, with the switch turned to the
source. To apply the heating, the switch is flipped. The current in the C–R–L–“Heater
strip(s)” circuit now follows the relationship given in Equation (A.1).

Figure A.3 shows the effect of varying the capacitance value C and the discharge
resistance value R. Note that the total discharge resistance in the real circuit is
the sum of Rpulse and Rstrip (the resistance of the heater strip(s)). In the simple
simulations shown here, the total circuit resistance is taken as indicated in the figure
legend/caption. The curves are generated by using the analytical model above.

For measurements driven by fast RLC pulses, the chosen capacitance, C is 160 µF,
and the pulse resistance Rpulse is 0.5 Ω. For slow pulses, C is 36.4 mF, and Rpulse is
0.9 Ω.

The exact value of the inductance turns out to be less important than the other
two circuit parameters in terms of how large of an impact a change of several tens of
percent in inductance value has on the real pulse shape. In addition to this, purchasing
inductors with well–defined values proved difficult because larger inductance values
came with lower rated current. Solving this issue meant trial and error of hand–made
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inductors with materials available in the laboratory, and lead to using one of two
inductor setups during tests;

• For fast pulses, two identical steel bolts were wrapped with three layers of wire.
The resulting inductance is not well defined, but estimates based on the long–
solenoid approximation [147, Eq. 6–135] L = µ0µrN2A/l, where µ0 is the per-
meability of vacuum (4π · 10−7 H m−1), µr is the relative permeability of the bolt
material (not known, but the bolts do not stick to magnets, indicating they are
some kind of austenitic stainless steel, with µr between 1 and 7[204, Austenitic
stainless steel in the table]), N is the number of wire loops around the bolt
(100), A is the cross sectional area of the solenoid (approximately π(7.5 · 10−3)2

= 1.77 · 10−4 m2), and l is the length of the solenoid (5 cm). This gives L =
44 µH (this uses µr = 1).

• For slow pulses, a large cable reel of 2 mm wide wire is used. The loops have a
radius of approximately 17 cm. The reel is 5 cm tall, and there are 3 layers of
wire, meaning 75 loops in total. Using the same approximation as for the bolt
inductors (with an air–core, meaning µr = 1) gives L = 12.8 mH.

These inductance values only serve as order–of–magnitude estimates. Their exact
values do not influence the analysis of data, and is not needed.

Note that in the real circuit, the resistance in addition to the heater strip is higher
than the 0.5 or 0.9 W suggested. The real circuit has several metres worth of power
leads leading from the external circuit down to the cryostat insert where the exper-
imental sample is placed, as well as contact resistances, and internal resistances in
lumped circuit elements (capacitor, inductor, and transistor). With the 0.5 W Rpulse
resistor and the two fast–pulse inductors in parallel, a multimeter resistance measure-
ment across all circuit elements to the right of the capacitor in Figure 3.5 on page 64
(with the transistor on) yields 2.315 W, of which 0.5 W is Rpulse, and 0.923 W is from the
two heater strips used in open bath experiments. So various circuit elements account
for at least 0.892 W. The resistance value of the heater strips in series was determined
by running a 1 A current through them, and measuring the voltage across the two
strips. The way this measurement is done is discussed in Section 3.3.1 on page 69.

Figure 3.15 on page 74, back in Section 3.3.1, showed representative heater strip
voltage measurements, together with simulated voltage curves using the RLC model
in this appendix, determining the circuit parameters by a least–squares fit to data.
All circuit elements are treated as free, but they are constrained.

For the fast pulse, a 160 µF capacitor is used. Its capacitance has been measured
with a Fluke 87 V multimeter. The measurement yields 160 µF, with an expected
measurement accuracy within ±3.6 µF. Note that five capacitors rated at 160 µF were
bought for the experiment. Their real values ranges from 150 µF to 160 µF as per the
capacitance measurement. Looking at the fitting result quoted in the caption of Figure
3.15a, 179.0 µF also gives a good fit to the data, even if it is almost 12% higher than
the rated value of the real capacitor. An important note about the fitting procedure is
that it is not a measure of the real component values. Several configurations of circuit
parameters gives sufficiently similar curves that the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
cannot differentiate them. As stated in Section 3.1.2 on page 62, the circuit parameters
are not in themselves important to the project. Only the resulting time–dependent
heating pulse is.
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For the slow pulse, four capacitors rated at 10 mF are used in parallel. The sum of
their individual values is measured to 36.4 mF. For each sub–capacitor, the accuracy
is expected to be within ±102 µF, so in total, it will be within ±408 µF. Note that the
measurement device is older than the one year the manufacturer states as the validity
of the factory calibration. The fitting suggests the slow–pulse C is 39.5 mF, which is
9% higher than the measured value. Just as for the fast pulse, the suggested best–fit
value for C is not the real value of C. It is only a value that, together with the other
circuit parameters, that are also freely adjusted by the fitting algorithm, gives a good
least–squares fit to the noisy data.

As for the inductances, the fit to the representative fast pulse shown in Figure
3.15a, suggests that the real inductance of the circuit is much larger than the one
estimated earlier in this section. It comes down to the assumption that µr = 1. With
µr = 5, the parallel connection of the two steel bolt core inductors would give a value
similar to the 100 µH typically found by the fitting algorithm. For the slow pulse, the
fitting suggests values quite in line with the estimated value.
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(a) Current as function of time during discharge
of a capacitor C, charged to 10 V, for varying
capacitance values. The total circuit resistance
R, is 1 Ω, and the inductance L, is 30 µH.
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Figure A.3: Figures showing the effect of changing the capacitance (Figure A.3a), circuit in-
ductance (Figure A.3b), and discharge resistance (Figure A.3c) of the pulse generation circuit.





Appendix B

Inter–Plate Helium Modelling

The simulation configuration with material stack, channel helium, and pin–hole helium
sub–simulations is the tool used to interpret results. However, an attempt was made
to try and expand the helium domain to include the helium trapped between the two
PEEK plates after assembly and Eccobond® sealing. This effort was driven by the
desire to obtain modelling results more in–line with the long–time–scale measured
test data, as well as look into the parasitic cooling effects mentioned in Paper [2].
Both of these goals are outside the scope of the thesis itself, and are included here as
an example of a path followed that did not lead to reliable results.

Figure B.1 shows a schematic representation of the cross section of the channel
along the length of the sample. The goal is to formulate a one–dimensional domain
that accounts for the helium (white region in the figure) as well as the aluminium bolts.
Those two sub–domains form the dotted blue path that illustrate the hypothetical path
that heat could flow along, from the main channel to the external bath.

The first assumption made when defining a one–dimensional domain for all these
parts is that the inter–plate helium can be represented by a continuous and uniform
gap of some height between the top and bottom PEEK plates. This is obviously a
significant simplification over the real sample, since the two PEEK plates must at the
very least rest against each other in a few points along their mating surfaces after
bolting them together.

The second assumption is that the holes in the PEEK plates, through which the
aluminium bolts go, can be considered an effectively homogenous additional helium
volume in contact with the inter–plate helium. This is also a significant simplification,
since the bolt–holes are located at 16 discrete points along the sides of each PEEK
plate.

A further assumption is that the aluminium bolts can be represented as a homoge-
nous block of material that is in contact with the bolt–hole helium, which essentially
follows directly from the bolt–hole helium assumption.

The three contributions to the total helium volume confined in the sample are
then;

1. The helium in the channel itself, which amounts to VCh = 150 · 10−3× 3.1 ·
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Figure B.1: Cross sectional view down the length of the channel.
Region 1: Eccobond encasing filling gaps to contain the helium. 2: Aluminium bolts holding
the Top and Bottom plates together. 3: Kapton tape attached to Bottom plate. 4: PEEK
Top/Bottom plate. 5: Stainless steel heater strip. The white region is filled with helium.
Length A1 : Diameter holes for bolts in PEEK plates = 4.35 mm (between 4.2 and 4.5 mm).
A2 : Diameter of aluminium bolts = 3.78 mm (average of 4 mm and 3.55 mm, accounting for
threads). B: Thickness of PEEK plates = 10 mm. C : Width of Kapton tape = 13.5 mm (the
smooth machined edge of the tape lies along the channel, while the hand–cut jagged edge lies
long the outside, towards the Eccobond encasing). D: Channel width = 3.1 mm. E : Heater
strip width = 3 mm. F : Width of PEEK plates = 30 mm. G: Gap between Kapton tape and
Top plate (this is an unknown length, present due to manufacturing tolerances etc.) = 5 µm.
H : Channel depth = 120 µm.
The dark blue dotted lines indicate the thermal path between the channel helium and the bulk
helium outside the Eccobond® sealing.

10−3× 120 · 10−6 = 5.58 · 10−8 m3.
2. The inter–plate helium between the Kapton tape and the PEEK Top Plate,

which amounts to VIP = 2× 150 · 10−3× 13.5 · 10−3× 5 · 10−6 = 2.03 · 10−8 m3

(the factor 2 stems from there being one inter–plate volume on either side of the
heater). Note that the 5 µm depth of the inter–plate helium volume is assumed,
not measured, and it is in practice a free parameter in the model.

3. The helium within the 32 10 mm long bolt holes in the PEEK plates, which
amounts to VBH, total = 32VBH = 32×π

(
[2.175 · 10−3]2− [1.89 · 10−3]2

)
× 10 ·

10−3 = 1.16 · 10−6 m3 (the bolt holes have a radius of 2.175 mm, while the
aluminium bolts, accounting for the threads, have an average radius of 1.89 mm).

The aluminium bolts have a total length of approximately two times 13 mm (the
same bolt goes through, from top to bottom, 3 mm of Eccobond, 10 mm of plate hole
with helium around it, then another 10 mm of plate hole, then 3 mm of Eccobond)
= 26 mm. The volume of aluminium is then VAlu = 16×π[1.89 · 10−3]2× 26 · 10−3 =
4.67 · 10−6 m3.
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Modelling the inter–plate and bolt–hole helium is approached in a similar way as
when modelling the pin–hole helium; the main channel helium has one sub–simulation,
and the inter–plate/bolt–hole helium has its own sub–simulation, using the same heat
equation, but with boundary conditions that depend on the channel temperature.

Modelling the complicated 3D volume of helium and aluminium in 1D requires
morphing both domains into simple 1D domains that still account for the correct heat
capacity and heat transfer as that seen in the real sample.

Figure B.2 shows a 3D representation of the helium volume and aluminium bolts.
Clearly, there would be heat flow in several directions; 1) within the main helium
channel (blue cuboid), there is heat flowing along the length of the channel from the
middle towards the pin holes, and also heat flowing sideways into/from the inter–plate
helium (green slab); 2) within the inter–plate helium heat flows only sideways, so this
will be the simulation axis, however, where the bolt–hole helium (red hollow cylinders)
intersects the inter–plate helium, heat flows upwards/downwards instead; 3) within the
bolt–hole helium there is heat flowing upwards/downwards, and also radial heat flow
into the aluminium bolts (yellow cylinders); 4) within the aluminium bolts, heat flows
upwards/downwards, and heat enters/leaves radially from the bolt–hole helium that
surrounds the bolts.
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Figure B.2: Simplified 3D view of the main helium channel (light blue cuboid), inter–plate
helium (green plate), bolt–hole helium (red hollow cylinders), and aluminium bolts (yellow
bars). Transparent regions are not simulated, but accounted for by symmetry). Note, for
clarity, most aluminium bolts are not shown, but there is one bolt going through each hole
indicated by a hollow cylinder.

The inter–plate helium is straight forward; it is just a thin slab of helium that is
completely uniform along the 150 mm length of the channel. The simulated width of
it, however, will be 6.5 mm, which is where the bolt–holes intersect the green slab as
measured from the edge of the main channel.

The bolt–hole helium is accounted for by the following method: the inter–plate
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helium is considered a uniform slab of 5 µm depth, and width 75 mm (as Figure
B.2 indicates, only half the 150 mm length of the channel is simulated on symmetry
grounds). Its length, along the simulated axis, is 6.5 mm, which is the distance from
the edge of the channel helium to where the bolt–hole helium intersects the inter–plate
helium. In the model geometry, the domain continues from this intersection point with
the same depth and width, for another 10 mm along the simulated dimension (this
length corresponds to the thickness of a PEEK plate which is also the length along
which the bolt–hole helium touches aluminium). For these 10 mm, the helium heat
capacity is increased by a factor according to the ratio between inter–plate helium and
bolt–hole helium volumes. This ratio is calculated as follows:

r = VIP, after BH + 8VBH
VIP, after BH

,

where VIP, after BH is the volume of the inter–plate helium that remains after the in-
tersection point between inter–plate helium and bolt–hole helium. VIP, after BH is the
depth of the inter–plate helium (5 µm) times the width of it (75 mm) times the
length after the intersection (7 mm); VIP, after BH = 75 · 10−3× 5 · 10−6× 7 · 10−3 =
2.63 · 10−9 m3. So the ratio between the volumes becomes1 111.93.

By making the heat capacity of helium larger in the part of the helium that accounts
for the bolt–hole helium, we have the benefit of a single simulated domain, with fewer
boundary conditions between sub–simulations and no need to account for the eight
bolt holes individually, we get an effective heat capacity that accounts for the total
volume, and hence, the correct thermal diffusion time through the bolt–hole helium,
and we have the correct thermal length of the bolt–hole helium. We also avoid the
issue of changing the simulated axis at the inter–plate/bolt–hole helium intersection,
since they are taken as one continuous volume. Finally, to account for the fact that
the bolt–hole helium conducts heat away from the inter–plate helium intersection in
both the upwards and downwards directions, a factor 2 is used to adjust the effective
thermal conductivity of the bolt–hole helium part.

The aluminium bolts have their own sub–simulation where they are treated as a bar
of 13 mm length, along which the first 10 mm are wetted by the 10 mm bolt–hole helium
section of the inter–plate helium sub–simulation. Heat transfer relations between a
metal surface and superfluid helium tends to be expressed with the assumption that
the metal is hot and the helium is cold. Here, the typical case will be that the helium
is hot, and the aluminium bolts will be cold, since heat will flow from the main helium
channel out to the bolts through the inter–plate helium. The heat transfer relation at
this interface will be the Kapitza model (Equation (2.28) on page 21), using parameters
for aluminium; aK = 490 W m−2 K−nK , and nK = 3.4[30, Table 7.4].

Figure B.3 shows a schematic representation of the four parts of the 1D modelling
domain with colours matching those in Figure B.2. Note, the sub–simulation of the
material stack with the stainless steel heater strip is still used, but not indicated in

1Recall, VBH is π
Ä[

2.175 · 10−3]2−
[
1.89 · 10−3]2ä · 10 · 10−3 = 3.64 · 10−8 m3. So,

r = 2.63 · 10−9 + 8× 3.64 · 10−8

2.63 · 10−9 = 111.93
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the figure (that simulation provides heat input through the bottom edge of the blue
rectangle representing the main helium channel).

The blue rectangle represents the main helium channel, as if seen down along the
length of it. The inter–plate region is the green rectangle with B–labels. Its width
Bx is 6.5 mm, and depth By is 5 µm. It continuously transitions into the bolt–hole
helium region, the red rectangle, of width Cx 10 mm, and depth equal to that of
the inter–plate helium region, By, 5 µm. In the figure, the red rectangle is made
much taller than the green one to indicate that this is where the heat capacity is
adjusted by the volume ratio between inter–plate and bolt–hole helium. The yellow
rectangle is the aluminium bolt domain, of width Dx 13 mm, and height Dy 1.2 mm.
The height is determined by taking the volume of the eight aluminium bolts in the
simulation (8× 13 · 10−3×π

[
1.89 · 10−3]2 = 1.17 · 10−6 m3) divided by the half–length

of the channel (75 mm) and the length of the aluminium bolts (13 mm). The heat
transfer area between the bolt–hole helium and the aluminium bolts as defined in
the simulation is 10 mm times 75 mm which means 7.5 · 10−4 m2. In the real sample,
the heat transfer area, due to bolt–hole helium surrounding the bolts, is 8× 2π× 1.89 ·
10−3× 10 · 10−3 = 9.5 · 10−4 m2. The discrepancy is small enough that a multiplicative
factor of (9.5 / 7.5) can be used to adjust the heat transfer between the two domains
for ease of implementation, without significant error being introduced. Heat flow in the
aluminium bolts goes along the 13 mm length, and the cross section of the aluminium
domain in the simulation is 75 · 10−3× 1.2 · 10−3 = 9 · 10−5 m2. This matches the real
sample; 8×π

[
1.89 · 10−3]2 = 8.98 · 10−5 m2.
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Figure B.3: Schematic representation of the equivalent 1D version of the 3D thermal path
in Figure B.1.
Length Ax: width of main helium channel = 3.1 mm. Ay: depth of main helium channel =
120 µm. Bx: width inter–plate helium = 6.5 mm. By: depth of inter–plate helium = 5 µm.
Cx: length of bolt–hole helium = 10 mm. Dx: length of aluminium bolts = 13 mm. Dy:
equivalent thickness of aluminium bolts = 1.2 mm. The light green By denotes the depth of
the bolt–hole helium region, which is the same 5 µm as the inter–plate helium. The rectangle
representing the bolt–hole helium is taller than the one for inter–plate helium to indicate that
this region is where the heat capacity is made larger to account for the real volume of helium.

Figure B.4 shows how the parts of the inter–plate / bolt–hole helium and alu-
minium bolt simulation domains interact from node to node. The colours of nodes
match those used in figures B.2 and B.3.

To facilitate the calculation of heat transfer across the interface between the bolt–
hole helium and aluminium, the aluminium domain has the same spatial grid size as
the inter–plate/bolt–hole helium. Heat flux across the helium/aluminium boundary
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is calculated at each node, and handled like a volumetric source/sink. The left–most
node of the aluminium sub–domain (yellow nodes) represents the middle of the real
aluminium bolt that goes through the two bolt holes in the Top and Bottom PEEK
plates (as seen in Figure B.2). As such, there is no heat flux to the left across this
edge, so a zero–flux Neumann condition in the left–most node is used. The aluminium
node touching the bulk bath outside the sample is kept at the bath temperature by a
Dirichlet boundary condition.

The interface between the inter–plate helium and the channel helium is handled in
a similar way to the interface between the main channel and the pin hole helium; the
inter–plate helium has its left–most node kept at the channel temperature, and then the
energy flowing from the hot channel into the cooler inter–plate region is determined
by the temperature difference between the two left–most nodes in the inter–plate
helium. Note that the sub–simulation of the channel helium runs along an axis that
is essentially into/out of the plane of the paper in Figure B.4. Along this axis there is
a small temperature gradient in the channel, which means the boundary temperature
of the inter–plate helium, strictly speaking, changes along the length of the channel.
However, the gradient is small, and a simplification has proven successful. By taking
the boundary temperature on the edge of the inter–plate helium (left–most node of the
green nodes in Figure B.4) as the hottest temperature in the channel helium, namely
the temperature in the middle of the channel, and then scaling the heat flowing from
channel to inter–plate helium by the ratio between the peak temperature and the
local channel helium temperature, only a single inter–plate sub–simulation needs to
be run, instead of one for each channel helium node. This method works because by
the time energy is about to flow backwards, from inter–plate helium into the channel,
the large equivalent heat capacity of the bolt–hole helium has kept the inter–plate
helium temperature and channel helium temperatures relatively similar, so the actual
reverse heat flow is small. This means the error made has a negligible impact on the
simulation result in absolute terms.

Aside from the issues that arise from simplifying the 3D heat transfer path to 1D
where all regions have been turned into blocks of material with roughly the right total
volume and heat capacity, there are two important additional shortcomings with the
approach that ultimately lead to this modelling effort not being considered reliable;

Inter–plate helium depth The inter–plate helium depth, taken to be a uniform
5 µm along the length of the channel, works as a free parameter in the model. When
fitting the model result to measurement data, this depth is not the same from one
measurement to another. For tests that deposit more energy into the channel helium,
the inter–plate depth must be adjusted upwards. The largest steps require 7 µm to
match the measured helium temperature rise, while small steps need it down at 2 µm.
Some inter–plate helium exists; the two PEEK plates do not touch at all points, so
there must be small tunnels/cracks along the length of the channel where tendrils of
helium extend outwards. As such, if the random distribution of such tendrils is dense
enough, their effect could probably be captured by a simple effective heat transfer
area. But this area should not change from one test to another, since the sample itself
remains the same.
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Figure B.4: Schematic representation of the chains of nodes making up the 1D inter–plate /
bolt–hole helium and aluminium bolt simulation domains. T0 in the inter–plate region (green)
is fixed to Tchannel, the peak temperature in the channel. Q0to1, interPlate denotes the heat
flux flowing from the boundary node of the inter–plate helium to its neighbouring node, using
Equation ((5.51)). This heat flux is used to determine the heat transfer from the main channel
into the inter–plate helium. Tlast IP refers to the last node in the constricted part of the inter–
plate helium, while Tfirst BH refers to the first node in the bolt–hole part of the helium region.
NH is the total number of nodes in the helium region. The nodes starting from i = first BH
(red) are made larger to indicate the adjusted heat capacity in these nodes. Qi denotes the
heat flux passing from a given bolt–hole helium node to the corresponding aluminium bolt
node. The blue dashed line at the end of the bolt–hole helium region indicates the insulation
boundary condition applied here. NA is the number of nodes in the aluminium region. The
aluminium bolt nodes protruding past the bolt–hole helium have no external heat sources, and
they end in a node with its temperature fixed to that of the bulk bath outside the sample.

Continuity of thermal path The most important shortcoming of this modelling
approach is that without the presence of the bolt–hole helium, which represents a much
larger volume than the channel itself, there is no way to fit measured data. So the inter–
plate helium would need to represent a uniform and continuous thermal connection
to the bolt–hole helium. However, the bolt–hole helium is almost certainly effectively
cut off from whatever inter–plate helium exists in the sample. The aluminium bolts
are very tight, and obviously, nearest the holes themselves, the clamping force is the
largest. Furthermore, the Kapton tape between the PEEK plates provide an additional
seal, making it even less likely that a thermal connection really exists between the
channel helium and the reservoirs of the bolt–holes.
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Abstract

We explore steady state and transient heat transfer from
a narrow, rectangular stainless steel heater strip cooled
from one side by an open bath of He II. Setup valida-
tion is done by fitting the Kapitza heat transfer expres-
sion Q = aK (TnK

s − TnK

b ) to steady state measurements,
finding fit parameters within the expected range; aK =
1316.8±10% W m−2 K−nK , nK = 2.528±10%.

We find critical heat flux in line with estimates from
literature, and the time between a step in heating and
the onset of film boiling follows the expected ∝ Q−4 de-
pendence.

During the first millisecond after a step in applied heat-
ing power density our measurements show a slower ther-
mal rise time than that found by a time–dependent one–
dimensional model of our setup using the steady state
Kapitza heat transfer expression as the cooling boundary
condition. However, the results compare favourably with
transient measurements in literature. After the first mil-
lisecond, agreement between measurement and model is
excellent.

We do not find conclusive evidence of an orientation
dependence of the Kapitza heat transfer mechanism, nor
heat transfer differences that can be attributed to local
surface variations along the same heater.

1 Introduction

During operation of a particle accelerator, such as the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), it is inevitable that some
particles from the circulating beam are lost, depositing
their kinetic energy in equipment surrounding the beam
pipe[1]. There are three main sources of beam loss[2, p.
370]; 1) malfunctioning equipment, such as a magnet los-
ing power, thus no longer bending the beam; 2) beam
instabilities that over time cause parts of, or the whole,
beam to veer off course; 3) scattering events in which
some particles from the beam collide with stray matter
in the beam pipe outside the dedicated interaction re-

gions of the machine. Losses of the first and second kind
usually arise at the collimators which intercept the stray
beam[3], leading to particle showers absorbed in the ma-
chine components downstream[4].

In the work presented here, the loss event of most rel-
evance is characterised by the beam interacting with a
dust particle in the beam pipe, which gives rise to a par-
ticle shower that deposits energy, over the course of about
1 ms, into the bulk of the superconducting magnets that
surround the beam pipe along the length of the bending
sections of the LHC[5]. This kind of loss event is called a
UFO event, as the dust particle is an Unidentified Falling
Object. UFOs occur about 10 to 30 times per hour of op-
eration of the LHC[5, Fig. 2]. If the energy deposition
is sufficiently large, a UFO can quench a magnet, mean-
ing the superconducting magnet, locally, becomes normal
conducting[6, p. 656]. In large accelerator magnets this
transition is usually irreversible, and to protect the mag-
net from damage the beam is dumped, and the magnet
quench protection system kicks in to dissipate the energy
stored in the magnetic field. This aborts the operation
of the LHC, and it then takes several hours to return the
machine to normal operating conditions[5].

Analysing this kind of transient beam loss event, with
the aim of determining whether or not the magnet would
quench, requires modelling the physical behaviour of the
system. This includes the energy input from the parti-
cle shower, magnet with its superconducting to normal–
conducting transition, and the helium that permeates the
LHC magnets in the interstitial voids between both ca-
ble strands and insulation layers. Models pertaining to
the LHC mainly account for the presence of helium in the
magnets in one of two ways; 1) they assume no heat trans-
fer directly from magnet to helium, but rather considers
helium as an added heat capacity[7, 8], or 2) includes
surface heat transfer from the superconducting strands
into the helium, but assumes no heat transfer within the
helium itself[9, 10]. The first approach is valid for very
fast losses (.10 µs range) when it is safe to assume no
significant cooling takes place either to the helium nor by
way of heat transfer along the cable strands. The second
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approach is valid for steady state situations where the
helium volume is large. At the millisecond time scale of
UFOs, when the helium is confined within the LHC mag-
net cables, however, the validity of the models have not
been experimentally investigated to give the assumptions
physical basis. The lacking validity of modelling only a
single strand with local helium cooling was confirmed by
a discovery made after analysing the orbit–bump quench
test in the LHC done in 2011[11].

The orbit–bump test revealed that for a purposefully
induced loss in the 10 ms time range the model ac-
counting for helium cooling of the magnet cable strands
severely underestimates the amount of energy needed to
quench. The model predicts that an energy deposition
of about 50 to 80 mJ cm−3 should be sufficient to cause
a quench, while the lower limit found during the test is
198 mJ cm−3, for which no quench occurred, and an up-
per limit of 405 mJ cm−3 for which a quench was ob-
served[12, Tab. V].

In order to better understand how helium cooling works
on the millisecond time scale in confined volumes, new
experimental work is needed. Section 2 expands on both
theory and background from previous experimental work,
but in summary, the shortcomings of current understand-
ing are the following; 1) the standard surface heat trans-
fer model was developed for steady state heating into
large volumes of helium and we need to give physical ba-
sis for using the same heat transfer expression for time–
dependent modelling; 2) while prediction of the critical
heat flux beyond which helium boiling begins is possi-
ble, the film boiling onset, with associated loss of cooling
capability, is heavily dependent on local geometrical con-
ditions.

Beyond this we will expand the millisecond–timescale
data available in literature, and investigate two minor
effects that may change heat transfer in the Kapitza
regime; 1) a heat transfer dependence on orientation, and
2) a heat transfer dependence on position along a heater.
Furthermore, no reliable Kapitza fit parameters were pre-
viously available for stainless steel.

The measurement campaign presented in this paper
was conducted in two main steps; 1) gather steady state
data from heat transfer to an open bath of He II in order
to validate the setup against expected behaviour; and 2)
explore the transient behaviour of surface heat transfer
to an open bath of He II, including the transition to film
boiling.

Validation of the setup in steady state is done by fit-
ting Kapitza parameters to our results between applied
heating power densities between 0 and 85 kW m−2, and
comparing these with those found in literature. The tran-
sient measurements rely on steps in applied heating power
density, up to 85 kW m−2, to investigate transient heat
transfer. We compare our results with the millisecond–
timescale data available in literature.

2 Theory and Background

In this paper, we consider heat transfer from a narrow,
rectangular heater strip cooled from one side by a large
volume of He II. For analysis of results, two main heat
transfer characteristics are necessary;

• Heat transfer from the hot surface to the cold He II
for heat fluxes, or heating durations, that do not trig-
ger the onset of film boiling. We call this the Kapitza
regime under both steady state and transient condi-
tions;

• Heat transfer from the surface to He II for heat
fluxes, or heating durations, that do cause the on-
set of film boiling. We call this the film boiling onset
regime.

Van Sciver provides reviews of these topics, and only the
most relevant aspects are discussed herein (see Section
7.5 for the Kapitza regime, and 7.6 for film boiling, in
Ref. [13]).

2.1 Kapitza Heat Transfer

Claudet and Seyfert initially proposed the phenomenolog-
ical expression that describes heat transfer in the Kapitza
regime, which will be used herein[14, Eq. 1];

QK = aK (TnK
s − TnK

b ) , (1)

where QK is the Kapitza heat flux, Ts is the temperature
of the heater at heater–He II interface, referred to as the
surface temperature, Tb is the bath temperature of He II
far from the heater, and aK and nK are two fit param-
eters. This expression fits data for large heat fluxes, on
the order of 1 kW m−2 and up.

The two fit parameters depend on the heater material
as well as the local surface conditions of the heater, and
for any given heater, if high accuracy is desired, dedicated
measurements must be done to obtain them. Claudet
and Seyfert’s original measurements showed that copper
heaters whose surfaces were prepared identically showed
the same variation in measurement results as heaters
where the surface preparation was purposefully different
(such as after baking or annealing). From across liter-
ature there are, however, ranges; aK tends to be in the
range 200 to 1300 W m−2 K−nK , and nK in the range 2 to
4[14–19]. From the phonon radiation limit, describing the
largest possible heat transfer rate across the interface, nK

is considered to have an upper limit of 4, stemming from
the T 3–dependence of the density of phonon states in the
Debye approximation[20, p. 108]. A physically consistent
theory explaining the Kapitza resistance is the acoustic
mismatch theory originally developed by Khalatnikov[21,
Chap. 23]. Here, the actual acoustic impedance mis-
match between the solid heater material and the He II
is considered, as well as the non–zero reflection proba-
bility of a phonon incident upon the interface. This AM
theory consistently underestimates measured results, and
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several attempts have been made to bring it in line with
observations.

Two important avenues attempting to explain the dis-
crepancy are; 1) the presence of an adsorbed/solidified
layer of helium atoms on the heater surface that im-
proves acoustic matching[22, 23], and 2) random surface
roughness of the interface that increase the effective heat
transfer area[24–26]. Khater and Szeftel merged the two
approaches[27] and found convincing agreement with An-
derson et al.’s old measurements below 1 K[28]. Ramiere
et al. recently found that Adamenko and Fuks’s sur-
face roughness model[25] gives excellent agreement with
their measurements on a silicon single–crystal over a wide
range of temperatures[29]. The surface roughness con-
sidered for these kinds of models is on the order of the
phonon wavelength so as to scatter phonons significantly
better than the unmodified AM theory. This means
roughness amplitudes on the order of a few nanometres
at temperatures around 2 K. This is about two orders of
magnitude smaller than the surface roughness expected
on steel after high–grade mechanical polishing[30].

2.1.1 Day–to–day Variations

An important note about measurements pertaining to
heat transfer in He II is that results have a layer of uncer-
tainty tied to the variation of the Kapitza resistance over
long time scales. Rawlings and van der Sluijs find in their
study on steady and transient heat transfer in He II, dur-
ing the early days of large–heat–flux experiments, that
they needed to repeat their measurements multiple times
over several days until they could obtain results within
5% of each other for the same applied heating power den-
sities[31].

2.1.2 Orientation Dependence

In the AM theory of Kapitza heat transfer there is no
dependence on gravity, which makes intuitive sense since
the mechanism is governed by the transmission of ther-
mal phonons across the interface between a heater and
He II. Phonons are governed by the strong inter–atomic
potentials in matter, and are not appreciably affected by
a weak gravitational potential[20, p. 83–84].

2.2 Film Boiling in He II

The Kapitza regime persists until the heat flux across the
interface exceeds some critical value, Qcrit, defined as the
steady state heat flux above which a film of gaseous he-
lium covers the heater surface. The following relationship
governs the heat transfer;

QFB = aFB (Ts − Tb) , (2)

where QFB is the film boiling heat flux, and aFB is a
coefficient that depends on heater material and configu-
ration (typically 200 to 1000 W m−2 K−1[13, Table 7.5,
“flat plate” entries]). Heat transfer in the film boiling
regime tends to be chaotic; even if the heater surface is

coated with a continuous layer of vapour, bubbles may
form and depart, causing unpredictable local behaviour.

That said, after Kobayashi et al. found that the
Kapitza regime persists for some time even after the
steady state critical heat flux is exceeded[32], a large
amount of experimental work was done to study the on-
set of film boiling in He II for various geometries[18, 33–
40]. Several expressions to determine the critical heat flux
were found, and the one Tatsumoto et al.[38] propose for
a flat rectangular plate in an open bath is relevant here;

Qcrit = K

[
2
Lw

2(L+w)

∫ Tλ

Tb

1

f(T )
dT

]1/3

, (3)

where K is a fit factor equal to 0.58, L is the length
of the heater, w its width, and f−1(T ) is the thermal
conductivity function of turbulent He II;

f−1(T ) = g(Tλ)

[(
T

Tλ

)6.8
(

1−
(
T

Tλ

)6.8
)]3

,

g(Tλ) =
ρ2sλ

4Tλ
3

AGM(Tλ)
,

(4)

with sλ ' 1559 J kg−1 K−1, and AGM(Tλ) '
1150 m s kg−1. Note, this expression for the thermal con-
ductivity function was modified from the traditional one
where the exponent is 5.7, not 6.8, and AGM(Tλ) was
taken as 1450, not 1150 m s kg−1[13, Eq. 7.2]. Sakurai et
al. originally proposed this modified version[41].

The typical observation from these measurements is
that after applying a heating power density Qapp, there
is a rapid temperature rise of the heater, in accordance
with the Kapitza regime (Equation (1)), which flattens
out and remains constant for some time τKapitza. After
this quasi–steady state, the heater temperature shoots
up, as film boiling starts. τKapitza is called the quasi–
steady state Kapitza regime life–time, and it relates to
Qapp in one of two main ways;

τKapitza ∝ Q−4
app weak heating,

τKapitza ∝ Q−2
app strong heating,

(5)

where the delineation between weak and strong heat-
ing (though, always above Qcrit), is geometry dependent.
The strong–heating behaviour appears to be exclusive to
He II channels[42] or heating sufficiently strong that boil-
ing onset starts after less than about 1 ms[39]. Note also
that the time to boiling onset may not follow Equation
(5) until the applied heating power density is as much as
a factor 2 above Qcrit.

2.3 Transient Measurements

Transient measurements on the millisecond time–scale
not intended to investigate second–sound heat transfer
have previously only been done as part of the aforemen-
tioned studies on transition to film boiling. Generally, the
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time–dependent data is only presented summarily, such
as by Gradt et al. (see Ref. [34]) and Shiotsu et al.(see
Ref. [37]) with no emphasis on the initial temperature
rise, nor on any time–dependent modelling efforts to ex-
plain the behaviour. Gradt et al. show a time–dependent
measurement that appears to take about 0.5 to 0.6 ms to
reach the quasi–steady state before then seeing the onset
of film boiling after another 1 ms. Shiotsu et al.’s mea-
surements take about 0.4 ms to reach the quasi–steady
state. Once film boiling is established, the further tem-
perature rise in both measurement sets appears roughly
linear with time, though none of their plots go beyond
10 ms at most.

3 Setup

Figure 1 schematically represents the setup placed into
the cryostat. The key features in each sample are the
stainless steel heater strips, heated by passing current
through them, and the Cernox® sensors used to the mea-
sure temperatures. Steel was chosen for three main rea-
sons; 1) its high electrical resistance, meaning a relatively
low current leads to strong heating; 2) for being easy to
work with by hand, relevant for assembly of the setup;
and 3) having low thermal conductivity which limits lon-
gitudinal heat flow in order to observe potential temper-
ature variation along the heater strips.

Bare chip Cernox® sensors by Lake Shore Cryotronics
were chosen for their excellent thermal response time and
temperature sensitivity[43, 44]. Sensor labelling refers
to Upwards or Downwards heater orientation and the
indexed position relative to the middle sensor in each
plate. The plates themselves are made of glass–fibre filled
PEEK, in order to better match the thermal contraction
of the heater strips, and thus prevent delamination during
cooldown. T bath represents the pre–calibrated probe
used both for in–situ calibration of the other sensors, and
as the temperature reference for control of the helium
bath temperature.

Figure 2 shows schematically the immediate surround-
ings of an individual Cernox® sensor (material parame-
ters are provided in Appendix A, and thickness approxi-
mations are discussed in Section 3.3);

(1) PEEK (poly–ether ether ketone), filled with 30% (by
volume) glass fibre, oriented so the fibres are paral-
lel to the axis of thermal contraction. The thermal
path between the sensors and the back of the sample
is dominated by the thin copper leads, so PEEK ma-
terial parameters are not relevant for the steady state
or transient thermal modelling presented in sections
4 and 5;

(2) Eccobond® epoxy used to fill in holes, chosen for its
He II leak–proofness[45];

(3) Copper sensor leads (two per sensor), attached by
manufacturer. Diameter 63.5 µm, and length be-
tween sensor and thermal anchor (A) 20 mm;

Bottom Plate 1

Upwards facing heater

158 mm

U-2 U-1 UM U+1 U+2

Bottom Plate 2

Downwards facing heater

D-2 D-1 DM D+1 D+2

Iapp

T bath

150 mm

50 µm

Figure 1: Diagram of the measurement setup. The light blue
outer rectangle represents the helium bath. Light grey rect-
angles represent the Cernox® sensors. D : downwards facing
heater sensors. U : upwards facing heater sensors. The number
refers to the sensor’s relative left (negative) or right (positive)
of the middle sensor ( UM or DM). The red–edged rectangle rep-
resents the reference probe. Edge sensors are 12.5 mm from the
edge of their PEEK plates, and 31.25 mm apart. The heater
strips are 3 mm wide (in the plane of the paper). Dashed and
greyed out sensors broke during assembly or cooldown.

(4) GE 7031 varnish used to attach Cernox® sensors to
the underside of the heater strip. Approximate layer
thickness 25 µm. A discussion of this dimension is
given in Section 3.3;

(5) Sapphire substrate making up the bulk of the
Cernox® sensor body. Thickness 203 ±25 µm;

(6) EPO–TEK H20E silver filled epoxy used by Lake
Shore Cryotronics to attach leads to sensor body.
Approximate thickness (separating sensor from sen-
sor lead) 20 µm;

(7) Kapton tape lining the underside of the heater strip,
in which a hole is cut so sensors can attach directly
to the stainless steel heater. This means kapton, like
PEEK (1), is not in the thermal path considered in
the modelling. Thickness 100 µm;

(8) Stainless steel heater strip. Thickness 50 ±2 µm;

(A) Soldering points (one per sensor lead) joining the
sensor leads to larger external lead attachments, act-
ing as thermal anchoring for the Cernox® sensors.

The thermal path considered for simulations in sections
4 and 5 runs from the top/surface of the heater strip (8),
down through the varnish (4), then the sapphire of the
Cernox® sensor (5), then the EPO–TEK (6), and finally
the sensor lead wires (3). The wires end in the thermal
anchor (A). Note that all interfaces between materials
along this thermal path are between a solid and a liq-
uid (that then solidifies upon curing after assembly); the
varnish (4) between the steel heater strip (8) and the
Cernox® sensor (5) is liquid during assembly, as is the
EPO–TEK (6) and the solder (A). For this reason, we
will not consider thermal contact resistances as relevant
for the heat transfer modelling as there are no interfaces
whose contact depend on solids pressed together.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the region around the
Cernox® temperature sensors. Label (1): Glass–fibre filled
PEEK. (2) Eccobond®. (3): copper sensor lead wires. (4):
GE 7031 varnish. (5): sapphire sensor substrate. (6): EPO–
TEK H20E epoxy. (7): kapton insulation tape. (8): stainless
steel heater strip. (A): Soldering point where thin sensor leads
join larger sensor lead attachments (one anchor point for each
lead wire).

3.1 Calibration

The Cernox® sensors are calibrated in–situ against the
reference probe. The double–bath cryostat used for ex-
periments does not permit temperature control above
4.2 K, so in this region, only quasi–steady temperature
readings from the slow cooldown process are available
for calibration purposes. A possible impact of this is a
temperature offset caused by the thermal diffusion time
between the helium–cooled surface of the heater and the
sensitive part of the Cernox® sensors. However, in the
temperature range 4 to 50 K, adding the thermal diffu-
sion times through the various layers of materials gives
an overall diffusion time (through 50 µm of stainless steel,
25 µm of varnish, and 200 µm of sapphire) τdiff ' 0.1 ms
at around 4 K, growing to 1 ms at around 50 K. This is
much shorter than the time–rate of temperature change
of the helium bath during cooldown, which is on the order
of 1 to 10 mK min−1.

The calibration is done by associating the measured
resistance of each individual Cernox® sensor at several
temperatures (known from the reference probe), and us-
ing a cubic spline function to represent this calibration
for analysis. This means our calibrated Cernox® sensors
have a contribution to their total measurement uncer-
tainty equal to the calibration uncertainty of the refer-
ence probe (provided by Lake Shore Cryotronics).

While there is no temperature offset, there is a source
of uncertainty due to the transient nature of the calibra-
tion data. Only below Tλ does the cryostat tempera-
ture control permit long–term temperature stability. So
each calibration data point collected above Tλ is based
on data that is changing, albeit slowly, in time. To es-
timate this additional contribution, we take the calibra-
tion spline and apply it to the raw data of each individual
point. This gives time–dependent temperature curves for
each Cernox® sensor that deviate slightly from the time–
dependent reference probe reading. As an example; we

have a measurement that gives the calibration point we
use at around 3.35 K. During the measurement the ref-
erence probe reading drops from around 3.37 down to
3.23 K over the course of an hour. Outside the narrow
time–window we use for the calibration point itself, we
find the root–mean–square deviation between the refer-
ence and all Cernox® sensors, and then take the uncer-
tainty contribution within this temperature range as the
average RMS deviation across all the sensors. The total
estimated measurement uncertainty is listed for tempera-
ture ranges in Table 1. Below 4 K, the main contribution
is from the reference probe uncertainty, while above 4 K,
the main contribution is from the transience of the cali-
bration measurements.

Table 1: Estimated measurement uncertainty ∆T .

Range, [K] ±∆T , [mK]
1.8 — Tλ 5
Tλ — 4 7

4 — 6 15
6 — 50 50

3.2 Instrumentation

The data acquisition is split across two systems; one sys-
tem for triggering current pulses in the heater strips and
measuring the resulting voltage across them, and another
system to measure the voltage across the temperature
sensors, which then are converted to temperature by the
calibration spline function. Both systems are run through
LabView®.

For the heater strips, voltage is measured across only
the upwards facing heater, and the voltage for the down-
wards facing heater is obtained by scaling with the resis-
tance ratio between the two strips. To find the resistance
ratio, we fed a steady 1 A current and measured the volt-
age across both strips, and then across just the upwards
facing heater. This yielded Rup = 0.465 ± 0.001 Ω and
Rdown = 0.458 ± 0.001 Ω. During transient measure-
ments, the strip current is found using these resistances
and Ohm’s law. Since stainless steel has only a negligible
resistivity change with temperature below liquid nitro-
gen temperatures, this method introduces no uncertainty
beyond that of Rup and Rdown. The data acquisition fre-
quency is typically 500 kHz.

For the Cernox® sensors, a four–lead circuit is used,
where two sensors share a single 10 µA excitation current
source but have individual voltage measurement leads.
Sensors U-2 and U-1 are excited by the same source.
The same goes for the pairs UM and U+2 , D-2 and D-1 ,
and DM and D+1 . Typical data acquisition frequency is
40 kHz per sensor. In order to provide a smooth output
current, the excitation current sources each have a low–
pass filtering capacitor measured to 0.929 ±0.03 µF in
parallel with the output terminals. The effect of this
capacitor will be discussed in Section 3.5.
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(a) X–ray image of U-1 . Distance between heater and sensor base is
about 20 µm. Purple dimensions indicate the thickness of the EPO–
TEK beads.

60 µm 30 µm

203 µm

Heater strip

(b) X–ray image of UM . Distance between heater and sensor base is
goes from about 60 to 30 µm, for an average of 45 µm.

Figure 3: X–ray images of U-1 and UM , showing approximate distances. The imaging resolution was 6 µm. Cyan dimensions are used
as the scale in the images.

3.3 Region Around Sensors

To better characterise the geometry around the sensors
in the real samples after assembly and curing, we have
some x–ray images taken at 6 µm resolution. Figure 3
shows the images for U-1 and UM with approximate
dimensions indicated. Regions of denser material show
up with darker pixels in the images, but note that since
the EPO–TEK is loaded with silver particles, the x–rays
see an effectively denser material than that expected from
the average epoxy density.

The known height of the Cernox® sensors, 203 µm, is
used as the scale in both images, and this way we can
estimate the distance between the heater strip and the
sensors. U-1 is about 20 µm from the heater, while UM

is a little tilted, going from 60 to 30 µm away. We have
similar images for U-2 and U+1 . U-2 is flush with the
heater, to within the image resolution; there cannot be
zero varnish, so we take 6 µm as the varnish length here.
U+1 is, like UM , tilted, going from 50 to 0 µm; again we
take 6 µm in place of zero.

The final varnish length we use for analysis is the root–
mean–square value of estimated dimensions, without first
taking the average of the estimates for titled sensors. This
leads to lvarnish = 35±6 µm. The uncertainty is taken as
the image resolution.

Also in Figure 3a is the approximate thickness of the
EPO–TEK lead attachment bead, shown as '100 µm,
which means, assuming the copper leads are in the middle
of the bead, there is 20 µm of EPO–TEK between the
sensor sapphire bulk and the sensor leads. The variation
in EPO–TEK thickness will be considered between 10
and 30 µm when estimating uncertainty and parameter
sensitivity in thermal modelling.

The copper lead wires come attached from Lake Shore
Cryotronics with length around 25 mm, and after assem-
bly, where part of the wire end is used for soldering to the
anchor, 20 mm of wire runs between the thermal anchor
and the EPO–TEK attachment points on the sensors.

There is, however, a variation in the length of each lead.
The x–ray images were taken with much larger field of
view than shown in Figure 3, and from these we estimate
the leads vary between 18 and 22 mm long.

In summary, the one–dimensional thermal path con-
sidered as the reference domain for modelling purposes
consists of 50 µm of stainless steel, 35 µm of varnish,
200 µm of sapphire, 20 µm of EPO–TEK, and 20 mm of
copper. Appendix B describes the implementation of the
one–dimensional heat equation we use.

There are two copper leads per sensor, of diameter
63.5 µm, giving a cross sectional ratio to the sensor cross
section of 2 · Alead/Asensor, with Alead = π(63.5 µm/2)2

and Asensor = 762× 965 µm2. This ratio is used to lower
the effective thermal conductivity of the copper leads.
We also account for the sensor leads passing through
Eccobond®, which poses an additional heat capacity.

3.4 Measurement Procedure

All measurements follow the same general approach; trig-
ger a step in current, from zero to some value, through the
heater strips, and measure the voltages across the heater
strip and the Cernox® sensors. All our measurements
are thus transient, and steady state results are extracted
from measurements after all voltages/temperatures have
stabilised. Once current is turned off again, we let all
temperatures settle at the bath temperature before ap-
plying a new step.

To represent the heating power we use an equivalent
applied heating power density, Qapp;

Qapp =
Vstrip

2

Rstrip

1

Astrip
, (6)

with Rstrip = 0.465 Ω for the upwards facing heater,
and 0.458 Ω for the downwards facing heater, Astrip =
158 × 3 mm2 the heat transfer area of a strip. Vstrip is
simply the measured voltage Vmeas across the upwards
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facing heater, while for the downwards facing heater the
measurement must be scaled by the resistance ratio be-
tween the two strips; Vstrip, down = Vmeas · (Rdown/Rup).

This calculated applied heating power density is not
the heat flux crossing the heater–to–helium interface.
Qapp represents the applied volumetric heating power ex-
pressed as watts per square metre. The instantaneous or
steady state heat flux across the interface depends on the
heat loss to the back of the sample as well as the heat ca-
pacities of materials. The steady state analysis in Section
4 finds the heat loss through the steady state heat equa-
tion and the measured sensor temperatures, while the
transient analysis in Section 5 finds the interface heat flux
using the applied heating power density and the time–
dependent heat equation.

Measurements were done at two bath temperatures; at
1.9 K we go up to Qapp = 85 kW m−2, while at 2.05 K
we go up to Qapp = 68 kW m−2.

3.5 Capacitance Compensation

The presence of the filtering capacitors in parallel with
the current output from the Cernox® sensor excitation
current sources mean we must account for this effect dur-
ing the initial stages of the temperature transient. The
Cernox® sensors in each excitation circuit constitute to-
tal electrical resistance on the order of 20 to 30 kΩ for
an initial temperature of 1.9 K. The filtering capacitors
are 0.929 µF. During the rapid heating of the sensors,
their resistance falls to much lower values, meaning the
electrical circuit approaches that of a charged capacitor
releasing energy into a resistor. The expected electrical
time–constant is on the order of 20 to 30 ms, while the
thermal time–constant we intend to measure is on the
order of 1 ms.

During the transient time between turning on the ap-
plied heating power and reaching a steady state, the ex-
citation current in the Cernox® sensors is composed of
two independent parts;

isensors(t) = IEX + C
dVC(t)

dt
, (7)

where IEX is the steady 10 µA current, fed by the ideal
part of the excitation circuit, and VC(t) is the time–
dependent voltage across the filtering capacitor C. This
voltage is the sum of voltages across the two sensors in
the same excitation circuit.

The left axis of Figure 4 shows the sum, VC(t) , of
the raw voltage signals of sensors UM and U+2 from a
measurement during a step in applied heating power den-
sity. The right axis shows the numerical time derivative
∆VC/∆t of this voltage sum. The shape of the volt-
age time derivative is representative of all measurements
made; only the signal amplitude varies with applied heat-
ing power density. As is expected, the numerical differen-
tiation introduces significant noise, so some form of filter-
ing is necessary. Our approach is roughly split in three,

relying on the use of the Savitzky–Golay filter from the
Python function scipy.signal.savgol_filter, and the
low–pass Butterworth filter from scipy.signal.butter;

1. Using the savgol_filter, we directly obtain the nu-
merical derivative from the voltage signal, instead of
using the very noisy ∆V/∆t approach;

2. The low–pass butter filter is used to obtain two fil-
tered versions of the savgol_filter result; one with
a high cut–off frequency, that captures the early re-
gion around the peak of the response, and one with
a low cut–off frequency that captures the long tail of
the signal;

3. The savgol_filter, due to it representing a numer-
ical derivative, tends to give non–zero voltage deriva-
tive values at the time of the step. Before the step
in heating power, the sensors are at their initial tem-
perature, and no voltage change should be present.
Therefore, a polynomial is fitted to the first millisec-
ond of the savgol_filter result such that all values
before the step are zero.

These three parts combine, with smooth transitions from
one region to the next, to give the much improved voltage
time derivative curve dVC/dt . Each of the four sensor
excitation circuits will have their own voltage time deriva-
tive curve. The same behaviour is seen also when power
is turned off at the end of a step, although the signal is
much weaker.
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Figure 4: Sensor voltages and voltage time derivative to be
used in Equation (7). Left axis: sum of voltages across UM and
U+2 . Right axis, raw and smooth voltage time derivative.

The smooth dVC/dt is used to find the time–dependent
sensor excitation current from Equation (7), and this is
used to calculate the instantaneous sensor resistance of
each individual sensor (since we measure the individual
sensor voltages). This compensated resistance is con-
verted to temperature using the calibration spline fits for
each sensor.
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Figure 5: Representative measurement for a single step in ap-
plied heating power density, whence steady state data is ex-
tracted. Initial bath temperature is 1.9 K. For clarity, only one
in every thousand data points is shown.

4 Steady State Results

Figure 5 shows a representative measurement result
where a step up to 4.4 A is applied at time t = 0, and
turned off after about 8 seconds. For plot clarity, only
the upwards facing heater has its Qapp shown.

There is a slight bath temperature increase, peaking
around 16 mK, because the two heater strips supply a
large amount of heat over the course of the test. For
the highest applied heating power densities used, around
85 kW m−2, the peak bath temperature rise is about
50 mK.

Steady state data is taken as an average over the last 2
to 3 seconds. The bath temperature considered for steady
state analysis is the average in the same time–window.

4.1 Steady State Heater Surface Temper-
ature

The temperatures in Figure 5 are those from the
Cernox® sensors themselves, which, recall, are separated
from the surface by about 200 µm of sapphire, 35 µm of
varnish, and 50 µm of stainless steel. So, as with any mea-
surement where the heater surface is not directly instru-
mented (or itself used as a sensing element), the heater
surface temperature must be obtained from the measure-
ments by way of a thermal model. We use the steady
state heat equation with temperature dependent thermal
conductivities and the Python library lmfit to deter-
mine the surface temperature at each sensor location. We
know the thermal anchor at the back of the sample is at
the bath temperature, and we know the applied heat-
ing power density. The lmfit routine then guesses the
value of the surface temperature under the condition of
minimising the difference between the measured sensor
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Figure 6: Heater surface temperatures of sensor UM, for applied
heating power densities up to 25 kW m−2, for three separate
measurement days. Initial bath temperature is 1.9 K.

temperature and the temperature at the location of the
sensor in the simulated domain.

4.1.1 Our Day–to–Day Variation

Figure 6 shows the modelled surface temperature for UM

as it varies with applied heating power density up to
around 25 kW m−2, for three separate measurement days.
The main measurement campaign, with the highest heat-
ing powers, was Day 3 (dataset is truncated here). Be-
tween measurement days, several days passed, and go-
ing from Day 1 to Day 2 , the setup spent a weekend
at 4.2 K. It is not clear what causes the small varia-
tion across long time scales, but, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, this is not unexpected. The estimated mea-
surement uncertainty from Table 1 is smaller than the
observed variation by about a factor 4 across all mea-
surements. Between Day 1 and Day 2 , the calibration
was redone after finding an apparent calibration shift of
around 10 mK, but as seen, the day–to–day variation is
larger than this.

4.2 Kapitza Model Fit

Figure 7 shows calculated surface temperatures from the
full data set from Day 3 , for all sensors, up to an applied
heating power density of about 85 kW m−2. Upwards–
pointing triangles belong to sensors on the upwards fac-
ing heater. The temperature variation between sensors
at the highest applied heating is 1.46 K, from 4.67 K on
DM to 6.13 K on U+2 , which is roughly in line with
the variation of 1.4 K (from 4.78 to 6.16 K) Claudet
and Seyfert found for their various copper samples at
Qapp = 80 kW m−2 (Ref. [14]). Kashani and Van Sciver
also found variations between identical samples (around
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Figure 7: Range of heater surface temperatures within the
estimated parameter space, represented by fits to Equation (1).
Fit parameters are shown in Table 2.

0.17 K at 50 kW m−2), though not nearly as large as
Claudet and Seyfert (Ref. [16]). There does appear to be
an orientation dependence present, since the downwards
facing heater shows consistently lower temperatures. No
such effect is expected from the theory of Kapitza con-
ductance, however. The variation between sensors could
also stem from there being significant differences in the
Kapitza conductance from one heater surface location to
another. An important caveat to this is that there is a
certain parameter sensitivity to the method used to ob-
tain the heater surface temperatures. This sensitivity is
explored in the following section.

The three curves in Figure 7 represent fits to the
Kapitza heat transfer expression in Equation (1). The
fits are made using, again, the Python package lmfit,
with aK and nK as free parameters. The input to the
fitting procedure is the set of simulated heater surface
temperatures belonging to one sensor at a time, together
with the corresponding surface–to–helium heat fluxes ad-
justed for the heat leak backwards to the bath. The heat
leaks are estimated from the heater surface temperature
calculation, and represents between 2 and 3% of the total
applied heating power density. The lmfit routine then
varies aK and nK looking for the combination of parame-
ters that minimise, in a least–squares sense, the difference
between the simulated surface temperature and that cal-
culated from Equation (1).

Table 2 gives the Kapitza parameters for the three
curves. High is the fit to U+2 , which shows the highest
temperatures, while Low is the fit to DM , which shows
the lowest temperatures. Average is the the fit to the
average of all seven sensors at each heating power den-
sity. The green shading represents the area between the
limits in Equation (8).

aK = 1316.8± 10%, nK = 2.528± 10% (8)

Equation (8) represent the first reliable Kapitza param-
eters published for stainless steel. Note that the upper
limit in the plot goes with the lower values in the range
in Equation (8).

Table 2: Least–squares fit parameters for U+2 and DM, and the
average temperature at each heating power density, to Equation
(1).

Curve aK

[
W m−2 K−nK

]
nK

High 1335.5 2.35

Average 1316.8 2.53

Low 1213.6 2.86

4.2.1 Parameter Sensitivity

Along and between the heater strips, looking now only
at the highest applied heating power density in Figure
7 for the sake of clarity, there appears to be consider-
able temperature variation, on the order of 0.5 to 0.6 K
on the same heater, and 1 K between the upwards and
downwards facing heaters.

The method used to obtain the heater surface temper-
atures has a certain sensitivity to variations in the input
parameters. The most important parameters that may
impact the calculated heater surface temperature are; 1)
the length of the copper leads (Label 3 in Figure 2) be-
tween sensor and anchor (Label A); 2) the thickness of
the EPO–TEK layer (Label 6) between the sensor and
the sensor leads; 3) the thickness of the varnish layer be-
tween the heater strip and the sensor (Label 4); and 4)
the thermal conductivity of stainless steel (Label 8).

Comparisons will be made between the reference tem-
peratures at the highest applied heating power density in
Figure 7 and the temperature found for the same heating
power after changing one of the parameters.

Copper lead wires Using a lead length of 22 mm low-
ers the surface temperature about 95 mK, or 1.9%, below
the reference, while using a length of 18 mm increases the
surface temperatures by about 110 mK, or 2.2% above
the reference.

EPO–TEK silver filled epoxy Using an EPO–TEK
length of 10 µm gives surface temperatures 70 mK, or
1.4%, above reference, while using a length of 30 µm gives
temperatures 65 mK, or 1.2%, lower.

GE 7031 varnish Using a varnish layer thickness of
29 µm gives surface temperatures about 240 mK, or 4.2%,
lower than reference, while using 41 µm gives tempera-
tures 230 mK, or 4.2%, higher than reference.

Stainless steel Typical thermal conductivity measure-
ment uncertainty is on the order of ±5% [46, p. 13]; by
lowering the stainless steel conductivity by 5% we find
heater surface temperatures 460 mK, or 8.0%, lower than
the reference, while increasing the conductivity by 5% in-
creases the surface temperatures by 350 mK, or 6.1%. We
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assume the thermal conductivity is uniform along and be-
tween heater strips, so the effect of this uncertainty can-
not help explain the sensor variations in Figure 7. This
uncertainty simply moves all curves up or down.

4.2.2 Surface Temperature Variation

The total variation in local dimensions around the sen-
sors lead to about ±400 mK uncertainty in the calculated
heater surface temperatures. This is a smaller variation
in temperature than that seen in Figure 7, meaning that
the spread in surface temperatures cannot fully be ex-
plained by the uncertainty range we have characterised.

Looking only at the temperature variation between sen-
sors on the same heater strip, ±400 mK is large enough
to give the same calculated heater surface temperatures,
so we cannot conclude there is significant temperature
variation along the same sample.

Claudet and Seyfert’s results on identical copper
heaters show variation between samples similar to what
we see between upwards and downwards facing heaters.
We cannot, therefore, conclude there is an orientation
dependence of the Kapitza conductance.

5 Transient Results

Figure 8 shows the same test as that in Figure 5, focusing
on the first 10 ms, after applying the capacitive compen-
sation method described in Section 3.5. Note that these
are sensor temperatures.

The first important observation is that all curves look
very similar, the main difference being the steady state
temperature they approach. This similarity represents
an important validation that there are no small leaks
or reservoirs of He II influencing the measurements; if
there were, we would see the characteristic impact of the
large helium heat capacity at the lambda transition. Fur-
thermore, the impact would be different between sensors,
since such reservoirs or leaks would not be of equal size
and location for each sensor.

For all heating power densities tested, the temperature
rise follows this general behaviour; rapid initial rise last-
ing about 1 ms, then a long, slow rise towards the steady
state value. It takes on the order of a full second to reach
the final steady state.

The tests in a bath of 2.05 K where the applied heating
power density is sufficiently high to see film boiling onset
has a different behaviour once boiling starts to develop,
but show the same characteristic early temperature rise
(discussed more in Section 5.3).

A general remark about all measurements shown in this
section; unless otherwise noted, during the time windows
shown in figures and considered for analysis, the bath
temperature remained constant at its initial value.
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Figure 8: Representative transient measurement. Same test
as in Figure 5, after compensating for the filtering capacitor in
the current excitation sources, showing only the first 10 ms.

5.1 Thermal Time–Constants

To quantify the initial temperature rise we define a ther-
mal time constant for the curves, τ , as the time it takes
each sensor, for each heating power, to reach the tem-
perature (1 − 1/e) [T (t = 10 ms)− Tb] + Tb. Looking at
DM in Figure 8, this is the time at which the tempera-
ture has reached about 2.97 K, which is around 0.9 ms.
Figure 9 shows this time constant for all sensors and all
applied heating power densities from tests in a bath of
1.9 K. Sensors DM and D+1 are significantly slower
than the others, and also slow further for growing Qapp.
Otherwise, the sensors all show time constants between
0.3 and 0.5 ms. For tests in a bath of 2.05 K, there is
no significant difference in the thermal time constant as
compared with Figure 9. The largest heat capacity in
the system is that of stainless steel, which only grows by
about 10% from 1.9 to 2.05 K. This percentage increase
in the thermal time constant would only be on the order
of 30 to 50 µs, which is roughly the same as the sampling
period of 25 µs, and thus too small a difference to reliably
measure. The increase we see for higher heating power
densities stems from the temperature going up, meaning
the heat capacity goes up, slowing the temperature rise.

Note that thermal time constants on the order of 0.3
to 0.5 µs is quite in line with those found by Gradt et al.
(see Ref. [34]) and Shiotsu et al.(see Ref. [37]).

So, an obvious question is why DM and D+1 deviate so
much from the other sensors; thermal time constants are
dominated by the total heat capacity of materials in the
thermal path. For DM and D+1 the various dimensions
discussed in Section 4.2.1 must be towards their upper
limits, slowing down heat transfer from increased length
and thermal mass.
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Figure 10: Representative transient measurement with simu-
lated temperatures. Same test as that shown in Figure 8. Grey
curves are measured sensor temperatures. The solid coloured
curves are the temperatures at the sensor location in the tran-
sient simulation, while the dashed coloured curves are the heater
surface temperatures in the simulation. High , Average , and
Low refer to the Kapitza parameters in Table 2.

5.2 Simulating a Step

Using the time–dependent heat equation (see Appendix
B), with Equation (1) defining the instantaneous heat flux
across the interface between the heater surface and the
bath of He II, we can simulate how the thermal response
of the setup using the measured heater strip voltage as a
volumetric heat source in the stainless steel heater. This
simulation does not consider any dynamics in the helium,
beyond using the measured bath temperature as input to
the Kapitza heat transfer expression. Figure 10 shows the
result of this simulation for the three Kapitza parameter
sets in Table 2, compared with the measurement shown
in Figure 8. We use standard material lengths; 50 µm
of steel, 35 µm of varnish, 200 µm of sapphire, 20 µm
of EPO–TEK, and 20 mm of copper leads. The applied
heating power density, not shown in the plot for clarity,
is that from the upwards facing heater; the downwards
facing heater has lower resistance, and therefore, about
1.5% lower heating power density than that used in the

simulation. The grey curves in the figure are the mea-
sured sensor temperatures shown in Figure 8.

The rapid early temperature rise, which is faster in
simulations than measurements, stems from the Kapitza
heat transfer mechanism needing a substantial tempera-
ture difference across the heater–to–helium interface to
move appreciable amounts of heat. Before this tempera-
ture difference is established, the heater strip warms up
nearly adiabatically. After the initial rise, after between
1 and 1.5 ms, simulations are in excellent agreement with
the measured temperatures. The slow rise after 1.5 ms is
dominated by the thermal mass behind the sensor need-
ing time to heat up. Note that the simulated heater sur-
face temperature remains nearly steady even if the sensor
temperature keeps growing.

Figure 11 shows simulation results using parameters
that give the largest sensor temperature variation within
the estimated parameter ranges. Upper limit uses High
Kapitza parameters from Table 2 with 29 µm varnish,
30 µm EPO–TEK, and 22 mm copper lead length. Lower
limit is on the other end of the spectrum; Low Kapitza
parameters, 41 µm varnish, 10 µm EPO–TEK, and
18 mm copper lead length.

The simulated heater surface temperatures are only
marginally different from those shown in Figure 10 be-
cause the Kapitza parameters used are the same; the
small heat leak backwards does not represent a suffi-
ciently large fraction of the total heat flow to lower the
surface temperature appreciably. The simulated sensor
temperatures match the range of measured sensor tem-
peratures very well, but, again, only after about 1 to
1.5 ms.
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Figure 11: Like Figure 10, with simulations using the extrema
in the parameter space. Upper limit is the simulation that gives
the highest simulated sensor temperature within the parameter
space, and Lower limit the lowest.
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5.2.1 Slowing Down the Simulated Temperature
Rise

We seek an explanation for why superconducting mag-
nets subject to losses in the millisecond time–scale need
much larger energy depositions to quench than what is
actually observed. We see from figures 10 and 11 that
simulations, using Equation (1) to represent the tran-
sient Kapitza cooling mechanism, consistently show faster
temperature rises than the measured values. The discrep-
ancy we see between simulation and measurement clearly
means the system heats up slower than expected. The
question is if the discrepancy is due to a feature of the
setup not correctly accounted for in the model, or because
the Kapitza expression represents a less effective cooling
than what is really going on during the first millisecond
of the transient.

A simple test of this is to replace the Kapitza bound-
ary condition with a fixed temperature, representing a
form of perfect cooling. With the reference simulation
parameters, but the heater surface temperature clamped
to the bath temperature, we get an initial sensor tempera-
ture rise essentially identical to the other simulated sensor
temperature curves in figures 10 and 11. The difference
being that with the heater surface temperature fixed at
1.9 K, the sensor temperature approaches a lower steady
state value than that seen in measurements. That the
“perfect cooling” gives a similar initial temperature rise
is as expected; the early temperature rise is effectively
adiabatic as the thermal gradient within the steel devel-
ops in order to move the required heat flux to balance the
applied heating power density.

This result, where excessive cooling still does not slow
down the temperature rise, points towards there being
effects unaccounted for when translating the real three–
dimensional setup to the simplified one–dimensional
model. The discrepancy exists at all tested applied heat-
ing power densities. For the highest heating power densi-
ties (70 kW m−2 and up), the discrepancy appears to last
a little longer; as long as 2 ms for 85 kW m−2. This points
towards the model not adequately accounting for the ef-
fective heat capacity of the region around the sensor; heat
capacity depends strongly on temperature, growing by a
factor 5 to 10 just going from 2 to 4 K. Stronger heat-
ing leads to higher temperatures reached more quickly,
and therefore higher heat capacities for the materials in-
volved.

5.3 Film Boiling Onset

In a bath of 2.05 K we see the onset of film boiling for
applied heating power densities above 58 kW m−2. Fig-
ure 12 shows the sensor temperature rise above the initial
bath temperature of Sensor UM for the same three heat-
ing power densities in 1.9 and 2.05 K baths. The small
discrepancy in Qapp stems from slight variations in the
output current from the power source between tests.

Two immediate observations are clear; 1) at low ap-
plied heating power density, the transient behaviour is
essentially indistinguishable between the two bath tem-
peratures, which is as expected; in the Kapitza expres-
sion, the bath temperature changes the resulting heat flux
only very little for high heater surface temperatures. And
2) near the critical heat flux, the film boiling onset is a
very gradual process; during the test that gave 2.05 K,
58 kW m−2 , the sensor temperature reaches about 24 K,
undoubtedly a fully developed film boiling situation, and
yet the transition seen in the figure is very smooth, as
opposed to that for the higher applied heating power den-
sity.

Applying Equation (3) to our setup, with L = 158 mm
and w = 3 mm, gives an estimated critical heat flux,
at which boiling should start, of 47 kW m−2. The low-
est applied heating power density for which we see boil-
ing is Qapp = 55 kW m−2, which starts after around
300 ms. During these 300 ms, the bath temperature rose
by 2.5 mK. The difference between the critical heat flux
from Equation (3) and the one we observe can easily be
explained by a slight change in Tatsumoto et al.’s fit pa-
rameter K; changing its value to 0.66, instead of 0.58,
gives a critical heat flux of 54 kW m−2.

Shiotsu et al. find that at about 70 kW m−2 the time
to film boiling onset on a flat–plate–heater in an open
bath is on the order of 5 ms in a bath of 2 K and 0.8 ms
in a bath of 2.1 K (see Ref. [39]). Our measurements in
a bath of 2.05 K find film boiling onset after between 3.1
and 4.5 ms for Qapp around 68 kW m−2, entirely in line
with Shiotsu et al..
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Figure 12: Measured sensor temperatures for the same applied
heating power densities in baths of 1.9 and 2.05 K, represented
by Sensor UM . The variation in Qapp stems from the current
source not supplying exactly the same current from one test to
another.

Figure 13 shows how, in a bath of 2.05 K, the up-
wards and downwards facing heaters differ. The Kapitza
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quasi–steady life–time is clearly visible; UM, 61 kW m−2 ,
for instance, flattens out between 2.5 and 7.5 ms, before
then showing the characteristic rise due to film boiling
onset. There also appears to be a slight difference in
how long it takes for boiling to start; for an upwards fac-
ing plate, a bubble forming at the surface will have the
help of gravity to detach and carry off energy, while for
a bubble forming on the surface of a downwards facing
heater, the bubble must both fight gravity as its centre
of mass is moved downwards in the fluid, and also move
sideways, rather than straight up, in order to move away
from the heater. This helps explain why boiling starts a
little sooner on the upwards facing plate seeing as there
is the additional energy barrier of buoyancy to overcome
on the downwards facing heater. Now, as more and more
bubbles form, it will be harder for an individual bubble
on the surface of the downwards facing heater to move
sideways without coalescing with another bubble. This
means there will be a less defined delineation between
a situation with individual bubbles and one where the
bubbles form a continuous film as compared with the up-
wards facing heater where the film only fully forms once
bubbles arise across the entire surface at once. These two
effects are subtle, as the time to boiling onset becomes
more similar for higher heat flux, and the upwards/down-
wards difference becomes less pronounced. Shiotsu et al.
show transitions to film boiling from a thin wire that are
about equally smooth to ours for the downwards facing
heater, while the transition for our upwards facing heaters
appear sharper than theirs (see Ref. [37]). Our measure-
ments transition into a linear temperature rise with time,
as theirs do.
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Figure 13: Measured sensor temperatures for the same heating
power densities, represented by both middle sensors ( UM and
DM ). The variation in Qapp stems from the small difference in

heater strip resistance.

During our tests, we typically only let the film boiling
regime develop for about 2 seconds. A steady state is
not reached within this time, and sensor temperatures

increase linearly for most of the test. As we turn off
power, the sensors have reached as much as 40 to 45 K.
Temperatures return to the initial bath temperature in a
smooth process, lasting as long as 3 to 4 times longer than
the duration of the step. The linear temperature rise lasts
from about 100 ms after the step until power is turned
off. Note that while the sensor temperatures are growing
rapidly, the bath temperature hardly changes at all; the
peak bath temperature measured during the strongest
step is only 20 mK above the initial bath temperature.

The long transition period between onset of film boiling
and this linear region (seen in full for 2.05 K, 64 kW m−2

in Figure 12) is completely smooth, without any obvi-
ous regime changes. So, the identifiable heat transfer
regimes appear to be the quasi–steady Kapitza regime,
before film boiling onset, and the single film–boiling–like
regime without any other clear transitions, where the film
boiling onset is not a distinct regime

5.3.1 Time to Film Boiling Onset

Although our setup was not designed to measure the life–
time of the Kapitza regime accurately, we can get rough
estimates of Kapitza regime life–time, τKapitza, from the
curves in Figure 13 by taking τKapitza as the time of the
kink upwards as the criterion for identifying the film boil-
ing onset. Figure 14 shows the film boiling onset time (or
Kapitza regime life–time) for all measurements where we
saw film boiling onset within a few tens of milliseconds
after the step in power. The curve in the figure is an
example of a curve τKapitza ∝ Q−4, which our measure-
ments tend to follow as Qapp goes above 60 kW m−2, like
expected from Equation (5).
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Figure 14: Time to boiling onset as function of Qapp, showing
also a curve ∝ Q−4.

5.3.2 Simulate Quasi–Steady Life–Time

Figure 15 shows the step in applied heating power den-
sity up to 68 kW m−2, in a bath of 2.05 K together with
a simulation using reference parameters. At t = 3.5 ms
we instantaneously change the heat transfer regime from
the Kapitza expression in Equation (1) to the much

13



weaker film boiling expression in Equation (2) with aFB

= 500 W m−2 K−1. The quasi–steady Kapitza life–time is
obvious; the simulated sensor temperature stabilises be-
tween t= 1 and 3 ms, at which point the film boiling onset
is reached. At 3.5 ms we trigger the fully developed film
boiling heat transfer regime. An important insight from
this very simple modelling approach is that the drop in
heat transfer capability when going into film boiling is so
large that most of the heat is now transferred backwards
through the material stack rather than by the film boiling
heat flux itself. It is also clear that the real film boiling
onset is a much smoother process than a hard transition
from a high to a low heat transfer regime, seeing as even
the sharper U-1 and U+2 sensors see a mellower transi-
tion into the film boiling onset temperature rise.

Note also that, save for the discrepancy during the
first millisecond, also a step that leads to film boiling
can be accurately simulated using the simple steady state
Kapitza expression as the cooling boundary condition be-
fore film boiling onset.
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Figure 15: Measured sensor temperatures during step in ap-
plied heating power density to 68 kW m−2, in bath of 2.05 K,
together with simulation using reference parameters.

6 Conclusion

To begin investigating the observation that significantly
more heat input is necessary to quench an LHC super-
conducting magnet than what models have predicted, we
built an experimental setup with the aim of making mil-
lisecond time–scale measurements of transient cooling of
a heater cooled by an open bath of He II. We confirm
the setup behaves as expected in steady state, where the
Kapitza heat transfer model is known to work, and quan-
tify the measurement uncertainty from a wide range of
parameters. The result is a set of Kapitza fit parame-
ters valid for applied heating power densities Qapp be-

tween 1 and 85 kW m−2; aK = 1316.8±10%, and nK =
2.528±10%.

Further validation of the experimental setup is found
by the critical heat flux being in line with approximate
expressions from literature relevant to our heating geom-
etry, and then by seeing that the time from turning on
heating power to onset of film boiling follows the expected
∝ Q−4 behaviour.

The setup allowed us to investigate heat transfer varia-
tions along heaters and between upwards and downwards
facing heaters. We do not find evidence of significant dif-
ferences attributable to local surface conditions along the
heaters, nor differences attributable to an orientation de-
pendence. The difference between the upwards and down-
wards facing heater temperatures is in line with what can
be expected simply from the two heaters being unique.

The rise time of the initial measured temperature re-
sponse after a step in applied heating power density is on
the order of 0.3 to 0.5 ms, which is similar to the data
found in literature, and we provide considerably more
time–resolved data than that which has previously been
published.

We have made a time–dependent one–dimensional
model representation of the setup. The model’s thermal
response to a step in Qapp is faster than what we mea-
sure during the first millisecond after the step, with an
initial rise time about half that of measurements, but af-
ter this, the agreement between measurement and model
is excellent. This means we confirm the assumption that
the steady state Kapitza heat transfer expression can be
used for fast transient modelling.

A Material Parameters

Figure A.1 shows the thermal conductivity and heat ca-
pacity of the seven materials included in the analysis of
data. The figures stop at 30 K, since measured temper-
ature never go above this, but all materials have known
parameters in the range 1.7 to 100 K.

The data, with densities from Table 3, comes from the
following sources;

Copper Heat capacity is a fit by NIST[47]. Note that
although the range is from 4 to 300 K, the expression
they propose fit their source data by Stewart and Johnson
down to 1 K[48, p. 4.112–1]. Thermal conductivity is a fit
function proposed by Simon et al.[49], where we assume
here that the RRR of copper is 100.

Sapphire Heat capacity is Viswanathan’s polynomial
fit below 20.0661 K[50], and Fugate and Swenson’s poly-
nomial fit above[51]. Lake Shore Cryotronics provide
thermal conductivity data for sapphire[52, Figure 1.], and
the curve seen in Figure A.1 is a cubic spline fit to the
Lake Shore Cryotronics curve.

GE 7031 varnish Heat capacity data for the GE 7031
varnish is taken from a measurement by Heessels[53]. No
fit function is provided, so a cubic spline fit to the data
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Figure A.1: Thermal conductivity (left) and heat capacity (right) as used in analysis herein. Plots highlight the most relevant region
below 30 K, though the parameters are known till 100 K.

is used. For thermal conductivity, the measurements by
McTaggart and Slack are used[54]. They do not provide
fit functions, so cubic splines are fitted to the data.

EPO–TEK H20E This proprietary compound does
not have readily available data across the entire relevant
temperature range. Heat capacity data up to 9 K is taken
from Weyhe et al.[55]. Extending the range is done by
using heat capacity data for Stycast 2850FT, measured
by Swenson[56, Figure 3]. The final heat capacity curve
is made by making a fifth degree polynomial fit to the
logarithm of Weyhe et al.’s data up to 8 K and the Swen-
son data from 30 K up. Thermal conductivity is a third
degree polynomial fit of the logarithm of Amils et al.’s
data[57].

Eccobond® Neither heat capacity nor thermal con-
ductivity data is available for Eccobond® 286 A/B. The
heat capacity used for Eccobond® is that of Stycast
2850FT based on the full temperature range measured
by Swenson[56, figures 4 and 3]. A cubic spline fit
to this data is used. The thermal conductivity used
for Eccobond® is that of Eccobond® 285, a single–
component epoxy from the same manufacturer, for which
a short measurement set exists between 4 and 8 K, by
Rondeaux et al.[58]. This data indicates a linear tem-
perature dependence of the thermal conductivity, and
this relationship is extrapolated from 1.7 K up. Since
heat capacity is that of Stycast 2850FT, the density of
Eccobond® is taken as that of Stycast. This probably
leads to a higher thermal diffusion time than what is true,
for Eccobond®’s actual density, 1400 kg m−3, is only 60%
that of Stycast.

Stainless steel The heat capacity of 304 stainless steel
used for the heater strips is found in Du Chatenier et al.
for temperatures below 90 K[59], and in NIST reference
data above 90 K[60]. The logarithm of Du Chatenier

et al.’s data is fitted by a fifth degree polynomial, while
NIST provide their own fit.

Thermal conductivity is more complicated. Between
1 K and 1.7 K, Stutius and Dillinger made measurements
on 304 stainless steel[61], and they quantify the lattice
contribution to thermal conductivity. Between 6 K and
110 K, Hust and Sparks give Lorenz ratio measurements
for a compositionally similar steel they call HS(347)[46,
p. II-34]. The Wiedemann–Franz law relate the electrical
resistivity to thermal conductivity through the Lorentz
ratio[20, p. 153]. The sum of these two constrictions
is compared with dedicated measurements on our steel
samples around 4.2 K, in order to scale the Wiedemann–
Franz result. The measurements, and thus the thermal
conductivity used herein, are a factor 0.9383 lower than
the WF result.

Table 3: Volumetric density of relevant materials

Material Density [kg m−3]

Copper[62] 8960

Sapphire[63] 3980

GE Varnish[64] 887

EPO–TEK H20E[65] 2550

Eccobond/Stycast[66] 2292

Steel[67] 7955

B Heat Equation

During a transient where some voltage is measured across
the heater strip, the one–dimensional heat equation takes
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the form,

Cp(x, T )ρ(x, T )
∂T

∂t
=

∂

∂x

{
k(x, T )

∂T

∂x

}
+
V 2

meas

Rsvs
, (B.1)

where Rs is the electrical resistance of a heater strip, and
vs is the volume of it.

The two boundary conditions are, 1) a Dirichlet con-
dition at the extreme end of the material stack where
Eccobond® touches helium, with temperature fixed to
the bath temperature, and 2) a Neumann condition at
the cooled surface of the stainless steel heater strip;

T (x = xend, t) = Tbath(t), (B.2)

∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

=
QCooling(t)

ksteel(T (x = 0, t))
, (B.3)

where QCooling is cooling–regime dependent. In the
Kapitza regime, for instance, Equation 1 is used. The
Neumann condition is implemented as a central differ-
ence in the numerical scheme to preserve second order
accuracy in space.

To solve Eq. B.1, a Crank–Nicolson scheme is used. To
account for the temperature dependent thermal conduc-
tivities, as well as there being interfaces between several
materials, the thermal conductivity is evaluated between
adjacent points by an average;

κni+1/2 =
1

2
(kni+1 + kni ) (B.4)

κni−1/2 =
1

2
(kni−1 + kni ) (B.5)

where kni is the thermal conductivity of the material at
location xi at time tn.

The discretised Eq. B.1, with V ni = Vmeas(xi, tn), then
becomes;

Ciρi
Tn+1
i − Tni

∆t
=

1

2∆x2

[
κi+1/2

(
Tn+1
i+1 − Tn+1

i

)
− κi−1/2

(
Tn+1
i − Tn+1

i−1

)]

+
1

2∆x2

[
κi+1/2

(
Tni+1 − Tni

)
− κi−1/2

(
Tni − Tni−1

)]

+
(V ni )2 + (V n+1

i )2

2Rsvs

(B.6)

When obtaining the steady state surface temperature
discussed in Section 4, the Neumann condition from
Equation B.3 is replaced by a Dirichlet condition where
the boundary temperature is obtained by refining guesses
that minimise the difference between simulated sensor
temperature and measured sensor temperature.
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Abstract

We explore transient heat transfer, on the millisecond
time–scale, from a narrow, rectangular stainless steel
heater cooled from one side by He II confined to a channel
of 120 µm depth. The helium is isolated from the external
bath with the exception of two pin–holes of cross section
about 10% that of the channel.

We measure the temperatures of both the heater strip
and the channel helium during slow–pulse heating that
reaches peak power after 9 ms, fast–pulse heating that
reaches peak power after 100 µs, and step heating that
reaches steady power after 100 µs.

Using the steady state Kapitza heat transfer expres-
sion at the interface between heater and helium, and
the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer regime in the helium
channel, we obtain excellent agreement between simula-
tion and measurement during the first 5 ms of slow–pulse
tests. Using instead the measured helium temperature
in the Kapitza expression, we obtain excellent agreement
between the simulated and measured heater response dur-
ing the first 150 ms of slow–pulse tests.

The same model fails to explain the fast–pulse transient
response of the heater and helium, while it can explain
the helium response to a step in applied power but not
the heater response. The steady state Kapitza expression
may therefore not be applicable to heating events that are
over within a single millisecond.

1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is subject to a recur-
rent beam loss event called an Unidentified Falling Object
(UFO) [1], happening on the order of 10 to 30 times per
hour of LHC operation [2, Fig. 2]. A UFO event is an
interaction between the particle beam and dust or debris
that is assumed to fall from the top of the LHC beam pipe
into the path of the beam, causing inelastic collisions be-
tween the beam particles and the dust [3, Sec. 3.3.1].
The interaction leads to energy deposition in the super-
conducting magnet that surrounds the beam pipe. This

transient energy deposition has an asymmetric Gaussian
shape, and the entire UFO event is typically over after
just 1 ms [3, Fig. 3.7]. If the energy deposition is suf-
ficiently large, the superconducting magnet will quench,
meaning it loses superconductivity (locally at first, and
then this initial normal–conducting zone propagates to
the rest of the magnet). In the case of a magnet quench
it will take about 12 hours before normal LHC operation
is restored [4]. If a that would cause a quench UFO is
detected early enough, triggering a beam dump, it still
takes about 3 hours to resume normal operation.

During LHC operation successful mitigation strategies
are currently employed such that quenches are avoided,
and such that unnecessary beam dumps are kept to a
minimum [5]. In the future, however, the LHC is sched-
uled for an upgrade to increase the beam energy [6]. For
higher beam energy, each UFO event will cause larger
losses, because the individual beam–particles impact the
UFO with more energy [7, Fig. 5.11]. This leads to the
need for better understanding of the millisecond time–
scale losses UFOs represent.

After analysis of a dedicated beam–induced quench test
performed in 2011 [8], Bernhard et al. found that for tran-
sient losses on the millisecond time–scale, there is as much
as a factor 4 difference between how much energy is actu-
ally necessary to quench a magnet and how much energy
an electro–thermal model of the magnet predicts should
be sufficient [9, Tab. V]; the magnets are more resilient
against quenches than assumed. The model (see Ref. [10])
used to predict the energy necessary to quench simulates
a single strand of the magnet cable cooled by He II in con-
tact with the strand surface, and subjects the strand to
the losses measured during the quench test. Helium cool-
ing is accounted for by using a steady state Kapitza heat
transfer relation at the interface between the strand and
surrounding helium. This approach is typical of magnet
stability modelling [11, 12].

Finding this discrepancy between simulated and ob-
served behaviour lead to the interest in measuring the
temperature response of a heater cooled by confined he-
lium during millisecond time–scale losses. Section 2 ex-
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pands on both theory and background from previous ex-
perimental work. An important shortcoming of current
understanding is that the standard Kapitza surface heat
transfer model was developed for steady state heating
into large volumes of helium and we need to ensure its
validity for use during transient heating into a confined
volume of helium. There is also very little published
data available from millisecond time–scale measurements
of heat transfer to confined volumes, and our work will
help fill this knowledge gap.

The measurement campaign presented in this paper re-
volves around two main time–profiles for applied heating
power; 1) we start with a slow pulse that reaches peak
power after about 9 ms, with a long tail, lasting a total of
400 to 500 ms. This helps assess the validity of using the
Kapitza surface heat transfer expression in the confined
channel helium volume. 2) to approximate UFO events
we use fast pulses that deliver peak power after around
100 µs, that last a total of 800 to 1000 µs. We also ap-
ply steps to the heater, which reach their steady state
power within about 100 µs as a means to compare closed
channel and open bath test results.

The open bath test results are discussed in–depth in a
separate publication (Ref. [13]). For convenience, when
we refer to the open bath paper, which shares many sim-
ilarities in the setup and measurement procedure, we will
refer to it as the Open Bath Paper.

2 Theory and Background

In this paper we we consider heat transfer from a nar-
row rectangular heater strip exposed on one side to he-
lium along its entire length. The helium is confined to a
shallow channel. Heat transfer across the heater–helium
interface is governed by the Kapitza heat transfer expres-
sion in Equation (1), which was first proposed by Claudet
and Seyfert [14, Eq. 1];

QK = aK (TnK
s − TnK

ref ) , (1)

where QK is the Kapitza heat flux, Ts is the temper-
ature of the heater at the heater–helium interface, Tref

is a reference temperature equal to that of the helium
in the channel, and aK and nK are two fit parameters.
In our Open Bath Paper we determine the Kapitza pa-
rameters for our stainless steel heater strip to be aK =
1316.8 W m−2 K−nK and nK = 2.528. For convenience,
when we refer to the surface temperature of the heater,
we always mean the temperature at the interface between
heater and helium, Ts.

Heat transfer to He II in the Kapitza regime in-
volves the transmission of thermal phonons across the
heater–helium interface [15, Sec. 7.5][16, Chap. 23].
The dominant phonon wavelength excited in the helium
are approximately λ = hvHe/3.8kB T , where h is the
Planck constant, vHe the speed of sound in helium, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the helium tempera-
ture [17, p. 168]. For temperatures between 1.9 K and

Tλ (= 2.165 K), taking the speed of sound to be around
200 m s−1, we get a phonon wavelength on the order of
1 nm. Compared with the channel we use, of 120 µm
depth, a phonon transmitted across the heater–helium
interface will not distinguish the channel from an open
bath. As such, we expect the Kapitza expression to hold,
at least for steady state, also in the confined geometry.

Katerberg and Anderson verified that the measured
Kapitza resistance between He II and a copper heater
remained the same when measured during steady ap-
plied heat or during oscillating heating power [18]. Their
fastest heating was generated by a sinusoidal 600 Hz cur-
rent applied to the heater, leading to a peak in applied
heating power every half–cycle, or 830 µs. They did not
find conclusive evidence of a frequency dependence of
the Kapitza resistance, though, as they point out, above
about 1.6 K their data is not reproducible, and there
seems to be a weak tendency for the Kapitza resistance
to be lower for higher frequency. From this, we expect
the Kapitza expression to certainly be valid for the ap-
plied heating that peaks after 9 ms, but it is not clear
if it remains valid down to heating that peaks after just
100 µs.

2.1 Millisecond Time–Scale Data

Transient heat transfer experiments in He II tend to fall
into three main categories;

1. Tests designed to assess the time it takes before onset
of film boiling after subjecting a heater submerged
in an open bath to a very strong heat flux, usually in
excess of 100 kW m−2, depending on the bath tem-
perature (see the Open Bath Paper for detailed dis-
cussion [13]). The time–scale of these measurements
are often on the order of 100 µs or less, but they do
not consider the time during which the heater warms
up, and how the Kapitza expression may describe
this time window.

2. Tests designed to assess propagation of second sound
waves in He II (Ref. [19] discusses several such tests).
The applied heating power densities of such tests well
in excess of 100 kW m−2 and at time–scales on the
order of 10 to 100 µs. The behaviour of the heater
exciting these pulses is generally not considered.

3. Tests designed to assess lower heat fluxes propagat-
ing along a channel of He II [20–24]. While the ap-
plied heating power densities of such tests are often
in the range of a few tens of kW m−2, the transient
data, if at all available, is usually on the 0.1 s time–
scale or slower, because heat propagation along even
relatively short channels of He II is quite slow.

So, there is a gap in available data; for applied heating
power density on the order of 1 to 100 kW m−2, there are
no published results nn the millisecond time–scale that
considers both helium and heater behaviour.
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2.2 Heat Transfer in Confined Helium
Geometries

Several experiments have been done in the past map-
ping out the steady state heat transfer characteristics of
helium in varying sorts of confined geometries. Warren
and Caspi measured the heater surface temperature of a
cylindrical heater exposed on one side to a He II filled
gap of varying thickness[25]; Chen and Van Sciver built
a rectangular channel 127 mm long and 12.7 mm wide,
measuring the heater surface and channel helium tem-
peratures for varying channel depths and angles of incli-
nation[26]; Kobayashi et al. built a short channel, open
on either end to a large bath of He II, where they mea-
sured the heater surface temperature, the channel helium
temperature immediately adjacent to the heater, and the
temperature of the helium adjacent to the wall opposite
the heater[27]; Granieri conducted a large study of steady
state heat transfer in Rutherford cables of the type used
in the LHC main dipoles[28, Chap. 3].

They all find steady state results roughly characterised
by four regimes;

1. Below a small critical heat flux Qλ, for which the
helium temperature remains below Tλ, no thermal
gradients are observed within the confined volume.
Heat is applied to the confined helium according to
the Kapitza regime, and it is transferred out of the
helium by the Gorter–Mellink regime (see Section
2.3);

2. Between Qλ and an intermediate heat flux QNucBoil,
relatively poor heat transfer takes place between the
heater and the helium, and most of the applied heat
is transferred by conduction through the solids in
the setup, rather than to the helium itself. This is
recognised as a natural convection–like regime;

3. Between QNucBoil and a higher QFilmBoil, strong heat
transfer from heater to helium takes place, identified
as the nucleate boiling regime. The presence of this
regime appears to depend not only on the channel
orientation, but also the helium bath temperature.
Near Tλ, the regime is seen regardless of channel
orientation, while at 1.9 K it is hardly noticeable in
some horizontal channels;

4. Above QFilmBoil, film boiling develops fully, and, like
for the natural convection regime, only poor heater
to helium heat transfer takes place.

While these critical heat fluxes are defined for steady
state heating, which we are not investigating, we expect
to see evidence of the transition into natural convection
for tests where we heat the channel helium up to Tλ.

2.2.1 Transient Heat Transfer to a Channel

Okamura et al. measured transient temperatures in a
170 mm long, 7 mm wide channel of varying depth, open

on either end, subject to steps in applied heating power
density[29]. Their steady state results are not entirely in
line with the expected four regimes; in particular there is
no clear natural convection regime separating a low–heat
flux Kapitza regime from a high–heat flux nucleate boil-
ing regime. Furthermore, when their channel is horizon-
tal, with the heater facing upwards, there is no nucleate
boiling regime clearly present. However, they show tran-
sient measurements on the 0.1 second time scale. The
key result is that the final steady state for Tchannel < Tλ
appears to need on the order of 3 to 5 seconds to be
established.

Their results also show behaviour analogous to that
seen in open baths or long channels heated from one end;
for an applied heating power density larger thanQλ, there
is a finite life–time during which strong Kapitza cooling
persists before the confined helium volume reaches Tλ,
and there is a heat transfer regime change.

2.3 Heat Transfer in Helium

Above Tλ, in a horizontal channel filled with He I, where
we neglect convective effects, the thermal conductivity
of the helium is rather low, and comparable to that of
an insulating material like Eccobond®, for instance. Be-
low Tλ, however, the effective thermal conductivity of the
same channel, now filled with He II, becomes more akin
to, or even higher than, that of high–purity copper. The
high effective thermal conductivity of He II is due to the
Gorter–Mellink mutual friction regime. There exists also
a laminar regime in He II. The Gorter–Mellink regime is
dominant under two main conditions; 1) turbulence must
be fully developed; and 2) there must be zero net mass
flow of He II. Vinen made the early key contributions to
understanding of turbulence in He II, finding that for an
applied heating power density Qapp, it takes,

τ = aQapp
−3/2, (2)

seconds to develop turbulence, where a is a geometry–
dependent fit parameter [21]. Chase found that in chan-
nels with obstructing orifices the time to develop tur-
bulence becomes essentially zero, giving a = 0, while
a is otherwise on the order of 100 ks W3/2 m−3 around
1.9 K, falling towards zero as the temperature approaches
Tλ[22].

There isn’t a neat criterion to assess whether or not
the zero–net–mass flow condition is met. Heat transfer
in He II is associated with fluid flow, and is described by
Landau’s two–fluid model[30]. Zero net mass flow means,
in the two–fluid picture, that the normal–fluid component
momentum flux ρn~vn exactly balances the superfluid com-
ponent momentum flux ρs~vs. In our work, we assume the
zero–net–mass flow (counter–flow) condition to be met at
all times, meaning we assume the Gorter–Mellink regime
is always dominant.

In the Gorter–Mellink regime, the local helium heat
3



flux QGM is given as;

QGM =
[
−f−1(T )∇T

]1/m
, (3)

where f−1 is the thermal conductivity function of He II
(where we use that proposed by Sato et al. [31]), and m
is an exponent originally found by Gorter and Mellink
to be 3[20], while Sato et al. later propose m = 3.4[32]
(which we use herein).

Using this, a modified heat equation is obtained from
Fourier’s law of cooling to express an effective thermal
conductivity from Equation 3;

ρ(T )Cp(T )
∂T

∂t
= ∇





[
−f−1(T )

1

|∇T |n−1

]1/n

∇T



 ,

(4)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity. This assumes that
Equation 3, which, strictly speaking, is a steady state
expression, also applies under transient conditions.

Seyfert et al. used this kind of approach to model heat
transfer in an annular channel[33]. Okamura et al. did
the same for He II in a pipe subject to slowly varying
applied heating power[34]. Fuzier and Van Sciver modi-
fied Equation (4) to account for forced flow of He II in a
pipe heated at one end, and found good agreement in the
limiting cases of; 1) large mass flow, where thermal con-
vection dominated heat transfer; and 2) low mass flow,
where Gorter–Mellink counterflow dominates heat trans-
fer[35][36, Sec. 5].

Helium material properties We take helium mate-
rial properties from Arp et al. [37]. We use their data
to build cubic spline interpolation functions between 1.7
and 100 K.

3 Setup

Most of the experimental setup was described in the Open
Bath Paper, and here we will only point out the key dif-
ferences. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental
sample placed in the cryostat. The Bottom Plate is the
same plate as the downwards facing heater in the Open
Bath Paper, corresponding to the D –sensors in the pa-
per. The Top Plate is used to confine the helium to a
120 µm deep channel along the heater strip. The two
PEEK plates are kept apart by Kapton tape laid along
either long–side of the channel, and 16 aluminium bolts
(eight per side) clamp the two plates together. Sensors
measuring the heater temperature are labelled H , while
those measuring the channel helium temperature are la-
belled C .

The dark blue rectangles at either end of the channel in
the figure represent the Eccobond® through which pin–
holes are made. The pin–holes have, roughly, a half–
circular cross section, with their origins at the middle
of the 3.1 mm wide channel groove in the Top Plate .

Their cross section is 3.405 · 10−8 m2, or 9.15% of the
channel cross section. They are 4 mm long, and along
their bottoms they are exposed to the bare heater strip.
The pin–holes limit the channel length to 150 mm.

Bottom Plate

Heater strip

H-2 H-1 HM H+1

Top Plate

120 µm

C-2 CM C+1 C+2

Iapp

T bath

4 mm

150 mm

Figure 1: Diagram of the closed channel setup used for ex-
periments. H sensors measure the heater temperature, and C

sensors measure the channel helium temperature. T bath is the
reference probe. The channel is 150 mm long and 120 µm deep.
It is 3.1 mm wide, while the heater is 3 mm wide. The pin–holes
at either end are 4 mm long.

Figure 2 represents the region around the helium chan-
nel sensors. The assembly is essentially the same as for
the heater sensors, described in the Open Bath Paper,
but there is no Kapton or steel in the Top Plate, and the
sensors have been turned so that the sensitive zirconium
oxynitride film faces the helium to ensure the fastest pos-
sible thermal response time. The labels in the figure refer
to the following;

(1) Glass–fibre filled PEEK;

(2) Eccobond® epoxy used to fill in holes, as well as seal
the sample to prevent helium to escape through the
crack where the two PEEK plates mate;

(3) Copper sensor leads, attached by manufacturer;

(4) GE 7031 varnish used to attach Cernox® sensors in
recesses in the Top Plate;

(5) Cernox® sapphire sensor substrate. Note that the
sensors are not entirely flush with the PEEK surface
in order to make sure the EPO–TEK beads could not
touch the heater strip during testing of the assembly
and final mounting;

(6) EPO–TEK H20E silver filled epoxy used by Lake
Shore Cryotronics to attach leads to sensor body;

(A) Soldering point joining the sensor leads to larger ex-
ternal lead attachments, acting as thermal anchoring
for the Cernox® sensors.

Note that unlike for the Bottom Plate, where the sen-
sor is embedded within a stack of materials under the
heater strip, the sensors on the channel side are mounted
so their sensitive part is in direct contact with the helium.
This means that the helium sensor temperature measure-
ments do not need a post–processing step to account for
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a material stack like we do for the heater sensors. Analy-
sis done in this paper uses the same modelling approach
for the heater sensors as that used when discussing open
bath measurements in our Open Bath Paper. The dimen-
sions we use as a reference for the material stack under
the heater strip are the same as well; 50 µm of stainless
steel for the heater strip, 35 µm of varnish used to attach
the heater sensor to the heater strip, 200 µm of sapphire
representing the bulk of the Cernox® sensor, 20 µm of
EPO–TEK used to attach the copper leads to the sen-
sors, and 20 mm of copper for the leads that run to the
back of the sample. Material parameters are discussed in
Appendix A in our Open Bath Paper.

1

2

3

4

5

6

A

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the region around
the Cernox® temperature sensors of the Top Plate, sensing
the channel helium temperature. Label (1): Glass–fibre filled
PEEK. (2) Eccobond®. (3): copper sensor lead wires. (4): GE
7031 varnish. (5): sapphire sensor substrate. (6): EPO–TEK
H20E epoxy. (A): Soldering point where thin sensor leads join
larger sensor lead attachments.

3.1 Calibration

The Cernox® sensors are calibrated in–situ against the
reference probe in the same way as was done in the Open
Bath Paper. The total estimated measurement uncer-
tainty for the closed channel tests presented here is given
in Table 1.

Table 1: Estimated measurement uncertainty ∆T .

Range, [K] ±∆T , [mK]
1.8 — Tλ 5
Tλ — 2.3 19
2.3 — 3 7

3 — 4 13
4 — 6 8
6 — 20 15

Instrumentation There are no differences in instru-
mentation from that used in the Open Bath Paper, save
for two added measurement channels. One is for the extra
temperature sensor, as we here have eight in total, rather
than seven, and the other added channel is for a synchro-
nisation measurement where the temperature data acqui-
sition system senses the triggering signal to the powering
circuit that delivers current to the heater strip. The tem-
perature sensor data acquisition frequency is 20 kHz per
sensor/channel.

Post–processing of transient measurements In or-
der to obtain the transient temperature data from our
measurements, we compensate for the presence of a fil-
tering capacitor on the Cernox® sensor current excita-
tion sources. This method is described in our Open Bath
Paper.

3.2 Sealing the Helium Channel

After bolting the two PEEK plates together to confine
the helium near the heater strip to the desired channel
dimensions, we sealed all remaining gaps, except for the
pin–holes, with Eccobond®, in order to ensure the helium
was only in direct thermal contact with the bath through
the two pin–holes. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the
setup after Eccobond® sealing.

Figure 3: Photograph of setup after sealing gaps with
Eccobond® to ensure no continuous helium channels exist be-
tween the channel and the outside bath, aside from the pin–
holes.

Between the two PEEK plates we placed a strip of
Kapton tape on either side of the channel. This serves two
purposes; 1) the tapes act as a spacer to give the desired
channel depth of 120 µm, and 2) the Kapton tapes cover
the 16 bolt holes, and the aluminium bolts pass through
the tape. So, after tightening the bolts, the layer of tape
helps provide a seal to ensure the volumes between the
bolt–hole walls and the bolts themselves are completely
isolated from the helium in the channel.

3.3 Measurement Procedure

For our heating tests we use three different types of ap-
plied heating power densities;

• Steps that reach flat top power after about 100 µs.
Applied heating power density reaches 970 W m−2.

• Slow RLC–like pulses that reach peak power after
around 9 ms, lasting a total of 400 to 500 ms. Peak
applied heating power density reaches 4300 W m−2.

• Fast RLC–like pulses that reach peak power after
around 100 µs, lasting a total of 800 to 1000 µs. Peak
applied heating power density reaches 130 kW m−2.

To generate the RLC–like pulses we use the circuit
shown in Figure 4. The circuit components Rpulse , L ,
and C are used to shape the pulse. For slow pulses we
use C = 40 mF, L = 8.5 mH, and Rpulse = 3.8 Ω. For
fast pulses we use C = 160 µF, L = 93 µH, and Rpulse
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= 1.3 Ω. We connect the heater strip power leads to the
Terminal , and use the transistor T2 to release the en-
ergy stored in the capacitor by switching the gate signal
G2 . This switching is what triggers the heater strip data
acquisitions system to log data.
Rbypass, T2, and the diode lets us keep the power sup-

ply on between tests and avoid any backwards energy flow
from the capacitor during the pulse discharge.

The shape of the fast pulses is chosen to be similar
to the transient UFO–losses seen in the LHC, while the
slow pulses represent a transient that helps determine the
region of validity of our modelling efforts.

+
−V0

Rbypass
Terminal L

RpulseT1
G1

C

T2

G2

Figure 4: Circuit used to generate the slow and fast RLC–like
heating pulses. Rpulse , L , and C are used to shape the pulse.
The transistor T2 releases energy into the heater strip upon
switching G2 .

The heater strip, which is the same as the downwards
facing heater from the Open Bath Paper, has a resistance
of 0.458 Ω, and to represent the heating power developed
in the strip, we use the applied heating power density
calculated from the measured heater strip voltage;

Qapp =
Vmeas

2

Rstrip

dstrip

vstrip
, (5)

with Vmeas the measured voltage, Rstrip = 0.458 Ω, dstrip

= 50 µm, and vstrip = 150 mm × 3 mm × 50 µm, the
total volume of the heater strip.

The helium–wetted area of the heater strip is 150 mm
× 3 mm. The helium in the 4 mm long pin–holes also
contact the heater.

4 Slow Pulses in Applied Heating
Power Density

Figure 5 shows a representative measurement of the ther-
mal transient during the first 50 ms of a slow–pulse test
in the closed channel. The bath temperature during the
test was 1.9 K.

During the transient, all sensor temperatures on the
heater remain close to each other, reaching about 2 K
after 10 ms, and 2.03 K after 50 ms. The temperature
variation between heater sensors is about ±5 mK after
50 ms, which is comparable to the estimated measure-
ment uncertainty from Table 1. The kink in slope during

the temperature rise coincides with the peak in the ap-
plied heating power density.

The temperatures in the channel are essentially indis-
tinguishable during the entire test, meaning the helium
in the channel heats up uniformly, reaching 1.996 K af-
ter 50 ms. The temperature variation between sensors
is about ±2 mK. Despite the pin–holes at either end of
the channel, a thermal gradient along the channel is not
expected. As a simple estimate, we consider the cool-
ing power of one pin–hole where the channel end is at
1.996 K, and the bath end at 1.9 K. We assume the pin–
hole helium behaves according to the Gorter–Mellink heat
transfer regime (see Section 2.3 for background and Sec-
tion 6 for discussion of such a modelling approach to our
setup). At 1.95 K, the thermal conductivity function of
He II (in Equation 3) is f−1 = 6.25·1014 W3.4 m−5.8 K−1.
At 4 mm length, ∆T/∆x = 24 K m−1. The heat flux
through a pin–hole is then 57 kW m−2. With a pin–hole
cross section of 3.41·10−8 m2, the cooling power from two
pin holes becomes 3.9 mW. The applied heating power
peaks around 167 mW, or nearly two orders of magni-
tude above the pin–hole cooling power. For all our tests,
the pin–hole cooling only matters during the long ther-
mal relaxation time after no more energy is supplied to
the heater strip.
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Figure 5: Representative measurement results during the first
60 ms of a slow–pulse test with peak applied heating power
density 370 W m−2. The initial bath temperature was 1.9 K,
and it did not change during the test.

4.1 Simulation Using Measured Helium
Temperature as Tref

Figure 6 shows the same test as Figure 5, but includes
a simulation like the one we used in the Open Bath Pa-
per, namely the time–dependent heat equation with the
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Figure 6: Same slow–pulse test as that shown in Figure 5, to-
gether with the result of a simulation that models only the mate-
rial stack. The helium wetted surface of the heater is cooled by
the Kapitza expression using the steady state Kapitza parame-
ters found in our Open Bath Paper; aK = 1316.8 W m−2 K−nK

and nK = 2.528.

Kapitza expression (Equation (1)) used as a boundary
condition at the surface of the heater.

The solid black curve shows the simulated temperature
in the sensor location, and should be compared with the
measured heater sensor temperatures. In the simulation
shown we have taken the average of the measured helium
temperatures, and use this as the reference temperature
in the Kapitza expression. This means we do not simulate
any helium behaviour.

For the simulation, we have used the steady state
Kapitza parameters determined in our Open Bath Paper;
aK = 1316.8 W m−2 K−nK , and nK = 2.528. In all plots
that show a single test with simulation results, Heater

sensor refers to the simulated temperature at the loca-

tion of the sensitive part of the Cernox® sensor within
the simulated domain. Heater surface refers to the
simulated temperature at the Kapitza interface on the
heater side.

The simulated sensor temperature is in excellent agree-
ment with measurements. This means, so long as the he-
lium temperature behaviour is known, and the losses are
at least as slow as these pulses (reaching peak power after
around 9 ms), the Kapitza heat transfer expression can be
expected to capture the thermal behaviour of the system.
This result is also a confirmation that even though the
Kapitza expression was developed for a situation where
the reference temperature was taken far from the heater,
it describes the heat transfer also in a shallow channel
where the helium is decidedly not far from the heater.
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Figure 7: Same simulation result as that in Figure 6, showing
the measurement and simulation result up to 500 ms.

4.1.1 Long Time Scale

In fact, the simulation shown in Figure 6 can be extended
to the entire slow pulse, and the result, shown in Fig-
ure 7, remains in agreement with the measured heater
sensor temperatures all the way up to between 150 and
200 ms after turning on the pulse. The small deviation
between measurement and simulation that arises on this
very long time scale could stem from the real geometry
being three–dimensional, while we simulate it as a simpli-
fied one–dimensional geometry, neglecting, for instance,
the impact of the PEEK plates themselves.

During the entire test we see the measured tempera-
tures, both on the heater and channel side, remain nearly
uniform, with the heater sensor temperatures peaking af-
ter about 90 ms at about 2.04 K. The channel helium
temperatures continue rising for another 50 ms after this,
as heat keeps transferring from the heater to the helium.
The channel temperatures peak at about 2.038 K. The
simulation result, with the heater surface temperature
rising above the sensor temperature after about 100 ms,
shows that during the slow relaxation back to the bath
temperature, heat transfer along the sensor leads con-
tributes more to cooling than cooling to helium. Since
the measured sensor temperatures are above the simu-
lation result at long time scales, it seems our simplified
model slightly overestimates the heat flux along the sen-
sor leads. Note that the discrepancy between simulation
and measurement is no more than 6 mK, which is just a
little more than the estimated measurement uncertainty.

4.1.2 Short Time Scale

Figure 8 shows the same simulation result as in figures 6
and 7, highlighting the first 12 ms.

All temperatures, both simulated and measured, rise
7



smoothly from their initial values. The heater sensors
rise roughly linearly between 1 and 4 ms, corresponding
to the region where the applied heating power density
rises linearly. After this, the slope tapers off, both due to
the pulse nearing its peak, and because the heat capac-
ity of the materials in the stack rises as the temperature
grows. The helium channel temperatures start rising very
slowly at first, since the heat transfer to the channel de-
pends on the surface temperature of the heater. It then
settles into a linear rise starting around 6 ms. From the
simulation we see that the linear region in the measured
helium temperatures corresponds to the heater surface
temperature having reached a point where the temper-
ature difference between heater and helium is roughly
constant, so a nearly steady heat flux crosses the heater–
helium interface. This time window also corresponds to
the region where the applied heat pulse remains nearly
constant around 360 W m−2 between about 6 and 13 ms.

We conclude that the relatively simple one–
dimensional material stack model, with the Kapitza
expression as the boundary condition representing
helium cooling, using the measured channel helium
temperature as modelling input, allows for simulation
of the transient response to a slow pulse with excellent
accuracy all the way from the start of this particular
pulse up to around 150 ms.
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Figure 8: Same simulation result as that in Figure 6, showing
the measurement and simulation result up to 13 ms.

4.2 Increasing Peak Power

Figure 9 shows measured and simulated temperatures
for four successively larger slow pulses. The measured
temperatures are represented as the average temperature
among the four heater or four channel mounted sensors
at each point in time. The average heater sensor temper-

atures are shown in green hues, while channel temper-
atures are shown in blues. The dashed curves in purple
hues are the applied heating power density for each pulse.
The solid curves in greens are the simulated temperatures
at the heater sensor location based on the same kind of
simulation presented in Section 4.1 using the plotted ap-
plied heating power densities.

For the weakest pulse that peaks at 1.07 kW m−2, the
average channel temperature reaches 1.965 K after 10 ms,
with a variation around this average of ±5 mK. The av-
erage heater sensor temperature has risen to 2.170 K,
with a variation of ±20 mK. For the strongest pulse that
peaks at 4.34 kW m−2, the average channel temperature
reaches 2.113 K, with a variation of ±13 mK. The av-
erage heater sensor temperature reaches 2.700 K, with a
variation of ±65 mK.
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Figure 9: Measurement and simulation results for four succes-
sively larger slow pulses with peak applied heating power den-
sities of 1.07, 1.93, 3.00, and 4.34 kW m−2. The peaks all occur
after between 9.2 and 9.5 ms. Curves of measured temperature
data are the average of the four sensors on either the heater
or the channel side respectively. Only every seventh data point
is plotted. Dashed curves in pink and purple hues are the ap-
plied heating power densities: Qapp . Symbols in green hues are
heater sensor measurement data: Heater measured . Symbols
in blue hues are channel sensor measurement data: Channel
measured . Solid curves in green hues are the simulated heater
sensor results: Heater simulated .

After 10 ms for the largest pulse, the channel temper-
ature approaches Tλ, and rather than flatten out, the
slope of the heater sensor temperature increases. The
heat transfer characteristics at the helium–heater inter-
face completely change once He II transitions to He I.
Rather than heat being transmitted by the highly effi-
cient Kapitza conductance into superfluid helium, a nat-
ural convection heat transfer regime takes over. The ap-
plied heating power still needs to cross the interface, but
for the less efficient convection regime, the heater temper-
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ature must rise considerably to transfer the same power.
It is this regime change that is seen as the rapid temper-
ature rise starting at 10 ms.

All slow–pulse tests with peak applied heating power
densities above 0.68 kW m−2 see helium in the channel
reach, and eventually go above, Tλ. We never see the
channel temperature go above 4.2 K, however, even for
the largest peak applied heating power density (peak at
4.34 kW m−2). Note that the simulations in Figure 9 do
not include any attempt at modelling the details of the
regime change.

From the excellent agreement between simulation re-
sults and measured heater sensor temperatures, it is
clear that using the Kapitza heat transfer expression as
a boundary condition in transient modelling works well
across a wide range of slow–pulse amplitudes, so long as
the helium temperature to use as reference in the Kapitza
expression is known. We expect the modelling to work
also in open bath situations for these kinds of pulses,
where the helium temperature does not change during
the loss event.

During the simulations shown in Figure 9 we also es-
timate the fraction of applied heating power that flows
backwards to the bath along the sensor leads of the heater
sensors rather than forwards across the heater–helium
interface (Kapitza interface). At the very start of the
pulse, no heat flows across the Kapitza interface, since
the heater temperature must first rise appreciably above
the helium temperature. So, during the first 20 µs, most
of the applied heat flows backwards. After this time, a
larger and larger fraction is transferred across the Kapitza
interface, until after around 200 µs, the heat flow fractions
have stabilised to where only about 8% flows backwards.
This fraction slowly decays, remaining above about 6%
during the time window shown in the figure. From the
steady state measurements in the Open Bath Paper we
found the heat leaks backwards represent about 2 to 3%
of the input power, so during the transient it is to be
expected that somewhat more energy flows into the ma-
terial stack to heat it up.

5 Fast Pulses in Applied Heating
Power Density

Figure 10 shows measured temperatures during a fast–
pulse test that reached a peak in applied heating power
density of 19.7 kW m−2 after 100 µs, with Figure 10a
highlighting the heater sensors, and Figure 10b the chan-
nel sensors and the early stages of the thermal relaxation
to bath temperature.

The larger applied heating power density means that
although the fraction of heat flow backwards through
the material stack is similar to that seen during slow–
pulse tests, the absolute heat flow is larger. This in turn
helps explain the larger variation between heater sensor
peak temperatures during the test; there are variations
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(a) Focus on heater sensors during the first 6 ms of the test.
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(b) Focus on channel sensors during the first 20 ms of the test.

Figure 10: Measurements from a fast–pulse test. Peak applied
heating power density is 19.7 kW m−2, 100 µs after the start of
the pulse. Initial temperature was 1.9 K, and no bath temper-
ature change was seen during the test.

in the region around the heater sensors (as discussed in
the Open Bath Paper), and for a larger heat flow, these
geometrical variations cause larger thermal gradients.

The peak heater sensor temperatures occur after be-
tween 300 and 450 µs, with H-2 and H-1 being faster,
while HM is slowest. Recall that the data acquisition fre-
quency is 20 kHz, so each measurement point is 50 µs
apart. The faster sensors also reach the higher tempera-
tures, consistent with there being slightly more material
to heat up between the heater strip and the sensor it-
self, which reduces the peak temperature during a finite
energy pulse such as this. Note that, with a single ex-
ception, all sensors have their peak temperatures happen
before the applied heating power density has fallen to 15%
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of its amplitude. The exception is the HM sensor during
the strongest fast pulse, which has its peak temperature
when the applied heating power density is about 2% of
its amplitude.

The channel helium heats up much slower than the
heater strip; this is because heat transferred into the he-
lium must first build up in the heater in order to establish
the necessary temperature difference across the Kapitza
interface before then heating the helium. This, of course,
requires time to develop due to the heat capacity of the
heater strip steel. Note that helium temperatures start
rising immediately, meaning heat transfer across the in-
terface, though it takes time to fully develop, influences
the energy distribution among the regions of the system
right away.

Helium temperatures peak roughly at the same time,
1.7 ms after the start of the pulse, and only the mid-
dle channel sensor appears to behave differently from the
others, showing a peak temperature about 13 mK be-
low the other three channel sensors. After between 5
and 7.5 ms, the heater sensor temperature falls below
the channel temperature. After 10 ms an equilibrium is
established, with a quasi–stable temperature difference
between the heater and channel sensors. After this time,
the two groups of sensors show no significant internal vari-
ation, and they slowly relax to the bath temperature over
about 150 ms. The temperature difference between the
two groups slowly narrows until all temperatures end up
at 1.9 K. During this slow relaxation the heater surface
and the channel helium are in thermal equilibrium, with
only a very small heat flow across the interface as heat
leaks out of the channel helium.

Note that the complicated state between the peak he-
lium temperature and the point where the smooth ther-
mal relaxation sets in grows longer for stronger pulses. As
the peak applied heating power density goes above about
36 kW m−2 the state lasts until 20 ms after the start of
the pulse. By 54.1 kW m−2, it lasts till 30 ms, while for
the strongest pulse, at 128.9 kW m−2, it lasts until 300 ms
after the pulse. The time at which the heater sensor tem-
peratures fall enough to reach the channel temperatures
is consistently never longer than 10 ms.

During the entire fast pulse shown, the total energy
developed in the heater strip is about 2.65 mJ cm−3. For
a simple estimate, we assume all this energy goes into
heating only the stainless steel heater strip. The heater
strip volume is about 2.25·10−8 m3, and at 2.7 K, its heat
capacity is 79550 J m−3 K−1. For the given energy input,
the heater temperature would rise to 3.4 K. On the chan-
nel side, we have about 5.58 · 10−8 m3 of helium, which
at 1.95 K has a heat capacity around 660 000 J m−3 K−1.
Assuming the energy developed in the heater strip at
some point in time is all contained in the helium, its tem-
perature should rise to about 1.972 K, just 10 to 20 mK
above the measured peak helium temperatures. These
two simple estimates, that do not consider heat transfer
from the heater to the helium, heat leaks to the materi-

als below the heater, or heat flow out of the helium, are
clearly in line with the observed values.

5.1 Large Fast Pulses

Figure 11 shows four successively larger fast–pulse tests,
focusing on the first 3 ms. The measurement data is rep-
resented by the average temperature for each group of
sensors; heater (green hues) and channel (blue hues) re-
spectively. Table 2 summarises the features of the figure.
As from Figure 10, during these stronger fast–pulse tests,
sensors H-2 and H-1 give very similar results, with peak
temperatures at the upper end of the variation given in
Table 2, while HM has both the lowest amplitude and
latest time of peak. This remains consistent with the
thermal path between heater and sensor being somewhat
longer for this sensor than the others. The times of peak
heater sensor temperature are consistently around 350 µs,
sensor HM being the outlier.

On the channel side, the peak temperatures always
happen after around 2.1 ms, with no clear tendency for
one particular sensor to deviate from the others. Further-
more, the peak helium channel temperatures remain very
similar for all pulses. We observe no clear consistency in
which sensor measures the lowest peak, though the mid-
dle channel sensor gives the lowest temperature in about
half the fast–pulse tests.
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Figure 11: Measurement of four successively larger fast pulses
with peak applied heating power densities of 31.5, 54.1, 88.2,
and 129.8 kW m−2. The peaks all occur after between 100 and
110 µs. Curves of measured temperature data are the average
of the four sensors on either the heater or the channel side re-
spectively.

Note that up until the strongest pulses, with peak ap-
plied heating power densities above about 100 kW m−2,
the temperature variation within the channel remains
around ±7.5 mK, which is only barely larger than the
measurement uncertainty of about ±5 mK. This means
the channel maintains the 120 µm depth evenly along
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Table 2: Summary of fast–pulse test from Figure 11. Qapp is
here the peak value during each test. T ∗

heater and T ∗
channel are

the peak values from the figure, while ∆Theater and ∆Tchannel
are the variations around the peak value. τ∗heater and τ∗channel
are the time of peak temperature, while ∆τheater and ∆τchannel
are the variations around this time.

Qapp 31.5 54.1 88.2 129.8 kW m−2

T ∗
heater 3.109 3.486 3.822 4.096 K

∆Theater
+280
−250

+370
−450

+480
−610

+610
−640 mK

τ∗heater 350 400 400 400 µs

∆τheater
+100
−50

+100
−50

+150
−50

+300
−50 µs

T ∗
channel 1.989 2.048 2.114 2.161 K

∆Tchannel
+7
−7

+6
−8

+4
−3

+10
−9 mK

τ∗channel 2.0 1.95 2.15 2.15 ms

∆τchannel
+0.4
−0.3

+0.15
−0.05

+0.3
−0.0

+0.15
−0.05 ms

its length, otherwise we would see larger variation be-
tween the peak temperatures. A significant depth vari-
ation would mean the sensors touch effectively different
volumes of helium, but these volumes are subject to very
similar heat flows from the heater. This conclusion only
holds if we can assume that regions of the channel about
30 mm apart (sensor–to–sensor distance) are effectively
isolated from each other on the time–scale investigated
here. To check this, we assume heat transfer within the
channel helium behaves according to the Gorter–Mellink
regime. For a worst–case scenario, we take the thermal
conductivity function value in Equation (3) at its peak;
6.6 · 1014 W3.4 m−5.8 K−1. For the typical peak temper-
ature variation of ∆T = 15 mK, and a distance ∆x =
30 mm, we get a heat flux of 18.6 kW m−2, meaning a
total power of 6.92 mW. Consider a situation where this
power flows from a 30 mm long section of the channel at
2.115 K to an adjacent section 15 mK cooler. Taking the
heat capacity at 2.1 K as 1.1 · 106 J m−3 K−1, and dis-
regarding the temperature increase in the cooler section,
it would take about 27 ms before the surplus energy in
the hotter region is transferred to the colder one. This is
an order of magnitude longer than the time–scale we are
looking at. Considering also that the thermal conduc-
tivity function of helium falls quite rapidly once above
about 1.95 K, while the heat capacity grows towards Tλ,
it is safe to regard the helium channel as a set of isolated
volumes on the time–scale of a few milliseconds.

For the strongest pulse we see the channel tempera-
tures reach very close to Tλ. The calibration uncertainty
is large enough that even the highest channel sensor tem-
perature is not conclusively above Tλ. For the slow–pulse
tests, we clearly see the heat transfer regime change in the
heater sensor data as the channel reaches Tλ, but no such
evidence is seen during fast pulses. An important differ-
ence is that for fast pulses the peak channel temperature

happens well after the applied heating power density has
settled back to zero, at which point the only driver for
heat flow across the helium–heater interface is the energy
stored in the heat capacity of the heater strip (and ma-
terial stack behind it). We will revisit this question in
Section 6.3.

5.2 Simulating Fast Pulses With Mea-
sured Tref

Figure 12 shows the same test as that in Figure 10 to-
gether with the result of a simulation like that success-
fully used on slow pulses in Section 4.1. While slow pulses
could be simulated with excellent accuracy using the mea-
sured channel helium temperature, it is clear that fast
pulses cannot. Comparing the measured heater sensor
temperature curves to the solid black simulated sensor
temperature we find that the simulated temperature rises
significantly faster than the measured temperatures. This
is seen also on the simulated heater surface temperature
which represents the temperature of the heater at the
Kapitza interface.

The simulated heater surface temperature peaks af-
ter 177 µs at 3.023 K and the simulated heater sensor
temperature peaks after about 210 µs at 3.322 K. The
measured heater sensor temperatures peak after around
350 µs, and about 0.5 K lower. For stronger pulses, the
peak simulated sensor temperature occurs slightly later;
for the strongest fast pulse the peak happens after 240 µs,
which is still much sooner than the 400 µs seen in mea-
surements. There is also a considerable difference in the
peak temperature value in Figure 12, where the simula-
tion reaches about 0.5 K higher than the average of the
measured peak temperatures. At least some of this dis-
crepancy can be explained by the variations in materials
surrounding the sensor. We investigate the effect of di-
mensional and material parameter variation in Section
6.2.

The simulated thermal relaxation after the peak is also
different from measurements; after around 0.8 ms both
simulation and measurement transitions to a slower cool-
ing trajectory, but measurements are still at around 2.3 K
and remain higher than the simulated trajectory which
has fallen to about 2.1 K before the clear slope change.
The simulated transient predicts the heater surface tem-
perature should reach the helium temperature after about
1 ms. This is very consistent between all tested fast
pulses, with simulation of the strongest fast pulse tak-
ing till 1.2 ms. When the heater surface temperature
is equal to the helium temperature, the Kapitza expres-
sion gives zero heat flux across the interface. However,
the channel helium temperature keeps rising until 1.7 ms
after the start of the pulse (rising until 2.1 ms for the
strongest pulses). This is a clear sign that simply apply-
ing the steady state Kapitza boundary condition at the
heater surface does not capture the real physics at this
time–scale; if there were no heat transfer from the heater
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Figure 12: Same fast–pulse test as that shown in Figure 10,
together with the result of a simulation that models only the
material stack (exactly like that for slow pulses in Section 4.1),
which uses the measured helium channel temperature as the
reference in the Kapitza cooling boundary condition.

strip, the helium in the channel would not keep heating
up.

6 Model the Channel Helium

To develop our modelling of the setup further, we in-
troduce a simple model of the channel helium itself. To
account for the pin–holes, we take our simulated domain
to be one half of the channel, along its length, connected
to one pin–hole at the right end. At the left end of the
simulated domain, corresponding to the middle of the
channel, we assume zero heat flow. The pin–hole is sim-
ulated along its 4 mm length, and we keep the right end,
corresponding to the point where it touches the bath, at
the bath temperature. Figure 13 shows a diagram of the
boundary and interface nodes of the simulated domain.

TCh
0 TCh

N−1

TPH
0 TPH

1 TPH
M−1

QtoPinHole

QalongPinHole

PKapitza PKapitza[m]

Figure 13: Diagram of channel and pin–hole nodes, and how
they interface. There are N channel nodes, denoted by the
“Ch” superscript, and M pin–hole nodes, denoted by the “PH”
superscript. From the temperature distribution in the pin–hole
we find QalongPinHole, and use this with the cross section of the
pin–hole to determine QtoPinHole. PKapitza denotes the volu-
metric heat flow into (or out of) the node from the heater strip.
The index [m] indicates that we use the pin–hole temperature
at each node in the Kapitza expression.

The boundary and interface conditions are as follows;

• At channel node TCh
0 we assume zero heat flux; we

take the channel to be symmetrical around the mid-
dle.

• At pin–hole node TPH
M−1 we assume the helium tem-

perature is equal to the bath temperature.

• At pin–hole node TPH
0 we assume the helium tem-

perature is equal to the temperature of channel node
TCh
N−1.

• At channel node TCh
N−1 we let flow the heat flux

QtoPinHole. We find this heat flux from the esti-
mated heat flux that flows between the two first pin–
hole nodes, QalongPinHole, and scale this by the ratio
between the pin–hole cross section and the channel
cross section.

• At each node, a volumetric heat input/output
PKapitza is found from the Kapitza expression, and
either added as an energy source or subtracted as an
energy sink.

In the simulated domain itself, we assume the Gorter–
Mellink regime is always dominant, and discretise Equa-
tion (4), following a similar approach to Fuzier (see Eq.
5.22 in Ref. [36]). We obtain the following numerical
scheme;

Ci
Tn+1
i − Tni

∆t
=

1

2∆x

[
Ai
Tn+1
i+1 − Tn+1

i

∆x
− Bi

Tn+1
i − Tn+1

i−1

∆x

]

+
1

2∆x

[
Ai
Tni+1 − Tni

∆x
− Bi

Tni − Tni−1

∆x

]

+ Pni

(6)

where Ci is the volumetric heat capacity of helium at
node i; Tni = T (xi, tn); ∆x denotes the grid spacing in
the x–direction; Pni is a time– and space–dependent vol-
umetric heat source/sink, and;

Ai =

(
1

f
(

1
2

[
Tni + Tni+1

])
) 1
m
(

∆x∣∣Tni+1 − Tni
∣∣+ ε

)m−1
m

,

Bi =

(
1

f
(

1
2

[
Tni + Tni−1

])
) 1
m
(

∆x∣∣Tni − Tni−1

∣∣+ ε

)m−1
m

,

(7)

where ε is a small number, here 1 · 10−8, to ensure nu-
merical stability when the thermal gradient is very close
to zero, and m = 3.4.

The heater strip runs along the bottom of both the
channel and the pin–holes, and to simulate the heating
of the channel/pin–hole we use the same material stack
simulation as that in sections 4.1 and 5.2. The key differ-
ence is that now, instead of using the measured helium
temperature as input to the Kapitza boundary condition
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on the heater surface of the material stack we use the
simulated channel helium temperature. To simplify the
simulation load we run only a single material stack sim-
ulation, getting only a single heater surface temperature,
and use this to find the total volumetric energy flow in-
to/out of each node of the channel/pin–hole helium. This
simplification works well because the heat flux out of the
pin–hole, cooling the channel, is not large enough to cause
any meaningful thermal gradient along the length of the
channel.

To assess the validity of this model, we test it on the
slow pulse for which we know the simulation works well
when using the measured helium temperature. Figure 14
shows a comparison between this new simulation ap-
proach, that also simulates the helium, and the previous
simulation approach where we used the measured channel
helium temperature. The solid grey curve is the same as
the result shown in Figure 8, plotted up to 20 ms. The
black dotted curve is the simulated heater sensor tem-
perature from the new approach, while the black dash–
dot–dotted curve is the helium temperature from the new
approach.
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Figure 14: Slow–pulse test with the simulation result also
shown in Figure 8, plotted until 20 ms, together with the sim-
ulation result that includes simulation of channel and pin–hole
helium. Sim heater, sim He denotes the simulated heater sensor
temperature from the new approach, and Sim channel denotes
the simulated channel temperature. Sim heater, meas He is the
old simulation result obtained by using the measured helium
channel temperature. Note that the initial temperature of the
two simulations differ by about 2.5 mK.

Looking at the simulated heater temperature, we see
there is no difference between the two results before
around 5 ms, and only after around 10 ms do the tra-
jectories clearly deviate. The simulated helium tem-
perature, however, appears to follow a different trajec-
tory than the measured channel temperature immedi-

ately, though even after 5 ms it is still within the esti-
mated calibration uncertainty of ±5 mK. That the de-
viation between the two simulation approaches only be-
comes clear around 10 ms is expected; the Kapitza ex-
pression, with the nK exponent on both the heater and
helium temperatures, gives very similar heat flux values
for helium temperatures within a few millikelvin of each
other. After 5 ms, the simulated heater surface tempera-
ture from both simulation approaches is about 1.943 K,
with the new approach that also simulates the helium be-
ing on a slightly steeper trajectory. The measured helium
temperature is around 1.9095 K, while the simulated he-
lium temperature is 1.911 K. The Kapitza expression,
using aK = 1316.8 W m−2 K−nK and nK = 2.528, gives
304 W m−2 for the lower, measured helium temperature,
and 290 W m−2 for the higher, simulated helium temper-
ature. This means the Kapitza cooling heat flux is only
5% larger with the measured helium temperature.

The reason the simulated helium temperature devi-
ates from the measured temperature is more involved,
but also expected; we make the channel by pressing two
PEEK plates together with a total 16 aluminium bolts.
While having so many bolts means the the clamping force
is distributed along the plates, the joining of separate
parts, necessarily, leaves a gap where the two plates meet.
We have placed Kapton tape between the two plates,
which helps form a better seal nearest the bolts where
the clamping force is greatest. There will still remain
small gaps from the manufacturing tolerances of parts
which will be filled with helium; some of these gaps will
be in contact with the channel helium. This additional
helium will, of course, serve to increase the effective heat
capacity of the channel. In addition to this, we do not
account for heat transfer paths going from the channel he-
lium out to the bath through the PEEK that surrounds
it. We conclude that neglecting these parasitic cooling
effects is valid until 5 ms.

6.1 Fast Pulses With Helium Simulation

Figure 15 shows the result of the new simulation ap-
proach compared with the measurements from the same
fas–pulse test shown back in Figure 10. The solid black
curve is the simulated heater sensor temperature (which
should be compared with the measured temperatures).
The dotted black curve is the simulated heater surface
temperature. The dash–dot–dotted black curve is the
simulated helium temperature.

From Subfigure 15a, the simulated heater sensor tem-
perature is not substantially different from the result ob-
tained by using the measured helium temperature (seen
in Figure 12). The peak temperature is 3.322 K after
209 µs with both simulation approaches. The simulated
heater surface temperatures, however, differ a little; this
new simulation gives the peak simulated heater surface
temperature after 179 µs at 3.025 K, which is 2 µs after
and 2 mK above the simulation that used the measured
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(a) Focus on heater sensors during the first 2 ms of the test.
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(b) Focus on channel sensors during the first 10 ms of the test.

Figure 15: Measurement from the same fast–pulse test shown
in Figure 10, together with simulation results that include the
channel helium connected to a pin–hole.

helium temperature for the Kapitza boundary condition.
While not a meaningful difference in terms of our mea-
surement uncertainties, this result is consistent with the
different heat flux at the Kapitza interface when looking
at the simulated helium temperature in Subfigure 15b.
It rises faster than the measured temperature, meaning
that the Kapitza heat flux will be slightly lower during
this simulation, which in turn means slightly less effective
cooling, leading to the higher peak temperature at a later
time.

In Subfigure 15b we see the simulated helium tempera-
ture stabilise at 1.964 K after about 1 ms. The measured
helium temperatures have a peak around 1.961 K (from
the average of the four temperatures), but it takes till

1.7 ms before it happens. So, on the one hand, we can
accurately simulate the peak helium temperature value,
confirming that the channel helium is isolated from the
parasitic cooling effects that eventually causes the slow–
pulse simulation deviation around 5 ms in Figure 14. On
the other hand, the rate of heat transfer to the helium
is clearly not captured correctly by applying the steady
state Kapitza expression, even if it gives the correct total
energy transfer.

Since we do not consider the parasitic cooling effects,
and since the pin–holes provide so little cooling power rel-
ative to the volume of the channel, the simulated helium
temperature only very slowly decays compared with the
measured values. Also, the simulated helium tempera-
ture keeps rising until around 6.5 ms where the simulated
heater surface temperature has cooled down to that of the
helium, at which point no significant heat transfer across
the Kapitza interface takes place. This crossing point
happens at the same time for both simulation and mea-
surement, and we see the match all the way up to peak
applied heating power densities around 100 kW m−2. For
larger pulses than this, the simulated helium temperature
reaches Tλ, and we look more into this in Section 6.3.

6.2 Slowing Down the Simulated Tran-
sient

We now have a model of our system that can accurately
simulate the temperature development for a slow pulse
up to 5 ms. Furthermore, in situations where the helium
temperature is known, the heater/material stack part of
our modelling setup is essentially accurate for the en-
tire duration of a slow pulse. That same model, with or
without simulation of the helium, does not work satis-
factorily for fast pulses. This corresponds qualitatively
to the observations of UFOs in the LHC; the magnet
needs more energy to reach the temperature at which it
quenches as compared with a model of the magnet that
works well for steady state losses. So, at the millisec-
ond time–scale, processes not yet accounted for in the
simple model lead to improved cooling performance that
prevents magnets from quenching, and we can clearly see
this effect in the slower–than–expected heater and helium
temperature rises.

Can we explain the measured results by simply chang-
ing parameters within the model as we have implemented
it? The following discussion compares the fast–pulse test
in Figure 15 with simulations using various parameters.
The results are general to all fast pulses regarding the
key metrics of time and amplitude of peak.

6.2.1 Parameter Space From Open Bath Tests

In our Open Bath Paper we found a parameter space
comprised of the steady state Kapitza parameter varia-
tion and uncertainty in dimensions of the various material
layers in the material stack used for transient simulations.
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Within this space, we could successfully simulate the tem-
perature development of all sensors from about 1 ms af-
ter a step in applied heating power density. Between
the step and the first millisecond, we saw that the mea-
sured temperature rise is slower than simulations. This
same parameter space cannot explain the closed channel
behaviour. By using aK = 1213.6 W m−2 K−nK , nK =
2.86, 41 µm of varnish between the heater strip and the
Cernox® sensor, 10 µm of EPO–TEK for the sensor lead
attachments, and 18 mm of copper leads, which repre-
sents the lowest temperature curve within the parameter
space, we get a simulated sensor temperature that has
a peak temperature value of 2.92 K after 210 µs for the
same fast–pulse test as that shown in Figure 15. This
temperature amplitude is about 120 mK below the two
sensors H-2 and H-1 . The average sensor tempera-
ture measurement for this test has a peak temperature of
2.845 K after 350 µs. So, while the simulated temperature
amplitude is better with the parameter changes, they still
lead to a peak around 150 µs sooner than measurements.

So, within the estimated geometrical parameter space,
we can get the right temperature amplitude for sensors
H-2 and H-1 , but not the other two heater sensors. But
the time of the simulated peak is always at least 100 µs
too early.

6.2.2 Variation in Material Parameters

We do not get significant improvement even after allow-
ing material parameter variation of ±20% on both ther-
mal conductivity and heat capacity of the materials in
the stack. ±20% represents a pessimistic assumption of
the measurement uncertainty of material data found in
literature (see Appendix A in the Open Bath Paper).
Higher heat capacity, of course, slow down the simulated
temperature response. Lowering the thermal conductiv-
ity of the varnish between the sensor and heater low-
ers the temperature amplitude, and increasing the steel
thermal conductivity also lowers it. A simulation with
1213.6 W m−2 K−nK and nK = 2.86, 41 µm of varnish,
10 µm of EPO–TEK, and 18 mm of copper leads, where
we also increase the thermal conductivity of steel by 20%,
lower that of varnish by 20% and increase all heat capac-
ities of the materials in the stack by 20% gives a peak
simulated sensor temperature of 2.700 K, which is 45 mK
below sensor H+1 , but the peak is only slowed till 215 µs,
much too fast.

Furthermore, none of these changes do anything to
change the simulated helium temperature rise signifi-
cantly. With a higher heat capacity of steel, it takes
slightly longer before the Kapitza heat transfer builds
up, but even with a 20% increase, the time at which the
helium reaches the stable temperature seen in Subfigure
15b remains about 1 ms.

6.2.3 Thermal Boundary Resistance

In our model of the material stack, we have not so far con-
sidered the possible effect of thermal contact resistance
between the solids. In particular, a thermal boundary re-
sistance between the heater strip and the varnish layer, or
between the varnish layer and the Cernox® sensor would
help slow down the temperature rise and the amplitude
of the simulated temperature response of the sensors. To
assess the effect of such a thermal resistance we include
a layer of material between the heater strip and the var-
nish that has an effective thermal conductivity of just 1%
that of the varnish itself. This leads to a simulated sen-
sor temperature peak of just 2.474 K, which is below even
that of sensor HM , but it still happens after only 240 µs,
much too soon compared with the measured transient.
And, again, this change to the model does not alter the
response of the helium.

6.2.4 Thermal Gradient Across the Channel

Since the pin–holes have such a small cooling effect on the
channel, a reasonable change to the helium modelling is
to instead simulate a channel domain upwards, across the
channel, to see if the slow helium sensor response could
be due to the time it takes heat to propagate from the he-
lium adjacent to the heater to the helium near the sensor
120 µm away. For this kind of simulation we disregard
the pin–holes completely, and use the heat flux from the
Kapitza expression as a Neumann boundary condition at
the heater–adjacent node of the channel helium. At the
sensor–adjacent node we assume zero heat flux. With
these boundary conditions we implement Equation (6) in
the same way we do when simulating helium along the
channel length.

We find only a negligible thermal gradient across the
channel depth; on the order of 5 µK between the heater–
adjacent and sensor–adjacent helium. This is essentially
independent of which helium node we use as the refer-
ence temperature for the Kapitza expression. So, with
the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer regime we cannot ex-
plain the slow helium temperature rise. Note that if the
Gorter–Mellink regime is not dominant, it would be be-
cause it has not yet had time to develop fully, meaning the
laminar heat transfer regime still matters, which transfers
heat even better than the Gorter–Mellink regime, leading
to even smaller thermal gradients across the channel.

6.2.5 Inter–Plate Helium

A final avenue we have looked at is to try and include the
inter–plate helium that is trapped between the two PEEK
plates after bolting shut and sealing with Eccobond®.
This enters the realm of speculation, because we do not
have reliable estimates for how wide this inter–plate gap
is. We have flatness measurements of the PEEK plates
when they are not under tension from the bolts which in-
dicates there is a maximum gap–length of 50 µm. After
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applying the considerable clamping force of the 16 alu-
minium bolts the resulting gap is certainly not that large.
However, if we assume the inter–plate gap, filled with he-
lium, is uniformly 10 µm along the entire length of the
channel, and that it runs uninterrupted all the way out to
the bolt–holes about 6.5 mm from the edge of the chan-
nel, we can define a similar decomposed domain for the
inter–plate helium as we do for the pin–holes. This does
not yield a significantly slower simulated helium tempera-
ture response. However, it does result in a weak tendency
of the helium temperature to fall after reaching the same
peak temperature as that found for a channel alone. This
is because now we allow for some heat to flow out of the
channel region, along this extra helium volume.

Extending the speculative added helium domain even
further, to include the helium trapped between the alu-
minium bolts and the PEEK wall of the hole, we can
obtain a simulated helium temperature decays more sim-
ilarly to the measured values, since there is now effectively
even more helium into which heat from the channel can
be siphoned off. It does not significantly slow down the
initial temperature rise however.

Insofar as an inter–plate gap filled with helium exists,
it is unlikely that it can be approximated as a continu-
ous channel of even depth along the entire mating re-
gion of the two PEEK plates. Furthermore, that the
helium around the aluminium bolts should be in direct
contact with this hypothetical inter–plate helium is effec-
tively precluded by the fact that where the aluminium
bolts clamp down on the two plates, there is also the
largest clamping force, meaning the volumes are com-
pletely sealed off.

6.3 Regime Change During Tests

For the strongest applied heating power densities, across
all three time–dependent profiles, we see the helium tem-
perature approach and, for some tests, go above Tλ. In
order to expand the simulation framework to also include
these high–power tests, we must implement some form of
regime change once Tλ is reached.

In the helium domain, when a node goes above Tλ we
change the effective thermal conductivity to that of sta-
tionary He I. This change is done in the thermal conduc-
tivity coefficients A and B in Equation (7).

For the heater–helium interface heat transfer, which is
no longer governed by the Kapitza expression from Equa-
tion (1) when the helium temperature has gone above Tλ,
we use a natural convection regime;

Qinterface = QNatConv = aNatConv(Ts − Tref), (8)

where aNatConv is the natural convection surface heat
transfer coefficient.

During the relevant time–windows of the high–power
tests we see no sign of nucleate boiling or the onset of
film boiling, which would be accompanied with chaotic

channel temperature measurements as the helium is per-
turbed by bubbles arising at the heater surface.

Our main interest is not the natural convection heat
transfer regime itself, so we only need an order–of–
magnitude value for this coefficient. Open bath exper-
iments by Dorey [38], and Mori and Ogata [39], indicate
it should be in the range 200 to 5000 W m−2 K−1. We
use aNatConv = 1000 W m−2 K−1.

6.3.1 Strongest Fast Pulse

The strongest fast pulses we have tested are, from our
simulations of the channel helium, predicted to see the
phase transition to He I in the channel, with an associ-
ated change in heat transfer regime at the heater surface.
Since such a regime change is a feature of many mod-
els applied to LHC magnets, we look into the strongest
fast–pulse test from our measurement campaign. Figure
16 shows this test together with a simulation where the
helium is considered along the length of channel, con-
nected to a pin–hole. For helium above Tλ we assume
the thermal conductivity of stationary He I; the channel
is horizontal, so we do not expect any lateral convection
currents to carry heat.

After about 0.56 ms, the simulated channel tempera-
ture reaches Tλ, seen as a kink in the dash–dot–dotted
curve in Subfigure 16b. This is the time we change
from Kapitza interface heat transfer to natural convection
(Equation (8)), and where we take the helium thermal
conductivity to be that of He I. This heat transfer regime
moves much less heat that Kapitza for the same tem-
perature difference between the heater and helium, and
therefore, in Subfigure 16a, the heater surface tempera-
ture shoots up. Immediately before the regime change,
the heat flux across the interface, from the Kapitza ex-
pression, is 15.2 kW m−2. After the regime change, the
heat flux drops to 1.0 kW m−2. Energy is still supplied
to the heater strip from the external source, contributing
to the temperature increase. However, the largest con-
tribution comes from redistribution of the energy already
in the heater strip and material stack; during the time
between the peak simulated heater temperature and the
transition out of the Kapitza regime there is a large ther-
mal gradient across the 50 µm thickness of the heater
strip, with the bottom of the heater (nearest the sensor)
being the hottest point in the simulated domain. This
thermal gradient exists in the heater to push the Kapitza
heat flux at the interface. When this heat flux suddenly
drops to nearly zero, the energy stored in the heater must
redistribute itself. This redistribution is seen as the brief
period around 0.7 ms where the simulated sensor temper-
ature remains nearly steady at 3.75 K.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the measured channel
temperatures, for sensors C-2 and CM briefly peak above
Tλ, though not enough to be beyond the estimated uncer-
tainty range. Looking at the very clear simulated heater
sensor feature associated with a heat transfer regime
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(b) Focus on channel sensors during the first 10 ms of the test.

Figure 16: Measurement from the strongest fast–pulse test
shown in Figure 11, together with simulation results that include
the channel helium connected to a pin–hole.

change it appears no such transition actually took place
during the test, or, if it did, the Kapitza regime recovered
fast enough that we could not observe the excursion.

Note that the apparent agreement between simulation
and measurement after around 2 ms in Subfigure 16a de-
pends on the choice of aNatConv in Equation (8), and us-
ing 1000 W m−2 K−1 does not lead to such agreement
for the three weaker fast pulses where the simulations
also predict helium temperatures above Tλ. This is, of
course, because the natural convection heat transfer co-
efficient depends on helium temperature, heater tempera-
ture, whether the helium flow near the heater is turbulent
or laminar, and the confinement of the channel must also
play a role, as it changes how the helium flows near the

heater as compared with the open bath case for which
data is available.

7 Comparing Tests

7.1 Open Bath and Closed Channel
Steps

Figure 17 shows two tests; Open bath curves refer to
a test of a step to 905 W m−2 applied to the heater
strip cooled by an open bath (test performed as part
of the measurement campaign for our Open Bath Pa-
per), while Closed channel curves refer to a test of a
step to 903 W m−2 applied to the heater strip cooled by
the closed channel helium. The sensors whose tempera-
tures are plotted are physically the same sensors (called
D-2 and DM in the Open Bath Paper). The channel
temperature is represented by the average temperature
of the four channel sensors.
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Figure 17: Comparison of step tests that reach around
900 W m−2 done in the open bath and closed channel configu-
rations.

During the first 4 ms there is no distinction between the
open bath and closed channel results. That there would
be some time window during which no difference is seen
makes intuitive sense; heat transferred into the helium
from the surface of the heater strip would not immedi-
ately know about the helium being confined. There must
be some form of time delay, such as a thermal diffusion
time, associated with heat transfer within helium, and be-
fore the propagating temperature reaches the roof of the
channel, the Kapitza interface sees the same as if exposed
to an open bath. The question is how long does it take for
this information to influence the system. The measure-
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ments clearly say around 4 ms from the heater sensor
temperatures. The channel temperature measurement,
on the other hand, starts rising almost immediately after
the step, which is in line with our simulation result that
shows no significant thermal gradient across the depth of
the channel. Of course, we found some small thermal de-
lay stemming from the material stack that separates the
heater surface from the heater sensors, but even within
the large parameter space we have tested, this cannot ac-
count for more than a few tens of microseconds at most,
and certainly not several milliseconds.

The closed channel temperature rise follows a roughly
linear trajectory starting at t = 0, growing by about
6 mK ms−1. The temperature growth rate of the closed
channel heater sensors after their departure from the open
bath results is about 5 mK ms−1. That they are not iden-
tical is no surprise, since the Kapitza heat transfer expres-
sion depends non–linearly on the helium temperature.
It is, however, not clear why the closed channel heater
temperatures do not appear to grow at all according to
the helium temperature during the first 4 ms. By that
time, the channel helium temperature has reached 1.93 K.
Again, 4 ms is much longer than the effective thermal dif-
fusion time through the material stack between the heater
surface and the Cernox® sensors.

A similar comparison between identical steps to
546 W m−2 show that the open bath heater sensors have
an initial rise time around half a millisecond faster than
the closed channel equivalent. This is still significantly
slower than relevant simulations. The time when the
closed channel temperatures start deviating from the
open bath ones is still around 4 ms, however.

This all points towards there being some property of
the Kapitza heat transfer, apparent only at this millisec-
ond time–scale, that does not depend intimately on the
helium temperature near the interface. Another possibil-
ity is that for simulation of heat transfer at this time–
scale, the two–fluid nature of He II cannot be simplified
to the Gorter–Mellink heat transfer relation. From our
simulations of heat transfer where we use the measured
helium temperature as the reference for Kapitza cooling
(Section 5.2), which isolates the Kapitza interface by us-
ing known helium behaviour, we still did not find the right
heater behaviour. So not having the right heat transfer
relations within the helium is not the only issue. Fi-
nally, our model of the region surrounding the heater sen-
sors is simplified to only one dimension, which leaves the
small possibility that the real three–dimensional geome-
try would need to be considered for sufficient accuracy.
The main material we neglect when simplifying like this is
PEEK, which is essentially a thermal insulator, especially
when we consider only the first few milliseconds.
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Figure 18: Comparison of three transient tests that have de-
posited roughly the same amount of energy in the heater strip
after 1 ms. Each temperature curve is the average temperature
of the four sensors that comprise the group (heater or channel).

7.2 Tests With Similar Energy Deposi-
tion

Figure 18 shows the first 1.5 ms of three different applied
heating power density profiles that, after 1 ms have deliv-
ered roughly the same amount of energy into the heater
strip. The slow pulse has delivered 0.113 mJ, the fast
pulse 0.153 mJ, and the step 0.111 mJ.

The most important observation is that the helium
temperature rise during the first millisecond of the slow–
pulse test has clearly risen above the initial temperature
by about 9 mK, which is almost twice the estimated cal-
ibration uncertainty. The fast–pulse and step tests, on
the other hand, after having deposited at least that same
amount of energy in the heater strip, see the helium tem-
perature rise by no more than 2 mK which is less than
half the calibration uncertainty.

This means that the time–structure of the energy de-
position is of fundamental importance to the way energy
is distributed between the two main parts of the system;
heater and helium. Recall, for the slow pulse shown in
the figure, we can very accurately simulate the entire time
window shown, including the simulation of the channel
helium. That same simulation approach predicts that
the channel helium should rise about 3 mK over the first
1 ms. This is quite similar to the measured rise. However,
the simulated heater sensor temperature is faster than the
measured temperature, overestimating the Kapitza heat
transfer during the first 0.5 ms. For the fast pulse, sim-
ulations give a very different helium behaviour than that
seen; the simulated helium temperature rise, like seen be-
fore, reaches a flat top value after 1 ms that is 4 mK above
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the initial temperature, while the measured helium tem-
perature only grows by 1 to 2 mK within this time. Note
that the simulation gives a helium temperature rise of
3.5 mK after just 0.5 ms. The fast–pulse energy deposi-
tion is larger than that of the other two tests in the com-
parison, so the temperature after 1 ms should have been
higher than just 1 to 2 mK if all the energy entered the
helium. The measured helium temperature rises slowly
to a peak about 2 to 3 mK above initial temperature after
8 ms.

So, for energy depositions that happen on the sub–
millisecond time–scale, like fast pulses, an effect we have
not accounted for in our modelling, that does not appear
to be relevant at longer time–scales, leads to a channel
helium temperature rise that is much slower than antici-
pated. The helium heats up from the heater strip, so the
effect must also impact the heat transfer from heater to
helium.

The strongest step performed reached Qapp =
1.02 kW m−2 after about 100 µs. It delivered 0.154 mJ
of energy during the first 330 µs of the test. This is
the same amount of energy as that delivered during the
entire fast–pulse test shown in Figure 18. During these
330 µs, the heater sensor temperatures are indistinguish-
able between the two tests. Furthermore, the channel
temperature rise during the first 330 µs of the step test
is about 4 mK, while the simulated helium temperature
rise is about 3 mK. So, it is only for the fast–pulse tests
that it appears the energy transfer into helium is wrong
when using the steady state Kapitza expression.

The models used to predict quench levels of LHC mag-
nets incorporate the same physics we have implemented
here, except for the internal heat transfer within helium,
which is neglected for quench level estimates. In light
of the underestimated LHC magnet quench levels dur-
ing UFO events, we confirm that both heater and helium
temperatures remain lower than expected during our con-
trolled experiments. Since all attempts at variations of
parameters in our model fail to explain the slower tem-
perature response, on both the heater and helium side, it
appears the use of the steady state Kapitza heat transfer
expression could be invalid at the UFO time–scale.

8 Conclusion

To investigate superfluid–helium cooling of a heater sub-
ject to time–dependent heating on the millisecond time–
scale, as relevant to UFO events in the LHC, we built an
experimental setup consisting of a heater and a confined
volume of He II cooling the heater from one side. The
setup was previously validated in open bath experiments,
where we found steady state Kapitza parameters for the
stainless steel heater strip we use. Our setup measures
the temperature of the heater strip and the channel he-
lium.

We develop a heat transfer model based on the time–
dependent heat equation together with the steady state

Kapitza heat transfer expression as a cooling boundary
condition at the heater–helium interface. We validate
the model against measurements where the heater strip
is subjected to a slow pulse in heating power that peaks
after 9 ms and lasts for a total of 400 to 500 ms. When
using the measured helium channel temperature as the
reference temperature in the Kapitza heat transfer ex-
pression, we can accurately simulate the first 150 ms of
such a pulse.

We expand this model to include the helium volume
by considering a one–dimensional helium domain along
the heater connected to a pin–hole at one end. We as-
sume heat transfer within helium always adheres to the
fully turbulent Gorter–Mellink regime. With this exten-
sion of the model, we can accurately simulate the first
5 ms of slow pulses in heating power. The deviations af-
ter this are tied to parasitic cooling effects in the helium
stemming from the setup being built as two parts pressed
together to form the helium channel.

For fast, UFO–like pulses, which deliver peak power
after 100 µs and last for less than 1 ms in total, we con-
sistently find that both the heater and the channel helium
temperatures rise more slowly than what is predicted by
the heat transfer model we validated for slow pulses. The
slower temperature rise cannot be explained by material
parameter variations, changes in the dimensions of mate-
rial layers in the model, addition of a thermal boundary
resistance between the heater and the sensor, a thermal
gradient in the helium across the depth of the channel,
or the effect of adding a hypothetical volume of helium
between the two PEEK mounting plates.

Comparing slow–pulse, fast–pulse, and step tests that
deliver the same amount of energy to the heater strip
after 1 ms, we find that for the UFO–like fast–pulse en-
ergy deposition, the expected helium temperature rise,
as predicted by our modelling, is higher and happens
sooner than what we see in the measurements. The simu-
lated helium temperature rise from the other two energy
deposition profiles is in line with measurement. There
must, therefore, be a missing, but important effect, not
accounted for in our model.

Since fast–pulse simulations using the measured helium
temperature in the Kapitza cooling expression do not give
heater temperatures that agree with measurements, the
missing effect is not isolated to the helium alone. As
only the Kapitza interface influence both the heater and
helium domains simultaneously, this points towards the
steady state Kapitza heat transfer expression not being
valid at the UFO event time–scale.
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